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PREFACE 

The greater part of the substance of this book 
was the subject of a course of lectures delivered by 
me in the University of :Madras in the latter part of 
1 !)27 under the terms of an endowment in memory 
of my friend the late 1\fr. V. Krishnaswami Aiyer. 
\ Vhen the University offered the lectureship to me, 
they left the choice of topics entirely to my discretion. 
In view of the fact that the appointment of the statu
tory commission for the revision of the Indian 
constitution was then impending-, it seemed to me 
that a discussion of the main problems which would 
be likely to arise in connection with the revision of 
the constitution would serve a more useful purpose 
than a treatment of the history of the Indian 
constitution, or a mere description of its present 
form. 

It has been remarked that the constitutional 
oevelopment of India has not proceeded on any 
systematic or preorganized plan. The reason for 
this is that, until the historic announcement of 
August 20, 1917, in the House of Commons, there 
had been no declaration by the government as to 
the aim of British rule in India. Responsible 
government in India as an integral part of the British 
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Erhpire was for· the first time then formulated and 
authoritatively declared to be the goal of • British. 
administration. The Montagu-Chelmsford Report 
is the first, and by far the most, important document 
in which the development of th~ Indian constitution 
has bee~ envisaged in its entirety. Any discussion 
of t~e questions arising on revision must necessarily 
start from this declaration of policy as the fundamental · 
basis. The goal as declar~d in the historic announce
ment cannot be changed or lost sight of. Any 
suggestio~~ which may be,ptade for the improvement 
of .. the ·constitution · must be consistent with the 
realization ·of,trus·ultim.ate *aim.. All schemes which 
proceed upon the assumption . that the solemn 
declaration of August 20~ 1917, was ·a mistake, 
or that 'the system of parliamentary government is 
not suited to the· genius of th~ East must be ruled 

. out as inadmissible .. The one touchstone by which 
all proposals for ~constitutional reforms must be 

. tested is. whether they will be conducive to the attairi
.ment of. th~ goal, or will retard the progress towards 
it, or .lead· India away from it. It is from this point 
of view that l have approached the . subject of 
constitutional revision . 

. I have attempted to deal with the questions 
w~ch would ha:ve to be ·considered, if the system 
o( responsible government were introduced into 
India. To som~ critics it may appear that such 

i 

a discussion is idle on the ground that responsible 
government will not b~ realized in the near future. 
Whether responsible government in the provinces, 
or provincial autonomy as it has been called, will be 
introduced is a matter of conjecture. Whetner res-
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ponsibility will be introduce~ in the internal civil 
administration of the country by the central govern
ment is still more a matter of conjecture. Into 
these matters of prophecy as to the future intentions 
of the government, I do not enter. I can only 
express my opinion as to what changes are called 
for. Even if responsible government is not going 
to be introduced in the immediate future, the 
discussion of the problems involved in a constitution 
providing for responsible government would still be of 
advantage; for it is essential that whatever inter
mediate steps in revision may be taken, they should 
not be inconsistent with the eventual attainment of 
the goal. 

It was not possible for me to deal with all the 
topics involved in a scheme of constitutional revision. 
But I have dealt with the more salient problems 
relating to the structure and functions of the legis
lat~re and the executive in both the provincial and 
the central governments. The subject of local self
government has not been included within the scope 
of my work, partly for the reason that considerations 
of space forbade such inclusion and partly for the 
reason that the subject is not one of a controversial 
nature like the problems arising in connection with 
the provincial and central governments and is 
comparatively of secondary importance. The 
questions to which I have specially directed attention 
and upon which I have dwelt at considerable length 
are those which have been pointed out as the chief 
stumbling-blocks in the way of responsible govern
ment. They relate to the subjects of defence, the · 
relations between the Government of India and the 
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Indian states and the protection of minorities. I 
~ve endeavoured to deal with the various • topics 
in the light both of general prmcipl~s and of practical 
considerations. In all cases admitting of a difference 
of opinion, while I hav~ not hesitated to. express 
my own View, .I have tried to present as fairly and 
impartially. as possible the cas~ for and against my 
own conclusions. 

' . 1 After the delivery of die course of lectures, it was 
represented to me that· their publication might appeal 
to a wider; audience. · I have since thoroughly 
revised and recast the matt~r of the lectures and 

'made considerable'additions to it. 
In dealing with ·the subject of ·Indian states and 

their. relations . to British India, I have· examined 
th~ question .whether it is feasible to bring the states 
into any real federal union with British India. My 
conclusion against the feasibility of any such scheme 
is mainly based upo~ the attitud~ of . the Indian 
princes . themselves and. their unwillingness to 
sacrifice even a tittle of th~ir individuality. I have 
remarked that the conception_ of any closer union 
with· British India _entertained by the princes does 
not stretch beyond a mere loose confederacy of 
states. At the time I wrote the chapters dealing 
with the . Indian states, no scheme had been put 
forward in public by the princes themselves. I could 
only discuss some o£ the proposals which had been 
put forward by a .publicist in Mysore. Since then 
a scheme has been published in the papers and it has 
been associated with the name of Sir Leslie Scott, 
the counsel employed by the .princes to present theit 
case to the Butler committee. It is said to havt: 
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been partly sponsored by · the · standing committee 
of the Chamber of Princes. It is not known whether 
the scheme· has assum~d a ·final form ·and whether 
it has been adopted by the princes generally. ; At 
the time of the· Princes' conference held at Bombay 
in April last befor~ the submission· of the scheme 
to the Butler committee, it was stated that~ there 
was no general agreement among· ,the princes .and 
that the· rulers of r Hyderabad, Baroda, ~·Mysore, 
Travancor~ and Cochin had not agreed to it. i Down 

· to this moment, there has been no official publication 
of the memorandum submitted by Sir Leslie Scott 
to the Butler committee. I have therefore considered · 
it inadvisable to discuss it in the body of, the book .. 
It is not a little curious . that though· the enquiry 
largely concerns the · relations·. betw~en , the . Indian 
states and British India,· no steps have been taken 
to ascertain public opinion in·.British· India on the 
matters under. enquiry. ·The· ways of government 1 

and of committe~s appointed by the government. pre : 
often inscrutable. ; It is not , possible ·· to· . discuss l 

Sir · Leslie · Scott's scheme. within the limits of a 
preface. Nor is it worth,while to do so, when,we 
do not know what modifications the . scheme may 
undergo before .the · final presentation . of the case 
to the States Enquiry Committee. . I must, however, 
observe that a perusal of the scheme has confirmed 
·my conviction that · · the attitude of ·the . princes 
renders any close organic association }Vith British 
India impossible and that th'e most eipedient course 
is to leave matters as they are at present. No 
reasonable objection can be taken to ·the desire of 
the princes for an ascertainment of their rights, but 

B ' 
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any attempt ·to bring about- an organic relationship 
with British India is now impracticable. One 
fundamental principle of all corporate organization is 
what may be called the rul~ of the rna jority, and 

·this principle the princes have not learned and will 
not 'learn. r. To put ii briefly, the whole of Sir Leslie 
Scott's scheme is based upon a want of touch with 
the rea.Iiti~ of the situatioit. The scheme is inspired 
by vague ideas derive"d from_ the League of Nations 
and. the' Pe~manent ·Court of International Justice-
and .by a.·· noti~n. of equality ~£-status between the 
princes ·and th¢ paramount· power. The scheme is 
also· quite incompatible with the Dominion status 
which is t~e aspiration of British India. 

The appointment of the statutory commission has 
produced some fantastic schemes for the revision of 
the constitution and notably by English publicists. 
Som~ of them have been struck with the want . of 
party co!tesion and the . instability of .ministries and 
have put forward inter alia suggestions for making 
the : ministries more or less irremovable. These 
schemes betray an ignorance of the evolution of the 
party system and its working in western countries. 
The instability· o~ ministri~s may be admitted to be 
an evil, but it is not confined to this country and is, 
on the other hand,;. very conspicuous in other 
countries also, The enforcement of the principle of 
joint responsibility of the cabinet is bound to promote 
party cohesiot;l. The principle of an irremovable 
executive is a prominent feature of the presidential 
system and is inconsistent with the parlia.Illentary 
system. Tliougli the Americans have got · ac
customed to the presidential system and have been 
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able to work it somehow, its inherent defects ares~· 
patent that it is a wonder how it can work at all. , No 
inference in favour of the suitability of such a 
system to other countries can be drawn · from ' 
the example of America. The Swiss system also. 
is so unique that it can be hardly looked to for 
guidance. 

The growing estrangement between the govern-, 
ment and the people of British India is a source , 
of sincere sorrow to persons like. myself who have 
been firm believers in the value of the · British con
nection. , I can only point out the .~angers ahead 
and the remedies which seem necessary., and 
practicable for the purpose o! putting an end to. the 
unrest in the country. But the. chances are that · 
the government will be unable to ~stinguisb friends . · 
from foes and will regard all criticisms as equally 
inspired by a ·spirit of hostility to the British. 
connection. The reactionary _friends of the govem
·ment have always endeavoured ~ to · asperse the 
advocates of political reforms as se1£-s~eking 
agitators indifferent to the welfare of the country and 
much less in touch with their countrymen than the 
members of the ruling race. To-all such criticisms ~' 
one can afford to be perfectly indifferent. · It is .. 
sufficient to have done· one's duty to the best o( his 
lights. 

Among the text-books on politics fro~ ~he study 
of which I have derived help, I should like to make 
particular and grateful mention of Bryce's Modern 
Democracies, Keith's· Responsible Go'Vernment in 
the Dominions and Marriott's Mechanism of the 
1\f oden~ State. 
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It I only· remains- for· me to acknowledge i my . 
indebtedness ·to' my· friend tMr·· v~ S: Ramaswami · 

· Sastri" for.· the·' ttouble he has·· taken · in, going 
through; the ,-·proofs~ and 'to my friend.~ Mr.· S. N. 
Panchanadesvar f6t· his. kindness in p~eparing: the 
index::· 1': ;I 

9!d:July~ 1928~ .·
OoTAcAMUND.· •, 
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Indian Constitutional Problems· 
. . ,' ,_ 

I ~ ' 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY 

In his monograph on "India a Federation?", it is 
observed by Sir Frederick Whyte that· the lndiari. 

. constitution has like the English constitution grown 
in a more or l~ss haphazard manner and' is .. the 
product of makeshifts contrive!l to meet particular 
temporary necessities, rather than of a sl.uvey of the 
constitutional problem as. a whole. .· It has· not been 
framed in accordance with any 'design for the con
struction of a complete edifice based on .fundamental 
principles. The political and ; administrative pre.;. 
occupations of the ~overnment of India and to a 
greater extent the English characteristic of unwilling .. 
ness to tackle any questions that are not of immediate 
urgency have prevented ·the authorities from 
addressing themselves to a study of the constitutional 
problems as a whole. This method of development 
has not been without compensation in· the past. A 
premature attempt to frame a constitution might 
have resulted in a rigid structure . controlling and 
hampering future development in accordance with 
changing conditions. Political conditionsl~nd ideas 
are in a state of flux and a scheme built upon a study 
of the conditions. existing at a given .tnoment cannot 
endure, unless it is flexible enough to meet the fresh 
requirements of tlie future. The time has now come 
when the task of examining the constitutional 
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problem as a whole can be no longer put off. •The 
revision of the Government of India Act is at hand 
3.11d the p.ppointnient of the statutory commission is 
imminent. 1 

· Dissatisfaction with the existing· consti
tution has been expressed almost from the time of the 
introduction of the Montagu-Chelmsford reforms, 
and d~mands hcive from- time to time been made for 
an early revision of the constitution in accordance with 
popular wishes. But, in view of the unwillingness of 
the Impe~ ) Government. to undertake die revision 
at an early date, no _serious attention has been given 
in ; the . countty to the . study of the various 
questions .which have -to be tackled in connection with 
the revision. i\bout two years ago, Lord Birkenhead _ 
threw aut· a challenge to the Indmn public to produc~ 
some agreed soheme of constitutiona~ reform accept-
. able to all parties and _promised to consider it when 
brought forward. The main and earliest response to · 
this challenge is the Commonwealth .of India Bill, 
. produced by Dr. Besant who has devoted not a little 
of her tim~ and inexhaustible energies to this subject 
among many others. It must be confessed, however, 
that he~ attempts ·to enlist the co-operation and 
support of the Indian public have not met wi~h the 
reception which she was led to expect. Now that 
the · appointment of the Royal Commission is 
expected to be announced before the close of the 
year, it is the duty of thoughtful members of the 
Indian public to devote their attention to this subject. 
I have no idea of putting forward any complete 
scheme of constitutional reform ; nor could I expect 

a Tbe Roval Commission has since been appointed with Sir John 
Simon as Chairman. 
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any success in a field where persons of greater .ability 
and influence have tried and failed. The aim which · 
I place before myself is the modest one of drawing_ 
the attention of · the public to some of the main 
problems which will have to be considered,, in a 
revision of the existing constitution and ·'placing 
before them the more important aspec~ and 
principles to be borne in mind. In putting forward 
my views upon these problems, I·. have no intention 
of . offering cut and dried solutio'ns, · nor any . 
expectation of securing con~ence at· large for 
my views. I shall be quite satisfied, if the discussion 
which I wish to stimulate sets people thinking and 
if the views, which I have formed in the light of mx 
own experience, studies and reflection, furnish · 
helpful material for decision. : .. 

Constitution-making is a fascinating pursuit · 
which is beset with puzzles and pitfalls. The tempta
tion to make experiments and to borrow the 
latest constitutional- devices of foreign countries is 
particularly strong with the younger minds. Lord 
Bryce observed with regret that even Bolshevism 
made an appeal to : some of the· under-graduate . 
circles in the University of Oxford. 1 ·There is~ on 
the other hand, a tendency on the. part of some of. 
the older generation in this ·country to look widi 
distrust upon western institutions, and a few are 
dis~osed to s:ek for. ligh_t in the _writint~ of our 
anctent law-gtvers. We must bwld up ·our new 
constitution upon our knowledge of existing con- · 
ditions in this coimtry, and upon a careful study of 

t Fisher's Li/1 of Lord BtYce, vol. U, p. 244. 
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·· the working· of the British constitution, which lias 
furnished the model to nearly all tne countries which 
have adopted· the system of parliamentary govern
ment. We may also profit by the experience of the 
working o~ parliamentary institutions in other coun
tries, especially in the self-governing dominions of the 
British Co~onwealth and by a study of their 
defects and merits. Thera are some English critics, 
by no means unsympathetic, w.ho consider that the 
scheme of constitutional reforms, which was passed 
into law in i919, proceeded too much upon western 
lines, that it ·is ,not congenial to the Indian soil, and 
that the people of I.tidia must be left to devise and 
work, out some scheme b~tter suited to oriental . 
conditions arid traditions. There are other English 
critics who, justly proud of their own heritage, take 

. the view that English parliamentary institutions are a 
special product of English conditions and cannot be 
successfully transplanted in other climes. W ~ must 
not allow. ourselves to be scared by these opinions and 

. critici~ms. The charge of want of political inventive
ness is not :confined to Indians, but has. been made 
against other peoples also both in Europe and in 
America. I will not enter into a discussion of the 
question whether democratic institutions were known 
in ancient times in India. Of .one thing we may be 
fairly certain, that the leaven of democracy which has 
b'een introduced by the constitutional reforms of 1919 
has begun to work, and that the political ferment is 
bound to produce its usual results. In our considera
tion of the problems of the future constitution of 
India we shall do well to proceed upon this 
assumption. There may be some perhaps who are 
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of opinion that the reforms of 1919 were of tob 
democratic a character, just as there are. others who 
consider that the reforms · were not sufficiently , 
democratic. But, whichever o~ these views is 
correct, there can be no doubt that it is not now . 
possible to go back upon the reforms introduced and 
that the only course possible is to go fomar~. · · In 
our study of these problems, we shall further assum~ 
that the Imperial Government · are prepared· to 
advance not merely in the sphere of provincial 
government, but also in the sphere . of the ·central 
government. Whether they will b~. prepared to · 
introduce responsibility at the hig·her level or riot, we 
do not know. But, before we frame our sch~e, we 
must examine th~ problem in all its aspects so that · 
we may evolve a satisfactory and consistent scheme 
which can meet the wishes· of the people and the 
needs of the country. Whatever the changes which 
may be introduced in any part of the structure of the 
government, care must be taken to see·that they are 
in no way inconsistent with the ultimate goal as we · 
conceive it and as it . has been promised. The 
ultimate goal, as declared in the historic announce
ment of the 20th of August, 1917, is the realization 
of responsible government in British India as an. 
integral part of the British. Empire. Responsib~~ 
has been introduced only at the level of provincial 
government and even there only in a limiteJ sphere. 
In the central government, there is no ~ement of. 
responsibility to. the people. There is a repre
sentative legislature in the sphere of the central 
government but, while it has considerable means of 
influ~cing the views of the government, it has no · 
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responsibility whatever. It is a matter. of common 
observation that a 'system of representative govern-

. ment without responsibility is, by its very nature, of 
an unstable character a~d generally tends either to 
de:velop into a system of responsible government, or 
relapse into 'a system of government under which the 
legislature I as .. well as the executive is controlled by 

. the Crown.· Though, as a matter of general principle, 
it is not. true that the right to grant or create a 
constitution implies a right to revoke or destroy it, 
section 84 ·A of the .. Government of India ~ct 
reserves · power to the Imperial Government to 

· restrict any degr~e of responsible government already 
granted as the result of the enquiry by the statutory 
commission .. It is, however, very unlikely that any 

. such · power will be exercised and we may safely 
assume that th~ only question will be whether . the 
degree of responsible government now in existence 
should be modified or enlarged and if so, to what . 
extent. , 

In defining the goal of constitutional progress in 
British India, the declaration of the 20th of August, 

· 1917, used the words "responsible gover~ent in 
British ·India as an integral part of the British 
Empire' •. In the popular discussions upon the 
subject and the demands which have been made 

. before and after the declaration, the words ''dominion 
status" ,have often been adopted. It is perfectly 
cle~ that those who put forward the demand for 
responsible government mean to -ask for responsible 
government as existing in the self-governing domi
nions. For all practical purposes, there is· no 
distinction between the two expressions. In tlie 
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course of the discussion in the Indian Legislative: 
Assembly in 1924 on ~fr. Rangachariar's resolution, 
which sought to secure for India full s~H-gc)veming 
dominion status, the Home M~~er~ ·Sir Malcolm 
Hailey,. expressed the opinion that the term "full 
dominion seH-government' • was of wider extent than 
the expression ''responsible govemnient'' by itseH. 1 

He thought tftat it implied that not only would .. the 
executive be responsible to the legislature, but that 
the legislature would in itseH have the full powers ·· 
which are typical of the seH-governing dominions: 
He thought that responsible government was not··· 
necessarily incompatible with a legislatUre with limited. 
or restricted powers.· It is no doubt true .that 
responsible government only connot~s .responsibility .. · 
within the sphere of activity allowed by law to the. 
executive government.. In cases in which the exe-

. cutive government is responsible to a legislature with 
restricted powers, it will geneially be ·found that the 
executive is also restricted in its activities. An exe
cutive government responsible to a legislature with 
limited powers seldom possesses unrestricted powers . 
of action. Sir Malcolm Hailey was not· right in 
implying that the legislatures of the seH-governing 
dominions are absolutely unrestricted in their powers. · 
Though the powers of these legislatures are exceed
ingly wide, there are a few matters, like. merchant 
shipping for instance, in which they ~, subject 
to restrictions imposed in the interests of the 
Imperial Government.• The number of subjects in. 

' Indian Legislative Assembly Debates, 1924. 
• Keith's Res~onsible Gover11ment in tlu Dominions (second 

edition). vol. ii, p. 760. 
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which Imperial . control is exercised ovet• the 
dominions tends to·. become smaller and · smaller 
every day ; but it cannot be said that the powers of 
the legislature ·of a self-governing colony ·are of 
exactly the same width and scope as those of the 
Imperial Parliament. The demand which has been 
'always put forward on behalf of India is for the same 
kind· of· government as obfains in the. self-governing 
colonies. but restricted, it may be, for a short period, 
in external.a.ffairs 

1
and defence. It was admitted 

by Sir ~lalcolm Hailey that full dominion' self
government. ms a . ~ogicat outcome of responsible 
government and was the inevitable and historical 
development of responsible government. We cannot. 
believe that in passing the Reform Act of 1919 the 

· ·Imperial Governnient intended, in . using the term 
"responsible government" as the goal of British 
a~inistration; to draw any distinction between 
Dominion status and the .status of responsible govern
ment,. or to hold out anything less than Dominion 
status 3:s th.e goal of India. 

· The relations between the self-governing colonies 
and the Imperi~ Government have been gradually 
undergoing a change in the direction of equality 
between· the Imperial Government and the former. 
In. matters of internal administration, .the Imperial 
Government practically ceased to interfere, as soon as 
re~ponsible government was granted. The matters 
in which the Imperial Government used to exercise 
control over these colonial governments were treaty 
relations and foreign affairs, trade and currency, 
merchant shipping, copyright, divorce and status and 
military and naval defence. Even in these matters, 
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there has been a stead~ relaxation of control. . The 
relations between the Imperial Government and· the 
self-governing colonies have always been in a ·fluid 
condition and English statesmen ~ere generally un- · 
willing to commit themselves to any rigid definition of 
Dominion status. The idea of Imperial federation, 
which was once widely discussed as a means of closer 
association of the dominions with the United King- · 
dom and of giving them a voice in matters of Imperial . 
concern, was distasteful to many as suggestive of a 
super-state and was quietly abandoned as inconsistent 
with the daily expanding notions of Dominion status. 
It was felt that any rigid definition of the status would 
interfere with the ··elasticity of the ·nexus which 
enables the Imperial Government to make con-· 
cessions from time to time . to the sentiments of the 
dominions. The Great War brought into prominence 
the fact that, while the self-governing colonies became· 
involved in the war as a consequence of the declara· 
tion of war by the Imperial GQvernrilent, th~se 
colonies had no pr~vious voice in the matter. It is in 
the department of foreign policy that these colonies 
have especially claimed a right to be consult~d. The 
justice of this claim has been recognized . in the · 
Imperial Conference of 1926. As a symbol of their 
right to a voice in foreign .affairs; the self-governing 
colonies and India have· been admitted to repre
sentation in the League of Nations t-nd in the 
Imperial Conference. The difference, o£ ~ourse, i~ 
the representation of India and of the self-governing 
colonies is that, while the delegates of the latter are · 
chosen by a, responsible ministry, the delegates of the 
former are chos~ by an . irresponsible gov~rnment. 

2 
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. In describing the Government of India as an 
irresponsible government,. l do not forget that 
it. is responsible to ·the Imperial Parliament, 
but I, .wish· to emphasize the fact that it is not 
responsible; to the people whom it governs. The 
latest development of Inter-Imperial relations is to· 
be found in the report of the Inter-Imperial Relations 
Cornrnittee of the Imperial Conference of 1926. 
The position of the dominion~' was defined in these 
words· : ·. · • ~TJtey (Britain .and the group · of self
governing. do~inions) are autonomous. communities 
within the British ·Empire, 

4

equal in status, In no 
way subordinate to one anotlier in any aspect of 
their domestic or external affairs~ tllougli united by . 

·· common allegiance to th~ Crown and freely asso
ciated as members of the British Commonwealth of 

, Nations." Equality of status was declared to be the 
~ root principle governing i~ter-Imperial relations. 
·With regard to the cqnduct of foreign . policy, it was 

. recogniz~d that though the major share of res
ponsibility must, for some time, continue to rest with 
the Imperial Government and though practically all 
the dominions are engaged to some extent in the 
conduct of foreign relations, particularly with fo~eign 
countries on their borders, the governing consider
ation underlying all discussions of the problem must 
be that neither Great Britain nor the dominions .. 

could be committed to the acceptance of active 
obligations, except with the definite assent of their 
own governments. 'It will thus be seen that the 
status of a self-governing dominion within the British 
Empire is as high as can be wished for by the niost 
ardent patriot, and that it off~rs the fullest scope and 
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security for the realization of national aspirations, 
while it carries with it all . the great advantages of 
partnership in the most powerful empire in the world. 

Assuming that· a change in the character of the 
central government will be carried out wholly or 
partly either in the next revision or at a later date, 

' it is necessary for us · to consider the important 
question what the· character of the relations of the . 
central gov~rnment with 'the provincia:~ governments 
should be. Should the Govemm:ent · of "India be of 
the type known as a unitary government or of that 
of a federal government 'or of any other type? , 
What do we understand by the terms unitary and 
federal ? And what is the principle which underlie~· · 
the classification of states ·into unitary or federal? · 
There has been no end of discussion on this subject 
and no little confusion of ideas in the diseussion· •.. 
Different d~finitions have been suggested by eminent · 
authorities. In my opinion, the· true· test of af 
federal government is- the distribution of the power~~ 
and functions of sovereignty b~~een a centra.J 
government and two or more provmcia.l governmentf 
in such· a manner that the distribution cannot b; 
altered, except with the concurrence of both th 
central and provincial governments, or by the nation\ 
at large which is supreme over both the authorities. 
This is the sense in which I propose to· use the term 
federal government and I will adhere to i~ttu"oughout 
the whole book. In the Attorney-General of the 
Commonwealth . of Australia and others· 'V. Colcinia.l 
Sugar Refinmg Company Ltd., and others (1914 
A.C. 237), Lord .Haldane adopt,.ed a narrower 
definition of the term "federal" according to 'which 
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the constitution of the Dominion of Canada would . . 

not be federal. It is evident that his definition has 
. been based on the constitution of the U nit~d States 
·.of America. This . · definition bas been- justly 
criticized as too narrow, and the constitutions of the 
U iuted S~tes and Canada are both regarded as 
belongi~g to the f~deral type, though they vary with 
regard to the important question of the allocation of 

. residuary ·powers. 
In a country of the vaSt size and population anc;l 

diversified conditions of India, there must neces
sarily be a large measure of decentralization by the 

" central go~ernment; · if the administration is to be 
conducted with any large measure of efficiency and. 
in .. accordance with the wishes of the peopl~. The 
same . consid~tions which suggest. the wisdom of 
decentralization in the sphere of local self-government 

. apply with greater force to the sphere of provincial 
government. There has' been in the past a large 

· measure· of decentralization by the central govern
ment to the provincial governments both before and 
after ·the reforms. Their powefs, however, are the 
result of delegation by the Imperial Government and 
the Government of India. Th~ position at the time 
of the Montagu-Chelmsford Report is correctly des
cribed in section 120 of that document. The joint 
authors point out that the Indian constitution is not 
federal in the true sense of the term. There is no 
element of pact or agreement between the provinces 
and the central government. Even after the reforms 
of 1919, India can only be described as a unitary state 
with the possibility of transformation into a federal 
state. In the special circumstances of India and 
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with its past history, it must be regard~d as a piece 
of good fortune that it possesses a strong central 
government and that the question for consideration : 
is not how much shall be yielded by the provinces 
to the central government, but how much shall be 
smrenderecl by the central government to the prc;>
vincial governments. Disruptive forces have been ] 
very strong in the past history of India. It is the 
administration of India by a strong central govern
ment that has succeeded in bringing about uniformity 
of laws and standards of administration and a feeling 
of common nationality. · The. separatist t~dencies 
likely to be produced by differences of race, religion, 
languag~ and custom . have · been largely over
come, or k~pt in check, by the influence of a strong 
centralized governm~t. A federal government 
of the type of what prevails in the United States 
or in Australia is likely to encourage separatist 
forces and particularist tend~cies and Check· the , 
consolidation of the Indian Empir~. The past history 
of the country during the British period does not . 
reveal the existence of the conditions which justified 
and led to the creation of a federal . govern
ment in Australia or in the United States. · In those 
countries, there were autonomous states which were . 
quite independent of each other t but desired 
to enter into a union for th~ purpose of protecting 
themselves against e..'"tternal enemieS, · o\ 1 for the 
purpose of securing the advantages to be '"derived 
from uniformity of tariffs, commercial legislation, 
etcetera, and those facilities for communications and 
commercial and other intercourse which could 
only b~ secured under a central government. 
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The historic3.1 conditions which led to the res~rvation 
and recognition of the powers and independence of 
the autonomous states have been wholly wanting 
in· the case of India, ever since it came under British 
rule. · · It ; would be most unwise to sacrifice the 
position of advantage. we are now occupying and to 

' attempt to depart from the unitary type and to create 
a federal government ; arld far more so, to create a 
federal government of the type of th~ Australiati 
Commonw~th. -'It may perhaps· be urged that,· 
though a ullitary type· may. be suitable to British 

. lncU.a, it willl\ot be practicable to bring in the Indian 
: States into the Indian constitution, unless we adopt 
federal principles. This is a very complicated and 
difficult problem which I will deal with later on. The 
:'future constitution· envisaged in the despatch of Lord 
.Hardinge~s· government in 1911 was one in which 
India would consist of a number of administrations, 
_autono~ous in provincial ·affairs, with the Govern
ment of India ordinarily restricting their functions to 
matters of Imperial concern. The preamble of the 
Government of India Act declares the expediency of 
giving . to ·the provinces in provincial matters the 
largest measure. of independence of the Government 
of India, which is compatible with the due discharge 
by the latter of its own responsibiliti~. These state
,ments must not be regarded as having committed us 
to any decision on this important question of 
principle. · 
. An extensive measure of decentralization is quite 
compatible with the unitary system of government. 
In the working out of this principle of increasing the 
independence of the provinces, we have to preserve 
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a just balance between die central and the provincial 
governments and to take care diat no step is taken · 
which is likely to impair the strength and efficiency. 
of the central government, or favour disintegrating 
forces, or put any check upon the forces' which make··· 
for national union and solidarity. - This consideration': 
will have to be borne in mind in drawmg a line. of 
demarcation between the powers and functions of the . 
central government and those . of ·. the provincial 
governments. It is not always possible, in allocating 
these powers and functions, to maKe ·a tlioroughly · : 
logical and mutually exclusive Clivision of th'e powers · ' 
of the government between·· tlie, central' and ! 

-provincial authorities. · In · severai of die federal-!; 
constitutions, it lias been found impossible to avoid i 
giving concurrent powers of legislation: to ; ootli d1e :~; 
central and provincial governments~;.·- I~ such cases, f~; 
there is tne possibility. of divergence' oetwee~_-· tliel 
enactments of the provincial legislature , and , diose · 
of the central legislature. The solution ordinarily 
provided for such conflicts is tliat laws passed by die · 
central legislature should prevail over the laws of· 
the state legislatures. It also liappens diat -tlie 
division of powers between the central 'government 
and ilie provinces or states is not complete' or ex..: 
haustive and that tnere are fields whicli are uncovered 
by any specific provisio~ as· to jurisdiction. ·In such 
cases, the constitution of the Dominion o~~Canada . 
vests the residuary power in the central govern
ment, while tfie opposite course lias been adopted 
by the Commonwealtn of Australia .. The leaning 
towards centralization and a unitary form of govern
ment has been very pronounc~d in the new republican 
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· constitution of Germany. Besides the exclusive and 
. . 
c-oncurrent jurisdictions of' the central legislature 

· which: ·we __ meet with in other federal constitutions, 
, there is also a .nonnative jurisdiction which enables 
the . central .legislature to pass what is called 
normative .legis~tio!l, i.e., laying down principles 
simply, leaving the details to be enacted and carried 

. ·. . J 
out. by the .legislatures of the states. 1 By way 
of illustration,. we may refer to the provisions of 
articles 10-'and 1t' of the· new republican constitution 
of Germany. Under article 10, the .. Commonwealth 
may prescribe by .law fundamental principles con-. 
cemmg:-

. 1 . . the rights ~nd duties of religious associa
tions, · 

. 2. ·_ eaucation ~including liigli'er eaucation and 
libraries for scientific use, 
· · . 3. tne Ia~. of officers of all public bodies; 
· · 4.- · the land . law, tlie distribution of land, 

. settlements and nomesteads, restrictions on . landed 
property, liousing and the distribution of population, 

. 5. · the disposal of tne dead.. · · 
Und~r article 11, tlie Commonwealtli may 

prescribe by law . fundamental principles concerning 
tlie validity and mode of collection of state taxes, in 
order to prevent : (1) in jury to .the revenues or to 
the trade relations of the Commonwealtli, (2) double 
taxation, (3) the imposition of excessive burdens in 
restraint of trade on the use of tne means .and 
agencies of· public communication, ( 4) tax dis
criminations against tli~ products of other states in 

1 Tlu German Constitution by Rene Brunet, p. 65. 
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favour of domestic products in interstate and local ·· 
commerce, or (5) export bQunties,. or in order to 
protect important social inter~. 

Here is a principle of great "value which deserves · 
serious consideration and, in my opinion, is worthy 
of adoption in the co~titution of India. . ·The germ 
of this principle may be noticed in section 238 of tlie 
1\fontagu-Cheimsford Report, where ; the autliors. 
observe that, even in respect of matters which are 
primarily provincial, some statutory restrictions upon 
the discretion of provincial goveniments · may be 
necessary. While it would be inconsistent witli our 
idea of Indian home rule to permit any dictation or 
interference by the Imperial Government, there 
would b~ nothing wrong and, on the other hand, ' 
great advantage in allowing a· responsible. central 
government in India to exercise· a norinative juris
diction. The ex~cise of such a.· jurisdiction 
would enable th~ central government to· prevent 
any serious departures from correct policy by· 

·the local governments in th~ exercise of tlieir 
powers. It is a jurisdiction which should only be 
exercised in matters of real importance and in tlie 
interests of the Commonwealtli as a . whole. Tlie 
introduction of this principle will in no way affect ilie 
principle ·· of responsibility of th~ provincial govern..: 
m~nt to the local legislature and to tlie people of the 
province within the orbit prescn"bed for it by tlie 
constitution. We must rem~b~ that &sponsible 
government may connote various degrees of 
independence of external authority.· Taking the 
British Empir~, while tlie United Kingdom enjoys 
responsible government . in the fullest sense, the 

3 
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governments of the self-governing dominions· s:annot 
yet. be described as . having responsible gov~rnment 
in exactly the same measure. Whether the restriction. 
of independence is imposed by convention or treaty 
or by a .statute, it is equally a. subtraction from 
sovereignty. and independence ; but the government. 
which exercises its functions within the ambit pre
scribed by such' restrictions may be fully responsible 
. to the· legislatures and the people. 

', 



CHAPTER II 

PROVINCIAL AUTONOMY 

In the last chapter .· I referred , to the practical 
difficulties in drawing a logical and scientific line· of . 
demarcation between· the . powers of the · central 
government and : of the provincial gover~ents. :· 
.While it is possible to lay down with regard to certain · 
matters that they fall . clearly and exclusively within ·. 
the jurisdiction of the central government or of the· 
provincial government·, ther~ are other matters .. in 
regard to which it is' far from ~sy to decide whether 
they should be assigned to the jurisdiction of the one .... 
government or the other, and there. are others with . 
regard to which it is de5irable that both the central'. 
and the provincial governments . should nave· die···· 
power and authority to act.· ·.·.. The ·determination of I 
the spheres of jurisdiction is a ~tter of expedie~cy 
rather than logic. Taking the case of. the. United 
States, we find that, besides the powers vested in· 
the national government alone and the powers vested . 
in the states alone, there are powers exercisable by 
either the national government or 'the states. A 
similar overlapping of jurisdiction is noticeable in 
the demarcation of powers between the central and 
provincial governments. in Canada and bet~een the 
government of the Commonwealth and the govern-
ments of the states in Australia. "· 

The general principles. on which subjects should . 
be classed as central or provincial were discusse~ at . · 
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length by the Functions Committee and by the 
. Government of India, before the devolution rules for 
the classification ·of subjects were framed. 1 There 
were various tests suggested during the course of this 

! discussion.1 
. The ... impo~ant test . is whether the 

matter. concerns only a particular province, or 
India as .~ :1. whole or· more provinces than one. 
Where a· subject is of concern only to a particular 
province, it~ would naturally fall under· the· category 
of provinCial . subjects •.. Where, on . the other 
lia.nd, it'is ~f concern either to the whole of India or 
more province~ than· one, it would clearly be treated 
as an all.; India subject~ There are other matters with 
regard ·to whicn, though they are primarily. of provin
cial coricern~ it" is desirable to im"pose some statutori 
restrictions upon the discretion of provincial govern:.. 
ments. · We ··find · accordingly that in the statutory 
niles for the classification of subjects, there are some 
provincial subjects with regard to which it is laid 
down that they are subject to Indian legislation. 
Subjects which have not been specially assigned 
under·· "the devolution rules to the schedule of· 
provincial subjects, as well as all matters expressly 
excluded by the terms of the provincial schedule, are 
treated as central subjects. On examining the 
subjects assigned to the sphere of the central govern
ment, it will be found that they are all subjects which 
are obviously. of common interest to the whole of 
India; or in regard to which uniformity of legislation 
is desirable, or a central machinery of administration 
is likely to · be more. efficient and economical. 

:a Report of the Committee on Division of Functions, 1919. 
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Comparing the list of central subjects under the . 
Indian devolution rules with the similar lists in the. 
federal constitutions of the Dominions~. there is little 
substantial difference as regards · dieir contents . and. 
character. It is unnecessary to refer to these· lists · 
in detail. Suffice it to observe that ·there is. 
abundant justification ' for the ' assignment of these · 
subjects to the central government. l should be 
disposed to assign the law' of status or personal law · 
to the provincial schedule, so as to faCilitate amend· 
ments in accordance with local sentiments and needs 
through the provincial legislature. 

Excluding the . subjects which. were selected. for 
transfer to the ministry,- the division between the · 
other provincial subjects and the central subjects was 
not a matter which required a definite and , final 
decision at the first stage of conStitutional• reforms~ 
Whether the subject was central, or provincial a.fid. 
reserved~ the administration of it was subject alike to 
the control of the Government of India and the Seere
tary of State. The authority exercised ' by • the· : 
provincial governments in the· administration of.. the . 
central subjects was by virtue of the delegation of 
authority by the Government of India: ~d the Secre
tary of State and was not the result of arecognition 
of any· right, or acknow~edged authority, as it has· 
been called, of the provincial governments to deal 
with those subjects. The, Functions Committee 
and the Government of India were careh.U, to point 
out that, when a question should arise of transferring 
any. reserved subject to the ministry, t~e question 
of definition betw~en the central gover~ent and the 
provincial· government would assume a different 
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aspect and they were anxious to guard agakst the 
supposition that they had prejudged the question 
as to the limitations necessary for th~ purpose of 
protecting the interests of the central government, 
.if and. when the question of transfer arose. As the 
question of · provincial autonomy is bound to be 
raised before the statutory commission, it becomes 
necessary to consider whether any and what changes 
would be necessary in the existing list of provincial 
subjects. ·· · . 

Befqre proceeding further, it is desirable to explain 
in what sense the ,term "pt:ovincial autonomy'' is 

·intended to be ~sed in this discussion. I propose to 
use it 'in the same sense in which ·it is commonly 
used in Indian political parlance. It means not 

. merely the right of a province. to make its own 
·Jaws and administer its · own ' affairs, but also· 
responsibility to the · provincial legislature and 
freedom·· within defined limits from the control of 
the central power. r 0 put it in another way, it 
means the government of a province by the 
people freed, a~ far as practicable, from the control 
of the central power. The word "autonomy" 
implies self-government and self-government is not 
really complete, unless there is not merely freedom 
fro~ external control, but also the government is 

· carried on by representatives of the people who are 
responsible to them. It has been generally recog
nized that release from responsibility to a central 
authority must be accompanied by the creation of 
responsibility to tJhe people of the province. There 
is no confusion of ideas in the minds of Indian 
publicists and the charge of loose thinking or misuse 
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of language brought against them is the result of· an · 
unduly narrow interpretation of the word and of verbal 

. pedantry. No publicist who bas advocated p.rovincial 
autonomy has ignored the limitations inherent in the 
relations of a provincial and a central authority, or 
overlooked the ~xistence of tllie problems arising out 
of these relations. The question . of ·· provincial 
autonomy requires us to consider what · further 
subjects in the list of provincial subjects should be 
transferred to popular control. . The greater tlie 
importance of the subject, the greater will be the 
reluctance of the authorities .to its· transfer. · · · · 

If we examine the list of provincial Sl.lbjects, we 
shall find that the subjects which are likely· to be 
considered· more . vital than the others are land 
revenue, administration of justice, police and prisons. 
The Government of 'India naturally attach great 
importance to the subject of law and order and to the 
subject of land rev~nue, and it is very likely that they 
may consider that public interests· would, suffer by·. 
the transfer of these subjects. . . we must ther~ore ' 
see what safeguards, if any, arenecessar}rto allay any. 
reasonable apprehensions in regard to these subjects.· 
In the report of the Joint Select Committee of Parlia
ment on the Government of India Bill, ·they endorse 

. the popular complaint that the system of assessment· 
and enhancement of land revenue, resting as it d~es .· 
upon purely executive action without ~ving any 
voice to the legislature and without any ~~tatutory 
check upon the rate of enhancement, is open to 
serious criticism.. The Joint Select Committee. 
recorded their opinion in favour of condification of the 
principles of settlement, the pitdl of assessment and 

I 
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the graduation of enhancement. 1 This recommenda ... 
tion must meet with general approval ; and it is ·a 
matter for regret; that it has not been found possible 
yet to give effect to it. On the other hand, the views 
·held by many public men on the question of revenue 
settlemen,t and periodical revision ar~ equally open 
to criticism ; and there is some danger of these views 
gaiillng acceptance in the legislative councils to the 
serious detriment of the most important source of 
revenue of the provincial governments.·· In a ryotwari 
province~' there is no question whicli excites greater 
interest in th~ minds of the' rural population than the 
subject of land reveriue. The demand for permanent 

· settlement which has often been made from the publi.c 
. platfoJ'l'ri · niay be advocated in the legislature in 
··. response to the clamour of tli~ electorate. It is 
. hardly. necessary to point out that any move in this 
direction is not merely opposed to the whole trend of 

. ·modern . economic thought, which has been in the 
direction of the nationalization of land, but is bound 
to· be. disastrous to provincial finance. It wil~ be 
impossible to find any substitute· for this staple Jtem 
of revenue which has held a place in the financial 
system of India for ages. 

/\part from this clamour for permanent settlement, 
we cannot shut our eyes to the demand which has 
been put forward . by some public men that the land 

· tax should be levied only after making allowance for 
· a margin of subsistence to the ryot. This demand 

proceeds upon a misconception of tfie nature of the 
land revenue and upon a desire to assimilate this 

1 Joint Select Committee's Report, para 11. 
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impost to the income-tax. It is forgotten that tlie" 
holdings of the ryots in th~ vast ·majority of cases 
are, owing to various causes, of an extremely small 
size and are seldom so large as to furnish an adequate 
margin of subsistence to the cultivator even in the 
absence of a land tax. The result according to this 
demand will be the encouragement of the creation of 
small holdings in a country . where the excessively 
small size of holdings is injurious to agricultural 
improvement, the growth of benami tranSactions 
with regard to the ownership _of land, the adoption 
of various methods of evading th~ revenue assess
ment and demand and the disappearclnce of the 
greater part of this rev~ue. There is no real . 
analogy between the income derivoo from land ~d 
the income derived· from other sources. I do not 
wish to enter into the vexed question whether the 
land revenue is really in the nature of a tax or of 
rent. I am more inclined to accept the view that . 
the land revenue is in th~ nature of a· tax charged 
on the land, that as a charge on the land it is recover
able from every bit of it and that it is not really 
analogous to the case of a tax on income. I wonder 
if those who advocate . the ~emption from land 
revenue of so much of the incom~ as ~ required . 
for the cultivators' subsistence will be prepared to 
apply dieir doctrine in favour of lesse~ from ryots 
and against the ryot' s demand for rent. I ~ust not, 
however, be understood ~u; opposed to any \nodifica
tion or improvement of the system of land revenue 
administration, or as opposed even to a radical altera
tion of the system, provided it is possible to de,tise 
some gen~rally acceptable 'system after a careful and 

4 
/ \ 
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thorough examination of the ·whole scheme of tax
ation in the country. The subject is, liowev~r, too 

· brge and complicated to be gone into in the course 
of this work. Apart from the soundness or 
othen\rise/ of tlie theory on which these novel claims 

· are rested, it cannot be said to be an unreasonable 
, apprehension on the part of the government that the 
transfer of land revenue to popular control is 
likely to be attended with grave risks. It is, how
ever, quite, easy .and prac~icable to provide safe-· 
guards against any menace to the security of this 
source of r~venue.' Just as in the case of a number I of other subjects thete is a provision that.it is subject. 

!to Indian legislation, it can be provided in this case · 
:

1 

also .· that the administration of the head of land 
; 

! revenue should be· subject to Indian legislation, or be 
' in accordance with the principles to be laid down by 
a statute by the central goveinment. I am aware 
. that my views may be open to the criticism that they 
imply a distrust ·of the· sense of responsibility of the 
provincial legislature. But, ·'Whether :such a feeling 
would be justifiable or not, · it would be prudent to 
provide against the daltger of a violent disturbance of 
the financial system~ especially during the early stages 
of provincial autonomy. One possible safeguard 
and compromise would ·be to· stabilize the ~isting 
. asSessment and to substitute for the system of 
periodical increase of the revenue at the will and 
pleasure of die executive a system of legislative 
sanction for future enhancements. Owing to the 
complexity and provincial varieties of the system of 
administration of land revenue (including irriga
tion) and tne numerous points of its conta~ with tlie 
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life of the people, it is a subject which cannot and •. 
should not be assigned to the central government~ 

Another group of reserved subjects to which great 
importance is naturally attached by the Government 
of India is· that relating to ·l~w and order w.hich 
comprises the administration of justice, .. civil ··and 
criminal, and police and prisons. Whil~ the p~ovin- · 
cial governments . are not likely to neglect the 
administration· of subjects of such vital imporci.nce, it 
may be conceded as essential that there should be no 
lowering in the standards of administration which have 
been slowly and laboriously built. up. by the British . 
Government. ·. The question we have to consider is 
whether there is any. reason· for apprehending .. that 
there may be a risk of deterioration of such standards~ ·, 
Such deterioration can arise only from two causes~ 
either from bad laws <ir from the unsuitability of ~e ' 
personnel employed in the administration. < !As. · 
regards the more important laws with which the · 
administration of law and order is connect~d, they · 
are included in the schedule of laws with regard to··· 
which the restriction of previous sanction ·of· the 
Government of India is imposed by the. statutory . 
niles. If any bill for the ameridm~t·of any of the 
laws included in the schedule is propoSed to be in~o
duced in a provincial legislativ~ council, the central 
government will have an opportunity of considering 
the Wisdom of the measur~ and according or1 refusing 
sanction, as may seem best in the circumsta\tces of the 
case. This should be· a sufficient safeguard against 
the risk of a provincial legislature passing any laws 
likely to injure the administration of law and o~der. 
It may perhaps be suggested that this. requirement 
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of previous Sa.nction of the Government of India to 
legislation . by the provincial legislative councils is a 
'feature of the present transitional stage and that it 
oug~t not to be continued when responsibl~ ·govern-

. men:t ~.introduced in the whole sphere of provincial 
governinep.t. · This objection may probably be urged 
with referen:c~ to similar provisions in regard to other 
matters and it is best to deal with it at once. 

I have already observed that the autonomy of the. 
provincial ·. governments does not imply complete · 
freedom from alll~gislative control or restrictions and 
that provincia\ autonomy ean mean nothing·. more 

I ~n. indepe?d~nce ?£ any superior ~ter~ auth~rity 
w1thm the llffilts laid down by const1tut10nal legtsla~ 
t~on. · Provincial autonomy is necessarily correlated 
. with a central government and wherever there are 
two governments wor~g in contact "with each other' 

, there· must _necessarily be a subtraction from the 
independence which· would be enjoyed by an abso
lut~ly independent and isolated state. As between 
the central government and a provincial govern
ment, it stands to reason that the central govern
ment shot.dd be in a position to exercise. ~orne 
measure of authority over the provincial government. 
I have. also indicated my vie~ that, in view of the 
special history and the present circumstances of 
India, the constitution of · this country should 
follow the Canadian rather ,. than the American 

1 or the Australian model and ~hat the central g~vern
~ ment should be the reposttory of . aU· restduary 
powers. Even in cases where the constitution 
follows tne American or the Australian model, 
there are restrictions imposed upon tlie legislatures 
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of the states by the provisions of the constitutional · 
laws. Again, in every case in which the constitution 
is of the rigid type, the fundamental law o~ the consti
tution imposes certain fetters upon the activities of the 
legislatures. The objection that restrictions upon 
the sphere of operations of the provincial government· 
would be inconsistent with the principle 'of provincial 
autonomy is thus not entitled to weight. What is 
essential and what the country desir~ is that, instead · 
of a responsibility limited to certain fields of action 
only of the provincial government, the responsibilitY 
should be extended over the whole sphere of it. It 
must also be pointed out that these questions of 
constitution~ limitation are not governed by abstract ·. 
logic, but by practical considerations of expediency. ' 

Tlhe other factor which may contribute to · a 
deterioration of the standards of administration With 
regard to law and order is improper· selection of the 
personnel which may be· employed in the services 
connected with the administration of these items. 
This is not an imaginary danger, but a real one 
against which- it is necessary to provide safeguards. 
Experience of the working of democracy in other 
countries shows that the vicious system of spoils too 
often finds a favoura.ble lodgment in democratic. 
countries. The existence and growth of com
munalism in this country, tlie demand for communal 
representation in the public services and t~ met.hods 
which have been resorted to by the champions of 
communalism for carrying out their views offer a 
warning and dictate the necessity of tlie timely 
adoption of suitable safeguards. If recruitment and 
control of at least the higher (i.e.; the all-India and 
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the . provinci3.1) services are regulated by statute 
to ·be enacted by the .Indian legislature and 
if th~ recruitment is effected through the machinery 
<>fa public service commission the. members of which 
are appointed by the Governor instead of the 
ministry and free from control_ by any regulations 
framed in a communal spirit, there is every reason 
for ih~ expectation that ·the standards of efficiency 
and integrit}r of the services can, without difficulty, 
be maintai~ed at the proper . level. The res
ponsibilitY of seeing that the requirements of the 

_statute ar~ observed and of preventing any ·injury 
to the public interestS should be specially laid upon 
the Governor of the province in the instrument of 
instructions. In making these suggestions, I have 
not overlooked the fact that according to constitu
tional. practice in countri~s subject to a responsible 
government the patronage of the highest offices is 
-really v_ested in the ministry and that it is not 
possible for a· Governor, especially one imported 
from England, to possess that personal knowledge 
which is essential tQ a selection of suitable individuals 

. for offices. While I would not prevent the Governor 
from consulting his ministers, it is desirable to place 
the. respoJ}sibility solely upon his shoulders. l£ it. is
urged that this suggestion is at variance with the spirit 
~£ responsible government, I should point out that 
this is just th~. sort of case in which the special 
:circumstances of this country cali for a departure 
from the constitutional practice of th~ West. I do 
not also overlook the fact that in the opinion of some 
of my countrymen for. whose judgment I have 
respect the patronage of the Governor has been 
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sometimes exercised in favour of less deserving: 
persons who belong to the ruling race. But, in view 
of the growing force of public opinion, the vigilance 
of the legislatures -and the fact that the recruitment of 
Europeans. is bound to decline in numbers, . the . 
possibility of misuse of patronage by the Governor is 
a much smaller danger than the influence of unbridled · 
communalism. The principles laid down 'by' the . 
Government of India with regard to the claims' which .. 
have been put forward on behalf of various communi- ·. 
ties indicate the desire to recognize these claims· sub·· 
ject to the paramount condition of not impairing the ·. 
efficiency of the services.. In the memorandum which···. 
was placed by the Government of India before the ·, 
Functions Committee, they indicated the need for· ... 
legislation for the purpose of : ensuring the main-:- • 
tenance of the standards of efficiency and mtegrity of' . 
the provincial services .. Their ... statement of. the'· 
objects of such legislation is sound and requires only. 
one qualification. Stres~ should be laid on open 
competition as the main avenue of recruitment. The 
objects were :--:-

1. to secure selection over. the wiqest possible 
field on merits and qualifications and to reduce the 
risk of nepotism, . . , 

2. to ensure efficient. training' for the higher. 
and more responsible duties, · 

3. to guarantee discipline and integri~ on the 
part of the employees, and ·. li , .. - . 

4. to provide adequate pay, security of tenure 
and satisfactory· conditions of work in regard 
to sucli matters as pensions, promotions· and 
leave. 
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The statutory rules which have been made regard
ing the civil services deal only with the question of 
security of tenure and administrative con~rol, but not 
with the question of recruitment. It may be· open to 
question whether a public service commission is a 
suitable·· ~ody for exercising control and discipline, 
at any rate,. in the first resort, over the public 
services.· · But there cari 'be no doubt that for the 
purpose of recruitment the public service commission 
guided by . definite principles would be the most · 
'suitable 'machinery. · Our object . should be to 
assimilate the Jllethods of rdcruitm~nt of the services 
to the methods in force in England and to eliminate 
:complete~y the intrusion of any political or. ministerial 
influence in the making. of appointments to the 
··services.· I am unable to agr~e with the view of the 
Lee Commission that the necessary legislation for 
the regulation of the provincial serVices shoUld· be 
undertaken by the · local legislatures. Th~ public 
service commission has. been rightly included among 
the all-India ·subjects and, in the interests 9f 
efficiency of administration, it is desira~le that the 
subject should be dealt with by the central legislature 
·:rather than by the local legislatures and that the 
principles laid down should not be capable of 
alteration by the local legislatu;es, except with the 
previous sanction of the Government of India. One 
_wonders why the Government of India have not yet· 
taken steps to introduce th~ necessary legislation for 
the· constitution of the public service commission and 
for the regulation of the methods of recruitment to 
be followed. If these reforms are carried out; any 
danger which may be otherwise apprehended by way 
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of deterioration of the efficiency or integrity of the ... · 
services can be easily averted. If necessary, a right ' 
of re-entry may also be reserved· to the Government 
of India in the event of gross inefficiency or mal.:. 
administration. Safeguards against· the baneful 
intrusion of communalism into the services should be 
enacted in the constitution itself. 

It may be urged that if die subjects of land revenue 
(including irrigation), law and justice, police and . 

. prisons are all transferred to popular control, the . 
change may affect the position of the all-India 
services and that if regard is had to the principle 
enunciated by the Lee Commission that the authority 
which employs a service should also have the power 
of organizing it and of recruitment and control, the. 
very existence of the all-India services ~o far as 
they serve in the provinces may ... be· . serionsly 
imperilled .. This question is also one t;he discussion 
of which may be deferred to a later stage. · 

The introduction of full ·responsibility ' in the 
provincial governments requires not merely the 
separation of the provincial from the central subjects, 
but also the separation of their revenues, their fields of 
taxation and their accounts and balances. The 
separation of the revenues has been effected by the 
devolution rules. Provincial cont~ibutions to the 
central government are in course of abolition and 
the c~nt~oversies t~ w~ch. the system of Rro~in~al 
contnbut10n: gave nse will die out. 1 But the'prmctple 
of allocation of the r~venues between the central and ' 
provincial governments has ~ven rise to· dissatisfaction 

1 They have been abolished from the beginning of 1928-9. 
5 . ' 
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on the part of some provinces, especially llengal 
and Bombay. Whether it will be possible to 
substitute for th~ present system a different method 
of allocation is a question of great complexity 
and difficulty and it is not possible for a non-official 
to explo~e . this question without the necessary 
information, which can be supplied only by the 
finance department of the Government of India. The 
'subject is dealt with ,in the Montagu-Chelmsford 
Report and very good reasons have been adduced in .. 
favour of treating income-tax as a source of central 
revenue, and land revenue and irrigation as sources 
of provincial 'revenue. The question was raised 
again· before the Joint Select · Co~ittee, and 
they were definitely opposed to the provincializa:.. 
tion of the income-tax. Whether the hardship 
complained of by the Bombay presidency could 
be ~e'viated by some means, it is not possible. for 
me to say. · The incidence and the administration of 
·t~e revenue from land· and irrigation are of a local 
character and the two heads are much more suitable 
for administration by the provincial authorities than 

. by the ce~tral government. It would be impossible 
to treat these items as heads of central revenue and 
agricultural provinces like Madras would resist any 
attempt to centralize these sources of revenue. It 
is · also desirable that th~ principles upon which 
the allocation is made should, as far as possible, 
be applied. uniformly throughout the country. The 
want of uniformity in this matter would be uneco
nomical and involve the maintenance by the Govern
ment of India of a number of departments of a 
diverse character according to the items of revenue 
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which might be selected for centralization. from . 
particular provinces. . 

The financial restrictions now .. placed upon the 
provincial governments will have to disappear to a . 
very large extent ; but even· after the introduction ·of 
provincial autonomy, it would probably be necessary 
to retain ·3: few of the· existing restrictions.· For 
instance, with regard to the powers .. of taxation . 

· conferred upon local governments, it would be neces
sary to retain provisions · for the purpose -of 
securing that a provincial government · do~. not 
encroach upon any source of revenue reserved for 
the exclusive benefit of the . central government. 
The requirement of previous sanction of the • 
Governor-General in .Council . with reWtrd to any . 
proposals of this oharacter will therefore have still to 
be retained. Similarly, with regard to the p9wer of 
local governments for borrowing in the open market, 
it might be necessary to retain the existing. restric
tions for the purpose of avoiding competition in the' 
open market between the central and the. provincial. 
governments, or between the provincial. governments 
themselves. It is also desirable and necessary that the 
audit of accounts should remain a central subject and 

·carried out by a. staff entirely independent of the 
provincial authorities. ' · 

Under·· the devolution· rules, the powers of 
superintendence, direction and control vested in the 
Governor-General in Council can be ex!tcised, so 
far as transferred subjects are concerned, !Jnly for the 
following purposes :.- . 

1. to safeguard the administration ·of central 
subjects; 
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. ' 2. to decide questions . arising between two 
· provinces in cases wh~re the provinces concerned fail 

to arriv~ at an agreement ; and 
· . 3. to safeguard the due exercise. and per

formance of· any powers and duties possessed by, 
or imposed on,. the Governor-General in Council 
under, or in connection with, or for the purposes of 
certain sections of the ~~ct relating to the High 
Commissioner for India, the raising of loans by tlie 
local governments and the civil services in India, -
or for the iJurpose. of any rules made by or with 

·the sanction·. of the Secretary of State in CounciL 
. . The power~ of superintendence vested in the 
Secretary of State and the Secretary . of State 

. . 
in Council are also .limited in regard to transferred 
subjects. In addition to the grounds of interference 
permitted to the Governor-General in Council, the 

' Secretary of State can also interfere for the purpose 
of safeguarding Imperial interests or d_etermining the 
position ·of the Gov~ent of India in respect- of 
questions arising between India and other parts of 
the British Empire. In relation to reserved pro
vincial subjects, the powers of both· the Secretary of 
State and the Gov~mment of India are of course 
much wider, but, even here, the Joint Select· 
Committee were of opinion that in purely provincial 
matters which ar~ reserved, where the provincial 
government and the legislature were in agreement, 
their view should ordinarily be allowed to prevail. 
This recommendation was the outcome of the desire 
of the Secretary of State to give the provinces the 
largest measure of independence, legislative, adminis
trative and financial, of the Government of India 
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which was compatible with the due discnarge·by tlie 
latter of their own responsibilities. The powers of . 
interference of the Secretary of State must be · 
abolished and the . Government of India must hav~ 
the power of calling for information and returns from 
the provincial governments. · · 

While the principle of responsibility was introduced 
in regard to transferred subjects only in a limited 
field of provincial administration, the competency of. 
the provincial legislatures was not restricted · to · · 
transferred subjects, but extended to the whole 
sphere of provincial administration. · The, local · 
legislature is empowered to· make laws for the peace 

. and good government of the province, . but certain 
restrictions are imposed upon it by the provisions of 
section 80 A of the Government · of India Act 
which require previous sanction to the· introduction·· 
of bills of various kinds. The control of the .· 
Government of India and the Secre~ of State 
over provincial legislation is mainly exercised • 
through the requirement of previous sanction of th~ 
Governor-General or the process of certification or. 
resort to the power of veto. On an examination of 
the provisions of section 80 A, it will be seen that 
the requirement of previous sanction is calculated to 
avoid any conflict between the enactments of the local 
legislature and thos~ of the .Indian legislature and to 
prevent any trespass by any provincial lepislature 
upon the area which strictly appertains to tl\e Indian 
legislature. If provincial autonomy ~s introduced, 
the checks placed by section 80 A in the hands of the 
Government of India over provinciall~gislation may 
be more sparingly used, but the maintenance of. the 
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sanction of the Governor-General as a pre-requisite 
will still_ be found to be necessary. It would be a more 

· satisfactory means of avoiding conflicts than the sub
sequent exercise of the veto. There, are undoubtedly 
disadvan~ges attached to this requirement of previous 
sanction. ,. It often gives rise to a complaint that the 
work of 1 the, -provincial legislatures is delayed and 
impeded. It has also the disadvantage pointed out by 
the Functions Committee of inviting the Government 
of India to ·pronounce a~ opinion upon .a provincial 
bill before tney have had the advantage of considering 
the debates u~on the bill. The disadvantages, how
ever,· are not such as to outweigh. the advantages to 
be derived from. the procedure of previous sanctio~. 

, Considerable control is exercised by the govern
ment over the provincial legislature in connection 
with the budget which is annually placed before that 
body. Under section. 72 (d), the local government is 
irivested with the power· to over-rule the legislature 
_with regard to the demands for grants and to authorize 
such expenditure as may be, in its opinion, necessary 
for the safety or tranqUillity of the province or for the 
carrying. on of any department. Under section 
72 (e), the Governor has the power· to certify the 
passage of a bill as essential for the due discharge 
of his responsibility for any subject. This power of 
over-riding the legislative council is one which is 

' inconsistent with the principle of full provincial 
autonomy. The result then of an examination of 
these sections is that, while sections 72 (d) and (e) 

· will have to disappear upon the introduction of full 
responsibility, section 80 A should still retain its place 
·in the statute. 



CHAPTER III 

THE PROVINCIAL. LEGISLATURES 
p 

In almost all the unitary constitutions which have 
been adopted in European countries the legislature· 
consists of two chambers. And in the . federal 
constitutions of the world, the federal legislature 
is similarly composed of two chambers. ·The 
practically universal adoption of . th~ bi-cameral 
system shows that it must be due not merely to the 
tendency to imitation of the English model, but also· 
to a perception of the advantages to be. derived ' 
from the system. ·In the case of federal constitu
tions, the second chamber of the central legislature 
is intended to give effect to the federal principle of ' 
equality among the constituent states. Both in the 
case of a federal government and of a unitary govern- · · 
ment, one of· the main functions intended to be 
performed by a second chamber is the function . of 
revision of the legislation which may . be passed by 
the popular branch of the legislature. :Another 
important function which a second , chamber is . 
intended to fulfil is to secure time · for deliberation 
and for cool reflection. Owing to the difference in· 
thei.r methods of constitution, .the popular branch of 
the legislature is more liable to be swayed by 'sudden 
gusts of feeling and by popular clamour \ilian the 
upper nouse, which is generally recruit~d to a larger 
extent from persons of status, experience and mature 
judgment. It has also been feared that in the 
absence of a second chamber t~e rule of the majority 
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in a unicameral legislature would probably lead ·to 
the tyranny of the rna jority and to a disregard of the 

' rights of minorities. The interests of minorities are 
likely to receive a more patient hearing from a second 
chamber. · 

I ' 

A second cltamber whose powers are · exactly 
II 

co-ordinate with those of th~ lower house is capable. 
· of giving rise to deatllocks and would also be 

inconsistent with the democratic principle. But, a 
second ch~ber · with the more limi~ed ·functions of 
securing' deliberation and revision is in no way 

· incon5istent \Vith the democratic principle and is; on 
the other hand, calcUlated to correct or mitigate some 
of its faults. Under the Gov~rnment of. India Act, 
the bi.:cameral system has been introduced in the 
Indian legislature; but not in the legislatures of the 
provinces. In the .Montagu-CJlelmsfor~ Report, 
the Council of State was designed as an· instrument 

. for securing legislation in matters which the Govern
_ment o£ India considered essential. A different view, 
however, . was taken by the Joint Select Committee 
of Parliament who held that the true function of the 
Council of State was that of a revising chamber. 

As · regards the provinces, the Montagu
Chelmsford Report considered it impracticable and 
unnecessary to constitute a second chamber. 
Several reasons w~e adduced against the creation of 

·a second chamber in the provinces. While the 
distinguished authors of the report wer~ fully alive 
to the advantages of an upper house in securing more 
effective representation of the int~rests of minorities 
and in the inclusion ainong its members of men of ripe 
judgment whose pre~ence would be valuable and 
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desirable, they felt that it would not be possible' to··· 
secure a sufficient number of suitabl_e. members :for 
two houses. The other arguments advanced against 
the creation of a second chamber in . the provinces 
were that it might cause delay in provincial legislation, 
that it might prove over-conservativ~ in its tendencies 
and might obstruct any ·legislation · threaterung 
the interests which might be represented in. the upper 
house. These defects are to some extent inherent.m ~ 
the constitution of second chambers. But if the 
constitution provides a solution for conflicts between 
the two houses and does . not .vest the second 
chamber with equal power and authority,. there is no 
ground for apprehending ~hat the will of the p~ople 
as finally expressed in the· lower; house ,.Will .. not 
ultimately prevail. The difficulty of securing an · 
adequate number of suitable men .for.both.houses.is 
the main argument ·whiCh under pr~ent conditions is: 
entitled · to weight. Another argument. against. the 
creation of a second chamber in the provmces'may_be 
drawn from the example of other countries.:., Taking· 
the case of Canada, while the· provinces of Quebec 
and Nova Scotia have a bi-cameral lewslature~ the 
legislatUres of the other provinces hav.e only got a 
single chamber. In Australia, Queensland has a uni-: 

· cameral constitution, while that of the other states. is· 
bi-cameral. In the case- of Australia and the 
constituent . states of the United States, the bi
cameral system . which had been adopted \by them 
before the federation is still retained. The authors of 
the 1\lontagu-Chelmsford Report did not, however, 
express themselves definitely as to the ultiinate form 
of the provincial legislative councils. Under section· 

6 
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84 A of the Act, the question whether the es!ablish
ment of second chambers in the local legislatures is or 
is not desirable is one of the points for enquiry. If it 

· is considered desirable to establish a second chamber, 
it would be necessary that it should be constituted 
on principles different from those determining the 
composition of a single house. A mere replica of 
the · lower . house· would 'be ·a superfluity ·and an 
encumbrance.. The electorate should be constituted 
on different principles ; . the· franchises should be 
higher ; and ·the term of. office·~£ the members' should 
be longer ... · . ~he considerations applicable to these 
matt.ers may .. be more properly and fully .dealt with 
when.· we' come. to the constitution ·of the second 
chamber· in ·the central government. All that need 
be pomted out at. this stage is that there is a mis
conception in several quarters that a· second chamber 
is not quite consistent with the democratic principle 
and is neither n~cessary nor· desirable .. The argu
·ment of Abbe Sieyes that if a second chamber 
dissented from the first, it'-was mischievous, and that 
if it agreed with the first, it was superfluous has not 
found favour with the framers of modern political 
constitutions.· 

Under the existing statute, die life of a legislative 
council is three years. This· period is too short for 
the efficient working of tlie · legislature~ The 
principle which should be applied in determining the 
life of the popular branch of the legislature is that, 
while it should not be so long that die house ceases 
to be representative of public· opinion, it sliould not 
be too short for the members to do · useful work. 
The cost incurred by the country in holding general 
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elections and the cost to candidates at the elections 
are also factors to be borne in mind, and the normal 
term of the legislature should be so fixed as not to 
impose a heavy pecuniary liability upon the coun,try . · 
or upon the candidates by elections at short intervals. 
Judging from our experience of the work of. the·. 
members of the legislature, it may be fairly stated that . 
a good part of the first year of the· term is generally· 
spent by the new members of the house in acquiring 
a knowledge of the rules of proc~dure and familiariz ... 
ing themselves with the atm~phere and the environ.,.\ 
ments of the house.. The second year is the period of·· 
most useful work. A ·considerable part of the third 

. year of office is devoted to wooing their constitue~cies 
for the next election and in shaping and carrying out 

. . 

their plans of campaign. If the period is· too· short 
for private members to turn out any large volume of 
useful work, it .is much more so in the case of 
ministers, who requir~ · time to frame their. policies . 
and carry them to completion. · The duration of die : 
English House of Commons is five -years., The 
same is the length of the House of Comrrions in' the 
Dominion of Canada. · A term of four years is· the 
life of the state legislatures in Canada~· of · the . 
Chamber of Deputies in F ranee and of the Reichstag 
in Germany. In view of the experience· of these -
countries and our own experience, I have· no hesita
tion in saying that the period of three years is much 
too short and that it is necessary and de~trable to 
extend the term to a period of four years, if not five. 

The total strength of the legislative council varies 
from province to province and must necessarily do so 
in view of the diversity of conditions in the different 
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provinces. The strength of th~ Bengal council which 
is the largest is 139, that of Madras 132, of the United 
Provinces 123 and of Bombay 111. , It is not 
possible .. to· go into the· details of the considerations . 
which · haye led to the allotment of these varying 
figures of'seats. It is, however, desirable to refer 
to a few import~t' principles to which regard must 
be had in ·fixing the str«;:ngth. · The subject is dis
cussed '.in the, Montagu-Chelmsford Report, in the 
report of the Franchise Committee, in the despatcli 
of the Government of India on this subject and in the 
report of the, Joint Select Committe~ of Parliament. 1 

The matter is not . one which can be determined 
merely:.by reference to a priori _considerations as to 
total' population. The question is closely connected 

_'with the ·size of the electorates as . affected by the 
··franchise, ·the area of. the constitqency, the number I 

and -variety of interests to which it may be found 
necessary to give special representation, the necessity 
for the representation of minorities and of particular 
classes, the administrative facilities· for the conduct of 
the elections, the facilities available to the candidates 
for the work of canvassing :voters in the electoral dis
tricts and the- cost which would be -entailed on the 
candidates in doing the legitimate work of electioneer
ing campaigns. Taking the case of the Madras 
presidency, the total number of seats in the provincial 
legislature is only 132, but deducting the seats 

:1 Montagti-Chelmsford Report, Section 225- ; Report of the South
borough Committee on Franchises ; Fifth Despatch of the Go,·em
ment of India on Indian Constitutional Reforms (Franchises) .dated 
April 23, 1919; Report of the Joint Select Committee on the Govern· 
ment of India Blll, remarks under Clause 7 of Part I ; Report of the 
Joint Select Committee on the Draft Rules made under the Govern
ment of India Act, Part II. 
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allotted ex officio and the seats filled up . by· the 
nomination of officials and non-officials, the remain.Uig 
seats filled up by election amount to 98. As the. 
population of the· ~ladras pr~idency is 42 millions, 

·each seat represents. about 428,000 people. lt 
cannot be said that the representation of the people 
in the legislature errs on the·side ofexcess. on: the 
other hand, comparing the proportions' between the 
representation and the population in western coun
tries, it must be pronounced to be very inadequate.··. 
One very important consideration to which the atten
tion of the authorities was not rurected when the 
rules were framed is the difficulty · experienced by 
candidates in dealing . with electorates of 'the size 
fixed under the rules. For the purpose· of illustrating ·. 
my argument, I will take the case of the presidency of 
~1adras with which I am more familiar than with the 
others. 1 In the communal and special constitUencies. 
the number of voters in the electorates cannot be 5aid · 
to be excessive~ The. only constituency of this kind 
which ha~ an electorate exceeding 10,000 is Malabar~-".· 
Among the urban constituencies, the city ·of Madras 
is the only one which has an electorate exceeding · 
10,000. The difficulty of canvassing ·a···· heavy 
electorate is not so large in an urban constitUency •.. 
where the electors reside in a com'pact area, as. it. 
is in the rural constituencies. When we turn to the 
Non-Mahomedan rural constituencies, an ·,~ectorate 
e.."{ceeding 50,000 'voters is by no means w\common. 
In 13 out of the 25 districts, the strength of the 

:a Parliamentary Return showing the results of elections in India. 
1926. 
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.electorate exceeds 50,000 and in some cases exceeds 
70,000.. Rememb~g that these large electorates 
.are spread over · districts covering a few thousand 
square miles each, th~ difficulties experienced by 
-candidat~ 1 in approaching the _electorates and can
vassing can easily be imagined. It would .not be 
possible for any candidate to reach all or even the 
majority of th~ electors in his district. It may be 
urged that this difficulty may be overcome by the 
:growt~ . ~f . ,widespread party organizations with · 
numerous centres of work, but any such growth is 
·the work of time and canno't be expected for. many 
years. . In the absence of any such party organiza-
. tions it' w:ill be ne~ssciry for candidates to employ a 
"large number 'of agents and this is bound to increase 
the cost of an election. · ·. · 

_. .. _ Looking at the· question from the point ·of view 
:-of the expenses incurred by the candidates, the cost 
of send#tg two letters· at least to each voter in a 
-constituency of 50,000 :voters will be over Rs. 6, 000. · 
We do not know whether the returns of election 
-expenses _by candidates in th~ last three general 
-elections have been published by the Government of 
India. There is strong r~son to believe that in some 
-cases the expenses have ·gone up to Rs. 50,000 
and more. There would be. nothing surprising, if 
the strictly legitimate expenses of a candidate in one 
.f)f the large electorates amounted to Rs. 10,000. 
Though candidates are bound to furnish returns of 
their election expenses to the Government,. it may be 
safely taken that in several cases the true returns are 
not furnished. Making allowance for all inaccuracies 
<>f information ~d exceptional cases, we shall not 
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be far wrong, if we assume that the cost of an average · 
contested election in which no impro~ methods. 
are resorted to may be something in the neigh-, 
bourhood of Rs. 10,000, an amount which must be 
considered unduly heavy, if not ruinous, in the 
circumstances of this country. . The high cost of 
elections is bound to keep many persons from the 
field, who would otherwise be most desirable candi
dates. It is an additional ground for prolonging the · 
life of th~ councils that it will to some extent diminish· 
the frequency of general elections. · The la.ck ·or· · 
deficiency of co~unications . in . several of the 
districts is another factor which · is ·bound not 
merely to add to th~ cost of elections, · but · also .. 
to the difficulty of keeping in touch With· ·and 
educating the electorates. A reduction in , the. 
area of the electoral units. necessarily involves· an 
increase in die number of seats. 

0

' Even if the 
strength of the elective element in· the legislature 
were doubled, it could not be sind that the legislature 
would become one of. unwieldy dimensions. An 
increase in the total number of seats will allow of 
the reduction · of the electorates to mailageable 
dimensions, diminish the cost of the ·elections to
candidates, promote closer touch be~een the candi- . 
·dates and the electors and facilitate the creation of 
plural constituencies . in cases _wher~ the·y. ~ay . b~· . 
found to be necessary for securing ~~ reprc= • 
sentation of minorities · by reservation bf seats ~ 
or odierwise. We must not overlook the fact that 
plural ~~~stituencies mean electorates of ~ger size ; · , 
but instead of forming a plural constituency by 
grouping togedier two or more districts, it should' 
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be possible · to · form such constituencies by the 
grouping together of smaller electoral units than 
entire districts. Though it would b~ inexpedient· to 
·resort to ·plural constituencies on any large scale, 
··they may have to be resorted to as a matter of strict 
necessity i but the number of such constituencies 
must be kept within the lowest possible limits. The 
decision of the Functions Committee . to introduce 
single constituencies as a general rule is therefore 
justified,' th~ugh not necessarily on the ground which 
they put forward, viz.,.~that the inexperience of the 
electorates requires th~ adoption of the simplest 
possible system of election~ While the objection of 
want of simplicity may apply to the . system of 
proportional representation or ·of ciunulative vote~ 
there is no want of simplicity in plural .constituencies. 
<' Under the .statutory rules, the qualifications 
for franchise are fixed differently in ·the various 
. provinces. The qualifications for franchise fixed by 
the rules in force in Madras are probably lower than 
the qualifications fixed in most of the other provinces. 
1 n · the ~1 adras city constituency ...... the pecuniary 
q~fiCa.tion for the franchise ~s assessment to pro
perty tax or profession, tax or oc~pation ~f ?-.house of 
the annual valu~ of Rs. 60, i.e. four poimds and ten 
shillings. In urban constituencies outside Macirast 
assessment in the previous year to an aggregate 

' . 
amount of not less than Rs. 3, i.e. four shillings and 
six pence, in respect of one or more of the following 
taxes, viz., property tax, profession tax or tax on 
companies would entitle a person to a vote. In the 
rural constituencies, the holding of land of an annual 
Tental value of Rs. 10 or assessment in a municipality 
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included in the rural constituency. to an aggregate · · 
amount of not less than Rs. 3 in respect of one or . 
more of the following taxes, viz., property tax, 
profession tax or tax on companies entitles a person 
to the franchise. I doubt very much if it can be said 
that payment of an annual rent of Rs~ 10, i.e. fifteen 
shillings, or payment of the taxes amounting in the · 
aggregate to Rs .. 3 per annum could be at . all ·· 
described as a high franchise. Low as these.·· 
franchises are, the total number of registered voters 1 

in this presidency for the legislative council is only · 
1,377,000 odd out of a population of 42 millions. 
The percentage of the male electorate in the Madras 
Presidency to the total male population of twentr. · 
years of age and over is stated to be 10·7. · · This' · 
is certainly a small percentage of ·the population ; 
but it cannot be said that the franchise ·now 
in force is too high. In view of the general 
poverty of the country and the fact that, even under 
such a low franchise, we have only a very small 
percentage of the population qualified as voters, it . 
may perhaps be considered des.erving of examination 
whether it is desirable to lower the qualification still 
further. But the poverty and illiteracy of large . 
masses of the people justify a serious doubt as to their 
fitness to ·exercise the franchise. Recent experience. 
of elections is said to show that the illiterate voter is 
often more appreciative of the pecuniary value pf a · 
vote than of its political significance. It iJ 13. subject 
on which it is not possible to express .. a definite 
opinion witliout · a detailed examination·. of the 
economic and educational conditions of each pro
vince. We can only lay down the general principle 

7 
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that the franchise should be as broad as circumstances 
In each province may permit, and that it is generally 

'.deSirable to .base the franchise upon the ground of 
ownership or occupation of property liable to tax or 
rent, or ~e eX~cise of some calling and the receipt 
of an income . liable to taxation in some form or 
other. Those who criticize the electoral system of 
this country as not being· sufficiently democratic will 
do well to bear in mind the stages through which 
democratic government has passed in European· 
countries.: -It may be pQinted out here that at the 
time , when ··the Reform Act of 1832 came into . 
operation in the United Kingdom the proportion of 
voters_ to the population was less than 3. per cent, 

~ . . 

.'that it rose to about 9 per cent when the reform of 
~ 1867-8 took effect and to 16 per. cent when the 
reform of 1884 came into operation. 1 ·It is not 
intended to suggest that the progress of democracy 
in India should follow the same pace of growth 
as in England, but in view of the illiteracy and 
poverty of the people, it is not possible to introduce 
democracy at once on as broad a basis as has been 
now adopted in England after eiglity years of political 
training and economic and educational progress. 
. However desirable it may be to secure representa
tion of tlie depressed and the working classes, it is not 
possible to reduce the franchise so low as to give 
diem an opportunity for representation by means of 
election. Short of universal suffrage, it would be 
difficult to devise any scheme of franchise qualifica
tions wfiich would secure die representation of these 

:a Whitaker's Almanac flW 1925, pp. 187 and 490. 
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classes by election. It has been suggested that .. 
special constituencies might be fo~ed for them and · 
that it might be possible to secure their repres~ntation ·. · 
by election from these special constituencies. The 
creation and multiplication of _special constituencies 
is an evil to be deprecated~ The want of uniformity 
in the franchise in the same electoral unit is. open 
to objection not merely on the .ground of in-' 
vidiousness, but also on the ground that it increases . 
the burden on the provincial governm:ents '. of.· 
preparing electoral rolls. . If a low qualification Js_ 
considered sufficient for th·e depressed classes, it 
should be equally so for. the oth~ . classes wlio ·are 
superior to them in worldly. position, .· .. status· and 
education. The best method of.securing repr~enta- ~ 
tion of the depressed classes would therefore seem to 
be nomination by the executive government out· of ~ 
a panel containing the names of· persons 'recom
mended by associations recognized as the organs 
and mouth-pieces of these class~. Where dlere are 
a number of such organizations, the question might 
~rise as to which of them shoUld be r~ognized and 
entrusted with voting power. Rules may be framed 
by the gov~rnment,' prescribing the conditions to be 
fulfilled by such or~tions as to· strength of 
membership, registration, past duration of associ
ation, objects of association, etcetera. 1 This course 
may mitigate the evils of class constituen~es on the 

. ' l~ ' 
1 On the subject of representation of minorities and the depressed 

classes in particular, the very interesting report of the Seal Committee 
on the constitutional developments in Mysore may be consulted 
with advantage (vide paras 121 et. seq. of the report). See also The 
Proceedings of the Goflenzmenl of Mysore (order No. 1357-1426-C.B. 
100-23-1, dated 27th October, 1923, paras 21 to 23 and 38). · 
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. one hand and of direct nomination by the gover.unent 
on the. oth~r. No~i~tion directly by the govern
ment has not merely the disadvantage of encouraging 
sycophancy and favouritism, but is strictly in
consistent ;with the principle o~ responsible govern-
ment. · ;,.· . , -

we now! turn to the question of the representation ' 
of minorities. The principle of representation of 
minorities does not necessarily mean repres~nta
tion in proportion to the _numerical strength of die 

,. minorities' iri '. tlie general population or electorate. 
· The ·representation granted may be either above or 

f 

below the numerical proportion. In the case of the 
European community, the representation granted to 
them is in· excess of their numerical proportion. It is 

· claimed that their. representation should be pro
portionate to their political strength and to the 

· importance of their vested inter~sts in commerce, 
trade, wealth, etc. If, however, the political training, 
superior knowledge and economic superiority of the . 
Europeans are allowed to justify tlieir claim to a 
larger number of seats, the same plea may be put 
forward on_behal£ of the Hindu community as against 
the Mahomeda.n community in those provinces in 
which they are in a minority as compared with the 
Mahomedans. The principles of representation of 
minorities should be applied to an communities in the 
same manner and a departure in the case of one 
community is sure to give rise to a demand for 
similar departure in favour of ouliers. The creation 
of communal electorates has been recognized as an 
evil, though in .some cases it has been considered a 
necessary evil. Recognized at first in tlie case of the 

• 
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Mahomedans and Europeans, it has been extended . 
to the Indian Christians, the Sikhs and the Anglo-. 
Indians. So far as the Indian· Christian community 
is concerned, some leading members of it now feeL 
that it is unnecessary for them to claim a communal ' 
electorate for the protection of their interests. · . The, · · 
question remains whether it is necessary to retain such 
separate communal electorates in favour.of the other __ · 
communities. In the case of die Mahomedans, they· · 
strongly cling to the system of communal electorates·· ' 
and, though some of die more enlightened members.',·. 
of that community recognize the evils arising from. 
the system and are prepared to 'adopt tile system: of : . . 

. a joint electorate with reservation· . of seats, the 
majority of the community are apparently unwilling · 
to make any change. It would be a great : step 
towards national progress and unification, .1£. the . 
Mahomedans could be persuaded by their: leaders to . 
abandon the system of communal electorates and be 
content with a reservation of seats.· In tlie ab~ence 
of an agreement on the part of that community, it 
may not be possible for the Government to. make any· 
change against their wishes and we can only trust to 
the growth in course of time of better -feelings. and . 
relations between the two communities. · ·, Tlie 
number of seats assigned to the Mahomedans in the .. 
various legislatures has been based upon · the 
Lucknow pact which was arrived at in 1916 and has 
been loyally adhered to ever since by tiM. Hindu 
community. ·Some of the members of the Maho
medan community now seem to .be dissati~fied with 
that pact and they have put forward demands for 
representation at variance with it. If, however, 

I, 
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that pact is to pe scrapped, the matter m'.lSt be 
treated as an open question in favour of both com
munities and in all the provinces. If die question is 
to be treated. as Tes integTa, it has to be. considered 

. whether . the scheme of representation should be 
based up~n ·the basis of proportion of the ·population, 
or the electorate, or upon that basis in combination 
with other factors ·asjn, the case of the European 
community. · It would of. course be conducive to 
harmony and friendliness ~etween the two communi
ties,, if the ' dispute could be settled by~ friendly, 
negotiations between the leaders of the communities. 
But.,· should s~ch negotiations prove abortive, the 
claim of the Hindus in Bengal and the ~unjab that 
a proper scheme of representation should have 
regard not merely .to numerical strength but to other 

. factors lik~ wealtn, voting strength, education, etc., 
cannot b~ dismissed as entitled to no consideration . 
. On a problem which has hitherto defied all attempts 
'at solution, it is impossible to offer any cut and dried 
suggestion with any nope of acceptance. 

If. a minority community is to be allowed to claim 
repr~sentation in excess of its proportion in the 
general pop~ation or electorate, it must be con
sidered (1) whether every· . ·minority should be 
allowed this advantage, (2) if not, what should be the 
minimum and the maximum proportion of the 
'population or electorate which a community should 
· bear to entitle it . to special provision for repre
sentation and (3) whether the excess number of seats 
should be sliced out of the share of some one 
community or mor~ communities. than one. . The 
application of this principle of excess representation 
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would have the effect of cutting down the number ·· 
of seats to which the community, whioli happens'to 
be in a majority, would be entitled_ and might also 
depriv~ it of a rna jority. · 

It is very much to be desired that the European 
community could be induced to give up the system · 
of communal electorates with or without reservation 
of seats. It has been sp~cially 'urged in favour of 
communal electorates for .·Europeans and i\nglo-
1 ndians that otherwise the members of · these 
communities would fail ,to secur~ adequate represen~ · 
tation and take their full share in the political life of . 
India. The claims of ·European:. commerce have•
been met by the recognition of the·.-·· different' '· 
chambers of commerce as constituencies entitled to· 
elect their own representatives and, · in ·addition ·to .· 
these, the European community has al~o b~en' held 

. entitled to separate representation on ~he ground· that· 
they would not all be adequately represented by . 
members selected primarily as representatives·· of 
commerce and industri~s. In their report -.on ·· this 
subject, the Functions Committee expressed the hope_ 
that· it would be possible at no very distant date to 
merge these communities in the general electorate. 
It is a consummation devoutly· to be wished for and 

·if Europeans threw themselves into the political life · 
·of the country it would be . attended with great 
advantage both to their community and the country. 
With their ·superior knowledge, political ex\krience, 
wealth and other .qualifications, we should be · 
surprised if they failed to secure due repr~entation. 
It is because they have kept! aloof from die political · 
life of the country and have not chosen to iden_tify . 
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themselves ·with the interests of Indian~,• tha.t 
I 

feelings of . mutual aloofness have often arisen 
between them and Indians. A commuruty which 
has been the recipient of specially favoured treat
ment has. no. motive to. throw in its lot with the 
generality of the people. But, if Europeans 

· abandon their position of exclusiveness and take 
an ·active part ·· in all questions that concern the 
political. progress of 'the country or the interests 

·of the pepple and will not consider· themselves 
members of the ruling race, they may be certain that 
there will be no feeling of hostility against them and 
that· they would have as good chances, if not better, 
of success at the elections, as the Indian leaders. The 
attitude of the Eitropean members of the reformed 
legislatures in India has been on the whole one of 
friendly co-operation , with Indians· and encourages 
the hope that they may sooner or later be able to 

. persuade themselves that they have .nothing to lose 
.by participating in the . general political life of the 
country. · The interests of the country are sure 
to be advanced by the co-operation and leadership 
of Europeans, provided only they would approach 
public· questions from the point of view of India 
and of Indian· citizens and not merely of the 
section of the community to which they belong. Here 

. again, we should necessarily look to the growth of 
a spirit of generous and enlightened co-operation in 
the European community and to their willing
ness to Sa.crifice their position of privilege~ rather ·•·- "') 
to any attempts by the Government to force I 
communitY into acceptance of a general electora . 

The members of the Anglo-Inaian communiti 
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do not enjoy the same privileges as tlie E~ope~n ·· 
community, but even in their case, . the abandon,.., 
ment of the attitude 'of exclusiveness as advocated by .. 
enlightened leaders like Col. Gid~ey • ·will be . 
conducive to the growth of friendly relations between 
them and the Indian community and they may be · 
sure that, if they give up their' exclusiveness, tlier.e 
will be no prejudice agains~ them .. in the minds of .. 
Indians.· To allay any misgivings in the minds of 
these communities and only as ~ half-vvay hous~ 
towards the system of . g~neral · ·electorates,. the 
method ·of reservation of seats may,' if practicaJ?Ie in 
the areas wher~ they are ,to be found in strength~ be 
adopted as a guarantee of just representation .. -. 

Similarly~ in the case of the Sikh community, the 
wisest course for them would b~ to merge themselves ' 
in the non-communal electorate wi~h a~ guarantee,·. 
if necessary, in the shape of reservation ·of seats.· 

The non-Brahmin community in the Madr.as· pro:-· . 
vince and th~ Mahratta community in ·the Bomb~y 
Presidency entertained at one time apprehensio.qs . of . 
their failure to secure adequate repr~sentation in the · 
absence of reservation_ of seats. It was pointed out 
at the time that if these large and influ~ritial com
munities would only organize themselves efficiently, 
they would have no difficulty in securing ari adequate. 
number ·of seats in the legislature. Events have 
shown that their appr~hensions. were ill-tounded. 
While the number of reserved seats in Madtas is only 
28, the non-Brahmins were able to secu.r~ 54 seats 
in the election of 1920, 63 seats· in the el~ction of 1923 
and 56 seats in the ·election of 1926. . In the light 
of this experience, there is no necessity for continuing 

8-
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the system ·of reserving· seats for the purpose of 
protecting the representation of non-Brahmins who 
form an overwhelming rna jority. . 

With reference to my r~commendation. of-joint or 
. ·general ~ectorates with gUaranteed seats, it only 
remains to point out that it· is only a pis aller and 
that- die ~eation of plural constituencies involved in 
the proposal would have· to be carried out with due 
regard' to th~ avoidance· of unwieldy electoral areas 
and. unwiel~y l~gislative .councils.· The system ·of· 
scrutin de liste would b~ mischievous,· urisuitable and 
impracticable.· 



CHAPTER IV 

THE PROVINCIAL EXECUTIVE 

We may now turn. to consider the constitution of 
the executive governm~nt in tlie provinces .. under . 
a system of provincial . autonomy. Tlie system· of · . 
dyarchy which was introduced by die· ·Montagu· · 
Chelmsford Reforms was put forwara 'only: .as· a 
transitional measure and . as ·a half-way liouse :in tlie ·. 
progress towards responsible government.:.~ That the 
system of dyardiy was a! novel one ·and lia'd many ' 

. imperfections 'Yas fully. recognized by tlie 'framers ; 
of the scheme. But it was considered tliat, while it 
would be a bold experiment ·to introduce full · 
responsible government, it was.· necessary . tliat 
opportunities should ·be provided for ·training·· in .·· .. 
responsible government and that there was no other ' 
way of doing so, except ,by transferring a substantial 
portion of the functions of the governm~nt to the , 
control of ministers responsible to die l~gislature~ 
Dyarchy was thus considered an unavoidable,' thougli 
defective, measure of interim advance~· Three 
general · elections have been lield since ·the ·intra-

. duction of the · reforms and experience has · been · 
acquired both by .th~ legislators and by the elec ... 
torates in the working of the reforms. In tlie terms 
of reference to the Reforms Enquiry Conlinitt~e of 
1924, the Government clearly recognized. the exist.. · 
ence of defects · inher~nt in the working of the 
Government of.Jndia Act. It would be strange if.a 
system of government) admittedly defective, ~ere 
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continued even after the period of nine yearG i fixed 
by' th~ Act as necessary for the trial of the ex peri-

. ment.. It is not too sanguine to expect that, as the 
result ·of· the enquiry by the Statutory Commission, 
the subjec~s which are now treated as reserved will 
also be ~sferred to popular control. . 

The • necessary.· result of · the . transfer of full 
responsibility in tne sph~ .of the local government 
would be the abolition of the executive council and 
an increase in the number of . ministers. The -

· abolition ·of ' the executiy~ council is likely to be 
resisted by the,members of the Indian civil seririce as 
an interfer~nce with- tfieir privileges. The claims 
of the. services to particular appointments. cannot be . 
allowed to s'tand in the way of the further develop.: 
ment of the constitution.- Tne policy of Parliament 
to provid~ for the increasing association of Indians 
in ·every branch of tlie Indian administration is 
declared in the preamble to the Government of India 
Act and it necessarily involves a diminution in tlie 
number of posts filled up by r~cruitment in England. 
The ·proviso t'o section 96 (b) (2) of the Act also 
gives clear notice to all- persons . entering the 
civil services of the Crown aft~r the commencement 
of the Act that administrative changes involving a 
curtailment in the prospects of promotion could not 
lie' regarded as a ground for comp~nsation. The 
' . 
proviso allows the compensation only in the case of 
those· persons who entered the civil service before 
the date of the commencement of the 1\ct, and, even_ 
in their case the opinion of the law officers of the 
Crown was that the prot~ction accorded to existing 
or accruing rights by· that proviso could not apply to 
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the loss of prospects of promotion to the higlier 
administrative appointments which are filled up not . 
as a matter of course; but as a matter of selection .. 

As regards the strength of the future ministry,. it is 
hardly likely that in the major provinces it will be less. 
than seven, which is the strength of the executive 
council and the ministry combined at the .present · 
moment. It is no doubt tru~ that the whole work of .· 

. government was carried on before the Reforms of 
1919 by three members of the executive council. · It 
is supposed in many. quarters that the number ·of' 
ministers can be reduced, when th~ reserved subjects · 
are also transferred. Whatever might . have . bee~ 
the reasons for fixing. the number.· of niinisters. at · .. 
three and the number of executive councillors at fo~ ·. 
in the major provinces, it is b~lieved that. these 
reasons would cease to operate on the introduction ·· 

· of provincial autonomy. I am, · how eve~, very 
sceptical about this result for a variety of r~sons .. 
Partly on account of their unfamiliarity 'witli official 
business and still more on account of the demands. 
of politieal propaganda and the nec~ssity of explai~- · · 
ing and justifying their policy and measures to the .· 
country at large and partly on account of •the. gr~t 
increase in work entailed by the activities. of the· 
legislative council with its ·frequent sessions, its· 
numerous resolutions and . interpellations, it cannot 
he expected that · the work could be done · by. a · 
ministry no larger than the old executiJ6. council. 
Another consideration which will strongly operate in · 
favour of an increase in tlie number of ministers· is 
that it will not be ot~erwise possible to satisfy the 
hopes and claims of the several leaders amon~ the · 
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politicians. I have heard of claims being put forward 
by the leaders of several communal groups, or of the 
representa.tives of the several linguistic areas to a 

, share· in the government. I am no advocate of 
communali~m or sectionalism ; no~ do I believe in the 
principle of creating appointments to satisfy the 
ambitions of ~I leading. politicians. But in view of 
my proposals to take away all patronage from the 
ministers and to entrust the recruitment of the services 

. to a public services commission, it would be ~xpedient 
to maintain the strength of the ministry at the number 

·which now represents the executive council and the 
ministry combined. -It is an open secret' that the 
inability. of the government to gratify the .wishes of 
ambitious -leaders very often leads the latter into the· 
ranks of the opposition. It would be easier for the 
go~emment to maintain its position, if it were possi
ble for them to offer places in the ministry to the 
leaders of some of the more important groups or . 
s~ctions. · When communal differences disappear 
and a two-party system is evolved, this consideration 
will tend. to lose its force. But even under a fully 
developed party system, there will always be a certain 
·number -of leaders in the council ambitious of a place 
in the ministry and it is both desirable and expedient 
not to fix the strength of the ministry so low that it is 
impossible to avoid giving rise to the discontent and 
. intrigue which spring from baulked ambitions. It is 
needless to add that my remarks are not intended to 
be applied to the minor provinces. 

Apart from these reasons which may. appear to 
some to be- based upon a somewhat unelevated view 
tOf the matter, it would, I thinK, be conducive to the 
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progress of the country, if the work of administration :. 
could be divided and distributed in such a manner aS 
to . leave sufficient leisure for tlie. ministers 'to think 
out policies and k~ep themselves in touch with the 
public. The work of the . goverrunent may .. be· 
conveniently divided into ·the following portfolios : · · 
(1) finance ; (2) revenue ; (3). home department 
including law and order; (4) education and public 
health; (5) local s~lf-government; (6) public works 
and communications ; and (7) agriculture,· commerce~.· . 
industries and development. In 'any scheme·· of 
division of th~ portfolios,· it is essential· that· the 
minister in charge of finance should be in charge of 
no other subj~ct, so that there may be no temptation ., 
td, or suspicion of, partiality ·to·.any· department .. of 
expenditure. . . . · 

The salaries of the ministers should be fixed at sucli .. 
· a sum as would attract men of ability·and standing : 

and ~nabfe the ministers to maintain their status and; ' 
a position of slight·superiority to.the.officers who· will•· 
serve under them~ These considerati~ns indicate a. 
salary of about Rs. 4,000 a month, the same as that 
fixed for the High . Court judges. : · Many ofthe · 
advocates of. ·retrenchment believe that· it will · be 
possible to cut down the salaries of ministers still . 

· further; and. they are in th~ habit of making"" com
parisons between the salaries drawn by ministers in 
this country and in the self-governing dominions and 
arguing that in a poor ·country lik~ India th'J salaries 
should be lower or J at any rate~ not nigher than those 

·granted ·in riclier countries. Rightly or wrongly, ·the 
standards of living and the scales of salari~s in· force 
in this' country have been ·influenced by the· scale of 
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salaries fixed for the Indian Civil Service and it 
would be a very foolish and harmful policy of 

· economy to reduce th~ scale of salaries which has 
been in fo~ce for a very considerable length of time. 
· Turning ·now to the appointment of ministers, die 
best· cour~e is to follow the English practice and 
l~ve the Governor of· the province to appoint the 
prinle minister and the · appointment of the other 
ministers to the choice' of the prime minister. The 
·system of jqint responsibility and cabinet government 
should b~ strictly ~nforced.· A failure to enforce the 
principle of· joint responsibility among the ministers 
·was one of the matters about which complaints were 
made before the Indian Constitutional Reforms 

-·.Enquiry· Committee. The absence of joint res~ 
.· ponsibility is bound to affect the strength and 
'solidarity . of th~ government and . is likely to 
encourage disunion, . faction and intrigue. The 
cabinet, system· as evolved · in England includes 
·five principles : contact and harmony between the 
legislature and the executive, the collective res
. ·ponsibility of the members of the cabinet, the 
· subordination of its m~bers to the leadership of a 
prime minister, the political homogeneity of the 
executive and the exclusion of the sovereign from its 
meetings. 1 The first principle has been recognized 

. in' secti~n 52 (2) of the Government of India Act 
and the second and thir(l principles can also be easily 
enforced. .. The political homogeneity of th~ exe
a~tive is sure to be promoted~ even if not fully 
attain~d, by the adoption of the cabinet system. It 

1 The Meehanism of tlze Modern Slate, by Sir John A. R. Marriott, 
vol. ii, p. 58. 
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is possible that in the b~ginning there may not', be' 
any one party' with a sufficiently strong. hiajoiit}'' to 
form a stable government arid .. it . mar have. t&' 
combine with some other part}T or group' in' or~er to . 
forni a gover~ment~ Th~, 'pri#C:iple· .. of·.· ct?llective . 
responsibilitY will ensitre that the members who form 
the ministry are in general agreement over the' mofe 
important questions . of . policy . and the . liabit of . 
conc~rted aCtion Will result in the sinfciiig of personal . 
and sectional differences.: As· regards. the. last 
principle . of the exclusioii of the·, sovereign or his .. 
representatives from tlie meetings~ it is th'e' COUrse . 
which accords best with the· theory of a corisHtutiohal· 

\ 

Governor. The presenee of the Goyerii6r at cabiiiei: . 
ni~etings may be considered desirable, as his political: 
experience. may be ol valuaote assis~arice ' tO'' i:tie . 
ministry. . On tlie other hand, lliS presence is likely. 
to weaken the position of tlie prune. minister and 
affect the. loyalty and subordination of tlie . other ·. 
ministers to the chief minister by encouragmg· them . 
to look to the Governor for support.: ~s agairist· the 
prime miriister. Should the .Governor's advic~' .he. 
rejected by the ministry' it wo~d place liini'. iri a 
somewhat uripleas~rit position, especially when' lie ij 
personally present at the meeting of the cabin~t~ · .. 1~·,. 
the interests of constitutional progress, it would,. orf ·. 
th'e whole, be best for the G~v~rrior nofto attend tlie. 
m~etmgs of the cabm.~t. It .is quite. PC?~sible 'tha~. 
mtstakes may somet1mes be comm1~d- by the 
ministry, but there is nothing to prevent a consultation 
or discussion between the Governor and the. prime 
minister and the best way of training in responsibility 
is to allow the ministers to bear the consequences' of 

9 ' ' 
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their mistakes. .This question was raised in ,con
nection with the instructions intended to be issued to 
Lord Dufferin as · Governor-General of Canada. 1 

<:;Iause 5. of the proposed instructions contained a 
provision . directing and enjoining the Governor
General to 1 attend and preside at the meetings of the 
council, except when preveitted by some necessary or 
reasonable cause. This .c;lause was among others 
criticized by Mr. Blake, the Minister of Justice. He 
pointed out that the practice for a very great number 
of years had · been th3.~ the busi~ess of the council 
was done in the absence· of the Governor •. On very 

· exceptional occ;asions.- the Governor might preside, 
. I 

but this would occur only at intenrals of years and 
'would probably be for the purpose of taking a formal · 
decision· on some extraordinary occasion and not for 

·deliberation. The mode in which the business was 
done was by a· report to the Governor of the recom-

. mend~tions of the council, sitting as a committ~e, 
sent to the Governor for his consideration, discussed 
whenever necessary between the Governor and the 
first minister and becoming operative upon being 
marked "approved" by the Governor. This system 

· was in accordance with constitutional principle and 
was found very convenient in practice. It would be 
a violation of such principle and extremely embar
rassing to all parties in practice that the Governor 
should attend and preside at the deliberations of the 
council and it would be inexpedient to lay down such 
a rule unless it was intended to be observed. 

The subject of provincial autonomy necessarily · 
i 

1 Keith's Responsible GoverntNnt in tu Dominions (first edition). 
p. 160. \ 

\ 
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involves the question of the relations of the • . 
provincial government to th¢ public · services~ · 
Ordinarily, -a fully responsible gov~rnment would 
have full , authority as regards the recruitment· and ··. 
control of the public services. Under · th~ stat:utory. ·. 
rules framed by the Secretary of State~ the. services .• 
under the administration and control . of ·the lo~t : 
governments are . divided into four . classes,·· the' 
all-India services, the provincial . services~. the ~ 
subordinate services and . offic~rs. holding .. speci~ 
posts. With. regard to the al~-lnd~ s~ryices,. all .. 
first appointments except certain ·specified · appomt- · ·. 
ments are made by the Secretary of State in Councit •· 
An officer of the all-India senrice. cannot . be' .. 
removed or dismissed by the local governme~t,'.but.·· .. 
he is amenable to other forms of disciplinary pUnisH~ 
ment like censure, reduction, suspension ~r ·the · 
withholding of promotion. An officer.· of. the all
India service, against whom a disciplinary order of 
punishment is passed, has the Ultimate right of appeal · 
to the Secretary of State in Council. In the case 
of an officer of the provincial service, .an' appeal to 
the Secretary of State is permitted only. in cases in 
which his salary is not less than Rs. 500 a month. 
The services were classified by the Lee Commission 
into services operating in the · reserVed fields · of 
administration, services operating in the transferred 
fields and the central ~ervices under the, · G~vern
ment of India and they recommendeJ \that the 
all- India. services employed .in · the. . reserved 
fields of administration should continue · to be 
appointed and controlled by the Secretary of State 
in Council. As to the services ·operating in the 
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.transferred fields, tqey recommended that nq further 
recruitment should .be . made to these all-India 
.services and that the personnel r.equifed in futur~ 
.should be r~cruited by the local .govermnent. As 
regards t~e . central servic~s, they proposed that 
appoinunents to some. of tlie services should be made 
by the Secretary of State and to the oth~s by the 
Government 'of India. ·• The all-India services 
employed in the reserved fields are the Indian civil 
service, ·.the Indian police s~rvice, the irrigation 
bran~h of the Indian service of engineers in ~I 
provinces and Jhe roads ~~ buildings branch of the 
engineers servtce in those provinces in which there 
has heen no bifurcation of the s~rvice into irrigation 
and roads and buildings and, except in Burma and 

·. B.o~bay, the Indian forest service. i\ppointments 
in the central services to which recruitment was 
~ecomm~nded .to be made by the Secretary of Stat~ 
were ·appointments to the pol.itical department and 
the eccle~astic;tl department. So far as the pro
yiqcial services ~re concerned, they will be under 
the control of the local governments and no trouble
s_o~~- questions are. likely 'to arise with _regard to 
th,e~e services. The position of the all-India 
~eryices ~s different. The Secretary of State claims 
~e po~er of appointment and control with regar~ 
to several of tlie services mentioned above. . we are 
at present concerned with this claim in regard to all-:
~ndia services ~perating in the reserved fields. Th(! 
questions to be considered are how far the existen~e 
qf these all-India services, which operate in the 
r~erved fields, can be continued after transfer and 
re~~~led wit~ ? syste~ of provincial autonomy and 
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what safeguards are necessary in the ~teres~.~£ 
these services. .. . 
~. F o~ th~· purpose of the present argum~t. L ~ 
prepared to grant that the existenc~ of. the all-India 
servic~ in the now reserved fields ?f t~~ .prqyifl~~ 
~dministration will continu~ t~ be n~ce.s~ ,fo_r ~~~~ 
period of ~im~. There was _a fe~~g o_f ~qY;l~d~~~~ 
uneasiness in the minds of the members of th~ aU
India services shortly after · the i~tr~duction ·of the 
r~~~rms. This feeling ~as ~rtly ~~~e~ . _·!a ~ 
impression that the refo_~~~ legi~!~tive ~o_~~!~ 
were actuated by a spirit of hos~lity ~o .thes,e ~~~£e:s 
and would be incline<\ to reduc:e or ~bolish . th~ p~t_:;' 
practically reserved for them hitherto ·and. transfer 
the · p,o~ts ~!l ·the cadre .~£ ~~~ 'P.f.{;~~i~~ · s~~~c~· .. 
That the · contentment of die members of· these 
services is necessary to thetl- effici~~y is· ~e~o~iZ~d 
by Indian politicians. They ·ha~~ no···objectioii ·to 
any safeguards being provide4 .fo~ th~ p~ot~~ti~~l! ~£
their just claims. What" ~e Indi~ pub~'?· is keen . 
about is the transfer of ~e PO'!~ of re~~7nt and 
ultimate control from the hands o~ th'e S~cr~tary ~f · 
State to the Government of India. Such fe~ing ~f 
ho~tility as there may b~ to the all-1-!l.dia servic~s is 
due to the follo~ing causes. It is believed that the 
~1-India services will use their. vested· inte~e~ts ~~s 

. " .,. • ,-._~I 

an argument openly or o~herwise ~or oppo_s~ng the 
development of self-governmen~ ~~ for the ret~- · 
tion of the control of their services in th~ Hands of the 
' . . . ·. . .. . ' ' I\ . .. ' •"'" 

Secretary of State. It is supposed that 'Where they 
~e employ~ Ullder a pr()vinci~ admipistration, th~y 
will not be fully or .sufficiently amenable to the 
control of the provincial governments. . Mor~over, 
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the fear is entertained that so long as the all-India 
. serVices are recruited by the Secretary of State, he 

may avail himself of the power to import English 
recruits to a larger extent, or for a much· longer 
period,· than may be necessary .. There is also the 
feeling on, the' part of many that the services are 
costly and ·may be replaced without loss of efficiency 
l;>y Indian personnel on a· provincial basis. Lastly, 
·the members of the provin~ services, .who naturally 
desire the enlargement of their own opportunities and 
prospects.' are ' interested . ' in . influencing public 
opinion against the maintenance of the all-India 
services. , ·The most weighty of these reasons is the 
one ·wh1c~ is based upon the apprehension that the. 
interests of the services are irreconcilable witl) the 
emancipation of the Government of _India from the 
control of the Secretary of State~ If means could 
be found for allaying this apprehension, the claims 
. of the all-: India services would meet with more friend-
. liness from the Indian public. The Lee Commission 
based their recommendations upon the principle that 
the authority which is responsible for the admini
stration of a particukr subject should have the power 
of organizing the services employed in the admini
stration of that subject in such manner as it thinks 
best, and that the recruitment and ultimate control of 
that· service should be vested in the hands of that 
a~thority. While they were prepared to transfer 
these powers of recruitment and ult~ate control over 
the services operating in the transferred· fields to 
local governments, they recommended that in the case 
of the services operating in the. reserved fields· for 
which the Secretary of State was responsible to 
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Parliament, these powers should be _vested in the 
Secretary of State. The Lee Commission did not 
address themselves to the question whether the all-
1 ndia services should continue to be maintained ori 
the existing basis, when full provincial autonomy was 
granted. Having regard to the unfortunate speech 
of "·lr. Lloyd George about the steel framework of 
the . Indian administration and the views expressed 
by many authorities as to the necessity · for · the 
continuance of a considerable British element in the 
all-India services, it is probable that the all-India 
services will continue to be. retained for a consider
able length of time. Some British politicians even 
go to the length of declaririg that· they cannot 
possibly imagine a time whcit British recruitment~ 
be altogether dispensed with. So long as the recruit~ · 
ment to the all-India services is made. by the 
Secretary of State, the n~ty for the protection of 
the interests of these services will ·continue ·to , be 
urged as an argument for retaiRing the ultimate 
control in his hands and it will continue. to-~ urged 
that full provincial autonomy· cannot be , gr3ntecl. 
The most important of the reserved subjects is law 
and order and land revenue. Refusal to · transfer 
these subjects is really tantamount to a refusal of 

. further constitutional advance. The champions of the . 
all-~ndia services must be prepared to take up one of 
two alternative positions ; either that the Secretary of . 
State must cease to recruit and control these! krvices. 
or that there should be no further transfer of any 
important subjects to popular control. If the services 
are willing to accept the former position, it would not 
bar. the way to further political advance. If, on_ the 
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other hcind, .they take up the latter position, their 
daiins eaiilio't" possibly be r~conciled with the demand 
·for full provincial autonomy. The adoption of the 
latter position by the all-India s~rvices must intensify 
the feeling of hostility which now exists iri a mild 
Eomi against the ·services.. Speaking for myself, 
strongly. mclin~d as I arit to the retention of the 
cill-hi'clia. serVices for a : l:onsiderable time, if the 
choice ·lay betWeen the abolition of the all-India 
services and the iridefiDite postponement of the 
triuisfer of recruitment arid control from the Secretary 

. o£ State to the)Governnient of India, I should prefer 
tile· former alternative. 

It is' not, however,· neces5ary, nor m my opinion 
wise and desirable, to push the principle laid down 
by the Lee Comnussion to its logical length. The 
all-India serv~ces working under the provincial 
. governments iDay be recruited by the Govern
ment of .India and the proportion of English recruits 
whiCh may be necessarY may be obtained through the 
agericy of the High Commissioner for India instead 
of the Secretary of State. Where they are employed 
under the provincial administration, tliey should be 
subject to the control of the ministry with a riglit 
of appeal to th'e Goveriunent of India and no further .. 
So far as th~ provincial governments are concerned, 
the absence of the power of removal or dismissal of 
the members of· the all-India services has not 
hitherto created any difficulty in the management of 
theSe s~ices. The Reforms Enquiry Committee 
examined the questi9n whether there was any refusal 
or failure to co-operate witli tne ministers on the 
part of the public services and th~ conclusion unani-
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mously arrived at was that the attitude of the mem7 
bers of these services was, generally speaking, one 
of loyal co-operation and that the . relations. between 
them and the ministers were generally of a friendly, 
character. If the rights and interests of the services 
are safeguarded by legisla.tion~ they should. h~ve no 
reason for. feeling any discontent in . employment 
under the ministry. Section 96 B of the Govern ... 
ment of india Act contemplates the delegation of the 
power of making rules for the recruitment, conditions 
of service and discipline . of the civil services to.· the 
Governor-General in Council,· or to th~ local govern-: 
ments, or the local legislatures. But, m~e delegation 
of the powers will. not satisfy, Indian public opinion ; 
what is required is the statutory devolution of. the 
necessary authority to the Government of India. . It .. 
may be urged that the principle of full provincial 
autonomy requires not merely the withdrawal of the 
control of the Secretary of State, but th~ withdrawal .. 
of the control of the Government of India also ; but I 
am not prepared to accept this .view. as the action of 
the Government of India will be influenced, if.not,con
trolled, by the opinion of the Indian legisiature. If the 
subjects now reserved are transferred to the control 
of the ministry, I should bave no objection to the . 
services operating in these fields being placed under 
the. immediate control of the Government of India. 
Whatever appearance of anomaly there m~y be in 
the position, it would be .. attended Wlhl certain 
unquestionable advantages. A· superi01: service 
recruited from the best talents in the whole of India, 
liable to service in any province or under the 
Government of ·India and with the advantage of a: 

10 
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period of probationary training in England, ·Nould 
liave · a broader outlook than a purely provincial 
service and would check the t~ndency to a spirit of 
narrow. provincialism. It would also supply the 
central . government with a · reservoir . of highly 
qualified p~rsonnel from which ·the c~ntral services 

· could b~ staffed. It would thus avoid the necessity 
for the creation of a separate service for employment 
in. tile sphere of central administration. 

The n~xt question to w4ich I now turn is how the 
constitution ·of the provincial government may be 
amended or mqdified. This is not a question which 
need detain us long. -In the case of federal constitu
tions which are the result of an agreement betwe~n 
die, constituent states and are ·embodied in rigid · 
constitutions, the proc~dure provided for amending 
the constitution is generally of a ·very. elaborate 
character. But the Government of India is not . of 
the federal type and I have expressed my preference 
for the Canadian model in preference to the constitu
tions of ·the other dominions. In Canada, the 
constitution can be am~nded by an act of the Imperial 
Parliament just as the existing constitution was 
passed by the British North America Act. The 
constitutions of the provinces may be amended from 
time to time by enactments of 1 the provincial legis-:
latures. In the South Africa Act, power is given to 
the Parliament of the Union to repeal or alter aD)i 

of the provisions of the 1\ct. The simplest method 
of effecting a change in the constitution of any 
province in India would be to empower the central 
government to pass with or without modification 
any amendment or alteration of the constitution 
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-which may have been resolved upon by the legis:... 
·Jature of the province conc~mea, and which may be 
approved by the central government. ' It .may be 
·desirable to impose certain restrictions as to the extent 
of the majority by which a constitutional amendnient 
or alteration should be approved in the provincial 
legislature. With regard to the constitution of a new 
'Governor's province under the administration of ·a 
Deputy Governor, section 52 of the .Act' provides 
that the Governor-General in Council may, cifter 
obtaining an expression of opinion from ·the local. 
government and the local legislature and after ·the 
necessary notification, with the .. sanction of· His . 
. Majesty, ·constitute a new Governor's province ·or· 
place part of a Governor's province under. the· 
administration of a Deputy Governor •.. ·Some similar 
procedure ought to be sUfficient in the case of ·other 
constitutional amendments affecting the . provinces. 

I may here refer to a ques~ion which has b~en ·the 
subject of public discussion from _time to time and' 
which has often been brought forward ·before the 
Indian legislature. I refer to the question of the 
linguistic ·redistribution of tJh·e. proviri.ces ... Some of 
our politicians are very keen about the redistribution 
of the province~ according_ to langt.tages. · Whethe~ 
such a redistribution is practicable or not, it would be 
a ·great tactical blunder to raise the question at the 
time of t~e revision of the constitutio~. _If fould be a 
red herrmg acros~ the path of constJ.tutJ.onal advance 
and would divert attention from the main constitUtional 
issues to inter-provincial and intra-provincial contro
versies. The attention of the Reforms Enquiry Com
mittee 'was drawn to this question among others. 

' 
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.While .the majority wer~ of opinion that the redistri· 
bution of provincial areas would probably have to be 
considered in connection with constitutional advance, 
the minority thought that the consideration· of the 
general distribution of territories should not precede 
any consti~utional advance and that· no redistribution 
should be.' effected except with the consent of the 
popul~tions. concerned.·. The Montagu-Chelmsford 
Report also takes the same view and the ·authors point 
out that .it ":C?uld b~ very unWise· to attempt to unite 
the sufficiently_.difficult task of revising the constitu
tion of India: wjth the highly controversial labour of 

., simultaneously revising the political geography of the 
·'entire country. They· added that the proc~ss ought . 
. in any case to follow and ought not to precede or 
accompany constitutional r~form. The problem is a 
complicated one. and a variety of considerations have 
to be taken into account in arriving at a decision. 
In'· the first place, identity of language doe5 not 
necessarily imply an ethnical affinity. The same 
language is often spoken by members of different 
races ·and members of the same race are· often divided 
into different linguistic groups. In the next place, 

· it must not b~ forgotten that the paraphernalia of 
constitutional reforms has gr~atly added to the 
expenditure of provincial governments and that the 
multiplication of provincial administrations neces
Sarily involves the reduplication of the· higher 
administrative machinery and increases th~ total cost 
of administration in the country~ Again, a province 
must have a certain area and population large enough 
to demand and justify a separate administration,· but 
not too large ·to be a strain upon the machinery of 
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government. No province should be formed whicli 
is not capable of paying its own way and which may 
prove to be a burden upon the central revenues .. 
Moreover, populations speaking· different languages 
might have lived ·under th~ same administrative 
conditions and it might be more convenient for them .. 
to continue to be members of the same province 
than undergo regrouping with populati<?ns speaking 
the sam~ language but liVing . under . diff~rent 
administrative· conditions. It also · happens that 
within the limits of a single district populations · 
speaking different languages are so closely mixed up . 
that it is not possible· to draw any convenient line of · 
demarcation which would separate people speaking • 
one language from those speaking another. .· Lastly,· 
the linguistic grouping of provinces is likely to be · .. · 
attended with the disadvantage of . producing· a. 
narrowness of outlook and sympathy a.lnong the· 
. members. The inclusion in. the same proviitce' · of 
communities with different· tongues and creeds' will 
make for the cultivation of a greater spirit of mutual 
toleration and more broad-based sense of brother
hood. The proper rearrangement · of. · proyinces. 
with due regard to aU these considerationS is a matter 
of great intricacy and difficulty and sliould therefore 
be left to be tackled after the revisi~n . of :the 
present constitution. . i; 



CHAPTERV 

REFORMS IN CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 

Having' dealt with some of .the main problems 
involved in ·.provincial .. autonomy. we may now 
proceed to consid~r the questions which are bound to 
.arise, if . th~ principle of· responsi~le government is 
extended to the sphere of the central government. 
As . already· pointed out, the popular demand for 
.further advance· in . this direction is not for the im
.mediate int!od~ction of responsibility to the legisia.ture 
throughout .the entire sphere of the central gov~rn-. 
~ent. It is_recognized that, for ·some time to come, 

. .a reservation will. have . to be made of th~ two 
.important subjects of foreign and political relations 
.and national defence. . A f~w preliminary remarks 
regarding these questions may be . made before 
discussing them in detail. The ·difficulties which 
have · been · put forward by way of objection 
to ·the introduction of full. responsible government 
Ielate to tJhes~ two ·important subjects and to the 
·;problem· of minorities. Of this group of questions, 
the probl~ms arising in connection with the protection 
of minorities are the most urgent and call for- a 
speedy and satisfactory settlement.. The principle 
that minorities are entitled to p~otection is recognized 
<>n all hands and th~re is no advocate of reforms who 
is not prepared to concede it. ' The protection of 
minorities is not a question which will arise only on 
the introduction of responsible government, but has 
to be faced here and now even under the present 
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constitution. It may be suggested that though 
m.inorities receive adequate protection under a system 
of government which is responsible to the . British .. · 
Parliament, they· may cease to receive· such protec~ 
tion, when the governm~nt becomes responsible to 
the legislature and to the people . and that the 
confidence which minorities now repose in the central 
government may not be extended to a responsible 
government. What · exactly ar~ the rights of 
minorities which require to be specially ·proteCted . 
against encroachment, we shall consider later on. 
~feanwhile, it may be pointed out that the grave 
differences between the Hindu and Mahomedan 
communities, whioh have led to so many ·deplorable 
outbreaks of lawlessness, raise. questions regarding · 
the respective rights of those two communities which 
can by no means be considered to have been satis-. · 
factorily settled. Whether any further ·reforms are 
contemplated or not, this group of questions whicli 
produce friction between th~ two communities· must 
be taken in hand by the Government and a satisfactory 
solution will have to be devised. If sucH a solution 
is reached either by agreement between ·the com
mUnities or by the intervention of the· Governinent, . . 

the same solution n.taY be adopted in any scheme of 
constitutional reform. If,. on the other hand, it is 
not possible for the present Government to devise 
a satisfactory solution, the problem may ,h.e capable 
of solution at the hands of a responsible government. 
At any rate,· a Government which has been unable 
to effect a reconciliation of conflicting parties cannot 
with good grace urge the circumstance as an argu-. 
ment against further advance. We may, however. 
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entertain the hope that it is not beyond the capflclty 
of the Government assisted by the good sense of the 

, leaders of the two communities to find an acceptable 
·solution of this problem. I postpone to a later stage 
my suggestions with regard to the method of dealing 
with the . r~ligious disputes which have led to 
communal disturbances between the Hindus and the 

· ~1ahomedans. · • 
The problem of the defence of the country against 

external danger and inter~ disorder does not fall 
within. the· category of insoluble P!oblems. But, it 
may be admitted that as a temporary measure it may 
be expedient td exclude ·this subj~ct from transfer to 

· a responsible ministry. The problems arising in 
connection with the Indian states and their relations 

· to the British Indian legislature are of a far more 
col!lplicated character than any of the· others and will 
take. a far longer period of time for any permanent 
solution. The subject of foreign and political affairs 
must be excluded for some time from the control of 
the British Indian Legislature. The problem is an 

. extremely intricate one and a d~tailed discussion of 
it will be deferred to a later chapter. A discussion 
of these questions may perhaps wear the appearance 
of unreality in th~ eyes of some critics, but ·they 
have all to be tackled sooner or later, and unless the 

."ultimate goal of India and the ultimate shape of her 
government are considered and steadily kept in 
view, there is a danger of our losing our path _and 
taking a wrong turn . on the road. Consideration 
of the various questions involved in the attainment 
of responsible- government is neither useless, nor 
untimely. It is a task which canot be shirked, 
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though it may not appeal to the -EnglisH. tempera· · 
ment, which refuses to. consider. any· questions which ·. 
will not arise to-morrow or tne . day after. One 
question which l should like to put to ourcritics is 
this. , Let us grant that all the difficulties which have 
been I pointed out in the ·way . of advance towards .. 
responsible government are real difficulties which c~ll . 
for a solution. Do they consider -th~ capable .. ()f · 
solution, or do they put them forward as eternal 
posers ? Do they ac~ept the . statement . in -the. 
preamble to the Government of India Act that the 
progressive realization of responsible government in 
British India as an integral part of the Empire is ·. 
the declared policy of the Imperial Government? · If· 
responsible government is' to_ be realized _·some ·day,··· 
the difficulties enumerated .must admit of solution .. 
If, on the other hand, it is contended that they can · 
be never solved, it· would be entirely inconsistent with .•· 
the assurance given by _the Parliament. 'It is,- of· 
course, quite possible to suggest that the progressive · ·· 
realization promised in the preamble to the i\ct may 
be spread over a century or more and that. they are not. 
called upon to worry themselves with tliese ·problems~ .. 
But such an attitude of refusal to look forward'' can · 
hardly be considered to be consistent with stat~~an- . 

·ship, however much it may be characteristic ~f the 
British temperament. 

I will now deal with a preliminary critic{spt · whicH
may be brought forward against the proposal to ex- . 
elude certain subjects from transfer to the administra- · 
tion of responsible ministers. It may be .. urged that 
any such proposal will have tlie effect of introducing · 
into the central government a· system of dyarchy 

11 ! 
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"Which' has been ~condemned by the Indian p:~blic as 
:well as many English critics as unsound in theory arid 
tinworkable in practice. We are aU familiar with the 
-objections to the system of dyarchy as introduced in 
the _first instalment_ of reforms. One objection is that 
the excluded or reserved subj~cts and the transferred 
subjects are sO mter-related that the administration 
of one class of subjects i~ bound to impinge upon the 
administration of th~ other and that, in the matter of 
finance as well as actual adminstration, the system will . 
give rise· to friction. It is :m interesting phenomenon 
of Indian : pplitics that most of the responsible 
officials . who one~ ·objected to the . introduction of 
responsibility in a limited portion of the field of pro
vincial government have now become so enamoured 
of the system or, at any rate, so tolerant of its defects, 
that they are unwilling to make any change in the 
dir~ction of provincial autonomy. But just as dyarchy 
had to be adopted by the Government as a transi
tional ~ge in the spher~ of provincial government, 
it will equally have to be accepted in the sphere of 
the eentral government. No objection need be taken 
to the system, so long as it is recognized that it is a 
temporary expedient and is intended as a stepping
stone to complete responsible government. The only 
question to be· considered by die practical statesman 
is', whether it is a reasonably workable system of 
government. If the introduction of responsibility in 
a limited area of the sphere. of the central govern
ment is obj~ctionable, die Qnly two alternatives will 
be either the introduction of complete responsibility 
over the whole sphere, or the refusal to introduce any 
element of responsibility in any part of this sphere. 

I 
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The first alternative will be even more unpalatable. to 
our critics than the scheme. demanded. by Indian, 
public opinion, while the ·second. will increase: the. 
discontent in the · country. As a niatter of. theory,. 
the conception of a government lacking some of· the: 
attributes of sovereignty is quite· familiar to us., 
Taking the case of the· Indian states, they are not 
allowed to have any external rela!ions ·. with other 
states, though they enjoy internal sovereignty in 
varying degrees. Like the Governors of the · 
provinces under the present system of·· dyarchy, 
die Viceroy would have a dual .•. capacity., . The 
existence of such a dual capacity in ·the· Governor
General is not unknown even in _tlie self-governing 
dominions. In the South Afri~ Union,. the· 
Governor-General in the capa~ty of High Commis-, 
sioner controls the protectorates of Bech~d and: 

· Swaziland and the colony of Ba.Sutoland and js: · 
charged with the conduct of colonial relations with 
foreign possessions in South Africa. ·'The· new· 
constitution of Malta wruch came into· force in .1921 . 
is based . upon the principle of dyarchyj . arid the ·. 
control of the naval, military and air forces,. win~less; 
territorial waters, Imperial property and . mtere5ts, ~ 
external trade;_ coinage, immigration, naturalization . 
and relations with foreign s~tes is excluded from the 
purview of the legislature} ·The Home Rule Bill 
introduced by Mr. Asquith in 1912 propo~ to set 
up a single parliament for Ireland with full authority 
over everything except the Crown,. the · ~my and. 
navy, peace and war and certain reserv services. 

1. Keith's R~sfJonsible Covernmetzl in the Domi ions (second edi-
tion), pp. SO, 62. 1 
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We may now proc~ed to consider the subject· of 
protection of minorities. The question has b~en 
already dealt with to some extent~ but it requires 

· a ·fuller . exposition. The first point to be con
. sidered in' this connection is, ~hat are the rights 
whic~ may be ·legitimately claimed by minorities in 
any state and how far has protection been accorded 
to them in modet:n European states. Minorities· may 
be of different' kinds; first, racial, ·religious and 
linguistic minoriti~s, secondly social and other class 

' " ' ' . 
minorities and thirdly, political minorities. After the 
conclusion. of ~he Great War, various treaties were 

.· . conclud~d between the principal allied and associated 
· ·· powers on the one sid~ and the central powers and 

other states which had newly come into exi~tence pr 
obtained enlargements of territocy on the other. I~ 
these treati~s there are special provisions for the 
protection of minorities. · It · is unnecessary to. go 
into the details of these treaties, but their effect may 
be shortly stated. 1 . The minorities": treaties recognize 
in principle the equality of all die citizens ~f the state 
co~cemed irrespective of their. race,. language or 

·religion .. In aqdition, th~ treaties guaiantee to the 
linguistic minorities facilities for the use of their own 
language in commerce, in religion, iii court· and in 
their own private schools. In towns .and districts in 
.which a considerable pr:oportion of ci~tizens ~peaking 
other thap the official laniDJ<lge of the state are resi
dent, ad~uat~ facilities should be given for ensuring . , -
that in the primary . schools instruction takes place 
through the medium of their own~language. This 

1 See the pamphlet on • The Lea~ue of Nations and Minorities ' 
published by the League of Nations St:cretariat, Geneva. · 
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provision, however,. will not prevent the teaching of 
the official _ language in the said schools.· ·· The 
minorities receive an equitable share of the slims which 
may be provided out of public funds for educational, 
religious or charitable purposes. Th~e stipulations 
of the minorities' treaties have been placed under the 
special protection of the League of Nations. Only 
persons belonging to racial, r~ligious or linguistic 
minorities are protected by these , treaties. The 
provisions embodied in them may be taken- as 
embodying the views -of -civilized powers with 
regard to tne claims of minorities. ·Apart from' these 
safeguards, no member of any minority community 
would be entitled to any special privileges -over and 
above the rights enjoyed by all citizens alik~. What · 
these rights are will have to' be, gathered from the_ . · 
laws of each state. There is no right recognized by 
these treaties to strictly proportionate representation · 
in the legislature or in the public· servicesr The 
equality of all citizens implied in these_ treaties· only 
means that there should be no impedim~nts- in the·'' . 
way of their admission. _ 

The second class of minorities referred to above is 
the one which, if not peculiar to this country, bas, at 
any rate, asserted itself very obtrusively since the 
reforms and has claimed special treatment. When 
Catholics in Europe claim equality of treatment in a 
country predominantly Protestant, what t?ey1~k fo~ is 
that they should have the same opportumty 'for votmg 
or standing for election to the legislature or admission 
to offices, as the- members of the other community. 
They do not ask for representation in the legislature· 
or the services in proportion to their numerica.l 
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strength or any guarantee of a certain number of 
seats or posts. But what is meant by the protection of 
minorities in this country is not a claim to equality of 

· rights, · but a . claim to privileged treatment. The 
claims · put. forward ar~ generally claims eitlier to· 
representation in the legislature or in the public ser ... 
vices, over and above the rights' claimed by citizens, 
generally. The claim takes the shape of a demand 
of a guarantee for a certain number of seats in the 
legislature · without facing a competition with the · 
generalitY of. citizens, or a demand for a proportion 
of seats in ex~s of the ratio borne by the strength 
of the community· to the totll population, or for a 
proportion of appointments in the public servic~s in. 
accordance with the proportion of the community to 

. the general population or in excess of it. or for a certain 
proportion of· appointments by special avenues of 
admission open only to members of suoh com
munities. I am not aware that any. claims of this 
kind have · been recognized in other civilized 
countries. Such claims to favoured treatment have 
been· put forward in this country not merely ~n f?ehalf 
of minority communities, but also on behalf of com- , 

· munities which are in a rna jority. They are socially 
disruptive and injurious and cannot possibly be 
allowed as a feature of the ultimate organization of 
·the state.. The evils that flow from the recognition 
and encouragement of communal claims are far too 
serious and pat.ent to require any elaborate argu
ment to convince any unprejudiced outsider. One 
obvious evil is that any concession to the claims of 
one community encourages similar claims by· the 
members of numerous other communities. The 
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communal representation granted to Mahomedans led 
to similar demands by the Sikhs, by. Europeans,·. 
Anglo-Indians .and Indian Christians. The- claims 
of these communities were supported by the South- . 

. borough Committee, but there wer~ claims by various 
other communities also which were rejected by the 
Southborough Committe~. They were put forward · . 
by the Manvaris of Calcutta, the Uriyahs of Madras, 
. the Parsis of Bombay, the Mahishyas -of Bengal and 
Assam, the Bengali domiciled co~unity . of . Bihar 
and Orissa, the Ahoms ()f Assam, the ·Mahars of'the 
Central Provinces, the non-Brahmins·of Madras, 
the Mahrattas of Bombay an:d various others.,. ·The · 
necessary result of every concession to a commimal 
claim is that it makes it '•logically difficult to . resist. . 
similar claims by others~ . . '. . . . . . ' . ' ' 

A curious feature of these· claims is the diversity · 
and the often contradictory character of the grounds. 
on which they .are based. Some communities base .. 
their demands on the ground that they belong to ~he · 
·depressed and backward classes, while others found _· 
their claims on the ground of' -their superior w~alth, ' ' 
education and vested interests, e.g., th~ Etiropean 
community and the Parsis of Bombay. Other· com
munities .like the Sikhs again base their claun upon · 
their loyalty and services during the ~ar and upon their · 
potential value for recruitiDent to_ the army. · There 
are also communities which base their claim? upon the 
ground of their past political preClomina\hce, their 
martial superiority or their capacity to give trouble 
and disturb the peace. There is such a large number · 
of communities and social classes in India· that, if 
once the pnnciple of representation of communities is 
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conceded, there is no knowing where it will ·stop, and 
.it will be hardly possible to satisfy the claims of the 
numerous commun1t1es. It is urged that the 
members of ev~ry community have a right to repre
sentation in the legislatures and in the..services, that 
this ·right cannot be secured without special treat· 
ment and that such' special treatment sliould be 
continu~d for such length of time as may be necessary 
to set them . on their feet and. enable them to face 
competition with the me~bers of the better equipped· 
communities. But such special tr¢atment would 
liave. the effest of ,discouraging die spirit of liealthy 
. emulation and self-reliance and lead the communities 
concerned to trust to a continuance of. privileged 
tr~tment~ The results would· be very similar to 
those of a policy of protection for industries in the 
economic sphere. · Though protection for home 
industries is usually asked for only as a temporary 
nieasure, it ordinarily happ~ns that the claim to 
·protection is s~ldom abandoned. The harmful 
results of a policy ·of protection in the spliere of 
politics are likely to be even more serious than . in 
the economic sphere. Not merely is ther~ greater 
danger of the virtue of self-reliance and· the incentive 
to self-improvement being sapp~d, but the· intro
duction of a protected and . presumably backward 
class of persons into tlie legislature anCI the services 
is bound to tell upon the efficiency of the legislation 
and th~ administration, especially if it is continued 
for any length of time. My remark that the claim 
to protection gives rise to a presumption of compara
tive inferiority must not be understood as ignoring 
other causes which. may lead to a failure especially; 

. \ 
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in elections. The remark is primarily directed to the 
claim to ~pecial treatment in the matter of admission 
to the public services. Inability to face an open 
competition affords a stronger presumption of 
inferiority in ability in this case and the policy of 
passing over the ablest and conferring appointments 
on the less able is not merely unfair to the indivi
duals whose superior claims are overlooked, but 
injurious to the best interests of the state. I must 
guard my~l£ here against the supposition that I am 
ascribing to the system of competitive examination 
virtues which it does not possess. It is not in itself 
a test of the essential qualifications of character except 
so far as success itnplies the habits of application 
and perseverance and certain intellectual virtues. 
While the oyponents of a system of competitive 
examination are entitled· to lay stress upon this 
aspect of the system, they make the mistake of 
assuming that there is any satisfactory method· of 
ascertaining and assessing th~ qualification of; 
diaracter. Membership of any· particular com-\, 
munity or family, is no necessary guarant~e of a good . _ 
character, nor is a humble origin an unfavourable··-·· __ 
indication. The chief merit of the system- of ' 
competitive examination is negative in that it e:X:Ciu_des \ 
favouritism and jobbery and even the suspicion of \ 
~t . and t~at · it shuts out th~ exercise . of politt~l I 
tnfluence m matters of. patron~ge--A danger to which 
popular govemments . are generaJ!~'-.~:Xposed~ The 
policy to be adopted· by the Gov~rnment is a 
compromise between 1 the principl~ of securing the 
efficiency of the Government a~ that of promoting 
the contentment of the cqmmunities comprised 

12 
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within tlie ·state. . Any system of p~oportional 
representation in. the services would be as im

.. practica.ble' as harmful to the efficiency of the 
administration and the abiding good of the state. 

· For a ful!. discussion of the various aspects of this 
question, reference may be mad~ to the debate in the 
Indian Legislative ~ssembly. on the lOth March, 
1923, on .a resolution on ,the subject of selection to 
appointments under the G~vernment of India and in 
particular to the speec~ _ of. Sir Malcolm Hailey. 1 

.. But . just" as a policy .. of p~otection for industries 
· · is , justifiable wide,r: certain conditions, _so also is it 
justifiabl~ in d~ling ·with claims to representation in 
the· legislature and in the services. While. some 
measure. of protection for a temporary period is 
capable of justification, the claim to representation in 

·proportion to the ratio of the community to the popu
·. Iation is 'Wholly unjus~ifiable am;l mischievous. As I 
have. already obs~rv~d, the_ rul~s lai~ down by the. 
Government of India in this matter are on the whole 
based upon a sound view of the·poJicy required in the 
present circumstanc~s of the country. The rules 
"n~~ observed by the ~overnment. .of India as 
regards th~ . all-India services were stated by 
Sir Ale~der M uddiman during the course of a 
debate itt\ the Council of State. 2 In his speech in 
Calcutta in, December 1926,' Lord Irwin dealt at 
length with th~ claims of tli~ 'Mahomedan community; 
·to representatio'q in the services. He laid. down that 
tlie claim of tll~ community should . be met by. 
reservation of. a· c~;tain proportion of appointments 

\ . 
1 Assembly Debates for /921, vol. iii, part iii, pp. 3205, 3212. 
e Council of State Debatc~s, /921, vol. v, p. 416. 
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to redress. communal inequalities and in tlie cas~ of 
appointments filled by competition by. ·the main
tenance of separate lists of Hindu· and· Mahomedan 
candidates. He· poiflted out also that it ~as not 

, possible to attempt a strictly proportionate repre~·. 
sentation of communities in· the· public services and 
that the general policy· of the Government was 
directed not so much to securing any ·precise· degree 
of representation as to avoiding th~ ·preponderance 
of any particular community. He laid stress also 
upon the obligation of the Government not to prefer .. 
communal claims to those of efficiency of the public ·. 
services. The unsoundness of the claims .· to . a ,. 
proportionat~ representation is ·easily demonstrated· 
by considering whether it could possibly. be su~ · 
stantiated in the case of die depressed and backward ' 
classes who. form a considerable percentage of the 
community in several provinces. . · 

We may now turn for a short while to a considera-. 
tion of the claim to representation of social minorities 
in the legislature. We must first try and understand 
the precise extent ·of the claim ·advanced. . Is it a·· 
claim to representation strictly. in proportion to the 
numerical strength' of the community,. or-. to repre
sentation in excess of the ratio, or, merely to some. 
representation ? While it . would he desirable that 
large and important communities should be repre
sented in the legislature, ther~ are vario~ practical 
difficulties ·in devising arrangements gu.M'anteeing 
such representation and serious harm to the interests , 
of the state, even if such arrangements could be 
worked out. If measures for ensuring proportionate 
representation are objectionable, the policy of 
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according .representation in .excess of .the pr<iportion 
is even more open to objection. The question has 
:to be .considered whethet:t in .dealing with the claims 
.of communities to .representation in the .legislature, 
we sliould .adopt .the same criteria as are applied in 
.conferring the. franchise on individual citizens, or any 
additional.or .different criteria. In dealing with the 
claim of .tHe individual citizen to the franchise, the 
;qualifications ,required .in countries which have not 

· ·adopted universal suffrag~ are either the possession 
of some 'property or the receipt .of some income or 
.a ,certain stan~ard of education or literacy. ·In the 

·.case of the individual, the qualifications of property or 
.education which are usually prescribed have a bearing 
upon th¢ fitness of the individual-to perform his duties 
as .an ,elector. It is .essential t.hat a person who claims 
.to exercise the franchise and have a voice, however 

· indirect, in the administration of the country should 
have some proprietary interest at stake which would 
~be affected .by bad or unjust legisl~tjon. _ Nothing 
is so Ca.lculated to inspire a. sense of responsibility 
in. tlie voter as the fact tllat if he assists in the passing_ 
of bad laws or the imposition of unjust taxation, he 
will'also stand to suffer by such measures. The . 

. bearing of an educational· or literacy test upon the 
fitness of the voter to apprehend tJne issues which 
are placed ,before him and express an opinion upon 
'the policy or the measures of the Government is 
obvious. When we turn to the claims made by 
communities to favoured treatment, ·the grounds 
on which they are put forward are various and, 
as already pointed .out, contradictory . in character. · 
Membership of a race or community which ruled 
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in the past, .membership of a community which 
rules at the present time, ·membership of backward 
communities, membership of advanced corrimunities . 
and membership of.communities from which the.army 
has been hitherto recruited have all,,been advanced 
as justifying e.xceptiorial treatment. . But .have these. 
grounds of claim any bearing·· upon the fitness 
of the individual member to· discharge all die duties 
of a legislator? It must be confessed that most· of 
these grounds are- utterly irrelevant in determining· . 
fitness for .the discharge of legislative duties. 'The · 
claims of these communities can only be supported 
iupon the assumption that, apart from' the 'qualifica-. 
tions which are prescribed for citizens generally, the 
communities concerned have · special interests · as· • 
communities which require protection by repr~senta~ 
tion in the legislature. But the inevitable result of: 
according representation to communities and ·classes · 
as such must be the perp~tuation ,of existitig class. · 
divisions and antagonisms and the maintenanCe of a · .. 
narrow communal outlook opposed to that regard · · 
for the welfare of the whole eountry .· which is 
essential to a spirit of true citizenship ·.and to the · 
proper performanc~ of their duties by· the members 
of a legislature. As pointed out in the· Montagu
Chelmsford Report, the history of self-government 
among the nations who developed it and spread it 
through the world is' decisively against a4qlission by 
the state of any divided allegiance and again~t the state 
arranging its members in any way which .encourages 
them to think of themselves primarily as citizens of 
any smaller unit than itself. The .authors observed 
that if the British Government unnecessarily divided 
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people into classes at the very, moment when it pro
·. Iessed to start them on the road to governing 
.thems~lves, they would find it difficult to meet the 
·.charge of being either hypocritical or shortsighted. 
It was with regret and reluctance that the authors of 
the Montagu-Chelmsford Report· felt themselves 

1: 

· bound by the past commitments of the Government 
to accord· communal representation to the 1\-faho
medan community ·and 'other · small but influential 
<Communities. · · The concession to the claims of the 
Mahomedan~ drove them by force· of logic to make 
a similar conc~ssion to those of other commUnities. 

· . While . any further- extension of the system of 
· ~ommunal representation to other classes and to other 
, bodies besides the legislative councils must be 
. resisted, the question will have to be 'seriously 
.·-considered whether it wotild not be possible to curtail 
· tJhe ·application of the principle and dispense with 
·special · treatment in the case of . some of the 
«:ommuriities· at least. 
- One important question which will have · to be 
-considered in connection with tills claim for protection 
<lf minorities is whether every community which falls 
short of 50 per cent ·of the population in strength 
-is to be regarded as a minority community entitled to 
. special consideration. It would be a ridiculous 
-contention on the very face of it that every such 
.Community or class should be so regarded, unless it is 
·part of a scheme of reciprocity. Some other s~dard 
will therefore have. to be adopted. One would 
hesitate · to answer this question in the affirmative. 
All these difficulties are the result of the assumption 
that members of minorities are entitled not merely to 
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equality of citizenship or full rights of citizenship~ but 
that the members of such communities are entitled. to-. 
claim special advantages, as if they "w~renum~tjcally 
stronger than th.ey really are. . Once we introduce 
fictions and attempt to confer advantages or favours. . •· 
based upon fictions, it will be impossible. to lay down · 
any rules except as a matter,o£ arbitrary decision. 
They cannot be rested on any definite intelligibl~ · 
principle capable of application to all minority cpm ... 
J11unities. . But, whatever difficulties there may be i~ · 
laying down any rules for the protection of.tninorities, 
they would not be specially incidental to the stage of 
responsible government .. These difficulties are in 
existence now and whatever solutions .·. may be 
considered necessary may find a. place in.the scheme 
of further constitutional reforms~· ·. · So .long as the 
principles to be adopted are· capable of a.pplication to 
all minorities and so long. as, they are . .based upon . a 
just regard for the claims of tlie co~ try. as a: whole~ . 
no objection is likely to be taken. by any ~ 0.~ .the 
advocates of advance. No one would .object to the: 
enactment of such safeguards ·for the protection; of. 
die· minority communities, nor need .. the. ~Xistence·. of. 
sucli. communities. be regarded . as an '.msup~ble 
obstacle to the introduction of responsibJe ·govern-, . 

· ment. . 
Turning now to the third class of ;minorities. 

mentioned above, i.e., political minorities or'persons · 
holding particular politicat views and coru!fituting a 
minority, it may be observed that, tlie pr~tection of · 
such minorities is not a problem . peculiar . to . this 
country.. The desirability of giving adequate repre.:.. 
sentation to different sections of political opinio~ has. 
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engaged the attention of governments and political 
philosophers and no satisfactory solution has yet been 

· · arrived at·.. The tyranny of the majority is an evil 
which has been· considered to be incidental to demo
cracies and is one· of the evils·against which writers on 
politics have generally declaimed. Very often, it is 
not ·even a real majority of the whole dectorate that 
is in power~ but, as obsf.rved by Lord A'cton, only 
the majority of a party that succeeds by' force or fraud 
in carrying eJections. V ~ious devices like propor:-· 
tional repreSentation nave been sugg~ted from time 
to time as a solution of this. problem, but none of 

f 

.th~e· devices has escaped criticism, or has been found· 

.to• be ·· a satisfactory· expedient unattended with 
greater evils; than those· which· they were meant to 

. -cur~. ·Whatever solution of this general problem . 
.. may . be· adopted: in· ·other countries with richer· 
political experience may be adopted in this country 
.also· and there· is-ito need. to consider this problem as 
an argutl\ent against. further advance. l may ·also 
bbserve that. when) out' critics refer to the question of 
the protection of minorities as one of the outstanding 
question~ . calling for a solution, they are rather 

· thinking' of the· problems created· by the existence of 
social~ and' other class· minorities, of the communal· 
problems which hav~ come to die front in very ugly 
forms· in recent times and not of those problems 
which have to be faced by all countries possessing 

· some form of responsible government. I have 
stated· that no objection could be reasonably taken 
to any safeguards which it may be necessary to enact 
for the protection: of the just claims of minorities. 
These sa(eguards, whether of a temporary or perrna-
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nent character, may be introduced in the shape of • 
statutory rules by the Government of India. . But it 
may perhaps be suggested that, if the Government · 

- of India is to liave the power of making rules and if· 
a _responsible government of India· would be liable_· 

·to be controlled by a majority of the legislature, the' 
safeguards provided may be liabl~ to be_ tampered : 
.with. It is by ·no means difficult to arrat:tge that. the; 
rules should not be altered for a- eertain -·length _of 
time save with the approval of the -Briti~ Par~ent._ 

13 



CHAPTER VI 

DEFENCE 

The q\iestion. of the defence of India is a highly 
complicated 5ubject and raises many important issues 
of policy, both civil and rpilitary. On the ~ivil side, . 
it has ·a . Vital bearing on the constitutional develop
ment of India. On the military side, it involves the 
efficiency of her army organization for the purposes 

· of internal and external security. It is also entangled 
with the gend-3.1 scheme of Imperial defence and the 

. financial interests of the United Kingdom. 
· It is treated as a commonplace of politics that any 

.. coimtry which .claims responsible government should 
be able to defend itself against foreign aggression 
and maintain internal· order and tranquillity. India 
is quite willing to subscribe to this proposition . and 
·she only demands that she should be allowed the 
opportunity of doing so and manning the Indian 
section of her army with Indian officers, and she is 

/anxious .t? be relieved of the nec~ssi~ of ~ain~ining 
any Bnnsh · troops. The pohcy unphed m the 
proposition was not rigorously enforced in the 
past in the case . of the great self-governing domi
nions. India claims that she should be treated in this 
matter with at least the same consideration that has 
been shown to the dominions. There are many 
circumstances which entitle her to an even more 
favourable ~tment. from Britain than any of the 
colonies. The cost of defending the colonies· was 
borne entirely ~y the Imperial Government, so far as 

., 
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Imperial forces were required for th~ purpose. · In 
1858, the. total cost of defence of the colonies. was 
£4,000,000 of which £380,000 only was 'contributed 
by the colonies . themselves. I A resolution was 
passed by the House of Commons· in 1862 that, · 
while it fully recognized the cla.inls of all portions of 
the British Empire on Imperial aid againSt perils 
arising from the consequence~ of Imperial policy .... 
the House was of opinion that colonies exercising· 
the rights of self-government ought to undertake the 
main responsibilities of providing for their own 
internal order and security and ought to a.Ssist in their 
own external defence. According to the terms of this'· 
resolution, it is clear that the burden of defence. • 
against external attacks was primarily i.mdertaken by · 
the Imperial ~ovemment and t~t, while the seH- ., 
governing colonies were requir~d. to assist in the 
task, they were not called ·upon to bear the whole 
burden. Notwithstanding thi~ resolution,· Imperial 
troops were kept in the colonies for sam~ years after 
they obtained responsible .government· for. the'· 
purpose of helping them to maintain interrlat security,· 
and when the Imperial Governmen~ wished to 
withdraw their troops, they gave adequate notice of 
their intention to do so. As against attacks by sea,;, 
the obligation of defence of the self-governing colonies; 
has· always been borne by the Imperial :Govern-; 
ment. The position. of l~dia as regarys~ military:. 
defence has been entirely differ~nt from that of the \ 
colonies. From the commencement of the British 
connection, India has raised and maintained her own 

~ Keith's Responsible Government ;,. tlze Dominions (aeconcl 
edition), p. 9615. 
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army and foimd the men and money for the purpose. 
The. military expenditure· incurred in maintaining 
in~ernal' ord~ or: in defending herself against foreign 
aggression or· in carrying· on wars against· the 
Indian states~ has always been met by the Indian 
exchequer·- and never by the" British· treasury. 

:The'· Imperial Government does not pay an iota of 
the1 -cost of. the: Indian 'artny and from this· point of 
view; the Indian army is not an Imperial force at alL 
But)t· is Imperial in every· other sense, for it is 
eontrolledf by th~· Imperial_ Government and can be 
used\ fat any I Imp~rial' purpose and despatched to 
any1 part• of the wo;ld without the consent of the 
Indian· Legislature. The only restriction upon the 

· po~er of the Imperial Government is that they can
rtof' defray· the cost· of such expeditions from the 
revenues of India without the consent of both Houses 
of Parliament. 
-.. The numerous advantages, material, moral and 
_political, which the Imperial Government has derived 
from the possession of India and which have been· 
adinitted by Imperialist statesmen like the late Lord· 
Cirrzon1 should· dictate to the British Government a 
more gen~rous policy than that followed with regard 
to the self-governing colonies. But what India 
claims is justice and not generosity. What India 
asks is not that Britain should continue to defend her 
for aU time, but only that Britain should make such 
arrangements for training her in the art of defence 
as may enable her to undertake the burden of her 
own defence at the earliest possible opportunity. 

• See Tlze Place of India in the Empire. by Lord Cnrzon. 
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Had the British troops in India or the British officers 
of the Indian troops been : paid by the U nite4. · 
Kingdom, the case would have been parallel to that 
of the colonies and the contention that Britain would. 
be. obliged to withdraw the British forces· would· be .· 
mtelligible and fair. But seeing. that every pie·' of. 
the military expf'nditure is borne by·. India. herself,· · 
the legal posi'tion ·_of the British forces in ·India: is 
that of hired troops. That British . troops eannot. 
properly b~ available for the suppression of unrest_
caused by· misgovernment which · British authority. 
has not been. able' to prevent IS an argument which 
cannot possibly hold ·good,·· when ·Britain insist~·· 
upon keeping the troops and receives payntent f?r. 
the services rendered. But whatever force the· 

·objection to the continuance of British- forces ·.after. 
the grant of full responsible goverrum!nt may be, ' 
it is impossible to understand· the objection .to· the.· 
continuance of British officers in the Indian units, till 
Indian officers can be trained for the purpose. 'It' isJ 
still more difficult to appreciate the .validity of the· 
objection,. when it is understood that what- India now; 
asks for is tlie introduction of re~ponsibility · in the'· 
central government in. the civil administration only,' 
during a period of transition. How. unfair the. 
objection is will appear wh~n it is realized how the 
present military helplessness of India has been 
brought about _and who is responsible for it; . .. . r· 

The policy followed by England; wtth regard : 
to the military organization of India has been based. 
upon a deep-rooted distrust of the people and the . \ 
princes of India and the one dominating _motive has· 
been how to maintain her hold on India in the event 
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of a g~neral rising among the people. The distrust 
was the unavoidable result of the government by a 
foreign power of a vast country inhabited by many 
millions of people, of alien races, creeds and 
languages. It was deepened by the great mutiny 
and has not been substantially affected by the lapse 
· of sevent}r years of. peaceful rule and the consoli~ 
dation of the Empire. It is deplorable that this feeling 
should still continue to colour the military policy 
of England.. The inabilitr of English statesmen to · 
feel secure m the loyalty of the people in spite of the 
abundant proqfs. of it during the Great War is a · 
measure of their inability to identify themselves with 
the abiding interests of India and to sympathize with 
the growing. sentiment of nationalism. 
· The whole subject of the organization of the army 

in India was reviewed by the Peel Commission in 
1858-9 and by the Eden Commission in 1879. The 
·purposes of the army in· India were stated by the 
Eden Commission to he to prevent and repel foreign 

I aggression, . to prevent . armed rebellion within 
~.British ·India and to watch and over-awe the armies 
1, of feudatory Native states. ·The two principles fol-
lowed by the Government were to demartialize the 
people and to divide and rule. The demartialization 
of the people was accomplished by the wholesale 
disarmament of the civil population. Recruiting 
'was confined to cemin areas and classes only on the 
ground that they furnished comparatively the ~ost 
valuable fighting material, and that, where the object 
was to spend money allotted for military expenditure 
to the best advantage, it was not desirable to recruit 
from the areas and classes which were supposed to 
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be less martial. Whatever truth there may be in·. 
thiS argument, it was overlooked · that from . the:· · 
national point of view the exclusion of .• partiCl.llclr •. 
classes of the ·people from recruitment···, woUld •. 
extinguish the taste for a military career. . Snell.~-~ 
policy was bound_to perpetuate the inferioritjr;· if-~rue,·. 
of the excluded classes and inflict 'injustice on the . 
ground of birth upon members. of ,such classes. who 
might possess all the necessary qualifications fo!"· a 
military career. Nor was any opportuilltyfoi" militarY'' · 
training, or developing a taste for' the profession; of ' 
arms provided by any system ~of enrolment ~)n a· . 
volunteer corps. Admission to the .volunteer: corp's .... · 
was practically restr1cted to Europeans and ·Arigld7 · 
Indians. ·· ·· · · · ·· 

- . ~ 

It was considered dangerous to allow· a spirit C?f, ·. 
solidarity to grow up among the Indian .. troops· and · 
the expedient was reso'rted to of fohning • class . 

·.companies. The Peel Com~ission. recommended 
that the Native army should be composed of'different 
nationalities and castes and, as a general rule~· ini.xed 
promiscuously through each regiment. When it was · 
found that military discipline and service in distant 
parts of the country tended to obliterate religious 
and ·caste differences and promote ties of fellowship, -
it was ·suggested that regiments should as· far as .. 
possible be confined to the provinces in which they 
were raised, so that they · might· continu~ to retain 
their traditional prejudices and mutual antlpathies. 
The Indian troops and officers were excluded fro· 
the artillery and · all branches of the army whi 
required scientific or technical training; The fi e
arms with which the Indian troops were equip ed 
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were till.recently of a much less efficient patte,·n than 
those P!Ovided for ~the British troops. The Indian 
Princes ~wer~ persuaded to reduce the strength of 
their. armies and to turn the swords of their· soldiers 
into ploughshares. Such of the .troops as the states 
were permitted to retain were only provided with 

· arms of . an inferior or obsolete· type. Even the 
military police, which cbuld usefully perform the 
function of maintaining internal security in a more 
economical .. manner than regular troops, was con- -
sidered a potential source _of .danger and no stricter . 
military training was allowed to be given to it than 

. was absolutely necessary for the maintenance of 
discipline. How to prevent the emergence of any 
leaders from the Indian officers and how to prevent 
the development ·of any capacity . for initiative or 
ieadership w~re matters of anxious concern to the 
military authorities._ No education worth mentioni~g 
was required of the Indian officer.. The Indian 
officer was always promoted from the ranks and there 
was ·no system of direct recruitment. The Indian 
officer was excluded as rigorously as the Indian 
private from those branches of the army like_ the 
artillery which required scientific knowledge or much 
technical · skill. No King's con,unissions were 
granted to Indians and the highest rank which could 
b~ attained by the Indian soldier was that of Subedar
major or Risaldar-major. The number of Indian 
officers in each unit was cut down and the number 
f British officers enormously increased. · No Indian 

o cer holding a Viceroy's commission, however 
lo g or distinguished his services might be, ·could 
ris to any position of equality with a British officer 
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holding a King's commission, and his military rank 
was always one of subordination to the lowest and 
the youngest officer holding th~. King's commissio~. 
So far as the army was concerned, · the · Queen's 
proclamation was a dead Jetter. . The studious ·ex
clusion of ~Indians from all but the humblest places 
in the army was so conspicuous that according 'to 
Sir George Chesney only one inference · ~ould be 
drawn from it, viz., that the government were afraid 
to trust them. 1 To this day there is no college for 
the training of young men of position and suitable 
qualifications for direct recruitment to the ranks of 
commissioned officers. There 'Yas an· impassable 
gulf between the Indian soldier or officer an,d th~ 
British soldier or officer~ No encouragement was 
ever given to young men of respectable families and 
of good educational qualifications, even in cases 
where they belonged to the martial classes, .. t~ enter 
the officers' ranks by direct recruitment. The. dis'.: 
abilities with regard to the commissioned ranks 'of. 
the army were not confined to the combatant 
services, but have been extended to the ancillary 
services also. · 

To crown all these various expedients, the 
Government and the military authorities. have . 
followed a systematic policy of propaganda of the. 
inferiority of the Indian to the Britisher by harping 
in season and out of season upon his' ipcapacity 
for leadership, so that the Indian soldier ~and the 
Indian officer may · be hypnotized into . the . soul
deadening conviction of his ineradicable inferiority toj 

1 Chesney's Indian Polit1 (third edition), p. 270. 

14 
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the European soldier and of the invincible superiority 
of ~he latter. The bravery, endurance and loyalty of 
the Indian troops were acknowledged. But it was 

* ' 
always . alleged that the fine military qualities of the 
Indian soldier could be brought out only under the 

··teadershiP.. of , British officers. The necessity for 
maintainuig the prestige of the European soldier 
required that Indians should never be employed in 
a whit~~man's war. It was the desperate necessities 
of, the Great War that drove the military authorities 

.to despatch: Indian troops to the battle-fields of 
. £:bnd~rs. Hqw nobly th~ Indian soldier rose. to the 
call ' of duty in the entirely !nfamiliar surroundings 
of ~limate,. language, people and customs and in the 

. face of a Civilized .European army drilled to perfection 
in the art of war and equipped. With the most scientific 
~ppliances of destruction ha~ been told in the pag~s 
of The Indian Corps in France by Col. Merewether 

1 
~nd Sir F .. E. Smith (now Lord Birkerihead). The 

! authors ·have stated that the story of the Indian_:' 
' soldier's deeds in Flanders was one of almost 
monotonous· heroism. How the Indian soldier or 
non-commissioned officer took the place of the 
British officers who had fallen and now he led the 
Indian soldiers has been told in various contemporary 
accounts of the }Jattles in· which the Indian troops 
~ere engaged. The answer to the charge of 
incapacity of the Indian for military leadership is 
that the charge is not well-founded and that, if there 
is any truth in the accusation, it is due to the manner 

1. which it has been sedulously fostered by the system 
of training to which the sepoy has been subjected. 
Mit"tary leaAership is as much the result of training, 
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opportunity and education as of natural aptitude. 
It is nota virtue which can flourish only tinder the 
British or Etiropean skies.· Speaking of the British 
army, President Lowell.observed: ''One of the chief 
criticisms made after the South· African War related 
to the lack of, initiative and of caPacity to assUme 
responsibility on the part of officers both in the war 
Office and in the field.'~·- . · 

As part and parcel of . the same policy of distrust 
of the people, jt was considered that the · British 
troops in India should be maintained at a strength ·. 
which would bear a definite ~atio to the Indian troops. 
The ratio of British to Indian troops was fixed· by .. 
the Peel Comrn.ission at 1 to 2 in the Bengal army 
and 1 to 3 in the Madras and Bombay armies. This· ... 
was subsequently changed . to the ·general ratio of 
1 to 2·5 for the regular army.· ; According to the 
military estimates for the year 1928-29 ,·· the ratio. of ·. 
British troops to Indian is about 1 to 2-2~. ~ The _real1 
object of the maintenance of the British troops ·is·to r 
counteract the · Indian element in the army. In' the ~ 
event of a possible rising of the Indian troops against : 
the Government; But this object is now discreetly · 
veiled and the plea now generally put forward is that, 

. ' 
as the result of experience in the Great War, . it· has · 
been ascertained that the. relative efficiency of the : 
British and the Indian soldier may be expressed by 
the formula ~hat the military value of \o~e British 

' Lowell's Govert~ment of England, vol. i, p. 100. The Committee 
on Military Education remarked tbat the junior officers of the army 
were lamentably wanting in military knowledge and in the desire to 
study the scie~ce and master the art of their profession ; while the 
examination for promotion encouraged the customs of idleness, with 
a brief period of cram. (Command Papers, 1902, x, 193). 1 
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soldier is equivalent to that of 2·26 Indian soldiers. 
This f~rmula has b,een arrived at upon the basis of 
that combination of British and Indian units in a 
brigade which is said to have given the most satis
factory re~ults in the Great War. Whatever may be 
the necessity. for such stiffening as against the highly 
trainee) tioops of a first-class European power, it 
does not follow that any such proportion of admixture · 
of British troops is . necessary in any war against 
Asiatic. ene!J.lies. That stiffening· in this high pro
portion •. is really not necessary for the defence of 
India's frontiers is also clear from tile fact that in 
the covering forces, which have to deal with frontier 

1tribes, 'the proportion between the British and the 
f Indian sOldiers is 1 to 6·7 and in the field army the 
! porportion between the British and the Indian 
: soldiers is fixed- at 1 . to 2·7. But in the internal 
.· security troops, the ratio bet~een the British and the 
. Indian soldiers is 1·24 British to 1 Indian. Prima 
facie, mie would imagine that ·the necessity for- an 

· admixture of British element in the internal security 
troops would be much less than in the field army, but 
the explanation usually giv~n is that though under 
the re-organization scheme the army is divided into 
the covering forces, the field army and. the internal 
security troops, they are not water-tight compart- -
~ents and that the internal s~curity troops may have 
to be utilized for the purpose of. replacing the wastage 
during the first few months of a war, until fresh 
drafts could be trained and despatc~ed from England. 
In this connection, it is necessary to remember that 
while. the danger of invasion through the north
western frontier is always present, the danger of 
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invasion by any European power ·through·. that. 
frontier is remote. There is no other. European 
power in western or central ···Asia except .· Soviet 
Russia, but Soviet Russia is not likely to embark 
upon a policy of forcible aggression, until the ground 
has been prepared by suitable propaganda and the 
country is prepared for a rising. - The surest way of 
checkmating the Bolshevik propaganda would be to 
remove all causes of discontent in' India· and. to alter 
the methods of government so that there rriay be a 
complete identification of the interests of the people 
and the government. The passage of the Soviet 
army through the adjoining country' of Afghatlistan 
i5 not likely to be accomplished so· suddenly that the 
British Government is likely t«;J be caught napping. 
There is good reason for questioning the correctness 
of the assertion that the strength . of the British . 
troops in India is dictated solely by. a regard to the I 
interests of die defence of India: ~ 

The military policy of the. British Government in 
India is really composed of two strands. · One is 1 

concerned with the legitimate .. requirements ·· of 
the defence of India which may be. ca~ed the 
domestic requirements of India. The· other. strand 
is · concer~ed with t~e requirements . of British. 
Imperial policy. This 1atter element in the military 
policy is not now exhibited . to the public gaze so 
freely as it used to be in the past. In his 1 evidence 
before the Welby Commission. the late Marquis of. 
Lansdowne·, who was then Secretary of State for 
War and had been Viceroy of India, stated that if 
India were isolated from the United . Kingdom, it 
would be certainly not necessary to maintain a force· 
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such as is borrowed from the Unit~d Kingdom and 
in the sam~ degree of efficiency. He said that the 
Indian · army was organized with a view to the 
'possibility. of its employment upon operations which 
have not~ng to do either with th~ internal policy 
of the country, or with the mere repression of tribal 
disorders, :upon the frontier. In his answers to 
further. questions, His L'ordship remarked that the 
present. system was really. in a great measure con
trived to s~rve ·the two-fold requirements o£ Britain ·· 
()n the. dne hand and India on the other and that 
millions of mqney ·had been spent on increasing the 

-army· in India to provide for th~ security of India 
not . agai~st domestic enemies or to prevent the in

. ·cursions of the war-like peoples of _adjoining 
countries, but to maintain the supremacy of the 

·· British power in the east. 1 

. In his introduction to The Indian Corps ·in 
.F'I'ance,_ another Vic~roy, Lord Curzon, observed 
that .''The'Indian army in fact has always possessed 
.and has been proud of possessing a triple function;· 
,the -preservation of internal peace in India itself; 
; the defence of the Indian frontiers ; and prepared
! ness to embark at a moment's notice for Imperial 
[.service in other parts of the globe. In thi~ third 
· aspect, India has for l<?ng been one of the most 
. important units in the scheme of British Imperial 
defence, providing the British Government with a 
striking force always ready, of admirable efficiency 
and assured valour."' 

~ See answers to questions 15,996, 16,009 and 16,020 in the Ret>ort 
.of the Wel(Jy Commissivn on Indian Ez/)endilure. • 

• Tlze Indian Corps in France, Introductiot:l, p. viii. 
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In the report of the Esher Committee of 1919. · · 
it is stated that the committee could not consider,. 
the administration of the army in India. otherwise 
than as part of the total armed forces- of 'the Empire.-· 
The committee were requ~sted in considering-- their_· 
recommendations to avoid, if possible, framing them 
in such a manner as might her~ter prove inconsistent 
with the gradual approach of India towards dominion -
status. But the committee stated that for the purpose1 

of the report they accepted- the relations of India· to 
Great Britain and to the Empii:_e as tliey stood on the 
date of the report in November 1919. The objects 
which they~ placed before themselves as essential ta · 
the foundations of a sound Imperial military system ; 
were (1) the control by the Government of India of · 
Indian military affairs, (2) giving.to the Government·. 
of India a voice in questions _ of Imperial defence-·--_
and (3) allowing the Imperial General Staff· through --
its Chief to exercise a consider~ influence' on the 
military p~licy of the Gover~ent_ ·of -India~_- "The_ 
main, if not the only, object which the scheme ofthe 
committee was successful in accomplishing . was the 
third. They recommended that the Comm.ander-in
Chie£ in India should have the established right to 
communicate in peace with the Chi~£ ,of the Ill1pel'ial ~ 
General Staff in . London witli regard to strategical 
plans, war organization, training and selection for 
commands and senior staff appointments.\ The com
mittee claimed that their pr~posals would establish 
a complete chain of military responsibility over 
questions of an Imperial character. "On the one 
hand, the Commander-in-Chie£ will look to the Chi'e£ 
of the Imperial General Staff for supreme protection 
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in ~~ questions of Imperial military policy in ~hich 
India is concerned; and on the ether ·hand. the 

· Governor-General will look to the Commander-in-
. Chief for. ·military advice upon questions in which 
India. only is concerned and also upon questions of a 
wider military character, with confidence that the 
Commander-~n-Chief will be in a position to express 
upon the latter the considered views .. of -the Chief 
of the Imperial · General Staff. We believe that 
under the plan thus proposed. the Government ·of
India will retain its statutory (nominal?) control over 

. the·· army in Ipdia.· that the -Governor-General wilJ 
. be 'assured of undivided . counsel ,: upon military 
questions and that uniformity of military . policy wil~ 
at ··last be established between Great Britain and 
India." 1 

· Never was a scheme better contrived to 
· rivet the chains of dependence of the Government · 
of ~ndia upon the British War Office. 

In the very first session of the Indian Legislative 
Assembly. the house emphatically repudiated the 
assumptions underlying the report of the Esher 
Conimittee that the army. in India could not be con
sidered otherwise than ·as part of the armed forces 
of the Empire and that the military resources of 
India should be developed in a manner sui"ted to 
Imperial necessities. The. ~ssembly passed a 
,resolution that the army in India should be entirely 
under the control, r~l as well as nominal, of the 
Government of India and should be free from any 
domination or interference by the War Office on 

a Report of tlte Esker Committee, letter to the Secretary of ·state, 
September 3, 1919, Report part i, section i, paras 5 and 6 and see. iii, 
para 17 .. 
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matters of military policy, organization . or . admini
stration and that such co-ordination as may . be . 
desirable between thf! military policies ~r organiza-· ·. 
tions of different parts of the Empire should · be 
secured by discussion and agreement ·at conferences 
at which India is adequately represented ... During 
the course of the debate .on this resolution, the armY, . 
secretary, speaking on behalf of the Governm~t · !lf . 
India and the Esher Committee, said that therewas 
not one ·of the members representing India on. that · . 
committee who would not rather have hao Ills right 
hand cut off than sign a report• which. would place 
the army in India under. the control of the War 
Office, and he said that the .Government of India 
were fully alive to the paramount necessity. of· securing . 
that all matters of Indian military policy should • be 
retained in the hands of the Government of India. 
A very interesting light is tlirown . upon the real 
attitude of the military authorities in. India by 'the 
correspondence between Lord Rawlinson; the then · 
Commander-in-Chief of India, and .Field-Marshal 
Sir Henry Wilson, then Chief . of .the Imperial 
General Staff in the United Kingdom. · The follow~ 
ing passage shows that in spite of a decision· arrived 
at by tlie Governor-General in Council to reduce tlie 
British troops ·by four battalions and two cavalrY 
regiments, Lord Rawlinson tliought it fit to appeal 
direct to the Chief of the General Staff ap-ainst the 
decision. This is what Sir Henry Wil~on entered 
in his diary. · 

"At five o'Clock, I got a S.O.S. ·from Philip 
Chetwo.de, who reported a wire just recf!ived to me 
from Rawly, which said that, in spite of his most · 

15 
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strenuous opposition, the Viceroy in Coun-:il had 
· ordered a reduction of British troops by four battalions 
and . two cavalry regiments. Rawly says this is 
'madness' · ~d asks for my h~p. I have wired to 
Philip to . go to Montagu and to find out whether 
I am t or I am not, his military 'adviser ; and I told 
Philip not' to. be put off by being told that this was 
a matter of internal eco:wmy to be ·d~cided by the 
Viceroy. in. Council, because the internal security in 
India, the protection of her fronti~rs, the power to · 
send troops· to countries outside her frontiers such as 
~fesopo.tamia, 1 .Burma, "Singapore and Hongkong, 

.and ·fulally the obligation on Hom~ Government to 
reinforce India in case of n~cessity were all matters 
interwoven in imp~rial strategy. and therefore come 
under me. · · 

I wonder what Philip will get as ·an answer. As 
I said a week ago when writitig to Rawly, Montagu 
and Chelmsford have set up a council with a lot 
of natives on it ~nd have lost control, and now they 
dare not impose the extra taxation n~cessary. This 
same council. will before long refuse to allow Indian 
native troops to serv~ outside o{ India I And 
then 1"1 • · · 

The change in the angle of vision of which we 
heard so much during th~ stress of the Great War 
has been very slight and the actual concessions made 
to the claims of Indians in military matters have 
been made in the most niggardly spirit and evidence 
no disposition on the part of the Imperial Govern
ment to envisage the problem of defence in the light 

:a Wilson's Life a11d Diaries, vol. ii, pp. 276-77. 
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of their promise of. responsible g~vernmerit. . The
unwillingness of the Government to accept the main. 
recommendations of the Indian Sandhurst Com· ·. 
mittee affords a striking proof of their disinclination 
to make any real advance in the lndianization of the . 
army, or to accelerate the time when India will be 
able to have an army. of her own officered by·. her 
own sons and will thus be able to .fulfil the condition 
of responsible government. Th~ reasons given . for .. 
rejecting the main recommendations of the committee 
will not bear examination. The refusal to lay down . 
a time table for the Indianization of the army and to l 
establisli an Indian Sandhurst are ostensibly based 
upon the paucity of suitable candidates for filling the l 
King's commissions thrown open to Indians and the-! 
necessity for proof of the aptitude of Indians ~for' 
military leadership. That among the 300 millions· of 
India suitable candidates· cannot be found for 
commissions in the army is a stateme~t'which'cannot' 
possibly be accepted by any lndiatl. or~ for the matter · 
of that, by any impartial outsider •. The paucity of 
candidates is one of the questions wh~ch have been 
closely investigated by the Skeen Committe~ ·and 
the conclusion arrived at by them is that the difficulty 
is due to the past policy and the present mistakes of 
p"rocedure of the Gov~ent and can be readily 
overcome by the adoption of tlie measures. suggested 
by the committee. The statement that the capacity 
of Indians for military leadership is still !..J.wiknown 
quantity and has to be proved by a process of slow 
experiment. a11d · trial is an ·insult. to the people of 
India. Even if we exclude the provinces which are 
alleged to be non-martial, there is a sufficiently large 
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martial population in the United Provinces, Punjab, 
.Rajputana· and the Deccan which could -easily supply 
cadets of the right stamp. But appar~ntly, according 
to· the Government, the whole population of India 
falls into two groups, (1) the classes which are virile 
and1 martial but cannot become intellectual, and 
. (2) the .. classes which are intellectual but cannot 
become virile or martiaL · • . . 

The·. ·ostensible reason given for th~ · adamantine 
insistence upon maintaining the 8 Units • Scheme 
in spite ·• of its condemnation by the ~andhurst 

l Committee cannot· possibly· deceive anyone. · The 
> ' !I 

I real reason is that it is intended to obviate the possi-
bility of any ·British officer having to serve under an 
Indian· officer. This reason was not given out at first, 
but it now appeais sufficiently clearly from the speech 
of the Army Secretary in the Assembly in March 
1928. It was all along suspected from theb~ginning 
by the Indian critics of the scheme. The inwardness 
of the attitude of the British military authorities was 
revealed in the lecture delivered at Sandhurst and 

. extracted in appendix iii to the Report of the Indian 
Sandhurst Committee. The feeling of racial 
arrogance and caste exclusivene~s of the British 

~ .. officers which has inspired the 8 Units' S~heme, 
forbids all hope of real co-operation between the 
English and Indian officers. Though this scheme 
for the segregation of Indian officers was hatched 
only. recently, tli~ idea was adumbrated long ago 
in a passage in Chesney's Indian Polity (page 272). 
The difficulty apprehended from tlie contingency of 
the British officer\ having to serve under an Indian 
officer will not, ho~\ver, be permanently averted by 
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this scheme, but will only be shelved, until the time 
·arrives when the Indian officers attain sufficient 
seniority to take command of a brigade ,contairiing 
units command~d. by British officers. But that ·evil 
day will not arrive for at least twenty-five yea~s arid 
there is plenty of time to devise further contrivances. 
Another r~son for the unwillingness~ ()£ the 
British Government. to ·abandon the 8 · Units' 
Scheme lies in the fear of experienced British officers 
that the Englishmen's prestige with the na,tive troops 
will be gone, if they are ever placed under other 
than British command. 1 This fear is not tinnatural. 
As admitted by Lord 'Birkenhead, ~'The most. 
intuitive and sympathetic British officer of an Indian 
battalion can never be quite sure .. whether his outlook 
upon events, wh~re those events have transcended 
~heir experience and his, retains any·' contact .with 
that of his men. East is still East ; West is still 
West. " 2 Whatever class differences 'or jealousie~ 
there may be among Indians, it goes without ,saying · 
that it is far easier for an Indian to understand his 
countrymen and to get into· Ills skin than for any . 
foreigner. But the success of the Indian officer in 
acquiring the confidence of his rank and · file is -
regarded by the British offic~rs as fatal to their own 
prestige and to the supremacy of British rule. . 
. The Auxiljary and Territorial Forces Committee, 

which was presided over by . Sir John. Shea, the 
Adjutant-Gen~ral, made many impohcint recom
mendations the objects of which were (1) to create a 
national desire for patriotic military service and · 

' 1 Cbirol's India, p. 279. 
• Tile Indian Cor/Js in Franu, p. 472.·. 
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afford opportunities for military training to .~ wide 
· range of the ~anhood of India and so lay surely and 
solidly the foundation of a national army and (2) 

· to provide a second line of defence to support the 
regular army in . time of war. Their main recom
mendations were · the expans~on of the University 
Training Corps to its fuJJ natural limits subject ·only 
to financial consideratior.s, the formation of urban 
battalions of the Indian Territorial Force, the 
improv~ment of . the ~ciency of the. Territorial · 
·Force and the formation of units of the Territorial 
Force . in .· othe,r· branches ~f. the army besides the 
~infantry. Though the Government of India have 

r announced tlieir ·acceptance of these .recommenda-_ 
tions, they have fajled to implement them by the 
provision of adequate funds. It is. clear from the 
military estimates of 1928-29, that 'the margin 
provided for die expansion of the Territorial Force 
inclusive ·of the University Training. _Corps allows 
of an increase of strength only by less than a 
thousand men for the whole of India. Contrast the 
provision of sixty-one lakhs of rupees· for · the 
Auxiliary Force wi~h a sanctioned strength of 31,600 
excluding cadets, with the provision of twenty-five 
lakhs of rupees for ·the Territorial Force with a 
strength of 19,000 including the University Training 
Corps. The maximum strength of the Territorial 
Force is 20,000 and the increase· in the allotment 
of funds over that for 1927-28 is only nine lakhs. 
fWhat ·other. inference is it possible to draw than that 
jthe Government are not really anxious to improve 
the Territorial Force? 

It will be abundantly clear from wliat lias been 
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stated above that though several commissions· have 
been appointed to consider the question of the . 
military organization and administration of India, it 
has never been approached ·to this day from· the 

point of vie~ of Indian nationalism, or w. ith re. fere. nee' , 
to the strictly legitimate interests of India, or to the 
promise of responsible government . as the' goal of · 
India. There is nothing to snow that the bearings 
of the constitutional development· of India. upon the •. 

. organization of the army or its. administration. have · 
ever been appreciated at all. :The Imperial Gov~rn- .. 
ment with all their professions ot trusteeship or 
guardianship for the people of India have not cared 
to contemplate an epoch when India will be able to. 
rely upon herself solely for the· purpose of defence, . 
or to train people for an early assumption of th~ir 
responsibility under a regime of self-government~ 
The Imperial Government is ·· unfortunately not a 
disinterested guardian. As the greatest power in 
the world, the British Empir¢ witJ:t its' colonies and· · 
other possessions scattered over the whole world is . 
obliged to maintain an army of 200,000 soldiers so . 
that she may be able to despatch an expeditionary 
force of sufficient strength to any · quarter of the 
world wher.e her interests are at stake. . ~part from 
any special requirements o,f India, the army_· of 
England is none too large for tlie defence of her 
possessions. Under tlie Cardwell sclieme of linked 
battalions, lialf the. army serves at liomJ ~nd half is 
stationed abroad, the forces at home being charged 
with the function of replenishing the forces abroad. 
Out of an army of 209,000 of all ranks accoriling to 
the British Army Estimates for 1924:-2'"5 (of which. 
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I have a copy) 109,000 were kept at home. pbout 
62,000 in India and about 38,000 in other parts of 
the world. The str~ngth of the British forces in 
India and Burma for 1928-29is 66,000 odd excluding 
the Air force. The reasons why proposals for 
reduction i of the British troops in India are resisted 
by the ·. Imperial Government are that the British 
units dispens~d with by India would have to be either 
disbanded in · which case the reserves in Britain 
would be affected, or stationed in Britain or elsewhere · 
abroad; in b~th of which cases the cost of such units 
would fall on ,the British treasury. Thanks ·to the 
voicelessness and impotence of . the bureaucratic 
Government of India,· Britain can billet any number 
of British' troops on India, a liberty ·which she dare 

· not take ·.with any· of the self-governing dominions . 
. \:Vh~n . the Government of India made certain pro
posals for reductions in the number of British units 
in 1922-23, the War Office refused to agree and the 
explanation reported to have be~ given by 
CoL Guinness in theHouse of Commons was; "It 
must be remembered that the ]3ritish regiments in 
India embrace part of the res~rve and any reductions 
must necessaryy affect their power of mobilization .. 
If the War Office agreed to- the Government of 
India's. making excessive . decr~ses, .it would 
, eventually mean further cost being thrown on die 
British Budget for making up the reserve in 
other ways.'~ Whetlier in the particular instance 
the proposed reduction was finally sanctioned or· not, 
Col. Guinness was quite correct in rus statement of 
the financial interest of the Imperial Government. 

The explanation usually given for the stationing 
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of over 60,000 British troops in British India is that 
it is all required for the defence of India·, s frontiers 
and for her internal· security~ ·How· far this· is 
reconcilable with the extracts I have given above 
from the statement of ex-Viceroys is for the reader I 
to judge. I would only add two observations. J\s" 
against the danger of aggression by Asiatic powers,t 
it is open to doubt whether British. troops are• 
absolutely necessary. In the next placer it is equally} 
open to doubt whether the number of British. units 
set apart for this purpose is really needed. lnternal1 
tranquillity may be disturbed eitlier by comniunall 
disturbances, or by a general rising of· the people 
against the government .. Even assuming that 
British troops on aceount of the popular faith in their 
neutrality are necessary 

1 
for dealing with the former·~ 

one may venture to doubt whether so ·many units 
are required. To deal with the latter contingency 
alone, British troops would be necessary. · But 
surely· a different remedy is indicated... WoulcJ it not 
be the part of true statesmanship to· avert any such 
calamity, highly remote, if not altogether out of the 
Guestion, by the redress of grievances. and by broad-
minded sympathy in the administratiqn ? · · 

A new orientation of military policy is required 
and as recommended by the Assembly in 19~1 it 
is necessary and expedient to appoint a committee or 
commission adequately representative of non-official 
Indian opinion to report upon the b~t lmethod of 
giving effect to the natural rights and aspirations of 
the people of ·India to take an active part in the 
defence of their country, preparing India for the 
attainment of full responsible government and 

16 
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secwing to .India the same .autonomy in military 
organization and administration as is· enjoyed by the 

. self-governing dominions. The foregoing review 
· of British policy in the military organization and 
Administration of India affords convincing demon-, . . . 

stration not merely · of the powerlessness of the 
Government o,f India and their absolute dependence 
,upon the British Commit\ee of Imperial Defence. 
but also of· the manrier in which India has been 
thwarted and · hampered . in learning to defend 
herself. It does not lie in the mouth of the Imperial 
G'overnment to fontend that India should be prepared 
to· undertake her own defence, before any element of 
. ' 

r~sponsibility can be. introduced in the central 
government~ England is debarred by every -con-

·. sideration of justice, fair-play and decency from 
urging the state of things which she has herself 
brought" about as an ·answer to India • s claim to 
responsible government .. But as a matter. of fact, 
the Indian nationalists are willing that the subject 
of defence should continue to be reserved for some 
time longer, · but with such modifications in the 
administrative arrangements as may ensure a speedy; 
preparation for undertaking the responsibility for 
defence. To an outsider the contention that India 
cannot claim self-government because of her inability 
to defend herself may have an air of plausibility. · 
But it is very doubtful whether England will ever 
care to train India to do so. The cardinal fact in 
the relations of India to England according to the 
Imperialist school is that the rule of India is still and 
must, for as long as th¢y .can foresee, remain· in 
British· hands. The Imperialist deplores the policy 
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of western education introduced in India as the 
result of Lord Macaulay's powerful advocacy and he 
observes with regret the process of national unifi
cation going on in the country. To quote the words 
of Lord Curzon ; ''We have not rendered the task 
of the rulers more easy by consolidating the ruled 
and feeding their minds on a Western diet. But 
at least, we have raised entire sections of the com
munity from torpor to life and lifted India on to 
a higher moral plane. It is too early to say 
whether the eagle will one day be transfixed by the 
dart that is feathered with its own wing. " 1 If the 
Imperialist is prepared to make the theoretical con
cession that India has a right to learn to defend 
herself, he generally couples it with the mental 
reservation that, God willing, he will take good care 
that she does not. 

I have discussed the question of defence so far in 
its constitutional aspect. It may be asked whether, 
from the point of view of India's own safety, there 
is no danger to be apprehended from the changes 
advocated by the nationalists. No sane Indian poli
tician would venture to imperil the safety of the 
country, or reduce the strength of the army. It 
would certainly be part of his programme to raise 
and to train Indian officers and steadily lndianize 
the ranks of commissioned officers. He would 
probably be disposed to gradually replace the British 
units by Indian units, maintaining the present 
strength of the army. He would establish an Indian 
military college where cadets may be trained for all 

1 Curzon 's The Plact of India it~ the Em/)ire, p. 38. 
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arms of def~nce, and at least two or three prepara· 
tory public schools like the Royal Military College at 
Dehra Dun in at least two more places, one for 
Bombay and Madras at · Bangalore or Poo~a, and 
another for Bengal, Behar and th~ Central Provinces. 
He would increase the military reserves to something 
like 75,000 ·or about double its pre5ent strength by 
a proper working of the ~hart service system. He 
wotild lay the foundations ~£ an efficient second line 
force and help the cultivation of a taste for _military __ 
service in the' nation genera.lly by earrying out in the 
spirit all· the recomm~ndations of the Indian Terri
toriat ·Forces Corn.ffiittee. He would aim at the 
improv~~ent of the efficiency of the police force by 
the __ introauction .of anned police battalions in the · 
provinces. The attitude of .. the . sensible Indian 
politician towards the anny and military expenditure 
may be judged from the resolutions which were 
passed by the Indian_ Legislative Assembly in its 
first session in 1921. · 
· It may be asked whether India would be willing 
to contribute to the burden of the defence of the 
Empire, if she· obtains autonomy in the matter of her 
military organization and administration. To this 
question also -the answer may he. given in the terms 
of ~e resolution passed by the i\ssembly ; 

.. That the purpose of the. army in India must be held 
to be the defence of India against external aggression and 
the maintenance of internal peace and tranquillity. To the 
extent to which it is necessary for India: to maintain an 
army for these purposes, its organization, equipment, and . 
administration should be thoroughly up-to-date~ and, with 
due regard to. Indian conditions, in accordance with the 
present-day standards of efficiency in the British army so 
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that when the army in India has to co-operate with the 
British army on any occasion, there may ~>e··· no dis
similarities of organization, etc., _which would render such· 
co-operation difficult. For any. purpose other than those'· 
mentioned in the first sentence, the obligations resting on 
India should be no more onerous than those resting on 
the self-governing dominions, and should be undertaken 

·subject to the same conditions· as are applicable to those · 
dominions. " · 

· What is essential above all· is that India. should . 
have the same freedom 'to organize and administer _her 
military forces as is. enjoyed by the· self-govemmg 
dominions. The utilization ' of the . army of ' India 
for purposes extraneous to her defence must be 
conditional upon the assent of the Indian LegislaO:. . 
ture. The same co~iderations,. which led the 
Joint Select Committee of Parliament to recommend 
the fiscal freedom of India, dictate the recognition of 
the right of India to . autonomy in th~ sphere· of 
military organization and administration. For the· 
purpose of carrying out a military policy frame~ with . 
due regard to the national inter~ts of India, . it is 
necessary that the portfolio of defence in the. central 
government should be · entrusted to ·a non-official 
Indian member of the council. D~g the -tran
sitional period of dyarchy in the central government, . 
it is desirable and expedient that the subject of 
defence should continue to be treated as a reserVed 
subject. It should be administered as reserved 
subjects are now administered in th~ ~provincial 
governments by the members of the executive 
council. Other consequential changes iri the central 
government and with regard to the military budget 
will be referred to in the proper place. 
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THE CENTRAL LEGISLATURE 

Politiccil constitutions have' been classified in 
different ~ays for different purpos~s. One principle 
of classification turns up~ the question whether the 
:sovereignty is exercised by a central government and 
tne govenirnents of the. provinces included. in the 
.stat~ . are · subordinat~ thereto, or. whether the 
sover~ignty is· shared between the central govern
ment , and the governments · o~ the constituent 
provinces. This principle is at the basis of the 
-division · of governments into uriitary and federal. 
This distinction has been already dealt with, and 
I have ~pressed my preference for the unitary type 
-of government as the one best suited to. this country 
in the present circumstances. Another principle of 
·_.classification deperids upon the question whether the 
.authority by which the constitution may be altered is 
the same· as the legislature which passes the ordinary 
laws for the government of the country, or a different 
body or authority superior to the ordinary legislature. 
This principle of classification has given rise· to the 
.Cisti~ction between rigid and flexible constitutions. 1 

A' flexible constitution is one which can be altered 
· irom time. to time just in the same way as any other 
Jaws and by the same legisla~e. A rigid constitu
tion, on the other hand, is one which is passed not 

:a Bryce's Studies in HistMY and Jzeri#rudence, vol. i, pp. 150-5; 
Dicey's Law of the Constitutioan (eighth edition), pp. 122, 143 ; 
Marriott's Mechanism of the Modern State, vol. i, p. 41. 
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by the ordinary legislature, but by some higher 
authority like the _people at large, or by some· specially 
empowered person or body and caD.not be altered in 
the same way as other laws. ·A rigid constitution· 
controls the actions of the ordinary legislature and 
any enactments of the ordinary legislature which 
conflict with the provisions of the constitution would 
to that extent be uUra 'Vires and void. The relative 
advantages and drawbacks of the rigid ·and the 
flexible types of constitutions have been, ~. 
at length by text-writers on politics. · \. , 

It is unnecessary for our purpose to enter into the
discussion in any detail, for, whatever may be the 
relative merits of these forms of conStitution, die one· 
by which the Government of India is organized an~ · 
regulated is, and has been, a rigid consti~tion. It is · 
the Impe~ Parliament that has from time ~o tiine 
passed the enactments relating to the constitutif?n of 
the Government of India, and it is inevitabl~· that· 
at any rate the next constitutional change should also 
be enacted by the Imperial Parliament. If In~ were_ 
not a dependency of the British Government and if the·· 
people of India had to consider whether. they. should 
adopt a rigid or flexible type of constitution,: die 
question would possess some practical interest ... 
But, having regard to our. history, to our relation~ 
with the Imperial Government and to the growdi of 
our constitution, our next constitutional 1 advance 
must also be regulated by die Imperial Parliament. 
\Vhatever further powers and respor:tSihilities the 
Government of India might be entrusted with, it 
would be a creation of the British Parliament and the 
activities of the Indian Government and legislature 
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would have to conform to the prescriptions of the 
.constitutional enactments. Though it would be open 
to the British Parliament to pr9vide that future 
cunendinents t~ the constitution might be effeCted by 

. the Indian legislature itself by; following a pr~cribed 
· procedure~ it· is not absolutely necessary that such a 

power of altering the constitution should be conferred 
.upon t):te Indian.legislatu;~. While such a power is 
conferred by· the Australian Commonwealth Act and 
by the South .African Union Act, there is no such · 
power conferred on -Canada.. If responsible govern-

. ment is conferred oh India and the Indian legislature 
becomes fully responsible to the people, it is hardly 
likely that the Imperial Parliament will· raise any 
objection to the enactment of such modifications in 
the constitution as may be required by the wishes of 
the people of India. The process of carrying 
an amendment in the constitution through the 
machinery of the British Parliament may possibly 
prov'e an easier method of . carrying through such 
changes. The question whether the constitution 
should be of a flexible or a rigid type need not 
therefore trouble us for the present. But, if it be 
necessary to express an. opinion upon the. point, 
the rigid form of constitution is the one best suited 
to India. It is unnecessary· to indicate the precise 

·machinery or procedure by which amendments to tlie 
constitution should be carried out in the future.· One 
inay, however, indicate' a few important principles 
bearing upon the question. The process of 
amending the constitution should not be made too 
difficult to bring about any changes in accordance 
with a change in the public opinion. The system of 
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amendment by recourse to a referendum or to a 
special convention is cumbrous, unsuitable and · im-. · 
practicable. The best plan would be to empower the 
Indian legislature itself to revise die constitution, 
but under condition$ ensuring.: ample. time· for· 
consideration and discussion of the propos~ changes 
by the public and for the ascert3.inment of public 
opinion and requiring a larger measure of support in 
the legislature than is required for'· the passing of 
ordinary laws. It is observed by Lord Bryce ~t 
the constitution which has most influenced others in 
Europe and become a type for them in ,this respect 
is that of Holland, because it was . the earliest one 
established after the revolutionary period. 1 Acco(d- · 
ing to the Dutch constitution, constitutional. 
amendments are required to be passed by a· two
thirds majority of the legislature in two· successive·· 
sessions with an intervening general . election. It 
would be desirable to prescribe in addition that 
there shall be an. interval of not.less than six ~onths · 
between the dates on which the amendments may be ' 
passed by the legislatUres. . · 
· One question · which has been · discussed in 

connection with rigid constitutions ' ~ela~es to · the 
authority by which the constitution should be inter
preted.1 Occasions will often arise when it will· be 
n~cessary to determine whether an enactment of ·the 
ordinary legislature is in excess . of . the powers 
possessed by it under the constitution.\ (fhe view 
which seems to prevail in the Europ~ continent · 
is that the legislature should be the sole judge of the 

1 Bryce, Studies in His/fW7 and Juris/)nulence, vol. i, p. 214. 
• Ibid., pp. 228-34. 

17 
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legality of its measures and that the authori~/' of a 
statute should not be questioned by the ordinary 
coti~ts. 'This, however, is a ·view which has never 
commend~d itself to English constitutionalists and 
does· not find favour in the countries which have 
adopted fl?.e English ·system of jurisprudence. It is 
,hardly necessary to labour the point that the only 
satisfactory method of. testing the · validity of the 
laws passed by a legislature is by a judicial 
proc~eding _before the courts. ·We in · India who -
have been brought up in the notions of the English 
law . cannot· possibly recm1cile ourselves to any 

. other course for determining the . validity of legal 
enactm~nt~. There is, of course, a danger which 
h~s _often arisen in the United States of encouraging 

_ a~ to~ frequent resort to the courts . for the purpose 
of determining the Jeg4lity of statutes. This, 
·howe~er, is larg~ly ascribed to the vicious practice 
~J pu-tting into the constitu_· tionallaw many provisions 

·,_"irich relate not to anything connected really with 
. tHe constitution, but to other matters. 

~- The 'question what matters sh~uld b~ embodied in 
_ a constitutional law is one which has. been answered 

in practice differently by different. peoples. That a 
constitUtional law should deal witn the• structure and 
fun~tions of the principal _organs· of 'government is 
.~b~ious. But, even·'"'here, it! is· nec~ssary to dis.i. 
criminate' between what are ess¢ntial and important 
and what are comparatively J?l'atters of detail and of 
secondary importance. Even a ·taw. relating to the 
constitution alone ·should confine itself to important 
principles and leave other matters to be dealt· witli 
by subsidiary legislation by subordinate bodies, 
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either by rules made under the statute by, some 
authority specifically empower~d to do so~ · or by 
legislation by the ordinary_ legislature. For ·i~stance,_. 
details with reFd to the conduct.· of elections, the 
publication of notifications, the dates of the elections, 
etc., should be regulated not by the fundamental law, 
but by rules. The necessary result of including·sucli 

. details in a constitutional enactment is, first, ~.that · 
the enactment _will be loaded ·with a mass of details 
and become cumbersome and suffer in, intelligibility, ·. 
and secondly, that any alteration req~ired from 
time to time in these matters will have · to be 
carried out in accordance with th~ formalitieS 
required for constitutional changes and involve great 
delay. 

As regards the policy of leaving the detet:mination 
of the validity of the statutes to tlie courts,. it lias 
been suggested that the courts: may adopt ~. too 
narrow interpretation and set aside as invalid f!Very 

law which goes against the letter of the constitution .. 
The reply is given by Lord Bryce that, where public 
opinion sets strongly in favour of the line of conduct 
whioh the legislature has followed in stretching the' 
constitution, the courts are themselves affected . bY. 
that opinion and go as far as their legal conscience 
and the general sense of the legal profession permit 
-·possibly sometimes a · little further-in holding 
valid what the legislature has done. 1 (V:d, as an 
instance of ~he elasticity of judicial inte~pretation, 
he cites the case of the decision of the Supreme 
Court of the United States regarding the applicability 

. ' 
1 Bryce's Studi~s in History and Juris/)rudence. vol i, p. 233. 
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of the federal constitution to th~ island of Porto Rico 
, ceded by Spain to th~ United States, in which 
the Supreme Court by a majority expanded the 
constitution. The Supreme Court of the ·United 
Stat~s looks upon itself ·as a pure organ of the law 
commissioned, to do justice between man. and .man 
but. to do nothing more, and it has steadily refused 
to .. decide .. abstract questfons or give opinions · in 
advance by way of advice to the executive. This is 
undoubtedly ·th~ correct attitude and will.be adopted ·· 
by the courts in all cotintries governed by English 
jurisprudence~ • It~ ha_s been sometimes felt that 
ins~ead of ·leaving a doubt as to ·the validity of. a 

. statute to be removed by a judicial decision in some 
future litigation, it would be an advantage both to 
private citizens and to the organs of government 
to settle the disputed points at once. and for ever. 
Some of the states of the American Commonwealth 
have by their constitutions empowered the governor 
or legislature to require written opinions of the judges 
of the highest state court on all points submitted to 
them. A similar provision has be~n introduced in 
Canada by a. statute of 1875 authorizing questions 
either of law or of fact to be put to the Supreme 
Court and requiring the. judges of that court to 
answer them at the request of the Dominion 

· Parliament. 1 

Objectionable as would be the practice of intro
ducing unessential_ details relating to constitutional 
matters, the practice of introducing regulations on 

:a Egerton, Federations and Unions within the British Empi,e 
·(second edition), p. 156, f. n.; Attorney-General for Ontario vs. 
Attorney-General for Canada, A.C. 1912, p. 581. 
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~atters of ordinary legislation into a constitution is 
much more pernicious. In the United States of 
America, this practice is often due to a distrust of ~e 
state legislatures and the poor esteem in which they 
are held by the public. · 

The fear of oppression by the executive has led 
constitution-makers in several countries to include in 
the constitution declarations as to the fundamenial 
rights of citizens. These declarations of rights in 
constitutions are tfie product - of the . political , 
philosophy which was current at the time . of the 
revolutionary epoch towards the close of the eigh- . 
teenth century. Theories about the rights of man and · -
about natural rights were in the air. They filled 
men's minds and supplied them· witli a moral and 
philosophical basis for movements for the overthro'! 
of despotism. Whether the ideas were ~e or false, _
men's minds were swayed by them and they thouglit 
it necessary to embody many an abstract doctrine as 
to the rights of man in the political constitutions 
which were framed at the time. 

Let us examine carefully the nature a.D.d purpos~ 
of a constitutional instrument. Prima facie, 
a constitutional document is one which is, and 
should be, concerned with the description and 
definition of the structure and functions of the Various 
organs of government. In this sense nothing that 
does not relate to the constitution is relf1vant to a 
constitutional document. The object of We framers 
of constitutions and especially of rigid constitutions is 
to prevent theni from being changed in the same 
manner and with the same facility as ordinary laws. 
A constitutional law is one which 1controls and , . 
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restrains the ·actions of the legislature. Impressed 
with the importance of certain rights of citizens and 

' the necessity for guarding them, constitution-framers 
have often thought that by embodying these rights 
in a fundamental constitutional document they would 
be investing them with a higher sanctity and pre-

. venting· any encroachments upon . them. But, 
many of the declarations of rights are very inappro
priately included in constitutional documents. In the 
first plac~, it is hardly necessary at this tiine of day -
to 1Jhink of conferring protection against the arbitrary 
acts of the executive. government. The rule of law 
is so firmly established in the system of English 
jurisprudence by which we are governed that the 

·. danger of any encroachments by the executive 
authority. on the rights of individual citizens other
wise ·than under colour of . law hardly exists at the 
present moment. Secondly, the rights included in 
these declarations are not placed above the reach of 
the ordinary legislature ; fC?r most of them are 
expressed in language which recognizes and permits 
interference by the legislature. Thirdly, the 
language in which the so-called rights are declared 
clearly shows that they are not legally enforceable 
rights at all. They are expressed in far too loose and 
vague a manner to be regarded as a statement of 

·legal rights. Most of these statements are expressed 
in a very crude form without any of the qualifications 
and limitations which would be necessary to make 
them accurate legal propositions. Each one of these 
declarations would require an essay to explain and 
define it in accurate terms. The declarations are 
in the nature of mere moral or politico-ethical 
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or legislative maxims which hav~ no claim to be 
treated as rules of positive law. This characteristic' 
of the declarations is being more and more recognized 
by the framers of constitutions in Europe. More
over, if these declarations are, treated, as they should 
be, as devoid of any legal content, they are merely. 
illusory safeguards of rights. If, on the other h~nd, 
they are treated as having the force of law and as 
not liable to change. by tne ordinary legislature, 
they are sure to interfer·e with· die· working . of the 
ordinary legislature and to ha.nlper the. passing , of 
legislative measures, which may be found to be called 
for in the interests of the safety' of the state. ··The 
delay involved in carrying through constitutional 
amendments may prevent the timely. enactment of a 
remedy urgently called for. Measures like the sus:.C 
pension of the Habeas Corpus Act or the D~ence 
of the Realm Act may be imperatively called for, . 
but the legislature will be powerless to put them 
through. When the government of this. country 
becomes responsible to the people, we shall oirrs;lves 
realize the wisdom of not crippling the efficiency of 
tJhe legislature and preventing it from acting with 
vigour and promptitude on occasions of emergency. 
These are the reasons why the · inclusio11 of . a 
declaration of rights in a constitution must be held. to 
.be :unnecessary, unscientific, misleading and either 
legally: ineffective or haimful. 

To illustrate my remarks in \hC( preceding 
paragraph, I will examine the provisions of clause 8 
of Dr. Besant' s Commonwealth of India Bill which 
declares certain rights to be fundamental. Sub
clause (a) of this clause provides that '.'no person 
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. shall be deprived of his liberty, nor shall his dw~lling 
or property be entered, sequest~red or .confiscated, 

· save in accordance with law and. by duly constituted 
courts· of law. • • This clause cannot prevent any 
legislation ·. authorizing officers of gove~nment to 

I ' 

arrest or to intern persons under certain conditions. 
Even a layman knows. that under certain circum
stanc~ · a · police officer ·may. arrest without any 
warrant and may, if necessary and under certain 
conditions, enter a dwelling for this pur_pose. Even 
a private person may without any order by a court 

. of law. arrest·~ person who in his view commits a 
. non-bailable and cognizable ·offence. It requires no 
ord~ of a court to destroy an unlicensed dog belong
ing to a private owner and straying within notified · 
limits. in a municipality. Similarly, it requires no 
authority from a court to enable a toll-collector to 
seize and detain under certain conditions a vehicle or 
animal upon which toll· has not been paid.. By 
another sub~clause, it is declared that I I all persons in 
the Commonwealth of India have a right to free 

. elementary education and such right shall be enforce
. able, as soon as due arrangements shall have been 
made by the competent authority.'' What is the 
value of this right, if public funds are not avail
able for providing free elementary education ? 
It is not necessary to discuss in detail the 
other cases of fundamental rights included in this 
clause. 

The English constitution which has not been 
embodied in any formal 'instrument and contains no 
declaration of rights is the one under which citizens 
enjoy the greatest amount of liberty and security for 
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their rights.• There is no declaration of rights in the 
constitution of Canada, Australia, or South Africa. 
The present republican constitution of F ranee 
contains no declaration of rights. As against this 
may be cit~d the practice of other countries and the 
fact that in the constitutions adopted only the other 
day for the Republic of Germany and for the Free 
State of Ireland declarations of rights find a place. 
The fact, however, does not obviate the criticisms to 
which the inclusion of such declarations is open. If, 
nevertheless, they have been included in these 
constitutions and various others, it may b~ asked 
'"·hat the reasons are for such inclusion. The only 
~ubstantial reason urged in favour of the practice is 
that it has an educational value for the ordinary 
citizen and for the legislator, and that it serves to 
remind the legislator of the importance of these 
maxims, whenever he feels tempted to initiate any 
legislation inconsistent with thes~ maxims. But, if 
this is the only object "'-hich is really served-and I 
·will not deny that it may have some value in this 
<lirection-the best method would be to put them 
into a separate book or into a separate part of the con
stitution and call them politico-ethical or legislative 
maxims. One of the best illustrations of the fondness 
of people for declarations of rights is furnishe¢' 
by the new German constitution. Part 2 of tl'e 
constitution deals with the fundamental rights a'td 
duties of Germans. These provisions IJf part tid 

1 For the difference between the Petition of Right and tb~ill of 
Ri(}'bts on the one band and the declarations of rights commlin the 
Eu~opean constitutions, see Dicey's Law ol_tk Constitut~r'(eigbtb 
edition), p. 195, f. n. 

18 
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not escape criticism and opposition in the Cons,titution 
Committee and in the National Assembly which 
aiscussed tlie constitution. Some members of the 
Committee wanted to suppress drastically all 
declarations ·· of rights in th~ · constitution of the 
. Reich. . They saw in thes~ principles no stable 
system;. ,but only a collection of declarations and 
declamations to which were joined some legal 
maiims figuring already in other laws. The 
National :Assembly decid~ not to inscribe in the 
constitution, in political' sentences and aphorisms, 
without any legal content, , a complete and solemn 
recognition .Of1 the 'directing ideas of the present and 
the future. N ev~rtheless, there was inserted in the 
constitUtion a certain number of political maxims and 
of "programme. thoughts". The Assembly hoped 
that the articles would exercise a certain educational 
function and would constitute the basis of the civic 
and political education of th~ people. There is no 
reason why die articles could not be .published as a 
separate politico-ethical work in the shape of a 
scholastic manual or citizen's handbook. It is 
pointed · out with great force by Professor Rene 
Brunet that the constitution nowhere specifies .to what 
extent the fundamental rights. have or have not legal 
force, and that. it is extremely · difficult, if not 
impossible, to know . what authority and what 
n.'~aning should be attached to declarations of 
fu damental rights. 1 

'¥ e may now proceed to consider the· question 
of t~ structure of the central legislature. Under 

'f Tke German Constitution by Rene Brunet, p. 199. 
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the existing Act, the Indian legislature consists of 
two chambers, the Council of' State and the Legis
lative Assembly. Ordinarily a bill is not deemed to 
have been passed by the Indian legislature, unless it 
has been agreed to. by both chambers either without, . 
amendment or with suoh amendm~nts only as may be 
agreed to by both chambers. ·The language of 
section 84A, which provides for die appointment of 
a statutory commission, imposes upon it the obliga
tion to report whether the establishment of s~cond . 
cham hers of the local legislatures is or is not 
desirable. The legitimate inference from 'this 
section is that, so far as the central legislature is 
concerned, the policy of a bi-cameral legislature .- · 
which has been adopted in the existing scheme is to. 
stand part of the constitution. It is·- tlierefore 
needless to enter into a discussion of 'the worn-out 
question whether the establisnment. of a second 
chamber is or is not d~sirable, so far as the central 
gov~rnment is concerned~ Most countries ·in- the 
world have adopted the bi-cameral system and done 
so for very good reasons. There is a fairly general 
agreement among political thinkers as to the need for 
a second chamb~r, a need which is becoming more 
and more pronounced in proportio~ · to · tfie growth 
of democracy. The democratic form of constitution 
is not calculated to attract the best and most desirable 
men into the legislature; nor is the system, as it is 
now worked, calculated to secure the representation 
of the views of all important sections of public 
optmon. It is suggested by Sir Sidney Low that 
various important orders and interests, which are not 
represented in tJhe lower house, might suitably find 
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a place in the upper house.~ For the purpo!?e of 
. enabling the. upper. house to. perform its functions as 
a. revising chamber and enabling it to secure full 
consideration:. of ·measures from various . points. of 
yiew· and interposing· a check on. hasty legislation, it 
is. necessary that. the house should be composed of 
men·who.would1be able to command respect by their 
personal abilities, merits, ·experience ·and· pre.stige. 

Great difficulty. has been felt in. devising suitable 
methods. for: the· const~ction of a· good upper 
chamber .. i · Before referring to some of these 
methods,. it is necessary to ·point out that a second 

I ' 1 

chamber constructed on the same plan and constituted 
at the· sam~· time as the lower house would fail to 
yield the advantag~s- derivable· from the bi-cameral 
system. There must be a certain amount of 
dissimilarity in th~ composition in order to ensure 
the consideration of proposed measures from different 
points of view. A hereditary second chamber may 

·be .dismissed at once from consideration. It is a 
system which· lias given rise to serious dissatisfaction 
in England ·and is only ·endured· there as being part 
of the heritage of the English constitution and on 
account of the inability of the people to agree upon a 
thoroughly satisfactory and generally acceptable 
substitute. We may also dismiss from consideration 
the system of a second chamber consisting only of 
members nominated by the government. An upper 
house consisting solely of the nominees of the 
government will fail to command any respect in the 
country. There are only two other courses open 

~Sidney Low's The Coz•ernance of England (revised edition), 
p. 245. 
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to us for consideration--either election of all the 
members, or election of a. portion and nomination of 
the rest. The system of election of the whole ·body 
is not likely to bring the best m~n into the house. 
Several of them who might be willing to serve, if 
nominated, would be unwilling to undergo the 
worries, risks and unpleasantness of an election. I· 
should, therefore, advocate a mixed_ systeni of 
election and nomination. Nomination must not; 
however, be for life, for it would tend to diminisl;l the 
incentiv~s to active interest and. is _likely to bring 
about a loss of touch between the member and the . . 
currents of public opinion. A fairly long- term of 
office, long enough for the upper house to benefit by· 
the experience of its members, but not so long as to
render the members irresponsible to public opinion, ·iS 
what is necessary. In view of these considerations, 
the tenure of office of a m~mber of the upper house 
should be not less than six years and may be nine 
years. It would also be an advantage if,- instead of 
the whole body of the house coming into exist~nce at 
one time and dissolving simultaneously, there could 
be a partial renewal of the house once every. two or 
three years. If the term of offic~ is six years, one
third of the number of members in tli.e house may be 
caused to retire every two years. If the duration of 
office extends to nine years, there may be renewals 
at the end of every three years. The result of a 
system of partial renewal would be tpa~ the house 
would never be entirely new and raw, nor would it 
be without fresh blood. There would always be a 
body of members with experience available in the 
house. Continuity in the life and traditions of the 
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:bouse would .be one of the important advahtag~s to 
be gained by this arrangement. There is no 
objeetion to this principle of periodical rotation being 
made applicable to the nominated as well as the 
-elected members. It would also be necessary and 
desirable to introduce other ·differences in the 
structure of the chamber. For many reasons it 
woul~ be desirable to haye · a smaller number of 
members for the upper house than for the lower and 
to choose them from larger districts _or constituencies. 
T~e qualifications for electors and the age of the 
candidates for election should also be different~ 

. Higher educatio~ and pra"perty qualifications 
.should b~ . prescribed for the upper house than 
for· the lower. The property qualifications now 
fixed in th~ Madras presidency for electors to the 

·Council of State seem to be sufficient. To be an 
elector J a person has . to hold in this presidency 
·an estate of which the annual income is not less than 
Rs. 3, 000 ( £225) or to be the holder of land on 
which ·the reveriue assessment is not less than 
Rs. 1~500, or must be assessed to income-tax on an 

. income of not less than Rs. 20,000 (£1,500). There 
:are · various other qualifications of an alternative 
character prescribed by the rules. The qualifications 
se~m_to be fairly satisfactory, so far as they go. The 

. other qualifications prescribed are past or present 
membership of a legislative body' past or present 
tenure of office under a local authority, past ·or 
present university officerships, the tenure of office in 
a co-~perative banking society or the holding of a title 
'Conferred for literary merit. The qualifications for 
the candidates are the same as those for electors. 
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The qualifications for election as a member may: be 
amended in the light of the pro\fisions of Article . 
56A of the Belgian constitution. A 'differential-age 
qualification may also be prescribed. ·As the upper 
house is intended to represent experience and maturity· · 

. of judgment, attainment of the age of forty may be 
suitably prescribed as an additional requirement. 

As a remedy for the defects of popular chambers,: 
Lord Bryce suggests the creation . ·of a .. sec~nd 
chamber in which men might be gathered who are 
eminent by their ability and the' services which they; 
have rendered to the nation or to the district in whicli 
they reside, men who have gained experience in 
various forms of public work such as local govern- · 
ment, and the permanent civil service at home and 
abroad, or who . possess special knowledge . :of 
important branches of national life, as, for instance;. 
agriculture, commerce, manufacturing industry, . 
finance, or education, or who have by travel ,and. 
study acquired a grasp of foreign affairs and the 
general movements of the ~orld. 1 

As regards the members to be nominated . by die- ~ 
government, I should not be disposed to leave it 
entirely to the sweet will and pleasure of the execu
tive to nominate any person they choose irrespectiv~ 
of any qualifications or_ witli reference only. to t .. 

qualification that be would be a person upon :!s 1 
st~ady support of government mea.rures .f._,__ 
mtght be safely placed. As the system o 0 
is not calculated to assl!fe the return ... ~ -
qualified persons, it is desirable that th· 

1 Bryce, Modern Democracies, vol 
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.at least should, in making their nominations, aim at 
' securing · the ·presence of distinguished men of the 

type mentioned by Lord Bryce. A 'much higher 
standard of merit should be prescrib~d for nomina
tions by the government. ·It may, -for instance, be 
provid~d that persons nominated by the government 
to the ;upper house should belong to some one or 
ether . of the following classes : persons wno have 
Yetired after holding for not less than two years 

. substantive appointments of the following descrip
~ion, viz.~ judges of the high court, 'judicial commis
sioners,' district judges, members of the executive 
council, mmtsters? secretaries to government, 
members of the revenue board, ·divisional commis
sioners, district collectors, deputy commissioners, 
beads of departments, vice-chancellors of universities, 
dewans of Indian states with a population ·of 
one million or more, presidents of legislative councils, 
advocate-generals or the highest .law officers in the 
provinces, presidents of chambers· of commerce, 
commis~ioners of metropolitan corporations, men 
who have distinguished themselves by research 
work, eminent men in letters and arts, heads or 
managers· of ·commercial, industrial or trading 
.enterprises with ·a capital of ten lakhs or rnore, 
14 -·Jnen ·of important trade unions with a member-

..,£ not less than ten thousand members. 
q :ve not considered it necessary to discuss the 
ers~ .f indirect election of the members of the 

"' ;e for the reason that though it was 
::..l by the Southborough Committee, it 
·e ~ v the Government of India and the 

rnmittee of Parliament and the 
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Government of India Act · proceeded upon ·the 
principle of direct election. Apart from. the objec
tion that such a system of indirect election would vest 
the. franchise. in a comparatively small body, t.he~~ 
are various other objections to all met~ods of indirect 
elections and these have be~n pointed· out by text~ 

· writers. The system of indirect. election to · the 
senate was tried in the United States and has been 
recently· abandoned. Election by local· bodies has 
had the tendency to introduce the politics .of national 
parties into the elections to these local' bodies. 
Election in the second degree by electoral colleges 
has resulted in converting them into mandatories 
and puppets in the hands .of the primary bodies 
manipulated by the party machine. ·. · . :After an 
examination of the various methods of c~nstructing 
a second chamber, Lord Bryce dedares in despa.ir 
that every method of choice has prov~d to have its 
own defects and nowhere have the results given 
complete satisfaction-a ·conclusion which. does .. not 
in the least · condemn the bi-cameral 'system in 
principle for, if no second chamber is perfect, neither 
is any first chamber perfect'. 1 

. For each couhtry the 
question is not whether it has got th~ perfection it 
desires, but whether it would not· fare worse without 
some such addition to, or· check upon, its popula.t 
house as a second chamber provides. · 

The next question to be conside~:eCl relates to tlie 
representation of the different provip~es in the upper 
house. In almost all constituti'ons of a trul' 

· federal type, the principle of ~quality between t' a 
rm 

1 Bryce, Modern Democracies, vol. ii, p. 443. 
19 '244. 
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constituent states or provinces is observed in 'the 
constitution of the upper chamber. I have already 

· expressed my view that such a constitution is not 
sUited to the circumstances of India. The prmciple 
of equality between one province and· another has 
therefore no place in our scheme of a second 
chamber. The extent of the repr~sentation ~nted 
to the different provinces ~ust therefore be· pro
portionate to-their population . 

. We may .now proceed to consider th~·, question 
of the numerical strength of the Council of State . 
. The strength of 1this 'body must be fixed partly with 
re~erence to the strength of the Assembly, partly · 
with reference to the various elements for which 
it is necessary to provide for representation by 
election or . nomination and· partly with reference to 
the population. I have already stated my view that 
for · many reasons . it is necessary to increase the 
strength of the Indian Legislative Asse~bly to some
thing like double the present size. In view of the 
fact that the population of British India is 

. 247 millions, the strength of the Indian Legislative 
Assembly should not be less than 250 and may 
'go up to 300 or a little more. The strength of the 
Council of State may be fixed at half the strength 
of the , Legislative Assembly, so that there may be 
one representative in this house for every- two 
millions of the population. A body of 120 or even 
150, which is more than double the present strength 
~f 60, cannot possibly be viewed as unmanageable. 
'Co: is essential that the strength of the upper house 
the uld be less than that of the popular chamber. 

·,e Government of India Act, there_ is a pro-
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'.rision · that in case of a conflict between the two .. · , 
ouses the Governor-General may refer the matter : ' 

·or decision to a joint ·sitting of both chambers ..• ~ The . 
trength of the upper house should not oe. fixed .. 
o high as to enable it to override the view··()£ the . · 

:nore popular house. At the same time, the strength' 
1 >f the upper house should not be relatively so ·smal~ 
as to make it an utterly insignificant body whose . 
opinions need ~ot be taken into account in any joint . 
sitting. Moreover, ii: is desirable. td ·secure .the·· 
representation of all the various intere~ts ~hich: on 
account of their importance to the country, deserve 
representation in the legislature, but may not be able. 
to secure any or adequate representation irl the lower . · 

I , ¥- \ ' 

house. It has been observed1 by Sir Sidney Low .· 
that the English House· of Commons takes ·no 
account of the interests ·which have grown.·up irres- · 
pective of locality and that in these days the· i11terf:sts · · 
of persons living in local juxtaposition,. are· 'not. ·· 
necessarily identical. · Wha.~ever might have been 
the case. when difficul~ies of ~ommunication made 
men everywhere dependent .on their immediate 
neighbours, conditions have now changed, local ties 
have weakened and intercourse· between persons of 
the same profession and the same . class can. b~ 
pursued easily enough on a national scale. ·A· stock
broker of South Kensington may have muoh more 
in common with another stock-l:iroker living ~t 
Brighton than with a green-grocer\i~' the next street. 
The members of a profession, the adherents of . a 
sect, may be scattered all over the kingdom and form ' 

1 Sidney Low, Governance of England (revised edition), p. 244. 
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a numerous body in tlie aggregate ana y~t b~ no~ 
s. trong enou. gh in any one district to send their ow~ 
candidate to the Parliament or to turn votes. Tb~ 
strength· of the upper house which I have suggesteG 
above is thus not in excess of tlie requirements d 
representa~ion of varied interests. Nor can it b~ 
pronounced to be too large or unwieldy, if compare(\ 
with the. strength of upper houses in other countries~ 
The French Senate consists of 300 members, three
fourths elected by the de~tments and colonies and 
one-fourth oy the National Assembly. . The upper 
bouse·. of Sweden consists of 150 members. · The 
strengt4 of the'Italian Senate is about 400 and that 
of the ' Spanish 360. In countries w4ich have 

.. adopted the federal constitution, the strength of the 
senate is no doubt lower J but it is due to the fact 
that the principle aimed at in tlie constitution of the 
senate is the representation of the states on a basis 
of equality and not the representation of the 
population. The composition of the upper house on 

· a partly elected an~ . on a partly nominated basis is 
· not an unfamiliar feature of constitutions. The 
proportion of the elected and nominated elements 
may respectively be fixed at 60 and 40 per cent of 
the total strength. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE CENTRAL LEGISLATURE-(continued) 

We may now proceed . to consider.· the powe~~ 
and functions of the upper chamber. As pointed 
out by Lord Bryce, 1 there are · three different 
theories as to the powers of ~ sec~nd chamber-(1) 
that it should have exactly co-ordinate powers with · 
the first or popular house, (2) that the upper house 
should be subordinate in financial.legisiation to the 
popular house, but should have the same powers for 
other kinds of legislation and (3) that the upper house 
should only exercise die function' of· revising bills 
passed by the lower house,_ i.e .• suggesting amend
ments and recommending modifieations. of deta~ ~ 
finandal proposals but without power to ·reject or 
substantially alter a measure .when retUrned. to it by 
the popular house in the form approved by the fatter. 

The theory which assigns exactly . co-o'rdinate 
powers to the upper house is incompatible with the 
system of parliamentary government.· The essence 
of a system of parliamentary government is that 
there should be a correspond~nce or harmony 
between the executive and the legislature. If 
there is a conflict- of · views between the · two 
houses of the legislature and . if they ar~ to have 
exactly equal powers, which · is ~f\. body to 
whose decision the government sho~ld conform ? 
Either the government must regard· itself as at 

1 :Sryce~ Modern Democ,.acies, vol. ii, p. 448. 
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liberty to disr~gard the wishes of both, or to conform 
to the wishes of one body alone. The former course 

· strikes at the Vf!ry root of the system of parliamentary 
or cabinet government. The latter course. strikes at 
the _thea~ of co-ordinate powers. The house to 

. whose decisions the government conforms itself will 
acquire a predc:>minant influence. According to the 
general practice under alplost all constitutions which 
hav~ 3.dopted the system of parliamentary govern
ment, it is the house elected on a· broader franchise 
and fort a- shorter term· that is held to . reflect the 
wishes of the people and. is therefore invested with 
the power of refusing supplies. The powf!f to grant 
or withhold supplies carries witli it th~ power to 
make, maintain or turn out the ministry. The popular 

. house· has therefore acquired a position of pre
dominance in all countries where the parliamentary 
system of government prevails. 

On the footing of unequal powers, the second 
chamber is gene~ally inferior to the popular house in 
the matter of supplies and money bills or financial 
legislation. But as regards otlif!r matters and other 
legislation~ the powers of the upper house may be 
equal and co-ordinate. This is the second of the 
the~ries mentioned by Lord Bryce. But even ·under 
this theory the question would still arise whether in 
practice the second chamber should push the exercise 
of its powers to the point of creating a deadlock in 
the event of its differing in opinion from the lower, 
house, or should give way to the lower hoUSf!. 

The third theory reduces the utility of the second 
chamber within very· narrow ·limits and, at a time 
wfien the growing influence of democracy calls for the 
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. !Xistence of a body competent to put a check upon 
' laSty, unwise or unjust legislation, it would be un

sirable to curtail the powers of the second chamber. 
e reduction of the second chamber to a 
ition of impotence will deter men of ability, 

2:perience and status from seeking membership of 
he chamber. If the second chamber is to justify its 

!xistence by putting a brake upon ill-considered or 
unjust legislation and securing ample time to 
rouse and ascertain public opinion in the country, 
it must be allowed the power of alteration and 
rejection of measures passed by the lower house. 
The second theory mentioned above has the merit of 
being reconcilable with parliamentary government, 
but still leaves room for deadlocks, and provision will 
have to be made for the settlement of djfferences. 

Under the Government of India Act, though the 
annual budget is laid before both the houses, it is the 
Assembly alone that has the power of voting grants 
for expenditure. But as regards financial legislation 
or what is popularly known as money bills, the Act 
makes no distinction between the powers of the two 
houses any more than in general legislation. In 
Canada, bills for appropriating any part of the public 
revenue or for imposing any tax or impost have by 
law to originate in the House of Commons and 
according to convention they may not be amended 
by the senate. There is no other provision limiting 
the power of the senate in financial or general legis
lation. Under the Australian Commor-.vealth Act, 
proposed bills appropriating revenue or moneys or 
imposing taxation cannot originate in the senate, and 
the senate may not amend proposed laws imposing 
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taxation ~r proposed bills appropr.iating revenue or 
moneys for the ordinary annual service~ of the 

·-government. The senate is also incompetent to 
amend any proposed bill · so as to in~ease any 
propos~d charge or burden on the people. But it 
may return'any bill which it cannot amend, suggesting 
the om,ssion or amendment of any items or provi
sions, and the lower house may, if it thinks fit, make 

' ' ·.. ; ' '. any such omissions or amendments with or without 
modifications. · Tber'e is also a provision prohibiting 
the tac]dng of other legislation to money bills. A bill 
which appropriates revenue or money for the ordinary. 
·.annual services o~ the· government can deal only with 
. such: appropriation. Bills imposing taxation must 
, deal only. with t.he imposition of taxation, and any 
·.provision therein dealing with any other. matter is of 
·no effect. Bills imposing taxation, except bills 
imposing duties of customs or of excise, must deal 
with one . subject of. taxation only ; but . laws 
imposing duties of customs shall deal with duties 
of customs' only, and laws imposing duties of 
excise shall deal with duties of excise only. In otlier 
matters the senate has equal power with the lower 
house. · In the South Africa Act, very similar 
provisions are to be found regarding money bills. By 
the Parliament Act of 1911, if a money bill, having 
been passed by the British House of Commons and 
s~nt up to the House of Lords at least one montn 
before the session, is not passed by the House of 
Lords without amendment within one month after 
it is so sent up, the bill shall, unless uhe House of 
Commons direct to the contrary, be presented to His 
Majesty and become an Act of Parliament on the 
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royal assent being signified, notwithstanding that the' 
House of Lords has not consented to the bill. With 
regard to other bills, the House of Lords has only a 
suspensive veto for a period of two years. . The _ 
Federal Senate in the United States of America has 
the power to amend or reject money bills ; but as the 
system of government adopted there is the presidential 
as opposed to the parliamentary type, ~e practice of 
that country has no bearing for our purposes. The · 
case of the French Senate is more in point, as France 
has adopted the system of parliamentary government. 
Except in regard to the introduction of money bills, 
the French Senate has co-ordinate powers with the 
Chamber of Deputies. It lias claimed and exercisea 
the right not merely to reject, but also to' amend . 
money bills and is said to ·. possess the ·.right of . · 
reviewing, controlling and examining the budget .. 
The question to wliom the ministry Is responsible is 
stated by text-writers to be in doubt, though. Article 
6 of the constitutional law declares that the. ministrY. ·. 
shall be responsible to the chambers.·. Lord Bryce ~s 
of opinion that the powers of the senate • 'are weaker 
in fact than they seem on paper. · Subordination in 
the realm of finance debars it from ~ontrolling the 
executive, . though it has twice caused the fall of 
ministries, in one instance. however,' because the 
ministry wished to fall, as ·the chamber did not rally 
to its support. Since it is only in tlie second degree 
the creation of universal suffrage, its cl~ to _express 
the will of the people is less strong. Tbus while 
feeling the natural and in~vitable jealousy of a second 
chamber towards a first chamber, it recognizes its 

own inferiority and seldom challenges its rival to . 
20 
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a duel.'' 1 ·In view of the fact that a second chamber 
with full co-ordinate .powers is not reconcilable with 
the system of parliamentary government as worked 
in the British .Empire. both by the _Mother of 
Parliaments :tnd by her emancipated daughters, it 
would be.·· . safer to · adopt the provisions· of the 
Australian .. Commonwealth Act according to which 
the ·upper house has nQ power of originating or 
amending a money bill, but can only reject a bill, or 
return it with suggestions_ for reconsideration and for 
the omission or amendment of any particular items. 
. There are various methods of . adjustment of 
differ~nces between the two houses of a bi-cameral 

·.legislature. Under ·the British Parliament Act of 
1911, if any public bill other. than a money bill is 

· passed by ~he House of Commons in three successive 
sessions, whether of the same parliament or not, and, 
having bee~ sent up to the House of Lords at least 
one month before the end of the session, is rejected by 
·the House of Lords in each of those sessions, that bill 
may, on. its rejection for die tliird time by the House 
of Lords,. be presented to His Majesty and become 
an i\ct of Parliament on the royal assent ; provided 
that . two years have elapsed between the date of 
the ·second reading of the bill in the first of those 
sessions in the House of Commons and the date on 
which it passes the House of Commons on the third 
'of those sessions. There is ·no provision in the British 
· North 1\.merica Act for tile settlement of differences 
between the two liouses. Under the· Australian 
Commonwealth ~ct, elaborate provision is made for 

1 Bryce, Modern Democracies, vol. i, p. 264. 
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meeting the cases of disagreem~nt between the two c 

houses in matters of legislation. If the upper house 
rejects or fails to pass a bill passed by the House of 
Representatives, . or passes it with ~endmen~s to 
which the lower house will not agree and if, alter an 
interval of three months, the lower house in the same ·' 
or . next session again passes the bill without or With • 
any amendments suggested by the upper house, and · 
the latter fails to· pass it, or rejects it,' or passes it with 
amendments whioh are not acceptable .. to the lower 
house, the Governor-General may ·dissolve the two . 
houses simultaneously. · If, after such dissolution, a , 
fresh lower house passes the bill and the Senate again 
rejects or fails to pass it, the Governor-General may . 
convene a joint sitting of the two houses. · Under 
the South African Act, th~ procedure prescribed is· 
somewhat simpler. If the upper house rejects· or · 
fails to pass a bill which has been ~ssed by .the lower .. 
house and, if the lower house in the next session 
again passes the bill and the upper house ·_again. 
rejects or fails to pass it, tlie Governor-General may 
during that session conven~ a· joint sitting of the two 

. houses; provided that in die case of ·a bill_ dealing 
with the appropriation of revenue or moneys for the 
public service, the joint sitting may. be convened 
during the same session. . 

Under Rule 36 of the Indian legislative rules, 
if. the two chambers are unable to come to an 
agreement, the originating chamber f 11\ay either 
report the fact of the disagreement to the Governor
General or allow the bill to lapse. Under section 
67, ·it is open to the Governor-General to refer the 
matter for decisi~n to a joint sitting of both 
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chambers, · but such joint sitting can only be 
convened t i{ a bill passed by' one chamber is not 
Pa.ssed by the other chamber in a form acceptable 
to the originating chamber within six months after 

· · the passage of the bill in the originating chamber. 
Th~ intention of the section seems to be that a 
joint, sitting eannot be convened before the lapse of 
six months from. the passage of the bill in the 
originating chamb~r ; nor is the Governor-General · 
bound to conven~ a joint sitting for the. purpose of 
settling · the. difference. · · It. is left entirely to his 
discretion. · The expedient of a joint sitting is one of 
the methods resorted to for the purpose of settling 
differences of opinion. But, if the joint sitting shoula 
be convened in the same . session in which the 
disagreement has taken place, the remedy is attended 
with disadvantages. . The object with which a 
second chamber is created is· to interpose a period 
of delay sufficient for the education and expression of 
public opinion. If the joint· sitting should be 
convened' immediately after the disagreement has 
arisen, there may not be sufficient time for the 
discussion of the subject matter of difference, or for 
the ascertainment of public opinion. In view of the 
difference in the strength of the two houses, the 
result of the joint sitting will in all probability be to 

. confirm the decision arrived at by the first bouse 
originally. Any provision therefore requiring a joint 
sitting, as soon as, or shortly after, a disagreement has 
taken place, will defeat the object of the bi-cameral 
system. Either there must be a prescription of a 
definite interval of time between the date of the 
passing of the measure in the originating chamber 
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and the date of the joint sitting, or ther~ inust be~. 
dissolution and a general election, or there must at 
least be a provision tJhat the· joint sitting :. shall · not 
take place in the same session. The ·provision . in 
the South African Act that the joint session must be 
in a subsequent session seems to be better . suited to 
achieve the purpose .. Money-bills being. of. an· 
urgent character,. the· joint sitting for the settlement. 
of differences regarding them may be convened in the · 
same session. The requirement in the Government 
of India Act, that there should be an interval of six 
months between· the date of the passage ·of. the bill. 
by an originating chamber and the joint sitting is also 
apparently calculated to achieve tile s3.me object ·of 
delay. It would be a proper exercise of the: 
discretion of the Governor-General if, in: the case of a· 
dispute ,raising issues of an important but not very 
urgent character and not relating to . , financial 
legislation, he put off a joint meeting for a longer 
period than six months, say for a year. ' . , · 

Another solution which has been · suggested for 
the settlement of differences l.s a referendum on the · 
particular. question at issue between the two houses 
to the votes of the people. But the device of the 
referendum as · a method of ascertairiing public 
opinion is, apart from its int~insic defe~ts, .. altogether 
unsuited to the conditions· of this country. 

The strength of the Indian Legislative ·Assembly 
under the present scheme is fixed\ ~t 144 of· 

j . ' . 

whom 103 are elected members, 26 are nominated 
officials and 15 are nominated non-officials. Tbe 
number of elective seats must prima facie be regarded 
as utterly inadequate for the representation of a 
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population of. 24 7 millions for the whole oft British 
l~dia .. Roughly speaking, there is OJ:!e member to 

· represent every two millions and a half of the popu
·lation. 1 wonder'whether there is any parallel to this 
state of things in any other country in the world. If, 
howevet, representation were desired on anything 
like the.: scale obtaining in European countries or in 
the United States of Apterica, the strength of the 
Assembly .would become impossibly unwieldy. On 
the basis of the census. of 1910, there .is one repre-. 
sentative to every 210_,0~0 itihabitants in ~he House 

· <lf Representatives and the total strength of the 
· House .of Representatives. is 433. ·The standard 

ttnit of population for each member of the House 
of Commons in Great· Britain was fixed at 70,000 

·by the. Speakers' Conference of 1916 whose recom-. . 

mendations were carried out . in the Reform Act of 
1918. . Thi!; comparison shows that it is · utterly 
impossible to. aim at anything like a similar scale 

· <>£ .• representation for this country. ·It would, how
. ever, be by no means extravagant to suggest that 
there should be one representative in the Assembly 
for every million of the population. This would 
, raise the strength of the elective· element in the 
Assembly to about 250.· . Even if it were necessary 
to provide for a certain number of nominated seats, 
the total strength would not be likely. to go much 

·.above 300, a· number which cannot possibly be 
-iegarded as unmanageable. I am not however 
suggesting an increase in the number of seats merely 
on theoretical grounds. In considering the strength 
-of the provincial legislative councils, I adverted to 
·the various factors which have to be taken into 
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account in fixing the size and number oL the 
constituencies. Having regard not ·merely to the 
population of Britis~ India, but to its. enormotis area 
of one million . square miles and. more and the 
impossibility of securing any· contact, not to speak of 
a close touch,· between electors and members,' it· ·is 
absolutely necessary to increase' the ~trength of the 
Assembly in the manner ·suggested .. I do not 
overlook the fact that though the population of· India' 
is 247 millions, the strength of the electorate for the 
Assembly according to . the latest figures available 
is only 1,125,000.1 

.. · But this-:" circumstance· is· 
neutralized by the fact that the electorate does not 
consist of compact bodies resident in small areas, but 
of persons scattered over . the wide spaces . of the 
numerous districts of British India~ An increase in 
the strength is thus imperatively called for ·in the 
interests of reasonable representation . and political 
progress. . . . . . 

In a system of responsible governnient, ·~there 
is hardly any insta.nce of the inclusion , of a 
nominated element in the composition of the lower 
house. When I speak of responsible gov~rnment, 
1 have in view a responsible government of the kind 
known as parliamentarj or cabinet government.· . If 
the legislature consists of_ two chambers, it is t~e 
lower house which makes and unmakes ministries and 
which is itself responsible to the elect~rate. The 
authority of the lower house is' derived lroht the fact 
that it represents the people at large or, .to be more 
accurate, the electorate. The introduction of a 

1 Parliamentary Return showing the results·of elections in Indls 
(1925 and 1926 Cmd. 2923). . 
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nominated element, which does not owe its member
ship to the suffrages of the people, but to the choice 
of the executive, will interfere with the working of 
the system of responsible government. Its presence 
is likely to cause confusion and obscurity as to the 
significance of the votes of the house. Confidence, 
in ~he government or the want of it cannot be j 

· inferred merely from the fact . of a favourable or~ 
·hostile vote by the house. It is the opinion of the 1 

elective .element alone that should det~rmine this J 

question and · the fate . of the government. . It , 
would be altogether inconsistent with any scheme of 
consti~tional government to ignore the votes of any 
of the m~mbers of a house, whoever they may be, for 
any purpose. In spite of these objections we shall 
have to tolerate for a certain space of time the system 
of nomination out of a panel of names recommended 
by registered associations for the purpose of securing 

· the representation of the depressed and the working 
· classes in the Assembly. As the question has been 
already discussed in connection with the provincial 
council, it is needless to expatiat~ further on this 
point. 

.. For reasons similar to those given above, there is 
no room for officials other than the ministers under a 
scheme of responsible government. The argument 

. that officials would form very useful members of the 
legislature by reason of their experience and 
knowledge may be allowed as a valid reason in the 
transition stage, when the government is only repre
sentative and not responsible. But when responsible 
government comes into existence, government 

. officials · other than the members of the ministry, 
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should have no place in the legislature. ,Whatever ,· 
stock of knowledge the officials may posseSs must be 
made available to the legislature ·_through the 
ministers who are heads of the departments. 

Turning now to tbe representation of. classes and 
communities in the Assembly, the remarks already 
made in a previous chapter regarding the separate 
representation of communities in the provincial 
legislative councils apply to such representation in 
the Assembly also. As regards the representation 
of special interests, as distinguished from com
munities, we· find that the interests represented in · 
the Assembly are those of landholders, commerce and · 
the millowners' association. The representation of 
important special interests raises issues of a different · 
character from those involved in the question of 
representation of communities. But. even ·here 
it is unfortunate that there should be a division of 
commercial interests into European and Indian. If 
it were possible, one would like to suggest a joint 
electorate with guaranteed seats for European and 
Indian merchants instead of separate representation 
for the European and Indian chambers of commerce:, 
A joint electorate will promote . closer: friendly 
intercourse between the two commercial com~ 
munities than the present system and · will oblige 
the comniercial men of each community to cultivate 
the good-will and friendship of the commercial men 
of the other community. But the bene~ts expected 
would not accrue, if the Europead. and Indian 
merchants separately resolved among themselves 
to put forward just the · number of candidates 
required to fill the guaranteed seats. The 

21 
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• 
candidates put forward by each community will be 
able. to get in on the strength of the votes of their 
own. community without caring for the votes of 
merchants belonging to the other community. 
Moreover~ there are other practical difficulties which 
may thwart the triar of this experiment. In the first · 
place, we I' do not know tfie numerical strength of the 
commercial men. in each community and whether it 
will ·or will ·not be possiLle for the members of one 
.community to swamp the other. In the next place, 
it might . be · difficult to frame a .5atisfac~ory ·· 

' . - . .,._, 

legal definition of who are to be regarded as 
.commercial 'mrn ' and to prepare an accurat'e and 

· ;Satisfactory register of such persons. In any scheme 
lor the representation of special interests, it would. 
probably · be found to be practicable and expedient 

. that . the seats should be rather . assigned to the 
nominees of organized voluntary associations than 
to· the individuals elected by the members of a 
statutorily created class who may be . scattered over 
a large area.· Lastly, the interests of the European 
chambers of commerce and the Indian chambers of 
commerce may lie in different directions and their 
respective. points ()f view may be radically different. 

· For these reasons I am afraid we must give up with 
regret the idea of .a common representation for the 
chambers of commerce as being impracticable for 

· the present. An amalgamation of the European and 
Indian chambers of commerce would be an excellent 
ideal, but it seems too utopian to be realized. 

The separate representation of the interests of 
large landowners has been a feature of our legislative 
bodies almost from the time that they assumed 
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a representative character. The importance of t~e · 
interests of the class of large landowners, · their 
great influence in the country and the fact' that their 
vested interests can always be expected to enlist them 
on the side of order and stability have weighed with 
the government in according separate representation· 
to them. Though the interests of the large Iarid
owners may induce· them to come forward:. as 
candidates at elections, and though their influence 
may be expected to secure them success; they 'are 
reluctant to stand as candidates at an election by a 
general electorate and the Government also would 
be unwilling to withdraw the privilege of special 
representation from a class which they have hitherto 
favoured. Otherwise the question would be worth· 
considering whether the time has .not come for giving 
up the system of special representation of this class. 

I will her~ glance for a moment, at a question 
which has been attracting the attention of theorists 
and some constitution-makers, viz., :· whether th¢ 
system of terr~torial representation or the representa
tion of vocations and interests is better calculated to· 
secure a system of real representation of the, people. 
in the legislature. This question attracted attention 
at the time of the amendment of the (;~ -, ernment c~ · 
India Act in the time of Lord Lansc\he nd ::es· 
wlien the ~finto-Morley R~forms ~ consti ency 
The question was also. considered, ·of proportional 
Chelmsford Report and, afterit;tgle tnhtsferable 
schemes of representation embor.e Council of State, 
reforms, the authors of the J c~e is followed in the 

. I 

their unhesitating conclusion in nstituency ; in the 
ance of the principle of ter.ituency the election is 
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The grounds upon which they rejected the principle 
of representation of communities and interests still . 
remain as valid ·as ever. Whether a system of 
territorial representation secures the representation 
of all the wide and varied interests in a nation 
or not-there is no reason to suppose that any 
important interests fail to secure due representation 
-the system . has the merit of promoting the sub
ordination · of · · sectional · interests to those' of the 
country a.t large. Even under ·a · system · of· 
territorial representation or'. in other words, repre
sentation of local· areas, · it .·must be admitted. that 
the representatives may be swayed by tfie interests 

. . of their . own constituencies and may exhibit a zeal 
for favouring ·the claims of their own localities to 
preference in the· distribution of public expenditure 
and in other ways .. But, the claims of local con
stituencies are ordinarily not exclusively identified 

. with the interests of particular classes or occupations 
. and the antagonism of conflicting local claims . does 
not produce such serious evils as a system which is 
based upon a vocational.classification. 1 There is no 
local constituency of any considerable size which 

~·would not contain members of a number of different 
r~gconomic groups or vocations and in which the 
cha~~~ ~riiving within the ~e area waul~ not 
the present. An ~gard for the drums of other sectmns, 
Indian chambers ors than the one to which the repre
ideal, but it seems tl However much the old system . 

The separate repi 
large landowners has }:;1pation which bound the bur~esses of the 

• of England is said to have brerl a spirit 
bod1es almost from t.111ous indifference to the intetest!l of 

~eatest vice. Gilbert Slater's Making . 
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of small village communities might have declined, · 
the conditions even of the comparatively artificial and . ·. 
larger units of local self-government have a tendency. 
to promote a regard for the claims ·of more interests · 
and sections than one and a broader outlook in·. 
political matters. The interests· of the state forbid 
the organization of constituencies in any manner · 
which is calculated to divide the allegiance of the 
citizen or lead him to think of liimself prunarily a~ a· 
member of any competing organization. Unsuitable 
as the system of representation of vocations would be · 
in any country, it would be far more harmful in this· . 
country where the need for the consolidation of the 
different classes of the people is strongest. • 

There is a difference in the· methods of voting 
respectively adopted for . the Council of State 
and the Indian Legislative Assembly. In elections -,: 
to the Indian Legislative Assembly· and the~~·· 
Council of State, the general rule with regard to · 
plural member constituencies· is that every . elector 
has as many votes, as there are members to be 
elected ; but there are special. provisions. for certain · 
constituencies. In the presidency of Bombay, the 
system of the cumulative vote is followed, under 
which any elector may accumulate his votes upon one 
candidate, or distribute them amongst the candidates· 
as he pleases. In the Bengal European constituency 
for the Assembly, the · principle of proportional. 
representation by means of the si~gle trcbsferable 
vote is allowed. In elections to the Coun~l of State, 
the system of the cumulative vote is followed in the 
Bombay non-~Iahomedan constituency; in the 
Madras non-Mahomedan constituency the election is 
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. . 
made'·. according to the principle of proportional 
representation by means of the single transferable 
vote. 

It is desirable to make some remarks upon the 
principle) · of. cumulative voting and proportional 

· representation, upon the objects·. which thes~ 
principles are intended to serve and the results which 
have attended, or are boiind to attend, the application 
of these principles. Both these methods of voting 

·have be~n. put forward with the object of remedying 
some of the defe~ts of the, system of electio~ to the 
legislature ·and securing the protection of minorities . 

. The pbject aimed at by many political reformers is 
' that the representative body should . adequately 
. reflect the opinions of the electorate and be a mirror 
of the national life. It must be confessed with regret 

: that the ingenuity and inventiveness of political 
philosophers and practical politicians have not yet 
succeeded in devising any method of voting which is 

. not open to serious. criticism. Tfie ststem of voting 
which now. obtains in England is the system of single 
member. constituencies and this is the system which 
has been adopted as a rule under the Indian reforms 
scheme, subject to the exceptions just referred to, 
and to the plural constituencies which have been 
provided for the purpose of guaranteeing a number 
of reserved seats to certain classes. The difficulties 
in the way of obtaining a fair representation of the 
electorates are due to various causes. In the 
first place, it is not practicable, however desirable it 
may be, to arrange for exactly equal electoral 
districts, i.e. equal in the number of electors.· The 
result of this unequal distribution of electors in the 
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co~stituencies is that the m~mbers returned at a 
general election to the legislature do not fairly reflect 
the balance of the parties in the country .. , It is quite 

. possible that the minority party in the country may 
obtain a majority ot representatives in ·the Assembly 
or, at any rate, that a substantial minoritY may obtairi 
an absurdly small representation. This is not' a mere 
theoretical possibility' but has often . been . realized 
both in America and in England. The. cumulative 
vote ~nd the system of proportional representation . 
are two of the devices which have been suggested .. 
for . obviating such results. . The whole question ·of 
the method of voting . underwent ·. very . careful 
examination at the hands of the Royal Coirunission , 
of 1010 on electoral sys~ems. The defect of the 
principle of the cumulative vote is that it works in a 
very capricious manner and is commonly defeated by · 
ski~ful party organization. Moreover it lends itself 
to misrepresentation to voters and ·deception. of 
them by the candidates. It ·often happens that a 
scheming candidate requests fair-minded.·. voters .to 
give a vote for each of several Ca.ndidates and induces· 
other voters who are less fair-minded and , more 
partisan to give all their votes to himself~ . It p~oves 
a trap for the fair-minded voter and candidate and 
gives an advantage tq the more scheming candidate. · 

'fhe merits claimed for the system of proportional 
representation are that it yields a more. accurate 
representation of the wishes of the elect drs \than the 
single member system, that it enab.les every 
. considerable minority of opinion to secure adequate 
representation, that the relative strength of-· the 
parties in the legislature more accurately reflects the 
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balance of · opinion in the country and that., votes 
which under the present system are lost or wasted 
could be utilized. On the other hand, the system 
has also been the subject of trenchant criticism at the 
hands of .eminent constitutionalists. If the system of 
proportio.nal representation is applied to large 
electoral districts returning a large number of 
members, .the number ()f candidates for. the· seats is 
also likely to be correspondingly increased and the 
ordinary f?lector is bound to be. perplexed by the 
appeals ' by different -sections in favour of their 
respective capdidates and will be at a loss to make 
up his mind between the merits of the different 

· Ca.ndidates. He will therefore fall under the 
influence of the party machines and wirepullers. 
While each minority party or group may he able to 
secure representation, the system of proportional 
repr~sentation is calculated to increase rather . than 
diminish the power and influence of the party 
machities and it is likely to diminish the scope for 
the exercise of the individual judgment of the voters. 
In the next place, it will have the effect of introducing 
into the legislature a large number of faddists and 
cranks, each keen about the promotion of his parti.:. 
cular hobby rather than the general interests of the 
state. To use the language of one writer, ''We shall 
have faddists and fanatics of all sorts representative 
of the concentrated eccentricity of the elector.'' 1 The 
system lkls a tendency to encourage the formation 
of groups and ·destroy the two-party system. The 
enormous size in local area of our electoral districts 

~ Hearnsbaw's Democracy at the Cross·wa1s, p. 334. 
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must enhance the evils of the system of proportional 
representation and render it. peculiarly unsuitable to 
this country. The smallest constituencyto\vhichthe · 
principle of proportional representation can be· 
usefully applied is . one returning not less .· than · 
three members. Even for a. three-member. consti
tuency the local areas would bave to be very much 
larger than they are for single member constituencies. · 
Otherwise, the number of constituencies. and the size· 
of the legislature must be. very largely·. increased ... 
The principle of proportional representation has not · 
been adopted in the English Reform Act.of 1918 and 
the main reasons which weighed with th~ Hquse of· 
Commons in rejecting the system were . the loss .: of 
touch between members and constituencies· involved . 
in the creation of the very large constittienCies 
necessitated by the system, the great expense to 
which. the candidates would b~ put and the difficulty 
attached to the conduct of by-elections. · But 
incompatible as the ~ystem · ·of proportional repre- . · 
sentation is with the system of cabinet .government, . 
there is no harm in applying it. to the second chamber 
of a bi-cameral legislature. For, as a ·~le, a second 
chamber has no influence on the formation· ·or 'the 
maintenance of a ministry, and one of the objects of a 
second chamber is· to provide representation · . .for 
various minorities and sections of public 'opinion. 
The adoption of the principle in this country in. the 
case of the Council of ·State is thus dot open to 
objection, but its application to electi~ns to the 
Assembly and to the provincial legislative councils 
is inconsistent wi~h the development of cabinet 
government and with the maintenance, of a strong 

22 
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executive. Nevertheless, it may be found necessary 
to adopt a system of proportional representation by 

· the single transferable vote, where and so long as it is 
considered n~cessary to create plural constituencies 
for the representation of minorities with, or without, 
a system of reservation of seats. 

. ! I ~ . 

Closely connected ·with the· subject we are 
discitssing is the question of the size of the consti
tuencies for the· Indian Legislative Assembly. I have 

.. already dw~lt upon the factors by which the number 
and size of the constituencies should be determined. 

· The constituencies which have been formed for elec
tions to the Legislative Assembly generally include 
two, three or even more districts and cover thousands 

. - ' ' 

, of square miles each~ Though the number of voters 
for the Assembly constituencies may not be so large 
as those for the provincial legislative councils, they 
are spread . over a muoh larger area· and it is 
impossible for candidates to come into contact with, 
or to educate, their constituents. In the Madras 
presidency, the constituency which -comprises the 

·Ceded Districts and Chittoor is 31,000 square miles. 
The constituency of Madura, Ramnad and Tinnevelly 
comprises 1.4,000 square miles and that of Salem, 
Coimbatore and N. Arcot is over 18,000 ·square 
miles. The central division. of Bombay is 38,000 
. square miles in extent and the southern division 
25,000 square miles. It is needless to multiply 
figures to show how unmanageably large the sizes of 
constituencies are. Whether we take the population 
of British lnd:a or its area, the strength of 'the 
Assembly must be regarded as absurdly inadequate 
not merely on a priori grounds but from actual 
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experience of the conduct of elections. The totcll · . 
number of districts in British India is well over 250 
and as the population is also about 247 millions, the · 
strength of the Assembly on . the basis of territorial 
representation should not be less than 250. To this . 
number must be added such number of seats as' may ' 
be necessary for the purpose . of representation of 
minorities or special interests. The strength of the . 
Assembly will therefore have to be fixed at some 
figure between 300 and 350~ . In the United States·· 

_ of America, which is the only country .with a large 
area and population with· which any useful com- · 
parison can be made, the number· of members of the 
House of Representatives .. is 435, · while the . 
population of the· United States is' only 110_ millions. · · 

The pecuniary qualifications for a· rural consti.:. 
tuency in :Madras for elections to the Assembly-are 
the holding of land of an annual rental 'value of not 
less than Rs. 50 (i.e. £3-15-0) or the payment of 
taxes to the extent of Rs. 20 (i.e. £1 ... 10-0). · So far -. 
as this presidency is concerned, the qualification fixed 
cannot be considered to be too high.. . The other 
qualifications ·do not seem to call for any remarks 
beyond those already, made in conn~ction with the . · 
provincial legislative councils. · · . 

The duration of the ~gislative Assembly is the 
same as that of the provincial legislative councils 
and, for the reasons I have already giveq ,in dealing 
with the duration of the provincial \ legislative 
councils, the life of the Legislative Assembly should 
also be extended to a period of five or, at least,. 
four years. · 

under the existing scheme there ar~ two sessions ~ 
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of the Indian legislature held every year, one during 
the winter lasting about two months or a little more, 
and the other for a month in the. autumn in Augt.ist 
o~ Septe~ber~ In ·view of the fact that the 
attendance at the legislature involves very long 
journeys of over a thousand miles in the case of many 

·of the members and a dislocation of their business, 
it would be undesirable to increase the frequency of 
the sessions and their duration, unless it is absolutely 
unavoidable •. But the experience of the working of 
the · central legislature during the last seven years 

.. has-clearly demonstrated the necessity for a greater. 
frequency of the seS.Sions, or for a longer duration of 
the ~o sessions. There is· a . large mass of non
official business in the shape of bills and resolutions 
which cannot possibly be disposed of and is therefore 

·left in arrears every session. Even in the case of the 
House of Commons in England, which sits for a 

. much longer period than the Indian .legislature, the 
time available for private business has been very 
largely cUrtailed by the pressure of. public business 
and· the demands of the government. There is 
therefore nothing surprising in the fact that the 
restricted opportunity for the transaction of non
official business· in the Indian legislature ha5 given 
rise to much dissatisfaction~ The remedy there-

' fore lies in the adoption of one of the two alternatives 
mentioned, either more sessions than two, or longer 
sessions than at present. As between the two alter
natives, the extension of the autumn session to two 
months seems to be preferable. The sessions 
may be held in the mo.nths of August and September 
and the time available for non-official business may 
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be increased. Instead of being called away from 
their homes and business several times in the year, · 
the members would find it more convenient to . 
undertake only · two trips to the capital. ·This 
arrangement will also be less expensive to ili,e state . 
than the holding of 'a third. session which .. wo1.11d .· 
involve a greater expenditure of public money, in the.· 
payment of travelling allowances., . _ . . 

In connection with this subject the. qut!stion of· 
payment of members has to be eonsidered. ·• This,·. 
question first came to the front .in the United States ··. 
where members had to . leave their ·business and 
undertake long journeys from: their homes and iive. • . 
in the capital. The practice has since been adopted .. 
in many other countries and the extension of • . the·, 
suffrage and the desire of the working. classes to .he .. 
represented by members of their own classes have · · 
led to the adoption of the system .in 'European · 
countries also, and .it may not be possible toresist the · 
claim based upon the practice of other . countries. · 
The existing rules provide for the payment of 
travelling, halting and carriage allowanc~s and enable 
the ordinary middle class member to avoid any 
expenditure out of his own pocket on. account of his 
attendance at the. sessions.· The payment of 
members throughout the y(!ar will not merely involve ... 
a .considerable addition to the public expenditure, but 
will have the effect of encouraging the growth of a 
class of politicians who would look to a\~eat. in the 
legislature as. a means of Iive~hood._ . I · would 
therefore prefer the continuance · of the existing 
arrangement to the system of payment in force · 
elsewhere. 



CHAPTER IX 
' 

THE·CENTRAL EXECUTIVE 

The next step in the evolution of _the central 
g~~emment must be the introduction of a system 
of dyarchy. Jf this step is taken, the ministers in 

··.·charge of . the portfolios to be transferred to the · 
·control of : the legi!.latur~ will necessarily have . 
to be non-officials._ The argument that the non-

. official members of die legislature would be men 
without administrative or official experience and that 
· the efficiency of the administration must suffer by the 
substitution of amateurs for expert. officials is an old 
one, and, whatever force there may be in the 
argument, .it has nowher~ been allowed to prevail 
against . the adoption of a system , of parliamentary 
government which means everywhere government by 
politicians who are administrative amateurs assisted 
by an expert bureaucracy. 

• The method of appointment of the ministry 
under a system of responsibility even in a limited 
sphere must . follow th~ lines of the cabinet system 
which has been adopted in England. This would 
.imply the appointment of the Prime Minister by the 
Viceroy himself and of the other ministers by the 
Viceroy in accordance with the advice of the Prime 
Minister, the subordination of the other mjnisters to 
the Prime Minister and the principle of joint res
ponsibility of the ministry to the legislature .. · These 
remarks must be taken subject to certain important 
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qualifications during the transitional stage regarding . 
the subjects of defence and· .. foreign and 'political.' 
affairs. Two alternative courses are open with regard . 
to the management of these twQ portfolios during the 
transition period ofdyarchy.· One is .to leave them, 
as they are, in. the hands of tile Commander-in-Chief. 
and the Viceroy respectively. · The other and the 
better course which would pave the way for, complete '. 
responsible go~ernment is to entrust the portfolios to . 
non-official Indian members of the executive couilcil · 
to be appointed by the Viceroy and responsible to 
him, in the same way a5the members of the executiv~ 
council in charge of reserved subjects in the provincial . 
governments are now . appointed and responsible. 
These , two important subjects· may, continue. to be 
reserved, but should be held by other ~ds. There 
is abundant need and justification for · this . interim .. 
reform. The Viceroy's work is so heavy 'and. 
multifarious that it is not possible· for him to. pay:_ 
the same attention to any· particUlar portfolio that a .· 
member in charge of. it can give. · The result must.· 
be, as very widely believed, that the secretaries in.· 
charge of the foreign and political affairs . ·are 
practically all in all in their, respective· departtrients. · 
It is not suggested that the papers do not ultimately . 
go to the Viceroy for his perusal ami' appr~val of the 
action proposed. But it would be more satisfactory 
if non-official members, preferably lndiaps, were 
appointed to be in charge of political !nd foreign· 
affairs, so that the papers might be examined not · 
merely from the point of view of the departmental, · 
secretariat,. but also from that. of a fresh and Jess 
hide-bound mind. While · this ·system would. 
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undoubted! y be preferable and in the true line of 
constitutional development, it would probably be not 
acceptable to the Indian Princes who cherish the 
belief (or the delusion) that the Viceroy has the time 
to bring an independent mind to bear upon a study 
of their cases. 
~ven apart from the· development of constitutional 

reforms in the direction of responsible government, 
a strong case can be made out for entrusting the 
,portfolio , of, defence in the executive council to a 
non-official Indian member. The question has in 
fact been considered irrespectively of the ·consti
tutional reforms. 

The Indian Army Commission of 1879 whiCh was 
presided over by Sir Ashley Eden examined among 
other things the position of the Commander-in-Chief 
as a member of the Government of India. In· the 
opinion of the majority of the Commission, ·the 

· position of the Commander-in-Chief as a member 
of the executive council was one· without precedent 
in the organization of any European government or 
army. It was contrary to one of the most essential 
and salutary principles of sound administration, arid 
the common instinct and experience of all administra
tions, whether representative or despotic, had 
everywhere rejected it. They said that the evidence 
of Indian experience was from the positive point of 
view opposed to the Indian anomaly, even more 
strongly than the accepted principles and practice of 
European countries were opposed to it from the 
negative point of v:iew. The Commission were in 
favour of removing the Commander-in-Chief'_ from 
the executive council. They pointed out among 
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other evils the inability of the Commander-in-Chief · 
to maintain continuous personal contact. with . the 
whole army and be in his place in the council atthe. 
same time. They relied upon the opinions. of Lord· 
Sandhurst, Sir Charles Trevelyan, Sir ·Henry 
Durand and Sir Charles Napier .. They.,recom
mended that the relative positions of the Government 
of India and the Commander-in-Chief· should be the 
same as those of the Secretary of State for War and 1 

the Commander-in-Chief in England. Lord Lytton, · 
when Governor-General, took the same view. as the 
Eden Commission as to the undesirability of the , 
Commander-in-Chief being a member o( the counciL 
The Esher Committee, which reported on. the army 
in India, disapproved of the proposal to establish in· 
India a civilian member . of. the executive . council 
responsible for the army and an amiy: council with: 
collective responsibility as unsuited to Indian require
ments at the time of their report. The reasons given . 
by the committee for their opiniqn were both meagre . 
and feeble. Though their attention was drawn to the 
importance of framing their proposals with reference 
to the gradual approach of the Government of India . 
to a Dominion status, they felt· themselves obliged 
to base their recommendations upon existing · facts 
and held that the army administration in·. India must 
conform to the principles laid down by the statutes 
upon which the Government of India is· based. The 
only other reason given by the Commltiee is that 
there is no close resemblance between the principles 
which are applied to army administration in England, 
governed as it is under democratic parliamentary ·· 
institutions, and the conditions that obtain in India . 

23 
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whe,re the . gov~rnment remains of a · bureaucratic 
character with such parliamentary checks as are found 
to be possible. They went further and said that there 
was no analogy between the Government ·of India 
and that ,of any European country. The fallacy of 
this reasoning is obvious. While it is necessary 
under a system of responsible government to have at 
the head of thearmy adhiinistration a minister who 
is responsible to parliament, the absence of res
ponsible government furnishes no argument against 
the adoption of the same system. The system of 
:army administration now obtaining in England has 
been reached after numerous experiments as the 
result. of a long process of muddling and evolution. 
The final voice in the army administration in any 

. civilized government must rest with the civil power. 
The substitution of a civilian member of the council, 
assisted by an army council, for the Commander-in
Chief in the executive · government is the symbol 
of. the sup~emacy of the civil power and is the only 
system compatible with responsible government. 
My proposal for the introduction of this system would 
have an immense advantage over the present system, 
even though the portfolio of defence may continue to 
be reserved. The change proposed would. be the 
best method of training the civilian legislator for 
r~sponsibility for defence. It would give h:m an 
insight into the problems of defence and the 
methods of army administration in a manner that 
the existing system can never hope to accomplish, 
for however long a period it might be continued. 
It might perhaps be urged that the civiEan Indian 
in this country has no knowledge of military adminis-
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tration and that it would be disastrous to remove the · 
expert Commander-in-Chief from the council; but 
this argument can only impose upon those who have·. 
no acquaintance with actual conditions in E.ngland .. · 
As observed by Sir \Villiam Anson ; ''The Secretary 
of State for \Var is certainly not selected for that 
office by the Prime Minister because of his military. 
experience or scientific attainment. Aptitu'de for 
debate and a reputation for business capacity are the 
essentials. Anything more than this must · be a· 
matter of chance. Nor has the minister thus 
burdened with novel duties the power of giving his . 
exclusive attention to them. He is a member of · 
parliament, generally of the House of Commons, · 
and then he has a constituency to please. · As a ' 
member of the Cabinet he must attend t~ the political . 
questions of the day, and may be called upon' ·to · 
support his colleagues in debate. " 1 

· 

Another great advantage of. the proposal to entrust 
the portfolio to a civilian member is that it will be· 
much easier for him to obtain the necessary grants 
for military expenditure from the Assembly than 
for a military expert. As regards the English 
House of Commons,. Sir William Anson observed 
that there could be no doubt that the House was 
*more ready to grant the sums demanded when the 
demand was made by a civilian after passing the 
criticism of the Treasury and the Cabinet, than it 
would be if the demand ·were made by ck military 
expert who might be supposed to think no money 

1 Anson's Law and Custom of the Constitution (third edition). 
vol. ii, part ii, p. 201. See also Ramsay Muir's Peers and Bureaucrats, 
pp. 12 to a. 
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ill-spent which was spent on his department. 1 
• The· 

report of the· Esher Committee admits that the 
Commander-in-Chief has an intolerable burden of 

• 
work · in · the way· of inspection, in the way of 
organization· and in· the way of supervision and, not
. withstanding all their pious dicta upon the merits of 
concentration of authority· in the hands of a single 
individual, they say· that h~ must be largely r_elieved, 
in military matters by delegation and in civil matters 
altogether. · 'They· say that there is no sound and 
valid reason why his signature should be obtained 
to'· despatches from the Government of _India upon 
questions which have no military significance or im
portance, or why he should be required to study and 

. record his opinions on cases which relate exclusively 
to tne·civiJ administration. They recommended that· 
the Commander-in-Chief should be excused atten
dance at the· executive· and legislative counCils, 
except when the business under discussion affected 
military interests. Then again, it may be urged 
that.the·constitution of an army council on the same 
basis as in England would involve the abolition of 
the post of Commander-in-Chief. Whether it should 
or~ should not, and wnether the General Staff could. 
take his place or not are matters of comparative 
detail which could be investigated after the principle 
·is decided upon and which must be decided with the 
help of expert knowledge. 

Whether the· portfolio of defence is entrusted to 
a non-official Indian member as advocated above or 
not, it is desirable to introduce certain changes in 

'Anson' .I Law a11d Custom of the- Constitution (third edition), 
vol. ii, part ii, p. 209. 
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the budget procedure of the central government. 
Under section 67 (a), the proposals of the Governor"" 
Ge~eral· in Council With· regard to: the expenditure. 
under the political or the defence head are . no~" 
submitted to the vote of the Legislative Assembly. 
It seems to me that, subject to a power of restoration 
to be vested" in the Govemor-Generat in Council~ 
the· proposals for expenditure under. these ·heads 
should also be submitted to the votes of the Assembly •. 
The procedure suggested is analogous to that which 
is prescribed by the· statute with regard to the pro
posals for expenditure on reserved subjects in. the 
provincial legislatures. This change in the procedure 
need not give rise to any· apprehension of danger in 
the shape of refusal or reduction of . grants, more· 
especially as a safeguard' is· provided against: any 
unreasonable exercise of discretion by the Assembly~ 
If there is any attitude of hostility · to . military 
expenditure, it is partly· due to· the failure of the 
Government to enunciate and carry out a liberal · 
policy of I ndianization of the army with a view to 
enable India to fulfil the condition of self-govern
ment. It is also due in part to ignorance or 
misconception regarding the conditions and require
ments of the problem of defence which .again must 
be attributed to the omission of the Government 
and the· military authorities to familiarize the 
members of the legislature and the publiclwith these 
matters. Neither the Government not the military 
authorities would have any incentive to enlighten the 
public on these subjects and enable them to form 
correct opinions, unless and until tlie army estimates 
are placed on the votes of the Assembly. No 
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difficulty has been experienced by the finance 
ministers of the Government of India in persuading 
the standing finance committee of the Assembly to 
agree to proposals for expenditure when they are 
properly explained to the members. This experience 
justifies the belief that the Government may look 
. with confidence to the supp<;>rt of the Assembly for 
all reasonable ·proposals for expenditure on reserved 
··subjects. The advantage'bf this change of procedure. 
is that it would be of great educative value to the 
members of. the Assembly and would pave the way · 
for· the eventual transfer . of responsibility to the 
legislature. ) 
· .. An. ~ternative course which has been suggested 
is that a certain minimum of .annual expenditure. 
which · should be non-votable should be fixed for a 

.. term of years by · statute and that . any demand in 
excess of such amount should be placed upon the 
votes. I do not believe that this device will work 
satisfactorily. There will always be a temptation to 
stretch the expenditure to the minimum limit and no 
incentive to economv below the limit. Moreover, . ~ 

. unless the details of the expenditure up to the 
minimum· were put into a separate non-votable 
compartment, it would not prevent the Assembly 

. from cutting out what the executive might consider 
at\ essential item, so long as the Assembly took care 
·not to reduce the total grant below the fixed 
minimum. It would therefore be still necessary from 
the point of view of the Government to provide for 
a power of restoration by the Governor-General in 
Council. · On the other hand, the inclusion of certain 
items in a non-votabie compartment will prevent the 
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Assembly from excising any objectionable ·items. 
So long as the subject of mil,itary expenditure ·is ·nat 
placed upon the votes, there will be no opportunity 
for the cultivation of a sense < of responsibility 
by the Assembly. The submission of military . · 
expenditure to the scrutiny and votes of the legis~ 
lature will have the further advantage of ensuring 
a more careful preparation.· of_ their proposals 
by the military. authorities with due regard to 

economy. 
The salaries of the ministers and members should 

be equal inter se as in England and should be higher . 
than those of the ministers in the provincial govern
ments. For the purpose of attracting the best 
talents in the country and also enabling the ministers. 
to maintain their social position, it woUld not be right 
to reduce the salary of the ministers below Rs. 6,000 
per mensem, which is tne salary of the Chief J ustic~ 
of Bengal, and is somewhat higher than the pr~sent 
salary of the members of the executive . cou.rlcit_ in. ·· 
the provinces. . .·· . 

Another question whicli may give rise to difficulties 
in the introduction of responsibility in the central legis~ 
lature is the treatment to be accorded to the back
ward provinces. By backward provinces 1 ·mean 
those which are not yet fit for any form of provincial ' 
autonomy. It was considered by the authors ofthe 
~J ontagu-Chelmsford Report that typically back
ward tracts should be excluded. from the turisdiction 
of the reformed provincial governments drid adminis
tered by the head of the province. This course 
seems to me on the whole to be the best to take 
with reference to them. The ultimate responsibility 
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, for r the. administration of these provinces should be 
'entrusted ·to· the ·Viceroy in his capacity as the repre
sentative of ·the Imperial Parliament.· A 'similar 
cotirse has; been adopted in South Africa, where the 

; Governor-General in his capacity as High Commis-
sioner ~looks . after · the interests of . the native 
inhabitants of backward areas. • 

,A problem·· of considerable importance in. 
connection with the proposals for the introduction 
of · responsibility in tHe central government is 

· the position of ·the all-India · services to which 
~recruitment ,is made- by- the Secretary of State for 
.India . .fu -Council. Two questions -will arise in 
.~connection.-with these serVices, (1) in regard to the 
, proteCtion , :af ·the ·-~ested interests -of the. existing 
1 members of :these-services and (2) in regard to the 
, future • recruitment . to. these services. There will be 
-no . difference· of opinion regarding the necessity for 
1 the . protection of the rights of the members of the 
services who are in employment at the time when 
responsibility is introduced. The provisions for this 

. purpose can" be easily inserted· in any statute which 

. may be -passed for the revision of the constitution. 
The inore difficult question will be whether during 
the transition · period recruitment for these services 

_ ·should be partly made in England and, if so, by 
whom and under whose authority. The extent to 
which ·recruitment should be made from England 
must be left to the determination of the Government 
of India. If, however, it is considered necessary that 
for some time to come there should be an assured 

-percentage of recruitment from England, it may be 
laid down by rules under the statute for the revision 
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of the Government of India Act. Thougli such a ·· 
provision may look anomalous, it is a necessary 
result of the present transition stage and . is . one of 
several anomalies which will have to be endured .for·. 
some time as incidental to the· dyarchy stage . of' the . 
central government. The High Commissioner for 
India in England should be the agent of the Govern-:-:' 
ment of India for recruiting in England and· the· 
covenants of the recruits should be entered into with 
the Government of India and not with the Secretary· 
of State. · · 
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CHAPTER X 

JUDICIAL ·APPEALS AND TltE COUNCIL OF INDIA 

Another question of importance relates to the 
necessity ·or -otherwise of the establishment of a 
central supreme court for- India. This question has 
been raised 'in the Indian· Legislative Assembly from 

' . 
time to time by ·Sir Hari Singh Gaur. . There was 
a full debate in the Assembly in 1925 upon his 
resolution for the es:ablishtnent of a supreme ~oiut 
for all Ind~a and his proposal was rejected by a very 
large ·majority. 1 The Ass~mbly was not convinced 
of: the :urgency for the institution of a supreme 
court for the whole of India or for any change in the 

· existing practice, under which appeals from the High 
Courts in India lie to the Judicial Committee of the 
Privy CounciL·· One argument in support of the 
resolution was that every self-governing colony had 
e~tablished a supreme coUrt and that' India a.S an 
aspirant to the self-governing status should also be 
equipped with a supreme court for the whole country. 
It may be stated in answer to this argument 
that, as India _has not yet_ acquired the status of a 
self-governing dominion, it is not at present neces
sary to provide her with a· part of the paraphernalia 
of responsible ·government. This reply, however, 

. is. not a satisfactory disposal of die issue.. As we are 
now considering the changes which would be 
necessary on the introduction of responsible govern
ment, it is pertinent to enquire whether a supreme 
court in the country is a necessary part of the 
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machinery of responsible government. · The mere 
fact that such a court has been established in the . . 

self-governing dominions is no conclusive proof· ol 
the necessity for such an mstitUtion under. -a self "'I 
governing regime. . If it were necessary to bnng 
about a severance of India's political connectiori.with 
the British. Empire, the establishment of a supreme ·. 
court for the whole country would be indispensable" 
In any country in which there are a number of High 
Courts in existence for different province$ •. a ·central 
supreme court. would be necessary for the purpose 
of settling conflicts between the decisions of the 
courts and securing uniformity of laws. ·. The . case 
of the United States of America, .·which .. is ·an 
absolutely independent country. without any organic 
connection with any other government,· is not, in 
point. The practice of the self-governing colonies' 
of the British Empire is more pertinent~. but not 
conclusive. If Canada and Australia . had .. riot 
established a Supreme Court or a High CoUrt, the 
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council would. have. 
had full jurisdiction to entertain appeals . from the 
decisions of the High Court or the Supreme Court 
and, even after the establishment of . a supreme 
court of appeal in these colonies, the jurisdiction of · 
the Judicial Committee of the Priry Council. , can 
still be exercised in certain classes of cases. What
ever need may have been felt in these colonies· for 
the establishment of a supreme court, it . is not a 
necessary or unavoidable consequence-oB,:..the adop
tion of the federal system of government. But the 
system of government in this country is of the unitaty 
type and there is no . strong reason for changing 
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it, at any rate, until the problem of co-ordination of 
the Indian states is shown to require a federal consti
tution. The real issue therefore is whether there is 
any immediate need for the abandonment of the 
existing machinery and for the creation of a central 
supreme court in. this country. It may be. adinitted 
that there might be a sentimental satisfaction in having 
a supreme court in India itself. But is there any 
more ~olid ground for a change in the machinery of 
judicial appeals? If the ne'ed should be felt at any 
time after th~ introduction of responsible govern~ 
ment. there would be no. impediment in the way of 
the creation of such a court and no serious opposition 
is _likely to be offered by the Imperial Government. 
The British North America Act of 1867 provided in 
secti9n 101 that ''the Parliament of Canada may from 
time to t4ne provide for the constitution, maintenance 
and organization of ·a General Court ·of Appeal for 
Canada~'. .But the Supreme Court of Canada was 
constituted only in 1878. ~ower should be similarly 
taken under the revised constitution to establish a 
supreme court in the country, as and when necessary. 

Let . us now proceed to consider the other· argu· 
meJ:tts which have been brought forward in support 
of the proposal_ for the establishment of a supreme 
court. It was 1,1rged by Sir Hari Singh Gaur .that 
under the present constitution a number of questions 
relating .to the constitution are decided by the 
executive government which should be disposed 
of by the courts. As instances, he mentions 
questions like th~ following : what subjects should be 
regarded as provincial,· transferred or reserved, what 
demands are votable or not votable and what power 
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the Assembly has over the military budget. These 
questions are reserved by the ·very terms of. our 
constitution for decision by the central. government 
itself, and there can therefore . be no appeal against 
such decision to the courts. There is no principle 
of legislative policy that the .·settlement· of .a.Jl 
questions of doubt· with regard to . the scope of ·the 
rules should be invariably left to the co~. 'It 
would often be more advantageous to the public 
interest to prevent litigation by. a ·decision of the 
executive government. In the case~ mentioned by 
Dr. Gaur the legislature has· deliberately and, in my 
opinion rightly, decided to . vest 'the • power of 
resolving doubts in the executive. · The example of 
America is a warning to profit by, rather than a model 
to be followed. It appears to me far.more expedient. ·. 
that the doubt should be settled by the · central . 
government rather than .. by · t,he court~. ·. ·I am 
strongly of opinion that all disputes as. 'to . their ·· · 
constitutional · powers between the central . and the . 
local governments and between one local govern~. 
ment ~nd another should, as far as possible, be settled 
by the central government, rather than by the courts. 

1 

I am supported in this view by the opinion of ·the 
minority of the Reforms Enquiry, Committee .·of 
1924. 1 It is however quite possible to takethe view 
that in a dispute between the central gover~ent 
aiJ,d a provincial government, the central govern
ment would not be really impartial, and that such 
disputes should be referred to a judicial t'Hbunal. 

One argument brought forward by 'Dr. Gaur is 

• .Re~orl of the Reforms Enquiry CommiJJee (1924). p. 170. 
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that the Judicial Committee is not disposed to counte-
nance appeal~ in criminal cases from the decisions 
.of· the:_ high courts and that it is necessar} to. 
establish a supreme court in India for the purpose of 
allowing ·appeals in criminal cases from the high 
courts. The principle which underlies the admini
stration of c.rimin~ justice· is that it should be speedy, 
if it is to have any moral effect upon society. There 
is. therefore a necessity to place a limitation upon the 

. ' . t 

right. of appeal and one appeal is generally allowed 
by th~ Criminal Pr~cedure Code in all important 
cases. To, allow a furthel" unrestricted appeal to the 
Privy Council would lead to an intolerable delay in 
the. administration of .triminal justice. The Judicial 
· Committee of the Privy. Council have therefore laid 

i down for themselves the rule that they ought not to 
·interfere, exc~pt 'when there has been such a dis-
regard or violation of fundamental rules of procedure 
that. the accused must have been prejudiced. The 

· delays. in the administration of criminal justice in 
America ·are a· blot upon the judicial system of the 
United States and the case of Sacco and Vanzetti 
is one of the .most recent illustrations of this 
unforttinate defect in the American system. 

Another argument advanced by J?r. Gour is 
that the decisions of the Privy Council are not so 
sound as they used to be, and that the confidence of 
the public and the profession has been shaken. 
That there has been a certain amount of deterioration 
~ the quality of the judgments of the Privy Council 
in recent years may be admitted. But, we may very 
well ask whether there has not been an even greater 
deterioration in the quality of the judgments of the 
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high courts in India. One may go even ·further··.·· 
and observe that there has been an equally per.: . 
ceptible and marked deterioration in the bar. ·· I ·do · 
not wish to indulge in any laudation of times past, 
but I am only expressing the ·· opinion of. many 
competent and unpartial observers, . when I ~ay that 
there has been ·a marked falling off for the time being, 
in the number of great lawyers as .w~ll as judges in 
this country. ·Without in· any way questioning the 
judicial capacity or legal acumen of our countrymen, 
one may ·remark that 'We do not. at present 
possess in the bar · or on the bench, lawyers of 
the same outstanding ability, learni~g. ctilture and 
breadth of outlook as the best of .the English judges 
who have risen to membership. of,· the Judicial ' 
Committee. The fact that members of the Judicial . 
Committee have to deal with numerous·. and varied 
systems of law obtaining in the different. possessions. 
of the British Empire is bound to give them· 'a much . 
wider outlook than the conditions under which our 
judges have to work. The arguments in fav~ur of , 
the constitution of a supreme court based on · delay · 
or expense are not entitled to- much weight. .. The·~ 
Judicial Committee is not responsible for the delay ; 
it is rather the preparation of · the record in this 
country that is· responsible for it.· There is nearly 
as much delay in the disposal of heavy cases by the 
courts in India. In view of the enormous rise in the 
scale of fees charged by· eminent members of the 
legal profession in India, it is idle to hoPe that the 
cost of carrying an appeal to a supreme court in India 
will be much less than that of an appeal to the Judi
cial Committee. It may, of course, b~ said that 
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though the expenditure incurred on appeals in this 
country may :he.· equally heavy, the money goes into 
the pockets of Indians and is so far a gain. ' But 
this is no consolation· to the unfortunate suitor who 
has to find the money and his point of view is the 
one which is entitled to primary ·consideration. 

The cost·to the state 'involved in the establishment 
of a supreme court of appeal in this country is not 
altogether a negligible factor. The conclusion to 
which one is led upon a consideration of all the argu· 
ments which have been ·advanced is that there is no 
necessity just at present for- a change in the machinery 
of judicial', appeals and that. responsible government 
does not necessarily involve' the establishment of a 
'supreme court in the country. 

I shall now proceed to consider. the relations of the . 
. · Secretary· of State in Council to the Government of 
India. The institution of the Council of India is a 
vestige of the days when the affairs of the East India 

·,Company were managed by the Court· of Directors . 
. The fun<::tions of the Board of Control were really 

~ exercised by the President of the Board and the 
Secretary of State for India now exercises the powers 
which used to be exercised by the President. The 
duties of the Council of India are laid down in the 
· Government of India Act. They have to conduct the 
business transacted in the United Kingdom in relation 
to the Government of India under the direction of the 
Secretary of State. In one or two respects, the 
Council of India have certain independent powers 
which may be, but are never, used to thwart the 
wishes of the Secretary of State. They have a right 
of financial veto which is preserved in the Act of 
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1919. No grant or appropnation of any part of the
revenues or of any property coming into the ; 
possession of the Secretary of State can be made' 
without the concurrence of a majority of votes at a 
meeting of the India Council. The concurrence 'of· 
a majority of votes of the Council is also required 
to sell,· mortgage, or buy property. In actual. 
practice, however, the independence of the Council 
is practically nil. They are said to. have always 
acknowledged the supremacy of the Imperial _Cabinet 
by accepting proposals communicated to them as 
decisions of the ministry, in so far as these- proposals.
raised issues which they are by law entitled to decide.~ 
The members of the Coul1cil are in truth only an · 
advisory body whose services may be utilized by -
the Secretary of State, when and to such extent as· 
he thinks fit. In urgent cases of a non-secret -
character, the Secretary of State may issue orde,s 
without consulting his Council and he is only required · 
to communicate them subsequently to the _Cou~cil. 
In secret matters such as those relating to questions · 
of peace and war and negotiations with Indian States· 
or foreign powers and answers to the despatcheS of 
the Government of India, which the · Indian 
authorities have marked secret, the Secretary of 
State is not required either to consult or even to 
inform his Council. The members are intended by 
the Act to supply the Secretary of State with expert ' 
advice or assist him with their knowledge and 
experience of Indian administration. The extent to 
which the Council is able to exercise any beneficial 

1 Report of the Crewe Committee on the Home Administration of 
Indian Aff1irs (1919), para 12. 
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influence on the Secretary of State is a matter which 
must be left t~ conjecture, and the popular impression 
confirmed by what one hears from former mem~ers 
of the India Council is that their influence for good 
is nil. It is. no wonder that there has been a long
standing. demand by. the Indian public for the 
abolition of'the Council of India, due to the belief 
that· their ii.Uluence is reactionary and is generally 
exercised against all proposals for liberal ·measures. 

The abolition of the India Council will do no harm 
to any interests except those of the high European 
.Officials .,who .after retiremept from service in India 

,l • ' \ 

look fo~ard to. membership of the council as a 
pleasant. sineeure with_ otium cum dignitate~ The 
verses·· of Thomas Love Peacock about the India 
Office' q~oted by Sir Malcolm Seton1 are· not too 
gross a caricature of the day's task of the members 
of the council at the ·present time :- . 

"Eleven to noon, think you have come too soon. 
Twelve to one, wonder what's to be done. 
One to two, find nothing to do. 
Two to three, begin to see. 
'T will be a great bore to stay till four 1, 

The Government of India have also felt themselves 
hampered by the interference of the India Office. 
In· matters even of detail, as observed by Sir 
Malcolm Seton in his recent· book on the India 
Office, the Government of India might often find it 
difficult to be sure which is really the strangling 
strand in the triple cord of the India Office, the 
Secretary of State, the Council or the permanent 
officials. At the time when the Montagu-Chelms-

1 The India Office by Sir Malcolm Seton, p. 278. 
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ford proposals were under. the consideration of the ·> 

Imperial Government, a committee was ·appointed· 
under the chairmanship of the Marquess of Crewe to 

· advise what changes should be made in the Home 
administration of Indian affairs and iri the relations 
between the Secretary of State ·. or the' s·ecret:arf 
of State in Council and the Government of.· India. · 
The rna jority of the Committee were. of opinion that 
in so far as the new co-operation. between . the 
Government of India and the representatives· of the 
people found effective representation 3.1,1:d in so far as 
obstacles to further . expansion of .. reforms were 
removed by a wide delegation of powers from home, 
the case for expert control broke down. They · 
recommended . that~ to mark the disappearance of .. 
official control from the expert standpoint at home· 
and to establish the undivided responsibility . to . 
Parliament of the Secretary of . State, the·· powers . 
vested in the Secretary of State in Council should 
be transferred to the Secretarv of State. ·.But the 
Crewe Committee went· on- to recomme~d. the 
creation of a merely · advisory · body in place . of · 
the India Council. Sir James B.runyate, who was
a member of the Council of India, and a member · .. · 
of the Crewe Committee, dissented from this view. 
He thought that. the demand for- the abolition of 
the Council derived its real strengtq from those who 
saw in it a pledge of the Secretary of State's early · 
withdrawal from the exercise of his statutory 
function of control. He was of opinio£ 'that, at 
least as long as the Government of India, remained 
on a bureaucratic basis, the continued influence of 
the Secretary of State as a corrective and educative 
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factor · was required during the period of probation 
and political .education. Professor Keith, an9ther 
mem~er of the Committee, was opposed to the_ con
tinuance of the Council of India and also to. the sub
stitution of. a permanent statutory advisory com
mittee. He pointed out that it was not the duty of 
the Secretary o£ State to do over again the work 
of the Government of India and· that such ·expert 
advice as might be necessary could be obtained 
from the perinanent staff 'of the India Office and 
the disappearance of the Council would put an end 
to· the tendency of the Council to move the Secre
tary of State t~ ·over-rule the Government of India 
in minor matters.· In the absence of a permanent 
body_ like the CounC11 of India naturally anxious to 

· prove its utility by suggesting improvements on the · 
proposals· of the Government of India, it would 
become the rule for· the Secretary of State to refrain 
from interference, except when he was satisfied that 
some real principle was involved. As regards the 
duty of safeguarding Indian interests in financial 
matters, he thought that it should be laid upon the 

.. Government of India and the Legislative Assembly 
and not upon persons owing their appointments to 

· the ·secretary of State,· and sitting in London and 
debating in strict secrecy. When the report came 
up for consideration before the Joint Select Com
mittee on the Government of India Bill, they decided 
against the abolition of the Council of India. They 
were of opinion that, at any rate, for some time to 
come, it would be a'bsolutely necessary that the 
Secretary of State should be advised by persons of 
Indian experience. The divergence between the 
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theory and the working of the India Office has been 
well described by the Esher Committee.· ·~The 
relations between the India Office and· the Govern
ment of India are presumably· based upon the 
importance of keeping the control of Parliament, as 
far as possible, intact over Indian expenditure.· The 
theory, sound in itself in view of the bureaucratic 
form of government in India, has proved to be illusory 
in practice. The business of Parliament is too great 
and too complex to enable any effective control to be 
exercised by the House. of Commons over Indian 
expenditure. In practice, . therefore,. the control of 
the India Office has been merely the. control of one 
bureaucracy over another.'' 1 Nine years have 
elapsed since the Joint Select Committ~e made· its 
report and experience of the manner in which the. 
Secretary of State has interfered in Indian affairs does 
not support the case for the retention of the India 
Council. This would be our conclusion, everi if no; 
further steps were taken' in the direction.· of constitti~ 
tional advance. But, if responsibility is ·.to ··be. 

I ·. " 

introduced in the sphere. of the central government 
also, the case for the retention of the India Council 
loses whatever force it might be supposed to have 
had. It is true that no demand has been made for the 
complete transfer of responsibility o~er the whole 
field of the central government and that the 
a9vocates of reform admit the necessity 'for · the 
reservation of certain subjects for a strictly limited 
period of time. But the occasions fon~ the inter
ference of the Secretary of State are bound to grow 

1 Re/)ort of the Esker Committee on tile A""' in India (1919}, p. S. 
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less and less. and the necessity for stiffening the 
reactionary attitude 'of the Secretary of State must 
disappear ... As pointed out by Professor Keith, 'any 
expert advice which may be required in the matter 
of defence ·or in foreign affairs can be procured by 

l . .• • 

•· the Secretary. of State either from his own permanent 
. staff, or from.other sourc~s like the Foreign Office or 
the . War· . Office. . The Secretary of State must 
acquire the Jtabit of considering himself the champion 
of the interests of India· anCi ~ust look primarily to 
the . Government of lndia for his brief. · 



CHAPTER XI 

THE INDIAN STATES . 

The problem of the relations of British India with , 
the Indian States is one of those which have been · 
pointed o'ut as requiring a considered solution~ before 
we can aspire to the status of the self-governing doini- · 
nions. It is undoubtedly one of g~eat complexity and 
difficulty and is one of the most interesting t if not the 
most interesting, of the problems which we shall have 
seriously to face. From the point. of View of the\ 
British Indian advocates for· reform, the problem is 
not one of immedia~e, urgency. · The demands that 
have been so far made for a transfer of responsibility 
in the central government to popular control do not 
include the management of political :and foreign 
affairs. It is safe to predict that no such transfe,r will 
take place at the next revision, of the constitution and · 
that it is likely to take not less than a decade before. 

';. ' 

any such transfer will take place. ' · ·· 
But though the problem can afford to ·wait for 

some time from our point of view, it has evidently 
been deeply stirring the minds of the Indian 
Princes. They seem to have been grea.dy perturbed 
by the prospect of responsibility ·in the central · · 
government of British India, and they have •. been 
pressing for an examination by a Royal Commission 
or other expet:t body of their position lieder. the 
existing constitution and for the protection of their 
rights and privileges against encroachment by a 
responsible government in British India. They have 
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also been asking for the provision of some machinery 
by means of which they can be brought "into 'closer 
association with the Government of India and•they 
may. have some wice .in the determination of 

w 
questions of an all-India character, likely to ·affect 
their own interests. It has been receritly announced 
that the Government. of India intend to appoint. an 
expert committee for . the purpose of investigating 
the relations between the Government of India and 

. ·the .Indian States..1 It is' therefore. necessary thai 
the people of British· India should ~~~aq<}~.§~ 
themselv~~ ,JJ~ .. tbi~blem without Io; of time, so 
thattno ·decision may be taken which will ~ffect or 
prejudice the interests of British India. I approach 
this problem with due diffidence and a full sense of 
the responsibility involved in dealing with· a subject 
of such gravity and complexity. 

That the Princes should have felt some amount of 
uneasiness as to the way in which their rights under 
the treaties have been 4ealt with by the Government 
of India acting under the British. Crown is natural 
·and intelligible ; but their apprehension that their 
rights and privileges would be I§~~£Ur: u~~!... a 
r~onsibh;.~govev:trn~it~~~. !~~!is not so 
w~nded or easy to understartd~ 'Whatever 
encroachments on ... ttieirtightS'""ana···iifivileges there 
may have been in the past have been made riot by· 
the people of British India or any government 
~es{lOnsible to them, but by the irresponsible and 
bureaucratic Government of India. If their rights 
have been ground down and become attenuated, it 

s The Commitee bas since been appointed with Sir Harcourt 
Butler as Chairman. 
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is_ d1:1e. to. the British _ steam-:roller driven' by the -. 
Political Department of the Government of ln~ia 
·under the orders of successive Viceroys.' .There ·is 
no reason why the Ruling,.Princes should be more 
di~ttY.~tf:ttt .. PJ-~h~i!.,_}?!" ... n.. ... ~~~~!Y.!I!~-~·~.Jh~il.~o£ _the 
Bri~i~l;! ... e.lt~.~~.~racy, or why a self-governing Br~tis~ 
India should be'less scrupulous in the observance of. 
engagements or less sympathetic towards the Ilidi3.n 
States than the British Government. · The people 
of British India belong to the same race as ·die 
Ruling .·Princes. and do not look down ~pon .the 
Princes with that feeling of 'racial ;superi~rity. arid 
a(rogance with which many a Resid~nt ·or _ Political 
Secretary treats the Indian Princes .. I would invite 
their attention to the following , passage ··. from 
Chailley's Problems · of British ·India · apput the 
political officers :- __ · .. j _ • _ _ i: 

. ''The political officers who reside ·a~ their' courts . 
. are in truth (I reproduce here native opinion which 
contains a material part but only a part of t~e trl.lth) 
their masters. This may not be true in the ~se 'of 
the Nizam who has eleven million subjects, 'nor 
perhaps in the State of Mysore with its five millions; 
the opppsition of rulers of this -calibre-'might··be 
inconvenient and they consequently .escape from.the 
annoying control of the political Clespot.' · · __ But 
elsewhere the attitude of the political officer while 
ordinarily deferential in form (though even that is 
sometimes lacking) is the ·attitude of a servant who 
directs his nominal master, haughty,· polit~ imperti· 
nent and ironical. And what, say the observers I am 
quoting, are these political officers save spies whose 
words will be believed by the ,English in the face· of 

26 
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aU outside denial. Once they have pronounced 
judgment .on any matter, how ·can the Chief appeal 
against it, save by the difficult and exceptional 

· method of a letter to the· Viceroy or a com plaint to 
the Government? And the peoples of the st~tes are 
not deceived.· They know their rulers are thus 
~subject to masters ~nd their attitude takes colour from 
'this~ Ul ·. j • . 

. Speaking of the Amir, of Afghanistan, a more 
powerful-and independent potentate than any of the 

. Princes in lndia, Sir James Stephen, who was .a 
·member·of th~ Viceroy's Cabinet, wrote 'that Chiefs 

. :like ~the Amir of Afghanistan. must be dealt with on 
•the ·understanding :that they occupy a distinctly 
. inferior position. I would also refer them to a pas
sage .in Syke's Life of Sir Mortimer Durand which 

. shows that between the Foreign Secretary and Lord 
. Dufferin the Amir was spoken of as ''a strange strong 
·creature.''' The people of India are proud of the 
·achievements of the Ruling Princes whenever they 
have distinguished themselves by good administra-
·tion, and they feel sorrow and humiliation when the 
misrule of a Chief is such as to call for the interven
tion of the paramount power. Which Indian has not 
felt a pride in the successful administration of M ysore 
which, under the rule of its sagacious and -level
·headed Maharaja, has 'fully maintained the standards 
·of British administration and demonstrated the fitness 
-and capacity of Indians to uphold efficiency of admini
·stration ? Which Indian again has not felt a glow of 
pride in the performances of the Mahara jab of Bika.ner 

• Cbailley's Problems of Britisk India, p. 259. 
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at the Imperiai Conferences during and after the·~ 
. when he came to the notice of the general public 

throughout India? India was fortunate in having as 
her spokesman such a distinguished statesman and 
orator as the Maharajah of Bikaner. The appre- · 
hensions of the Indian Princes will perhaps become 
intelligible, if we remember the· attitude of the 
members of the Holy Alliance in the last cent:Wy 
towards the nascent democracy of Europe. . 

None of us would venture ta say- that. the day of 
the Indian States is past. They havestill a gr~t 
purpose to serve and a high destiny: to fulfil in the. 
polity of India. They have served iD the past as 
nurseries of Indian statesmen when · Indian talent 
could find no scope for high employment in British 
India. The Princes have opportunities for intro-t 
ducing measures of social, economic and politic3.1 l 
reform which are not open to a foreign government, I 
so long as it is irresponsible. It would be idle· to 
pretend that there have not been cases where the' 
Indian Princes have failed . to come up . to . the 
expectations of their countrymen ; but we should be·.· 
generous in our judgment of them, for it is largely 
due to their training, surroundings and conditions of 
treatment. Enemies of political. reform in British 
I nd!a like Lord Sydenharn exploit the differen~es of 
view between the Indian politicians; and the Indian. 
Princes in the interests, of cour~e, of the India which 
they love better than any Indian. . 

There are two classes of questions whiclf. arise out 
of the relations between the Indian StateS' and the 
British Government. One class relates . to matters 
which may be· called the domestic or personal 
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concerns of the states or their rulers. Another class 
relates to matters of ·common concern between 
British. India and the Indian States in which' the · 
tates may be indi~ffected by action taken by 
e Government or the legislature of British India . 
. hat' precise 'schemes or proposals have. been put 

forward by: the Princes we have no definite· means 
of knowing;· We can ·only make a·ccinjeciUre from 
the discussions in the . pres~ and especially the press 
in .the_ Indian States. 

Before discussing the various ~ey!~es_ which have 
been put forward in different quarters for dealing 
~ith the· two classes of ·questions referred to, it is 

··•• desirable to form a clear idea of the existing position 
of the Indian States and their present relations to the 
·~amol:tnt .• power. The Indian States. are about 
,600 in number and their area and population are 
about· one-third and on~:-fourth respectively of that 

·of the whole of India. They comprise states of . 
. varying degrees of ~ternal sovereignty descending 
. ,from the.· premier state of H yde~abad. to the petty 
principalities of Kathiawar. They include states 
with which the Government entered into treaties as 

. allies . on a footing · . of equality. They include 
states who owe their status, if not ~xistence, to 
sanads granted by the paramount -power. rhey 
include also the petty states· of Kathiawar, the rulers 
·of. which dQ..llot-possess .... ~'L~tLJulLpower~i..admini~ 
stratio.!!...QU~.tice and some of which are said to be 
only . fifty acres in extent. There are also many 
diversities in' the social and economic conditions of 
these states and varying degrees of administrative 
efficiency, e~ucational progress and political develop-
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ment. As pointed out in the· Montagu-Chelmsford 
Report, they are in all stages of development; 
patriarchal, feudal, or more advanced, while in a few 
states · are found the beginnings of representative 
institutions. T~~ che.ra~~e~i~w~ of nearly all· 
of them, however, including many advanced states 

. is the ersonal rule of the Prince and his control over 
legislation an ~dtninisttatlon of justice. · There· 
are also certain other featur~s which ·are common 
to all the Indian States. They have all p- with 
their external..sQY.ereignty. The paramount power 
exercises exclusiv~ control over the relations of the 
states not merely with foreign powerS~· but alsc;» with. 
other states in India. They are all req~ired to 
co-operate in the task of resisting forei~ aggression 
and maintaining internal order. Whether the duty 
of co-operation in matters · of defence could -'in· 
accordance with treaties and engagements be legally 
imposed upon a few of the more important states like 
H yderabad or Indore, may admit of considerable 
doubt. In many of the treaties which have been 
entered into by the British Government with . the_ 
states, there is an obligation not to interfere' with " 
their rights of internal sovereignty. But, owing· to 
a variety of causes, owing to the changes of. 
conditions brought about in the course' of time by the . 
necessity for the adaptation of the old relati,ons to f!ew 
circumstances and by the_ process· of logical deduc- ·· 
tions from the treaties and· interpretations. th~r~of, 
a tradition has been established of interfering in the 

-.. ... - • ~ ~--t.·-V."!'""#.-,.,-·'! .. ~ ......... _. •. .,:_...::.,..-.;.,.r-:...,.t: 

internal affairs ... oTi:lie states in certain Classes of 
cases. Whether such interference is right or wrong 
in particular instances, the policy . has_ become 
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well established,. and · it. cannot be said that the 
interference· is not justifiable in certain classes of 
cases . in the interests of the subjects of the state's or 
of the country at large. It was observed by Lord 
Chelmsford :7 

. . ·''There is no. doubt that with the growth of new 
conditions and the unification of India under the 
British : power, · political doctrines. have· constantly 
develop~d. ·, In the case . pf extra·territorial juris
diction, railway and telegraph construction, limita
tion ·of· armaments, coinage, currency and opium 
policy·. and th~ administration of cantonments-to 
give some of the mor~ sallent instances~the relations 
between the states and the Home Government have 

· been changed. (The change however has come 
·about in the interests of India as a whole.) We 

. cannot deny· however that the treaty position has 
. been affected and that a body of usages, in some 
cases arbitrary but always benevolent, has come into 
being ... ~. , · 

· Though the. princes contend with· considerable 
· force of logic that their treaties should be enforced 
in the letter, and not in the light of subsequent 
practice, precedent or usage, it is too late in the day 
to go back ·upon the relations which have been now· 
established and revert to the conditions. existing at 
the time of the treaties. The relations now esta· 
blished between the paramount powe~ and the 
protected states have been laid . down dearly and 
authoritatively by Lord Reading in his final reply 
to the ruler ofthe Hyderabad state, on the contra-

J. Lord Clzelmsfortl"s S#eckes, vol. ii, p. 278. 
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versy about the retrocession ;of the Berars." The 
principles laid down by Lord Reading must command.· 
·general approval with the ·exception -of the corollary· 
''that no succession to a musnud is valid, unless it is 
recognized by the King-Emperor''.. That·. in ~se~ • 
of disputed sucCession the :British ... Government .. 'is . 
the arbiter must be conceded. But the pr.oposition. 
that the ·recognition of the paramount power is 
necessary to a valid title is . quite ·different. The 
principles laid down are :- · · · · · . 

1. The sovereignty of 'th~ .British Crown ·is 
supreme in India and therefore no :ruler of an Indian 
State can justifiably. claim to' :negotiate 'wit~ the 
British Government on an ·equal footing. . The· 
supremacy is not based only ·upon treaties and : 
engagements, but exists independently .. of them and · 
quite apart from its prerogative in matters' relating . 
to foreign powers and policies. · · · ·. . 

2. It is the right and duty of th~ ·British G<Jyern· · 
ment while scrupulously ·respecting all tr~aties and 
engagements with the Indian States. to1 ·pr~serve 
peace and good order throughout India. ~ · 

The corollaries from this principle are:-· 
(a) No succession to themusnud is valid, unless 

it is recognized by the King-Emperor, ·and lhe 
British Goyernment is the only arbiter in cases of 
disputed succession. 

(b) The right of the British .. Government ·lto 
intervene in the internal ·affairs of Indian , States,· 
though it is not exercised . without grave reason. 
The internal and external security of tlie ruling 

1 Gazelle of India (Extraordinary), April s. 1926. 
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princes is due to the protecting power of the British 
Government,. and· where Imperial interests are 
concerned, or the general welfare of the people of a 
state. is seriously and grievously affected by the 
action of its government, the paramount power has 
the. ultimate responsibility of taking remedial-action, 
ir necessary. . . ·. -

.. Otir . approval of the principle of intervention in 
limited 'cases must not blind us to the justice of the 
demands of the Indian prfnce's for a re-examination 
of'their. position. The Government of India are, 
however, ·~ready to' examine the subject ·and codify 
the· existing practice. \Vhether any such codifica· 
· tiort would b~ acceptable to the Indian princes, we 
do· not know. · They have a well-grounded fear that 

··. the codification may have the effect of merely 
. stereotyping the existing practice. 

\:Vhether the codification is attempted or not, one 
thing which the princes should press {or is the 
publica~ion . of that. body of case-law to which 
reference is made in the Montagu-Chelmsfo:rd Report 
and by the Government of India from time to time 
in disposing of particular cases. Unfortunately this 
body of case-law has to be explored in the Govern
ment archives which are accessible only to the 
Political Department. · It is a wonder why such a 
request has not been made by the princes and why 
the Government have not chosen to make this body 
pf 'case-law accessible to the princes and the public. 
· It is possible that such a publication may throw light 
upon some of the dark and ugly corners of the poli
tical department or .. into many ugly cupboards of 
the princes themselves. But unless there is some 
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overwhelming objection to such a publication, 1t· 1s 
one of the things which the princes would do well to · 
press for. . .. . .. .. . 

I have referred to the existing- relations as laid.· 
down in authoritative terms by Lord Reading. · I will 
now pass on to certain other features· of the present . 
position. . The Chamber of Princes has. been 
established as a ,consultative body for . th~ ·purpose of 
providing an opportunity to the princes to express ·• 
their views on subjects either affecting their order·. 
as a class, or affecting the states· and British India·~. 
The princes are apparently not Satisfied . with the 
functions assigned to this body; but iet' us see what. 
the attitude of the more important princes themselves.· . 
is towards any common organization fot the.' 
protection of their rights.. . · ' 

Some of the more important ruling· princes. have. · 
hitherto kept aloof from attendance at the sesSions of < 

the Chamber of Princes. So far as we are aware~ . 
the rulers of Hyderabad, Mysore and Indore~ not to 
speak of others, have never taken part in any of the · 
sessions of that body. Their abstention may be due . 
to a variety of causes. In the .first place. the princes .. 
are so jealous of their status that they. are afraid of · 
being treated as equals among themselves. . Some of· 
them are not prepared to ~eet each· other in 'the 
chamber on terms of apparent equality ; nor· are they . 
prepared to concede the principle ~£ decision by· a·· 
majority, which is at the basis not merely of demo~ . 
cratic rule, but also of every corporate or~anization. 
They are af~aid of the levelling tendency · of any . 
organization of this sort and object to the process of 
levelling up, as much as to the course of levelling 

27 
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down. . They are anxious that no decision which may 
be arrived at in the Chamber of Princes should be 
binding upon those who do not attend the sess~ons of 
the Chamber, nor even upon . the members who 
attend the sessions, without subsequent ratification. 
Even in matters of conitnon interest, some ·of them 
are anxious· that they should · be individually con
sulted bft the Government of India and that they 
shoul~ have · the, right of access to the Viceroy 
directly for the purpose of bking any representation. 
I lia~e dwelt upon the ·attitude of the Indian princes 
towards the, Chamber for · the purpose ·of" pointing 
out. that, if the members are so anxious to preserve 
their. individuality, ··that they ·refuse to be bound by 
the decisions even of a body composed of themselves 
. only, the. idea of anything like a federal organization 
in the. real sense of the term 'is impossible. It will 

. be seen later on from an examination of the proposals 
put· forward by those interested in the Indian states 
·that they really-. wish to get certain advantages out 
of British India without: submitting · themselves to 
anything like a common federal government. . 

Before proceeding to an examination of the various 
schemes which have been put forward for the purpose 
of giving the states a voice in the determination of 
questions of common concern, it is desirable to advert 
briefly to the important question of constitutional law 
which has been raised in this connection. The issue 
raised is whether the Indian states are in direct 
~elation with the Government of India or with His 
Majesty's Government. It is contended that though 
.the Indian princes now deal with the Governor
General in Council, it is only because he is the agent 
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and representative of His Majesty the King
Emperor, and not because he is the executive head of 

. . I 

the Government of India. The theory of a'Vinculum 
juris between th'e Indian states or prince~ and the 
British sovereign otherwise than in his capacity of 
sovereign of British India has no. basis in. consti
tutional law. It· is of· course , quite ··possible to. 
distinguish between the Viceroy as the n!prese11:tative 
of the British Crown and of the lmpe~ial Govern~ 
ment ·and the Governor-General as the ·executive 
head of the Government of British India. · The two 
capacities are at present · merged · in · the S:Clllle 
individual, and as the Government of India is now 
responsible to the Secretary_ of State. and to . Parlia
ment, it is unnecessary to· differentiate between, the ·
two capacities. But when responsible ·government : 
is introduced, the distinction . between the two 
capacities will emerge into notice. Such a di~tinction 
is not unknown to constitutional law, but as regards 
the question with whom the : Indian princes have · 
entered into treaties, it is not ·correct to say· that' the · 
treaties were entered into ·with· the Crown · irres• · 
pective of the sovereignty of British . India. · Th~ .. 
power of making treaties is a 'prerogative of the 
Crown. The treaties were entered into either with 
the East India 'Company in their sovereign· capacity 
acting on behalf of the Crown, or· the Governor
General in Council acting on behalf of the .Crown. 
In either case the Crown acted not in a personal 
capacity or in the capacity of sovereign of \England, · 
but in the capacity of ruler of British India. The 
result is exactly what would have been the case, if 
the treaties had been entered into with the M oghul 
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. Emperor of Delhi. · It could not be urged that it 
was not competent to the Emperor ·to intro<jluce a 
constitutio~ form of government in the territories 
directly under his rule. It is with reference to their 
many points of contact with the Government of 

. India. and their relations with ·the Government of 
India ~hat . the treaties with the states were 

. concluded·. and they were entered into not with the 
· Crowri , as· representing t9e administration of some 
other part of the Empire like Jamaica or Canada 
or even, England. . If analogous , conceptions may . 
be suggested from the· sphere of private law, 
the, rights •· and obligations under the treaties are in 

-the ·nature of ,f covenants running with the land or . . 
.'predial~. servitudes. . The treaties do not·. create 
a . mere personal - right or obligation, but impose 
obligations on the. rulers. for the time being of the 
Indian states in favour of the authorities for the 

, time being in charge of the Government of India. 
Under. the Government .of India Act, the Indian 

· ~egislature has no right to legislate for the territories 
outside British India. But the Act contemplates the 
existence of political reJations between. the executive 
Government of India and the Indian states. The , . . 
executive g?yernment of British India is fully 

· empowered to tranSa.ct business with the Indian 
states. One provision which clinches the matter 

. beyond doubt is the provision in section 20, 
clause 2, according to which the revenues of India 
include all tributes in respect of any territories which 
would have been receivable by, or in the name of, the 
East India Company, if the Government of India Act 
of 1858 had not been passed. There is surely. no 
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clearer proof of subordination to, or of the nexus 
with, the Government of India than the payment· of 
tribute to the credit of the revenues of India:· 

Turning to the: provisions of section. 67 (2), 
clause (d)~ it will.be seen that though it is not lawful 
without the previous sanction · of the' ·Governor~ 
General to introduce at any meeting of the legis
lature any measure affecting the . relations . of the 
Government with foreign princes or states, .. such a 
measure would be competent, if the introduction was 
previously sanctioned by. the · Governor-General. 
The question may perhaps be raised whether·. Indian 
princes and Indian states· ean be brought under· the 
term ''Foreign Princes or states' • .. ·Obviously they 
must b~ included within this ·expression,. for fliey are 
foreign to British India. Otherwise,. it woUld follow 
that while legislation affecting the relations 9£ . the·. 
Government of India with foreign princes ·or states 
is forbidden, the relations of the Government of 
India with Indian prince or states could be affected 
by measures introduced in the Indian' legislature. 
without the sanction of the Governor-Gene~aL . ·· ' 

Turning to the section dealing with the budget, . 
the provisions of section 67 A (3),. sub-clause 5 
show that the Government of India are empowered 
to incur political expenditure and that such expendi
ture is open to discussion by the legislature except . 
at . the time when the annual statement is ·under . 
consideration. Similar remarks apply to ·the pro-
visions of section ·so A (3), (d),· t 

The contention that the sovereign of a country who 
enters into a treaty does so in his personal capacity 
and not as the sovereign of that country is too absurd 
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to be maintained in . the twentieth century. Sup
posing· the people of England chose to set., up a 
republic in place of the ·constitutional monarchy, it 
cannot be contended that th~ treaties with the 
~onarch wou~d cease .to be enforceable.· Or again, 
let' u~ •· suppose that the Queen of England was a 
despotic sovereign at the time of the treaties and she 
subsequently :granted a. parliamentary ~onstitution to 
her people. Could it be .~d that the treaties would 
become l;tnenforceable, because they were entered 
into with the Queen, or that she had no power to 
change, the. constitution. of the country .except at the 
risk of forfeiture of the benefits of treaties? Could it 
be, said ·again that the tr~aties of Indian princes were 
entered into with · th~ ~ritish Sovereign in his 
capacity as ·the sovereign· of the United Kingdom 
divorced from his .. sovereignty over his Indian 
territori~s? The matters governed by the treaty 
r~late to persons and things in India and arise out of 
the · relations of the Princes with the sovereign of 
British India, and it would be an unthinkable consti
tutional absurdity that the right to enforce the 
treaties should vest not in the authorities for the time 
being charged with the administration of India, b~t 
in some other authority. 1 

1 The view that I have taken here differs from that expressed by 
Professor A. B. Keith in his Constitutit.m, Administration and Laws 
of the Britisll. EmPire, pp. 259-61 and in his Res{Jonsible Govern
ment in the Dominions (revised edition), p. 807, footnote 3... I 
regret I am obliged to differ with such an eminent constitutionalist. 
But it seems to me that his view is based.on a fundamental mis
conception of the nature of the treaties entered into between the 
Indian states and the Government of Ind!a. The crucial question is 
with whom were the treaties entered into by the Indian states. Was 
it with the British Crown as representing the paramount power in 
India or otherwise ? If it was with the British Government, was 
there any undertaking, express or implied, not to introduce such 
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While the desirability of co-ordination between · 
t&e Indian states and British India has ·often beet! 
talked about in the press and has often been referred . 
to by publicists and high . officials as .. one of the 
complicated problems calling for · a solution~ very 
few definite schemes have been publicly put foNard, · 
and beyond the loose talk of some form of federation, . 
it is not possible to gather any clear ideas of tf:te · 
organization wanted by the princes. or people of the 
states. 1 It is probably because their ideas are still 
in a very nebulovs condition and have not ·-yet 
assumed any shape or consistency, ··. I must how
ever admit a few exceptions. to . my :remarks. 
Mr. Gundappa, the editor. of The KaTnataka. of 
Bangalore, is one of the few publicists, who have. 
devoted attention to this subject and he has .. put . 
forward and discussed in the pages of his journal'. ·· 
various proposals for co-ordination·· from the·. point . 
of view of a patriotic subjectof an Indian state., 

One of the proposals discussed. by him is'that 
representatives_ of Indian states may be inclU:d~d in 
one or other o{ the chambers of 'the Indian l~gis~ · 
lature. This proposal is rejected by Mr. Gundappa 

~ . ' . . ~ ' 

changes in the administration or constitution as might be required 
from time to time ? It is not a case of transfer of rights or obligations 
by a party to a treaty but the case of a party to a treaty developing a 
constitutional government in the place of a bureaucratic system, 
There is no analogy between the present case and the hypothetical· 
case of transferring the coloured races in Basutoland to the control of 
the South African Union which is suggested in the footnote on p. 807 
of .Responsible Government in tlze Dominions. Whatever may be the. 
rights of the Indian states, it cannot be a legal impediment to the 
development of responsible government in british India. 4: · · . 

1 It is understood that some scheme has been submittedbn behalf of 
the princes by Sir Leslie Scott to the Butler Committee. No authentic. , 
version has been published. Nor does it appear whether the scheme 
has received a final shape. ' ' · 

• A Draft Scheme of Federation published in Tlze Kamalda for 
June 1926 (vol. xi, p. 279). 
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himself as impossible·. Whatever may be the scheme 
of representation adopted, British India is ,hound 
to . have an overwhelming majority i of members 
and the states would be afraid of being swamped. 

' At the most~· the representatives of th~ Indian 
states' should not exceed one-third of the strength 
of th~ chamber, if area were taken as the basis, 

· and · onJ.fourth if · the population were taken . 
. Moreover, if the principle of non-interference in the 

.. domestic affairs of British India is to be observed, 
the representatives· of the states who may sit in either. 
of the chambers must ~efrain from taking part in its 

· deliberations, whenever they relate to subjects in 
which the states have no concern. 
· : As pointed out by Mr. Gundappa, the representa-

. tives of the Indian states would be members of either 
chamber of the legislature not, on the same footing 
as the ·British Indian members who are representa
tives of_ the people, but on the · footing_ of 

. representation of the different states as separate 
· political entities. It would be anomalous to con
. stitut~ any representative body on two such distinct 
principles, one set of m·embers representing the 
people at large and another set of members 
representing particular states.. . , -

Another suggestion made by him is the expansion 
or the adaptation of the existing Chamber of Princes. 
This also is rejected by him on· grounds not perhaps 
very satisfactory, hut very illuminating. He· points 
out that many a ruling prince would not be able to 
participate personally in the Cnamber ·owing to tne 
impropriety of his committing himself on his own 
individual responsibility to views and policies which 
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rna y not command the general approval of his 
subjects. He dwells also upon· the inexpediency of 
a prince speaking and acting except upon the advice 
and through the· instrumentality of his ministers and 
the insufficiency of his own information and experi
ence as well as of his powers of debate. . He thinks 
that the constitution of the Chamber of Princes is 
defective, inasmuch as a large number of ruling 
princes hold aloof from the Chamber. . . 

Another proposal put forward is . that of a 
zollverein. · But this .deals only with the question 
of tolls or transit duties and ~ot. possibly serve 
the purposes for which the princes are in quest of 
suitable machinery. 

The next proposal . which is put. forward by· 
~fr. Gundappa and which he .favours. is more. 
elaborate, but ~ven more objectionable than anythitig 
else from a constitutional point of view. · .• He. puts 
forward the idea of a separate assembly.'or chamber-. 
consisting of the representativ~ of the .different 
states. He wants representation of the ~er~nt ._· 
states as political entities rather than of the princes. 
Evidently he approaches the question from the point . · 
of view of the p~ople of the states ·rather than of 
·the ruling princes. The scheme by which he seeks 
to co-ordinate this Assembly of Inruan States with 
the Indian Legislature is this. The Governor~ 
General in Council is to prepare a list of all-India 
subjects which are of interest to Indian states as 
well as to British India. The Assembly ~f States' 
representatives is to have powers of legislationr 
interpellation and resolution. The · Governor
General in Council is also to prepare a schedule of 

28 
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matters common to the Indian states only and in 
regard to these subjects, it will be competent to the 
members to put questions or pass resolution~. He 
proposes that ·.the · Governor-General may in his 
discretion permit either house of the central legis
lature in British. India to consid~ · resolutions 
requesting him to refer to the States Assembly any 
specific·. public grievance of a state or any general 
question pertaining to all the states for an expression 
of Its opinion~·· This provision runs counter to the 
essential principle of mutual non-interfer~ce between 
the sta~es. . and British· India. . Witli regard to 
subjects in th~ all-India list, Mr. Gundappa's pro
posals are that · eith~r the States Assembly or either 
house of the Indian Legislature may originate any 
bill, hut· after it has passed the committee stageS in 
the originating chamber, it should be placed before 
the. other body. It is unnecessary. to enter into the 
details of .Mr. Gundappa's proposals. It is sufficient 

· to point out that, in leaving it to ·the Governor
. General in Council to · remove deadlocks by · the 
. interposition of his own certificate and by giving him 
various other powers, he is contravening the 
principle of responsible government. Moreover, he 
assumes that British India would be willing to_ have 
its. legislation delayed, hindered or impeded by 
reference to this new body of state representatives. 

One curious provision in Mr. Gundappa's scheme 
• deserves notice as illustrating the evident wsinclina
tion of the ruling princes to conform the conduct 
of their administration to the decisions of any outside . 
body, even if it be 'one composed of representa
tives of the states. The provisions I wish to refer to 
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are: ''that notwithstanding the provision for a States 
Assembly, it shouid be competent to a state or · 
ruling prince to make representation ·to th~ 
Government of India on any matter w~tSoever 
separately and independently and that the Governor
General in Council should have power to take such . 
aCtion thereon as might seem to him fit and· that the · 
validity of such action should not be affected by any. ' 
decision of the states institution.'' < I do not know ' 
whether he realizes that on the· introduction of .. 
responsible government, the Govemor-~eral "'in 
Council would mean the respon:5ible ministry.. And, 
inconsistently enough, he suggests that; where the 
two bodies are unable to come to an agreement, the 
superior authority of the British Parliamen:~ shoul~. ·· 
be available to settle the difficulty.. . ·!This · is_ a 
provision utterly incompatible with the pnnCiple ·· of 
responsible gove~ent. · · · ' 



CHAPTER XII. 

tHE_ INDIAN STATEHcontinu~d)_ 
Apart from the specific prop~sals which have been 

discussed by th~ editor of The Kamataka and which 
I have ~lready · 3;dverted to, let us now proceed to 

· consider whether it is ppssible to bring the Indian 
·states into some form of organic association with 
.British India. It is in this connection necessary to 
bear in mind that the. present form of the Indian 
constitution is that of a unitary government, and that 
.in. tpe interests of British India the forni of govern

·. !Dent should remain essentially unitary, though there 
·must be a . large measure of devolution to the 
· provincial governments.~ The underlying principle 

of· any such. sch~e of devolution should be . the . 
maintenancf1 of a supreme central government with 

.·adequate powers ~ot merely to defend the cowitry 
· against· external aggressions or interna_l disorder, but 
·also to· enforce its decision in the matters left to its 
jurisdiction, whether exclusive, concurrent, norma-
tive, or residuary and also powers to deal with all 
emergencies and extraordinary occasions. - The 
ultimate responsibility for the welfare of the country, 
which now vests in the British Parliament, must be 
shifted to the Government of India, when full control 

'is transferred to the. Indian Legislature. The 
criterion to be applied in marking out the sphere of 
the provincial governments is : what is· the largest 
measure of independence, legislative, administrative 
and financial, which can be granted to them consist-
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ently with the due discharge by the Government ·of 
India of its functions and responsibilities as indicated. 
in the statement of the basic principle. . The __ test ~s 
not what authority for the discharge of its responsi.:.. 
bilities should be assigned to the Ce11tra1: 9overn-; 
ment consistently with· the principle 'of ·•· preservjng 
the separate entity of the ·different provinces. : As the, 
conditions out of which federal ' governments fulve 
arisen do not· now exiSt in British India, it would 
be the height of political unwisdom especially in the 
circumstances of this C<?untry to chang~ the unitary 
form of government for the- federaL, ·- There is a 
vast amount of loose and confuseCI thinking upon the 
subject of federalism in . this country.·.· and' the word 
''federalism'' is indiscrilninately applied not: merely'' 
to organizations which are truly federal, but,to 'every' 
form of political organization in which there· is_ a. 
formal demarcation between a Central Go~~rnment' 
and the constituent provinces. I have·:, alr~dy, 
explained the sense in which I use the terrri federal 

. ' ~ ' 

go-vernment. .· . _ · · < .· . __ 
If the Indian states are to be organically associated 

with British India, it can only be in one of two· ways_; 
either by becoming part of the unitary government 
of India on the same footing and w-ith.- the ·same 
powers as the British provinces, or by·a federal union 
with British India. The first alternative would 
imply absorption in British India mid wliether it can 
be realized in some distant future or . not r ''it is for 
the present outside the range of practicll politics. 
Taking the second alternative of -the p!Jssibility. of 
federation with -British India,- there . are two. con
~eivable forms of federation. -One form is , a 
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federation between · British India as one entire 
entity ·and ·the . various Indian . states as separate 
entities. It is obvious that this form of federation 
is beset with numerous difficulties. 

1. In the first plac~, the' number of -Indian states 
recogniZed by the political department of India is 
said to · b~ 561; a preposterously large number for 
the 'provision of· separate repr~seniation . for each 
state. ·But even assuming that the states which are 
not entitled to a salute of guns are not enfranchised, 
the number of states entitled to a salute would be 
119.· Ev~ this would be far too large a number. If, 

· however, the states .which are not entitled to guns 
and which ,number about 442 are clubbed together in 

· ·some' such form as that suggested by the ~tor of 
~ The Karnataka; the number would be still very large 

and· would come to about 150. The size of the 
federal assembly would be so large that the ruling 
princes themselves would find it too · unwieldy and 
promiscuous a body to rub shoulders with. This, 
howe~er, is only a minor difficulty compared with 
the more . formidable ones to be mentioned 
below .. 

·2. A. fedet:ation of states like what has been 
suggested caru1ot possibly be for~ed on the principle 
of equality between the constituent states, which is 
the essential or general characteristic of all genuine 
federations in the strict sense of tlie term. British 
India as a political unit cannot possibly agree to· the 
principle of equality, or grant to even all the states 
put together the same weight as she is entitled to. 
Taking the criterion of population as the true basis, 
British India should be entitled to about 75 per cent 
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of the voting strength of the federation. It cannot 
be too strongly or clearly affirmed that on no other 
basis than that of a decisive majority against "all the 
other states could or would British India enter into 
any such federation. Nor would the ruling princes . 
themselves be prepared to recognize or even tolerate 
a position of equality inter. se without reference to 
their population and importance. The result then 
would be that the federation would be constituted 
on the analogy of the Bundesrath of the defunct 
German Empire, . but with a more decided pre
ponderance in favour of British India, than Prussia 
had, to make th~ representation conformable to the 
relative importance of the . constituent states. . 

In passing, it may be observed that the members .. 
of the Germanic confederation were ·only 39 and the . 
number of seats .in the Bundesrath was about 58. 
I have referred to the case of the Bl.mdesrath merely 
for the purpose of pointing out that the principle of 
inequality must be at the basis of any so-called · 
federation between the Indian states and British 
India. We cannot commit ourselv~s to the position 
that, like Prussia, British India should be conten~ 
with anything less than a decisive majority of .the 
voting strength of the Assembly. One r~ult of the· 
peculiar constitution of the Bundesrath was that while. 
it was difficult to carry anything against the will of 
Prussia, it was not always possible for Prussia· to 
seeure what she wanted, · even though she . repre-

4 ' . 

sented a majority of the population. Aeart from. 
the principle of inequality in the composition of the. 
Bundesrath, it can furnisH no principles. for our 
guidance in regard to the powers and functions to be 
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exercised by _the £~deration of India. The Bundesrath 
. enjoyed very extensive powers, and the Reichstag had 
· pow~rs of an extre~ely limited character and could 
not exercise any real influence on the Government. 
As pointed out by Mr. Lowell, 1 the po~ers and 
functions ,of the Bundesrath were unique.· It had not 
merely. legislative, but also executive powers. The 
Reichs~g could not b~ summoned to meet without the 
Bundesrath, while the latter could sit alone and must, 

• \ > • '. in fact, be called together at any time on the request 
of one-third of its ~embers. The Reichstag could be 

· dissolye4 at any time by the Bundesrath with the 
consent of the Emperor. . It is useless. to enter into 
any description in detail of ·this extraordinary insti
. tution \which cannot possibly throw any helpful light 
·on the problems~that we have to face. The fact that 
British India will insist upon claiming a majority of 
the voting strength in proportion to her actual import
ance and her population_ is sure to take the glamour 
off the analogy in the eyes of the ruling princes. 

3. The . creation of a. federal body composed of 
. the various states as separate entities must neces
sarily remove som~ of the. subjects now assigned 
to' the .·all-India ·Legislatur~ from the pur:view of that 
body. · The· present Indian Legislature_ has been 
·formed on the principle of representation . of the 
people of India and on the basis of a division of 
powers and jurisdiction between the provincial and 

. the central legislatur~s or governments. The 
assignment of some of the powers of the central 
legislature to a separate federal assembly represent-

1 Lowt:ll 's Governments and Parties in Continental EurofJe, vol. i, 
p. 259 el. seq. 
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ing the states would be an encroachment upon, and a. 
curtailment of, the authority of the Indian Legis
lature. It would also involve delay and hindrance in · 
legislation and the transfer of the decision of some of 
the most impo~t matters to the hew federal body. · 

. It may be urged that every federal constitution must . 
necessarily involve the sacrifice of some rights and
advantages by each of the constituent inembers. Bui 
the force of this argument dep~ds upon the-answers · .. 
to the following questions :- · -

(a) What is the compensating advantage- or 
quid pro quo for the sacrifice ; and_ (b) are the Indian 
states on their part prepared to . be bound by the 
decisions of th~ federal assembly? 

The answer to both questions must · be in _ the 
negative.. · _ 

4. The goal of British India's aspirationS is 
responsible government, and the attainment . 'of 
the goal means the responsibility of the _ govern
ment to her legislature and of the legislature to. a' 
popular electorate. While- a genuine - federal -
assembly, r~presentative, at least in the lower house, 
of the people at large, might be compatible with the 
principle of responsible government,· a' so-called 
federal assembly, representative of ~e states only 
and not directly of the p~ople, is utterly incompatible 
with the principle of responsible government. _ 

~- The Indian Legislature is a bi-cameral body 
and the addition of a third body will . make the 
political machinery cumbrous,. slow and £pefficient. 
This third body will be like the fifth wheel of a coach 
which can only impede its progr~s and cannot 
contribute to speed or smoothness of working. 

29 
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0. Even if th~ existing British Indian legislature 
were converted into a uni-cameral body, the pr9posed 
house of representatives of British India and the 
states·· would still interfere with the principle of 
responsible. government. Moreover, in the event 
·of a difference of opinion between the popular house 
of .. the British · Indian legislature and the body 

. consisting of the representatives of the states, the 
deadlock must be solved .«jither by allowing the views 
of the popular house· to prevail, which would be 
unacceptable to the Iridian princes,. or by _referring 
the matter·to a joint sitting of the two chambers in 
which the states are bound to be swamped by the 
representatives of 'British India, or by referring the 
matter. t~ ·the dec~sion of an external authority like 
the Viceroy, a course which would be a violation of 
the principle of responsible government. A self
'governing British 'India enjoying the dominion status 
cannot agree to the creation of any central govern
ment or authority supet:ior to her own legislature 

· and not responsible to her. 
- ·. Having_ shown that a federal· organization on 
the principle of representation of sta~es ~ .. separate 
entities would b~ anomalous, unworkable and 
unacceptable,· I will now consider whether a federal . 
constitution of the genuine type would· be suitable. 

A genuine federal constitution for the whole of 
India is not merely inconsistent with the best interests 

. of' the country in the light of her past history and 
future progress, both of which demand a strong curb 
on centrifugal tendencies~ but is also not desired by 
the princes themselves. What they seek is not the 
representation of all the people of India in a common 
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legislature, but repr~sentation of the Government. 
of India and the ruling princes as distinct. political 
entities in a hierarchy arranged with due rega~d to' 
their status and ·rank as princes, potentates · and 
powers. It would be impossible to constitute a 
single body or hous~ on the two radically distinct 
principles of representation of states and representa-
tion of peoples~ · · · 

In his recent work on the relations of Indian states 
with the Government of India, Mr. K. M. Panikkar 
has perceived in the · relations between the Indian · 
princes and the Government of· India the outlines · 
or semblance of a fed~ral • goverrulienf of India .. 
He does not, however, overlook the fact. that 

. . . I . 

the federalism that has dev~loped in the ImperiaL 
polity of India is of a weak and .. to some . ·.· 
extent inchoate character. . He is aware that· the 
Government of ·India, which is the. central gov~rn-. 
ment, has practically no. legislative, executive .. or 
fiscal authority over the states. · He quotes . with~· 
approval the sentiment of the ·Maharajah of Alwar·. 
that his goal is the United States of India 'when!: • 

l l, - ' 

every province, every state, working out, its own 
destiny in accordance with its own ~nvironnient,· its · · 
tradition, history and religion will combine together ~ 
for higher and Imperial purposes. ·· · . 

That, apart from our own ·predilections, a 
· federal government of the genuine type will not be 
acceptable to the princes at large will be further 
apparent from an examination of· the 'tconditions 
essential to such a form of government. Let us now 
analyse these conditions. 

1. In the first place, a genuine federal govern-
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. ment is responsible to the people of all the states or 
the whole country at large. 
. · 2. There is a division of sovereignty betwJen the 
authorities consisting of the central government on 
the one hand and the governments of the provinces 
or states on the other standing on an equal footing 
among themselves. · 

3. Th~re is no body outside the central govern
ment or_· the provincial or state governments 
exercising con~rol 'over tlie people. 1

; . ' 

_ 4. _ There is a c::onstitution which is supreme and_ 
which bi~ds both the central and prpviricial govern-
ments.· · 

5. There is ·ail 'allocation · of revenues for central 
ptirposes· which are collected _by the agents of the 
central governments directly from the people of the 

·states. The main sources of revenue which are 
usually appropriated by the central government are 

. customs,. inco_me-tax, excise (in India salt and 
opium are sources of central revenue). In the event 

. of t~e revenues from these sources proving insufficient 
for the expenditure of the central government, the 
provinces have all to contribute to make up .t~e deficit, 
or the -central government has the po~er . of raising 
the necessary funds by supplementary· taxation of 
the people directly. 

The central government should have the power to 
carry out its own· decisions and act directly upon the 
. citizens and not merely through the machinery of the 
constituent states. 

7. There is a central judiciary with appellate 

1 The Imperial control which theoretically exists over the self
governing dominions is very shadowy and need not be considered. 
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jurisdiction over the judicial tribunals of the states. 
at least in all matters involving federal question~.' ·, 
· 8. In cases of conflict between the enactments of·. 
the central legislature and the state ··legislatures, · 
where they have both concurrent jurisdiction, the . 
enactment of the 'central legislature prevails. · · · .' ' · 

9. The central legislature . has the po~el" , to 
authorize borrowing on the credit of the common
wealth and to provide ·for the payment of the public 
debt. · 

10. Under a federal constitution, there is no 
appeal from the decision of the centr~' exeCutive in \ 
matters within its jurisdiction, ' except to the central 
legislature or. to the electorate·· for the purpose of 
getting the constitution amendedw . · . : •· ·. · · · · •·. 

11. The federal type of. government. ordinallly' 
involves a bi-cameral legisla~e in which the .lower·· 
house is chosen by the people at large on the basis of 
population and ordinarily this is the ·.more influential 
chamber in all countries which have adopted,. the' 
parliamentary form of government. The second . 
chamber is intended for the representation of the 
states or provinces on· a footing of ~quality. 

12. It is not possible for any state.to retain its 
individuality apart from and outside the federal . 
constitution and its position as a constitiient member · 
thereof and to claitD to deal separately with any · 
third power. · 

13. In bodies like the League of Nations 'or the 
Imperial Conference, it is only the central~· federal 
government that can be represented and not the 
governments of the constituent states. · 

It will be seen from the above analysis of . the 
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conditions of a government of the real federal type 
·that they will not be acceptable to the Indian princes 
who do not wish to submerge their individuality. 
The pious aspiration of the Maharajah of Alwar is no 
proof of any inclination on the part of the princes to 
accept · that ·curtailment of the liberty of action of 
constituent states which is essential to a federal 
government. · It is ver/ doubtful whether their ideas 
stretch beyond a loose . confederacy of states. 

The princes' love ·~f punctilios in matters of 
precedence, their unwillingness to recognize anything 
like an equality among ·themselves 1 and their dislike 
of decisions by a rna jority' must all operate to 
in:tensify their aversion to any genuine federal consti
tution m1' the lines familiar to us in the federal consti
tutions .of the world.' It may perhaps be asked, why 
we . should be bound down by existing models and 
why some form of federation ·could not be suggested 
which would sit more lightly on the shoulders of the 
princes. As observed by Lord Bryce, one ·of the 
most eminent constitutional authorities,- mankind has 
shown very little inventiveness in the field of politics . 
. The princes may perhaps be able to suggest to the 
expert committee about to be appointed· some form 
of organic association, and publicists indifferent to 
the need for accuracy of thought and clearness of 
language may dub it as an experiment in federalism. 
It may be federalism in some new-fangled serise, but 
tbe people of India should be slow in making up 
their minds to embark in a novel craft hitherto 
untried. 



CHAPTER XIII 

THE INDIAN STATES-{continued) 

It has been so far assumed in ·the discussion that 
there are subjects of joint interest to the· Indian states 
and British India in which the states are entitled to a 
voice. How far this assumption is correct is the 
topic which we must . now examine. It is observed 
in the :M ontagu-Chelmsford Report that the Indian 
states are also interested in some matters which are 
common to the British provinces and the authors 
enumerate the subjects of defence, tari1Is, exchange, 
opium, salt, railways and posts and telegraphs. To 
this list the subjects of currency, coinage and mints 
are added by the exponents of the claims of Indian 
states. It is stat~ in the joint report that it has 
occasionally happened in the past that decisions have 
been taken with regard to these subjects. by whiCh 
the Indian states have been vitally affected," but that
no machinery for collective consultation with ·them. 
has hitherto existed. The authors of the joint report 
suggested that tlie Chamber of PrinceS should be 
utilized for the purpose of ascertaining the _view~ 
of the durbars and that opportunities might be pro
vided for joint deliberation and discussion between 
the Chamber of Princes or· its represe~tatives ·and 
the ·Council of State or its representatives.· The 
enunciation of this policy of giving an op/iortunity 
for discussion of proposals relating to these subjects 
to their representatives has led the durbclrs to put 
forward novel claims to a share. of the . central 
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revenues of British India. As the expert committee 
which is intended . to b~ appointed to enquife into 
the relations of the Indian states and British India 
is to be charged inter alia with the duty of examining 
the financial and economic relations between ·British 
India and th~ states, it wpuld be not merdy pertinent 

. . j . . 

but necessary to examine these claims with some 
attention; · The people of British India have 
apparently not noticed. 1 this claim or realized the 
gravity of it and its. bearings upon the revenues of 
British India. . It is only after years of financial 
strmgency and hardship 'and by the I patient construe
. tive . policy" of finance ministers, that we have 
. been able tb ~ttam financial equilibrium between 
~evenue and ·exp~diture in British India and to 
relieve the provinces of the heavy burden of contri
bution to the Imperial revenue. The claims of. the 
· Indian states to a share of various important heads 
of our central revenues will make a serious inroad · 
upon the central exchequer and will again land the 
whole of British India in financial embarrassment and 
cripple both the central and provincial governments 
in ~carrying on the administration and discharging 
·their duties to the people. So far as I am aware, this 
claim has_ been put forward on behalf of the Indian 
st~1tes only within the last ten years. It was first 
put forward at the time of the Montagu-Chelmsford 
enquiry. · It was brought up for discussion in some 
of the annual economic conferences and especially in 
a paper read at the Allahabad conference by 
Professor J evans and it was again put forward before 
the Indian Fiscal Commission by the representatives 
of a number of Indian states. .The ablest and 
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strongest representation of the claims of the Indian 
states is that contained in the memorandum of the 
committee of ministers which was "submitted . by the' 
Baroda minister to the Indian Fiseal. Gommission. 1 

As the princes have been urging an enmination of 
their fiscal relations with . the Government of India, 
we may take it that they will again 'pr~ss the claim 
which they made before the Indian Fiscal Commis~ 
sion in 1922. The chief head of central r~venue 
which is attacked by the states is the revenue derived 
by the Government of India from customs. It is 
desirable to formulate clearly the . grounds upon 
which the claim is based and see how far they are 
valid. 

·The claim of the states to a share of this head of 
revenue is rested on the following contentions :..:- . 

1. The Government . of India are not entitled 
to levy any customs duties upon goods not consumf;!d 
in British India but in the Indian states. ' Import · 
duties are essentially duties on ' cons~ption, i ,and ; 
taxes should be levied only by the ·authority which. 
alone can utilize the proceeds for public expenditure' 
in the territory within which the incidence· falls~ ·.' 

2. The British Government, having -su~ce'eded 
in securing the abolition of transit duties in India, is . 
not entitled to levy a customs duty which operates· 
as a transit duty on through· good~ passing from a 
foreign country through .British India to Indian 
states. 

. ·' 

3. · According to the practice of foreigq countries 
as well as of those within the British Emplre and in. 

1 Mim1tes of tlzt. Evidence IJ~fore tke lndia11 Fiscal . Commission, .. 
'YOl. iii, p. 1037. 

30 
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extension of the policy of concessions made to some 
of the Indian states, the Government of British India 
is bound to exempt from customs duties all' goods 
pa5sing from foreign countries to the Indian states 

·through-British. ports. - . 
4. ~ither . the principle of_ exemption of goods 

destined .for the Indian states- from customs duties 
' . l" .. · .. . ; 

should b~ recognized. or the yield from the customs 
duties should be shared with the Indian states on 

. ' '. some basis or other such as, e.g., division of the 
-oCUstonis revenue on the basis of population, or gross 
!t"_evenue, or. the net public expenditure. 

, .5. Th~ levy of 'the .customs duty on goods 
imp~rted. by the Indian states through British India 
diminishes the taxable capacity of the subjects of 
Indian states and prevents the ruling princes from 
raising by means of their own customs duties the full 
'runount of the revenue 'which they could otherwise 
raise and it is· therefore unjust and- unfair. to the 
population of 'the Indian states. · 

-· . . The. question of freedom of transit for traffic was 
· recently dealt with by the Barcelona Convention of 
· 1921. · Before discussing the bearing of this conven
tio~ on the present controversy, it is desirable to 
know how th~ matter stands in international Ia w 
apart from this convention. 

·It _cannot be assumed as a matter of course that 
eyery inland or land-locked state has a legal right to 

. have its goods passed without duty by adjoining 
. maritime states, or that the right of the latter to levy 

duties is limited to articles consumed within their 
own territories. The practice of foreign countries or 

.of the British colonies or of the Government of India 
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itself in making certain concessions to particular 
states does not prove this cont~ntion. On the.other 
hand, every state is entitled , in the · exercise of .. its 
sovereignty to levy ·customs duties •· on •. goods 
entering, crossing, or leaving the state·. · No· person 
has a right to claim that he can lari,d.goods within the 
territory of a particular stat~, or pass goods through 
the territory of a state except with the consent of the 
state or upon conditions permitted by the state.··· If 
one state is land~locked and the adjoining state is a 
maritime state with portal facilities, it is a geographi
cal misfortune for the former and a ; geographical 
advantage for the latter. Th~ orcJinar}r ·prinCiple . of 
private as well as public law is that every• person or· 
state is entitled to derive the fullest · pdssible ·, .. 
advantage from its natural situation or resources/ . 
It is no argument ~gainst th~ existence ofthis 'right.· 
to condemn the use of it by question.:.....begging terms·. 
like "exploitation". If it is to be regarded as 
exploitation of its natural advantages by a; state;· it 
is a perfectly legitimate exploitation. Nor ean. it be . 
said that apart from convention maritime •. states . 
should pass goods free of duty· to .~tates. in th.e hinter• 
land. If it were so, one would expect some reference 
to such a principle in the books on inte!national law,· .. 
but no reference to any such principle. is to be'found, .. 
so far as I. am aware, i.n any modern treatise ,on 
international law. · 

The very fact that the . League of Nations felt it 
necessary to lay do~n in the. 'covenanrfir that the 
members of the League should make proyision to 
secure and maintain freedom of communications and 
of transit and equitable treatment· for the commerce 

I 
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of all members of the. League proves the absence of 
any general rule of international law on the subject. 

· .The subject· of the right of a state to passage over 
· the territory of another state whether by land or water 
is discussed. at length in ~all's Treatise ·on Inter
national 'Law (8th edition, pages 164-175). The 
claim_ to .~he· use of a· navigable river passing through 
several states may be supported on a stronger ground 
than the ·claim to the passage· of goods by road or 
by railway.· ···A controversy arose between the United 
States and- Great Britain in 1824 over the claim 
of the U nlted States to navigate the St. Lawrence 
_on ·the. groun~ that the republic was a riparian state 
in respect of the upper waters of the. river and of 
the· lakes which feed it. · The States contended that 

. the' nght of the upper inhabitants to the full use of a 
stream rests upon the same imperious want as that of 
the lower, upori the same inherent necessity of 
p3!ticipating in the benefit of the flowing element. 
It ·was said to be a right of nature and when it was 
disregarded, the interdiction of a stream to the upper 
inhabitants was an act of force of a stronger against 
a weaker party. Hall discusses the question whether 
the right of co-riparian states stands on a higher 

.footing than the right of other states. In his opinion, 
· the fact of the use of a section of a river belonging 
to a particular community being highly advantageous 
to the inhabitants of lands traversed by another . 

·. portion of the stream does not confer upon the latter 
any special right of use. He inclines to the view that 
the rights of property in navigable rivers have not 
as a matter of right been modified with a view to the 
general good and that they are independent of the 
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wants of individuals other than the owners. But he 
apparently seems to recognize that it has . become 
usual as a matter of comity to permit navigation .by · 
co-riparian states and that it would be a vexatious act 
to refuse the privilege without good . cause. . Down 
to the commencement of the twentieth centurY, there · 
can be no doubt that the paramount character of the 
rights of property was both recognized and acted 
upon. Although none of the . European rivers 
running through ~ore than one state .. seem at any 
part of their course to have been entirely closed· to 
the riparian states, except the Scheidt . which was 

. closed by treaty' their navigation by foreign vessels 
was burdened with passage . tolls· and dues , 
Ievie~ in commutation of the right of compulsory ;, · 
shipment of cargo. The navigation of the Rhine . 
was made free to all the world by the Treaty of Paris . 
in 1814. By the arrangements now existing, river 
traffic has been assimilated to that upon land., . A 
vessel is obliged to present itself at the custom house. · 
on each frontier that· it passes a.IJ.d the qualified . 
exterritoriality of the rivers is .totally . destroyed. 
England always· steadily refused to concede naviga
tion of the St. Lawrence to the United States as of 
right, and the controversy was termina~ed by a treaty 
whicli granted its navigation as a revocable privilege 
and as part of a bargain in which other things were 
given and obtained on both sides. The conclusion 
arrived at by Hall is ·that,. so far as international law 
is concerned, a state may close or open it~ rivers at 
will, that it may tax or regulate transit over them as 
it chooses and that though it would be as wrong in 
a moral sense, as it would be generally foolish, to use 
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these powers needlessly or in an arbitrary manner, it 
is mor:ally as well as legally permissible to retaiq them, 

· so as to be able when necessary to exercis~ pressure 
by th~r means, or so as to have something to . 
exchange against concessions by another power. 

If the _inland state Wishes to secur~ passage of its 
goods fr~e of duty by the adjoining maritime state, 
it should: enter into negotiations with the latter and 
conc~ude·_. an agreement, for that purpose. The 
existence of commercial agreements of this sort 
shows that the basis of the exemption is not a legal 
or natural· right known ·to international law • but a 
contract· or treaty. Commercial advantages may 
also be· secured. as a result . of conquest. Germany 

·. was obliged to provide various facilities and grant 
·various exemptions und~r the terms of the Treaty of 
Versailles ('Vide articles 321, 328, 330 and 363). 
Commercial tr~aties and conventions are of course 
more· common. But commercial treaties are not 

. entered into from philanthropic motives, or as a 
· ~tter ··of generosity. - It is only where two states 
· consider it to be mutually advantageous that they 
enter into an agreement for the exemption from 
customs and an examination of the circumstances 
. under which agreements have been concluded will-
show that there has always been a quid pro quo for 
each of the contt"a:cting parties . 

. Let us now see how far· this position has been 
· affected by the Barceiona Convention and Statute of 
1921 on Freedom of Transit. The preamble to the 
statute refers to the purpose of article 23 (e) of the 
Covenant of the League of Nations and is wider 
than the articles of the statute, which alone have a 
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binding effect upon the parties. While the preambl~ 
tiffirms the general principle of freedom of transit, 
the commission excluded road transport ,from the 
enacting clauses, as it would entail special difficultieS 
m connection wJth customs administration. '.. . Air 
transport was also excluded on'the groundthat it was 
more appropriately the subject .. of the .. international 
convention on aerial navigation.. The important 
clause of the statute is article 2, which says : ! 'The 
measures taken by the contracting states for regu
lating and forwarding. traffic across their 'territory 
shall facilitate fr~e transit by . rail .. · or' waterway.'' 
Article a· lays down that t~c iri tr~~it: shall not be 
subject . to any special dues in,' ,respect of. transjt 
(including entry and ~xit). .. ··. . .. , . · 

In spite of the very elaborate ·examination which 
the draft statute underwent at the ,,hands ·of · the 
commission, the language of the statuteleaves room 
for doubt as to whether. the levy of uniform rates of 
customs duties for all imports and through traffic was 
mtended to be prohibited~ The question turns ,upon 
th~ interpretation to be placed upon the term · • '.free 
transit'' in this article. Does it mean that traffic shall 
be allowed to pass without objection. or on terms of 
equality or that traffic should be exempt from . all i < 

charges ? It certainly means that . no obj~ction 
should be raised to the passage of traffic. But does · 
the article go further and ·mean also that through 
traffic shall not be subject to any charg~s? Th~ 
article no doubt lays down that no distinctioq shall be · 
made on the ground of nationality or the place of 
destination. Supposing that the state through which 
the traffic passes levies customs duties on all goods 
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entering the territory of the state whether destined 
for consumption within the state or consumption in 
an. adjacent state, is such a levy contrary' to .the 
intention of the statute ? Article 3 provides that 
traffic in transit shall not be subject to any special 
dues in r!!spect Qf transit. · Here again, there is a 

· doubt as to the · meaning of the term special dues. 
Does it mean dues over and above those leviable on 
articles consumed in the, state, or charges over and 
above the rate necessary to defray the expenses of 
supervision and administration, or dues levied. for 
.the bare privileg~ of transit? If customs duties are 
levied impartially on all goods entering or. leaving 

:the state, whether belonging to the subjects of the 
· states o~ to others ~ithout any discrimination, can 

they be regarded as special dues in r~pect of transit ? 
This leads us to inquire what is the nature and 
rationale of a ctistoms ·duty. Obviously a customs 
duty is not a charge for services rendered, but a 
tax. Does the right. of sovereignty of a ·state 
enable it to levy customs on goods which are in 
transit and intended for consumption in an adjacent 
state ? It may be contended that, while the statute 
prohibited the levy- of transit duties, it does not 
prohibit th~ levy of customs duties, as it could have 
done in express terms. The distinction between a 
customs duty and a transit duty is not sharply defined. 
J'he two are not mutually exclusive. A customs 
duty may in some cases partake of the nature of a 
transit duty and a transit duty may partake of the 
nature of a customs duty. Inasmuch as transit 
duties in· excess of the actual cost of supervision and 
administration or conveyance of the goods operate 
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as a tax, is it reasonable to infer that customs duties 
on through traffic are also intended to be prohibited? 
The construction of the statute cannot be srud to be 
free of ambiguity and doubt.. , . .. . . , · · 

Turning to the r~port of the proceedings of, the 
~ conference, the Vice-President M ... Loudon,· poi~ted 

out that one of the questions debated before the com
mission of enquiry on freedom of. commut1icatio~s 
and transit held at Paris in 1920 Wa.s whether, to 
protect its own commerce, a state ··. nlight apply 
customs duties, but not special transport rates. _He 
stated that it was found impossible to reach an agree• 
men"~ t~at t?e commission .compiomis~d. upon a 
text w !i'-.~anct10ned commercral differe-!ltJ.atxon, but 
excluded ~l,tinctions of a political. nature. · .The 
Roumanian delegate pointed .. out··.· th~1t the right ·of 
transit only implied equal treatment for all and must 
not be mixed up with the questiori of pr~tedion, and 
free trade. He further asked, .what. '.constituted 
equal treatment with respect to transit traffic,. whether 
equal treatment should be accorded for tran~i~ traffic,, 
imports, . exports and local traffic. ·· , He.· put. :.~~e 
pertinent question why a country should not make 
use of its patrimony, i.e. geographical situatiori1 

climate, soil, mines, etc., ,and said that. Roumania 
could not accept the principle of equal" treatment for 
internal traffic and export and import traffic also arid 
that Roumania would have to make a bargain with any 
power to which it· accorded special advantages ·and 
that transit was an economic weapon. Otl, the other 
hand, the delegate for Czecho-Slovakia sa'i'd that he. 
understood by freedom of .transit that there· were to 
be no customs duties on transit traffic and no special 

31 
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. due~ to burden the transit of goods either at the 
·point of entry or ·exit. Thus it will be seen that 
the· proceedings do not remove.the uncertaintY which 
haDgs 'about the interpretation of the statute. 

Apa~t from the construction of the statute, it is 
necessary to point out that it cannot govern through 
traffic between the Indian states and the Govern
ment· of ~British· India for th~ simple reason that by 
the. terms of article 15, the applicability of the statute 
to the Indian states was 'Jeliberately excluded. This 
article states : ''It is understood that this statute must 
not_be interpreted as regulating in any way the rights 
:.a~d obligations i'l)ter se of territories forming part, 
()r· placed under the protection of,· the same sovereign 
state ~hether or not these territories are individually 

·members of. the League of Nations.' • The pro
.· visions of the convention were intended to regulate 
only the relations between indep~ndent states and 
not between the constituent members of a single 
·sovereign state. . . , . 

, Can. it be said then that though the terms of the 
·convention r:nay not be invoked by th~ Indian states, 
they are entitled to rely upon the principles under
lying it? The states in India have lost their external 
independence and cannot claim to occupy the same 

·position as Afghanistan or Switzerland in relation 
to adjacent states. Tile majority of the states no 
doubt possess many of the attributes of internal 

. s~vereignty. In deci~ing upon the claim of the 
Indian states to exemption from customs duty for 
goods imported· through British ports, . we have to 
realize that the states are all subordinate to the 
Government of India and are therefore liable to 
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contribute· to the burdens of the central government 
with regard to defence and other important matters. 
If the states were members of a federal commmi~ 
wealth, they could not possibly quarrel with ' this 
position and would be bound to assign certain 
revenues to the tentral government. ·In almost-all 
federal governments, the revenue from customs has 
usually been allocated to the central· government~. 
It may be Sa.id that some of the states have already 
compounded for their obligations by the aSsignment 
of tracts of territory ... These assignments were.made 
in commutation of the liability to pay for the subsidiary 
troops or . to · maintain the contingent troops of the 
states. Whether the assignments could be regarded 
as a complete acquittance of all pecuniary obligations 
towards defence for all time, or whether the_ assign.;. 
ments were only made on the assumption . C)f the 
continuance of a certain scale of military expenditure; 
whether the increase in the revenues now derl~ed 
by the Government of India from the assigned tracts 
leaves a sufficient ' margin over and above the 
expenses of provincial administration and ·whether 
such surplus should be taken into ac~ount in adjust~ 
ment of the liabilities of the states to contribute . 
towards defence are all questions which would have 
to be gone into in disposing of the claims of the Indian . 
states to a share of this head of central revenue: · . ' ' 

Of one thing we may be fairly certain, viz .. that · 
the position of the states was not viewed at the 
time of the territorial assig~ments from the 

for . 

standpoint of the relations between the central 
and provincial authorities in a federal common
wealth. Apart from any contract, the central 
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government would from the very necessities of the 
situation be entitled to call upon the constituent 
·states to contrlbute to its increased expen~iture. 
The cases in which th~ Government of India have 
entered into agreements for exe;niption from customs 
duty, 'will be found on examination to· fall within 
the principles· above stated. Agr~ements with 
maritime i · states like Travancore, Cochin and 
Baroda-. who have po~ . of their · own are based 
upon the principle of mutual advantage. There is no 
doubt that similar reasons can be discovered for the 

·agreements 'witli Kashmir and Afghanistan. There 
. ~s nothing to prevent any state which claims passage 
of its goods through British India free of duty from 

·entering into an agreement with the Government of 
·· British India and making it worth the while of the 
·tatter to grant such exemption. In the next place, 
· though internal transit duties are stated to have been 
abolished by agreement in India. there is no evidence 
of any agreement requiring or obliging the Govern
ment of British India to abolish its customs duties. If 

· customs duties were objectionable as being transit 
duties, the Indian states should also not levy them . 

. What the Indian states are anxious to do is to 
prevent the Government of India from levying 
customs duties on goods .destined for the states, so 
that the Governments of the states may themselves 
levy as much customs duties as their subjects can 
bear. 
, There is no warrant for the contention that a state 
is not entitled to levy an import duty, if the ultimate 
incidence of it will fall not upon its own subjects, but 
upon the subjects of a neighbouring state. As to 
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what exactly. the character of an import duty is, it is, · 
a matter upon which economists are not . agreed. ' 
While Professor Bastable, who, as a rigid advocate 
of free trade, hates all import· duties considers· 
any such duty as a tax on consumption, :Professor . 
Adams considers- it a tax on · business. · Whatever 
may be the correct scientific classification of the tax, 
a state has the legal right, unless parted with by 
agreement, to levy a tax . on . commodities whether 
entering or leaving or passing through its territories .. 
Whether some form of Zollverein would be feasible 
without injury to the fiscal interests of British India 
requires separate and careful investigation .. 

Turning now to the connected question of tariffs, 
while there could be no objection to the . Princes' .. 
Chamber being consulted on any general. q~estion of : 
tariff policy, it would not be practicable t~ ·. consult ~ 
them beforehand with regard to such changes in. the· 
tariffs as might be introduced ' by .. the ~ance 
minister i/ his annual proposals for taxation. ·. ·Such 
changes ~ave to be kept strictly confidential till the 
last moment, and it would be impracticable to take a 
public body into confidence before the fin~ce .bill 
is introduced in the Assembly. · ' ' ··· 

As regards the subject of currency, coinage and 
mints, most of the states have by virtue of special 
agreements or otherwise abandoned the right to is~e 
their own coinage and mint their own coins. It must 
be ·admitted that uniformity of currency anq coinage 
confers great advantages upon the trade and business 
of every country in which such uniformity" obtains. · 
The regulation of coinage and currency is· one of the 
matters which would be reserved to a central 
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government in any f~deral union, but the Govern
ment of India have riot asserted any general right 
to. establish uniform coinage. It is rather' to be 
wished that all separate rights of coinage were 
abolished. 

The relations between the Government of India 
and the Indian states in the matter of opium and salt 
are generauy regulated by agreements and so long 
as the agreements are thp-e, the Indian states which 
are bound by the agreements have no claims to share 
in ' the' revenues accruing from these sources. 
Similarly in the case of railways and posts and 
telegraphs: Moreover, railways, posts and tele
graphs · ~e 'public- utility .. services_ in which the 
~overnment of India have invested their capital and 
by which the ~ndian states are benefit~d. The pay
ments made ,by . the subjects of the Indian states 
under these heads are pay~ents for services rendered 
and are not in the nature of taxes. No claim to any 
share of profits . under . these heads can therefore 
legitimately arise. Whether the states have the right 
to repudiate their agreementS is a matter which they 
can submit to the expert committee of enquiry for 
investigation. The interest~ of the country as a 
whole demand a uniformity of control in the system 
of communications, as far as it may be possible. 
/ Though the- Indian states ina.y have no claim to 
any share of the -central reventJ.es derived by the 
Government of India under the various heads 
referred to, we are not concerned to deny that they 
are indirectly affected by our policy in these matters. 
The p~ople of British India need not therefore raise 
any objection to the policy of consulting the states as 
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a matter of concession and courtesy, wherever there 
is no reason for an urgent decision. · But a self-_ 
governing India cannot, any m~re than the. 
bureaucratic Gov~ent of India, conSent to any 
arrangement likely to countenance claims to a share · 
of the revenue, or to an equal voice in the deCisions 
of policy. · ·' ;. 

What then is the pr.oper.machinery for ascertaining ... 
the views and the wishes of the ··Indian states· in · 
matters of common interest? The· most suitable 
machinery is that suggested by .·.the . Montagu
Chelmsford Report and subsequently brought into 
existence in the shape of tlie Chamber of Princes. 
If the Chamber of Princes is sufficiently representa- · .. 
tive and if there is sufficient cohesion between the ' 
princes' it will be the authoritative exponent of their ' . 
views. The Government of India· is the co~- :· 
necting link between this body and the : Indian . 
legislature and, if, on· any occasion, it is desrred 
to bring about an informal . discussion between 
the representatives of the Chamber of Princes and · 
the representatives of the Indian legislatUre, the 
Government of India could arrange for an equal 
number of representatives from the · Princes' 
Chamber and from each of the two houses of the 
Indian legislature. Such informal disctissionsf how
ever, will, or should have, no binding ~ect either · 
upon the ruling princes or ·upon the British Indian 
Government or the legislature. Our examination of 
the possible forms of organic association be~een the. 
princes of India and the people of British India has 
led us to the conclusion that it is not possible to 
provide for any workable scheme except upon terms 
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and conditions which are not now lik~ly to find favour 
with the princes. I£; however, the Indian states are 
anxious that they should hav~ an opportuhity of 
placing their views on questions of common concern 
before the Indian Legislative Assembly, t~e ~xperi
ment may be tried of ~lowing the states to nominate 

· a few · tepresentatives to · the Assembly on two 
conditions, . viz. (1) that the number of such 

. representatives should npt exceed 5 per cent of the 
strength of the Assembly and (2) that the repre
sentatives are not allowed to attend or take part in 
sittings af which matters not of common concern are 

· discussed .. 



CHAPTER XIV 
,. 

THE INDIAN STATES-{continu~ ·. 
.. ' . ' . ·.. \ ·., .. . 

We now pass on to. the question of wha.tsho1lld be .. . 
the relations. of a seH-governing British India , 
towards the Indian states. · For the purpose of · 
answering this question, it is necessary to classify the 
topics which . now form th~ subject of relations 
between the Government of British India and . the 
ruling princes. We have in the first plac~. topics 
relating to the external affairs of Indian states which 
comprise subjects of common interest 'to the states 
and British India. · These are matters . of an ,. ·. 
impersonal natur~ and concern the states· as such .. 
They are now disposed of, not in the political depart
ment of the Government of_. India,· but in the other 
departments concerned with the general ·administra:.. 
tion of British In~. Ther~ is therefore no reason 
why they should not continue to be ~ealt wi~ as at 
present by responsible . ministers even during the 
transition stage. It may perhaps be asked by the 
opponents of progress wh~ther the Indian princes will 
have the same confidence in the responsible Indian 
ministers as they have in the bureauCra.tic political.·. 
department. Possibly some colour may be lent to this 
doubt by the reply of some of the states to ·the 
question referred to them a few years ago by the 
Gov~ent of India as to whether they vtould have 
any objection to the ~ployment of Indians on the 
staff of the political department of the · secretariat. 
It was said that some of the states did raise an 
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objection to the admission of Indians to the staff of 
. the political department of the secretariat. This 
was probably due to their objection to the defects of 

· their ._ ·administration and their personal frailties 
becoming.known ·to their countrymen. All that we 
can say· is that the princes ought to have· no such 
obj~ction and, on the other hand, they have every 
reason. to '-expect a . more . sympathetic handling of 
their affairs by their coun~rymen than by the members 
o~ the .. alien bureaucracy at whose hands they have 
suffered . so much in the past and by whom their 

. rights . have been whittled down in course of time. 
The.- second class ·of topics relates to matters 
of internal admirustration of the states and concerns 

' ~ the subj~cts of the states. · The third class of topics 
_ relates to questions of dynastic or personal concern 
· and to the privileges,· dignities and ceremonials of the 
princes.· In practice, th~se two classes of questions 

· may often be mixed up. They do not directly 
_. concern· the population of British· IndiC!-,· or 
directly impinge upon the .administration of British 

· India. On tlie other hand~ they are questions in 
whiCh·the rulers are personally and deeply interested 
and- are ther~fore of a delicate character. During 
the transition period of responsible government, both 

. these classes of topics may, if so desired _ by the 
princes, be left in the hands of the Governor-General 
a:; distinguished from the Governor-General in 
Council. The Governor-General may be assisted 
by two members of the Executive Council to be in 
charge of the political department. These members 
should be both non-official Indians, one being chosen 
by the Governor-General from among retired dewans 
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of Indian states and the other from among- retired 
members of the executive councils or _ re~ired 
mm1sters. This arrangement -will secure., for the 
Governor-General the advice. and assistance of men 
of experience with a due sense of responsibility and_ 
able to appreciate the points of view of the _princes 
and the interests and requirements of, political __ pro~ 
gress of the country. These· twO. members should 
both see all the papers relating i:o the seconci and 
third categories above referred to .'and advise the 
Governor-General. During ·the _-transition period,. 
they would be responsible not to the !egislature, but 
to the Governor-General. It would. be·.a great 
mistake to imagine that men without any previous 
knowledge of Indian conditions or with experience. 
of the ways of foreign diplomacy .'could ·possibly 
supply the sympathetic insight and the ·patriotic 'and 
national outlook required for the -discharge. ·-of this. 
delicate office. The virtues·. cultiyated .. by a diplo.;; , 
matic career are tactfulness, _- skilful and zealous· 
pursuit of the interests- of· the employing' state and· .. , 

.s' . . . . '·' . ' 
a watchful capacity for scenting intrigue, if not. for 
practising it.. High-minded statesmanship is: not one . 
of the virtues looked for in a diplomat. · These two :, 
members in charge of the political 'department' may''. 
occupy in the cabinet the same 'position as is -_ 
now occupied by the members of the Execu~ive 
Councils in charge of the reserved halt · When 
full responsibility is introduced, __ the second class 
of que~tions should also be ·dealt with by the 
responsible government of British India ·which must 
be the heir to. _the powers now exercised by __ the 
Parliament. If, out of regard for the susceptibilities. 
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of the princes, it is considered desirable to entrust the 
third class of topics to the Governor-General in his 
capacity. as representative of the British Crown, 
arrangements. may be mad~ to that effect~ When 
British India . obtains full self-g~vernment, she can 
have no better guide· to follow than the policy of the 

. British Government and the British nation who have 
been the; 'gr~test builders of empire in the modem 
world. · ~ · . . 
, . ' . ,. I 

It is 'stated in the . Montagu-Chelmsford R~port 
that som~ of the more enlightened and thoughtful of 
the. princes; have themselves raised the question of 
t~eir OWn .share in any scheme of reform .. They 
w~nt a· place in· . the sun,· and they are anxious 

·to ~ave their place in the political scheme defined. 
We may be asked how this demand of the 
ruling princes should be met. Here it is necessary 
. to point out ·a · distinction between the personal 
inter~sts of the rulers and the interests of their 
subjects. The · princes. may protest that there is 

. no such 'distinction and that . they ate all one. we 
. also wish that they were all one ; but we know that 
·they are not. When the people of British India ask 
for reforms, they are asking for popular control over 

. the Government ; but wh~n the ruling princes ask 

. for reforms, they do not think of their people or 
internal reforms, but of their own powers and 
privileges and of the removal of all restrictions upon 

· their independence by the Government of India. 
They may say: "I am the state, and the state and I 
are one ; '' but that one is the ruler and not the 
people. · They think of their states in terms. of their 
own rights and powers and not of their responsibilities 
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or of the rights of the people. When the English 
press and the Tory politicians of England talk 
of the states, they also think of tlie rulers rather than 
of the peoples. Identity of interests between the 
rulers and the f!Il~d is seldom complete an~here~ · 
Such identification ought c~rtainly to be closer in an
Indian state where the ruler. and the subjects are 
generally members of the same rae~ and creed, but 
it is not ordinarily as close as we 'should desire •. 
The complaints which we often hear from the 
subjects of the Indian states and the known defects 
of administration in many of them ~e it cle:ar that 
many of the rulers have not yet begun to realize that 
the princes exist for the people and not the people for 
the princes. Now, what are the essentiats· of a 
progressive and civilized administration r: They are : . 

1. The separation of the privy ·· purse · of the 
ruler from the revenues of the state and the fixing 
of a civil list. ' · 

2. A regular annual budget and an audit. by an 
officer of guaranteed independence. .. .. . 

3. The recruitment of the civil service . by . a · 
system of competitive examinations or otherwise so 
as to exclude favouritism and inefficiency and ensure 
the selection of candidates best qualified , by ability 
and merit. · · 

4. The absolut~ independence ·of the judiciary~ 
5. The introduction of the reign of law and the 

elimination of arbitrary personal. rule. 
6. Freedom of the press and freedom of 

. "" movement to its subjects. (I have seen in the 
regulations of some of the Indian states· of Central 
India, e.g., Gwalior, that Jagirdars are not entitled 
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. to leave the state except with the permission of the 
. ruling chiefs.) 

, 7. The ~ning of their subjects f6r co
operation in the work of government and legislation 
by the introduction of representative insti~tions for 
legislatio1,1 with adequate powers of interpellation and 
with a. promise of responsible government as the 

·goal. !' · 

· . 8 •.. Restriction of tht; practice of absenteeism of 
the princes from their states and from India. 

If • the princes . introduced the minimum reforms 
· enumerated above and set their houses in order, they 
will receive far ~ore 'sympathy than they now do 
froil1 the people of .British India. The principle by 
which. the power of interference of the Government 
o( India is restricted in exercise to cases of gross or 

· intolerabl~ misrule is hardly an adequate safeguard 
for the protection of the rights of their subjects. 

· The subjects have no remedy for any grievance in the 
administration, unless it reaches the standard of gross 
misrule. The right of intervention claimed ·by the 

· Government of India in case of gross misconduct 
or misrule is a sore point witli nearly all the princes 
who contend that it is inconsistent with their internal 

., sovereignty~ But in the absence of constitutional 
government and in view of the life:-tenure. of the 
autocratic princes, there are only two safeguards 
for the subjects against the oppression and mis-

, conduct of. their rulers, viz. the right to overthrow 
and depose the despot by force, or the right of the 
paramount power to deal with misconduct after a 
judicial investigation. No sensible autocrat will 
prefer the former alternative . and no wise suzerain 
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will deny botll remedies to the subjects. It is 
therefore all the more obligatory upon the princes 
to . introduce of their owri accord all :measures 
calculated to promote the well-being and progress 
of their subjects. 

The princes on their part have a long tale ofwoes 
and grievances. In some respects, · the ·position ·of ·• 
an Indian prince is particularly unfortunate'· and 
deserving of sympathy. He is by ·virtu~ ·of his 
position disentitled to some of ·the privileges which 
even the meanest of the British subjects enjoy ~der 
municipal law. He cannot, for. instance, ventilate 
his grievances in the press :and a_ppea.I . to public 
opinion for support. He has not got the same right 
of access to the ordinary judicial courts for the vindi- , 
cation of his rights · or his character. At the .. · same · 
time, it has been authoritatively decided that he .js · 
not entitled to the privileges ·of intematimtal law:-. 
That the princes have often had reason to be ·dis-; 
satisfied with the manner in which .their rights,· .. 
privileges and claims have been dealt with by the 
Government of India and that there has been in 
several cases an infraction of. the letter, if not the 
spirit, of the treaties, must be admitted.·. It has been 
largely due to a failure to Cliscriminate between 
states of different degrees of importance. But . 
whether the interfe~ence of the Government of I~dia 
was justifiable or not in particular cases,· there can 
be· no doubt that the decisions of the Government 
of India have generally been guided by the policy · 
of promoting the welfare of the country ~ a whole 
and by bringing about changes in the material and 
social conditions of the states favourable to the 
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growth of a spirit of unity among the peoples. The 
changes introduced by the policy of the Government 
have been at work for many years past and it would 
be impossible to s~t back the hand of the clock, 
even.if it were wished to do so. · The doctrine of 
prescription which obtains in the sphere of private 

· law must find a place in the sphere of· public law 
also. It· does not rest upon the ground of might: 
It . rests , upon the high.er ground of not disturbing 
settled conditions and ~ot committing new wrongs 
by ignoring ·altered conditions which have come into 
existence · subsequent to the date of· the original 

. · wrong •. ·. ·. I.t ·might look mean and odious for 
a person irl. a position of advantage to set up 
the plea of prescription, if such a plea were set up 
·only on behalf of the original wrong-doer. But 
·numerous other interests grow up on the faith of a 
state of things which has -lasted for some time and 
it is regard for these interests only that can justify 
a plea of prescription by a paramount power. . It is 
not therefore possible to expect that the relations 
embodied in the old treaties which have been over
laid by a mass of· tradition, usage and precedents 
will now be eXhumed and resuscitated. 

It · has been stated by Le~-Warner that the 
obligations of the princes in internal affairs, so far 
as they are not expressed in written engagements, 
must be regarded as resting upon slippery ground. 1 

The full extent of the British rights of intervention in 
the home departments of the state has never been, 
and never can be, defined. The theory of it is well 

s Sir William Lee-Warner, Tlte Native States of India, p: 313. 
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understood, but it has never been published. When 
one leaves the safe ground of military and inter~ 
national obligations in respect of whicl} the paramount 
power has received full authority to act~· one enters 
on the debatable ground of policy and approaches 
''the mysteries'... He has clearly explained how 
the obligations are constantly liable· to be reinforced 
by the action of Parliament, by the exercise ·of the. 
prerogative and by the accretions of interpretatio~ 
and usage. Professor Westlake is even more brutally 
frank. H~ observes1 that the British Government 
preferred to adopt on its own responsibility the 
principle that it was not only preponderant in India, 
but paramount, not merely the strongest power, but 
the rightful superior, and that all treaties and grants 
of whatever date were to be construed as reserving . 
the exercise of that superiority when needed · for · 
certain b~neficent purposes. He has· also observed 
that ''The constitutional relations between the Indian 
states and the Governm~nt of India have been · 
gradually changed. Their . relations have ~been . 
imperceptibly shifted from an international to an. 
Imperial basis, the process_has been veiled by the 
prudence of statesmen, the conservatism of lawyers 
and the prevalence of certain theories about 
sovereignty. Veiled, but neither prevented, nor 
retarded." We are not, however, ; concerned ·with 
the past history or with the task of allocating praise · 
or blame. One thing I may point out ~th· regard 
to the action of the political department e~n at the 
present time is that it is often a subject of complaint 

1 Westlake's Chapters on tlze Principles of International LAw~ 
pp. 225 and 227 

33 
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th~t the political department is capnc1ous in its 
action. It is stated. that as between two rulers who 
are guilty .of high-handed misrule, one ruler is sacked, 
while another goes scot-free,- or is allowed a longer 
tether~ either because he contrives to keep the powers 
that be in good humour, or because of some other 
reason best known to themselves. The standards of 
judgment ·which we have to . apply to the dealings 

' between·. states are not exactly the same as those 
a.ppiicable to the dealing~ of private individuals. Let 
us not therefore· be ~sh in our judgment either of 
.the prince~ or the Government of India. · 
.. · ~Time is a great healer of wrongs and the princes 
of India hav~ to reconcile themselve~, as best they 
may, ·to· the position in which they now ·find 

·themselves as the result of a long course of usage in 
the_ decision of questions which have arisen between 
themselves and the paramount power. It was a 
saying of Hindu lawyers · that facts could not be 
altered by a hundred texts. The hard facts of the 
present situation, which the princes have to recognize 
and adapt themselves to, are (1) the paramountcy 
of the British power and the growth of Imperial 
authority; (2) the overwhelming preponderance in 
population of the provinces of British India by which 
they are encompassed, (3) the comparative political 
progress of British India and the pledge ·of res
ponsible government given . to British India by the 
Parliament with all its implications and (4) the 
progress of the democratic idea .and the spirit of 
rationalism which have followed in the wake of 
western education and intercourse with the West. 
Several of our ruling princes have travelled widely 
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and frequently in the countries of Europe and ha~e ' 
had opportunities of enlarging their experience and 
political outlook. Autocracy has. disappeared m the 
west and all Europe is now under the sway of 
nationalism and constitutional rule. It generally 
tak~ some time for the spread of ideas from one 
part of the world to another ; but the increased 
facilities of the modem world for the rapid diffusion' . 
of ideas hav~ had their influence upon this country · 
also. It is hard for princes who have wielded, 
autocratic power to part with it or share it with their 
subjects. Many of the lulers of· our Indian stat~ 
are, like the Stuarts, firm believers in personal rule · 
and the divine rig~t of kings. to govern ~rong. One 
wonders, if some of them who claim to be descended. 
from the sun and the moon still believe it. or expect , · 
their subjects to believe it. At any rate, it is clear· 
that several of them believe that the maintenance of 
dynastic rights and privileges is a matter of far 
greater mom~nt to the world than the welfare and 
progress of the peoples co~tted to their charge.· ·. · 
They are haunted by the grim spectre of the forces 
of nationalism and democracy, whiCh have ruthlessly: 
devoured monarchs ~ the West and which have · · 
begun to invade even the sacred land of Aryavarta 
with its docile spirit of submission · to the divinely 
ordained institution of kings. We must not forget that 
even in the middl~ of the nineteenth century, crowned 
heads in Europe were entering into alliances for .the 
purpose of keeping out democracy f~;om their 
gates. Queen Victoria herself v~hementlf. objected 
to being the monarch of a democratic state. 
Probably some of our princes cherish the faith of our 
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British criti~s that western political institutions are 
~suited to Asiatic climes. · It is no wonder then 
that our Indian princes are anxious to discover 
safeguards against . the , surge of democracy and are 
seeking to build a constitutional Noah's Ark to save 
themselves and their dynasties from the deluge of 
democratic ideas which might sweep in full force, if 
perchance · British India became a self-governing 
country~ · · 

Every patriotic citizen of British 'ndia cherishes 
tlie · hope of a strong and united Indian nation 
enjoying ~e same kind of self-governing status as 
the great dominions of the British Empire. India is 
a geographical whole and, thanks to the pax 
Britannica, . is growing into a political whole 
throbbing witli the spirit of nationality. The needs 
. of .. self.:.preservation and def~nce against foreign 
invasions demand political unity and solidarity. ·· In 
the League of N at~ons and in the councils of the 
world, India must speak with one voice and without 
a discordant note, if she is to command the 
consideration which is her due. It is the r~sponsible 
government of a united India that can and ought to 
speak for lnilia and she cannot be a united nation, 
unless and until the peoples of British India and the 
states are welded tog~ther ·by a bond of common 
political organization. · 

What is the aspiration of our ruling princes? Do 
they as true patriots desire to see a strong and united 
nation ? Or, do they desire only a loose confederacy 
of states sharing. the soul-paralyzing belief of our 
opponents that India never has been and never will 
be a united nation ? Do they fear the loss of their 
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autocratic privileges and desire in their heart of 
hearts to put off till doomsday the time when 
India will attain responsible government, or do they 
desire to co-operate with us and strive for the attain-~ 
ment of a common goal? Are they mov~d by the 
same patriotic ambition that fills the heart of every 
educated . citizen of British India? .. If the princes · 
envisage the future as we do, they will see things in 
their tru~ perspective and many things like dynastic 
and personal rights and dignities which· now loom 
large in their eyes will fall into their proper place _and 
assume a secondary importance. Their. well-being 
and the preservation of their dynasti~ depends upon 
the part they will play in shaping the"political destiny 
of India. The tide of democracy which has swept 
away the Hapsburgs and the Hohenzollerns~ the: 
Oothmans and the Romanoffs has spared the consti-. 
tutional monarchs o£ Europe. Our princes must 
certainly be aware of each other's imperfections and ·· 
failings and if they are wise in their generation, they_·: 
will by mutual counsel and ·ex3mple address them- _ 
selves to the task of setting their houses in order. · 
It is foolish to imagine that the rulers of states in 
such varying stages of development will be able to
start immediately on the same level as British India ; 
but they have to set before their eyes the same goal 
as was announced by Parliament, in . ·.the famous 
declaration of August 1917. They must guide the . 
steps o£ their people along the path . of political 
evolution more or less on the lines on whiql w~ have 
been guided. They will tlien find that the "strongest 
support of a ruler is that of his own subjects based, not 
upon the antiquated ideas of divine right, but upon 
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a ,rational conviction of the important part played by 
sovereigns in any constitutional polity and upon 
gratitude for their self-denying labours for the welfare 
of the people. 

One more question remains . to be considered in 
connection with the subject of the Indian states. 
What should be the attitude of the citizens of British 
India'to,~ards the states? I am firmly convinced that 
the policy of laissez faire and of non-interference in · 
the affairs of the statts is the wisest one to be 
followed. Any attempt to force the pace will cause 
revulsion. ~d provoke. interference and opposition 

. on the 'part of the ruling princes. The social and 
commercial ipt~rcourse of peoples, the interchange of 
ideas and the working of political institutions in 
British India are all forces which cannot fail to 
infl1:1ence the minds of the rulers and the peoples of 
Indian states. The one thing that is necessary on 
the part of all is to keep_ a clear eye on the goal and 
take no steps that will encourage centrifugal forces or 
"discourage the action of centripetal forces. As stated 
in the Montagu-Chelmsford Report, the· Govern
ment of India will take no steps to accelerate the 
pace of political development. But it is open to 
them to manifest in some. suitable manner their 
appr~ciation of the work of princes who are prepared 
to act as constitutional rulers. · 



CHAPTER XV 

OBJECTIONS TO.ADVANCE 

I have dealt with several-of the topics which would 
ordinarily have to be considered in . the framing- of : 
any constitution which adopts responsible government · 

· as its basis. I shall now proceed to refer to some of 
the conditions necessary for the successful working of 
the system of responsible government and the objec
tions which have been urged to any)arge advance 
on the ground of the absence of those conditions. 

One important condition necessary for the wo~king 
of a system of . responsible government· :. is.· . the . 
existence of party organizations both in the. legis- . 
latures and in the electorates. · . Not merely· is it · 
necessary to have strong party organizations, but it is -
necessary that the party system should . comprise 
two and only two parties for the successful working .·_· 
of parliamentary government._ It is desirable that 
the lines of cleavage between the parties should not · -
proceed on racial, religious or communal grounds, .· 
or on the ground of class interests . or social 
distinctions, a~d that they should be formed on · 
what may be called the basis of political differen~es. 
What do we mean by political_;. differences or . 
principles? It is easier to understand it than define 
it accurately. Politics is - the science and ,. art of 
government and political activities have jor their 
object the attainment, by and through the ~ction of , 
the government, of the ideals or ends desired in 
the laws governing the lives of the citizens, their 
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actions, or mutual relations, or in the material, 
economic, social, .or moral conditions of the people. 
L~gi~te political activity excludes direct action 
and a~y method of bringing about changes except in 
the maimer and by the methods allowed by the law 
of the constitution and the laws of the land. If' 
political activities are to be conducive to the welfare 
and 'ordered progress of society· and efficiency of 

t '.' I' , ' 
administration, it is necessary that parties should not 
be formed on lines . of ·division which coincide with 
other deeply-rooted . tendencies to · cleavage and 
exacerbate class a.ntipatJ:lles, or indue~ men to prefer 
tile interests ·of particular sections," classes or com-

.· munities to those of the country at large .. Many of the 
.. . . I 

questions which occupy the attention of Parliament 
in these times are of an economic or social character 
and qu~stions like . those relating to revision of land 
· tenilr~s or disputes between labour and capital giv~ 
rise to. disputes between classes. It would be idle to 

. pretend that questions of this character do not create 
bitterness of feeling, or that the parties involved 
in these · disputes. are guid~d solely by a regard 
for- the interests of the nation and not by a regard for· 
sectional interests. . Racial and religious differences 
also of a. bitter character have often prevailed in 

. Emopean c~untries; witness, for instance, the 
antagonism betwee!l the Catholics and th~ _Pro
testants, the Christians and the · Jews and the 
numerous· disabilities and · persecutions to which 
members of the minority communities have been 
exposed at the hands of the majorities. 

The differences between parties may relate to the 
ends to be attained, but more often they turn upon 
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the means to be adopted fC?r attaining the same ends_. 
The determination of the appropriate course5 of 
action is more largely dependent upon opinion ·and 
forecast than upon the mer~ aScertainment of existing 
facts. The weight that different men ·attach to. the 
different factors ·of a problem varies with their; per.:. 
sonal training, predilections and habits' of judgment~: 
In order to constitute two permanent political parties,· 
it is necessary that there should b'e" a nw::nber of vital 
issues' on which two opinions only are. possible. or 
some one question of overwhelming. irnportanc~ on 
which there is a two-fold division of opinion·and partY 
and for the sake of which the members of the party 
are prepared to subordinate their vie~s on ·.other 
matters. Each party must profess alle~rice to some 
definite principle or sefof principles _by \vhich"thdr 
views on particular questions must be moulded and 
their action on particular issues tried and, 'tested~ 
Unless there is some common general .·principle.· 9f 
this description, it will be difficult to form per:map.ent 
political combinations based upon rational prin~iples . 
. For instance, the question of free trade or protectio~ 
may assume great importance under certain ·con~ 
ditions and parties may be divided according to their 
opinions on this issue. On the other issues, the 
members of each of these parties 'may not hold 
identical views, but for the purpose of gaining the 
object which is for the time being considered to be of 
supreme importance, the members of a party may be 
willing to submerge their. differences on otJter issues: 
It is also possible that the differences of opinion ori 
a number of important issues may run in· concurrent 
channels. But this is a state of things wl'\i~h 

34 -
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is 1,10t generally. realized. · It is extremely difficult 
to · bring all questions to the test of any one 
supreme principle. There are a few principles like 
individualism and collectivism which may determine 
men's attitude on a number of issues in the same 
manner. · There ··are. also the\ differences of 
temperament which incline men to adopt an attitude 
of · venturesome experiment or of cautious con
servatisnL . The difference between the cautious 
temperament: and the venturesome tempe~ent is 
one of the deep-tooted differences of mankind and 
. is a far ~9re ·abiding principle in the division of 
parties . than any other.. The difference· between 
the Liberal ,md .. the Conservative is mainly the 
outcome ·of. this difference of t~perament. Apart 

·from these differences based upon temperament and 
·adh~rence · to the principle of individual liberty or 
collective action, there are few principles which can 
divide . opinions on . a number of topics in the 
same way. Any attempt to form permanent parties 
on any other basis must be lacking in permanency 

:and savour of unreality. It must not, however, be 
supposed that,· important as it is, teri:tperament 
ic; the only determining factor in the formation of 
optntons. Opinions are formed on political issues 
·not purely from a judicial standpoint as to which 
particular course of ·action would be most conducive 
to the welfare of the nation. On almost every 
topic of practical importance, there is sure to be 
a conflict of v~sted interests and the opinions of 
men are largely coloured by ·the manner in which 
particular interests may be affected by any course of 
action. 
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It follows from these observations . that the 
permanent organization of parties on a consistent 
principle or body of principles is an · extrenidy 
difficult task and that, at the best, permanent party 
organizations are among the . most highly· artificial 
products of modern political societies. It is observed 
by Sir Sidney Low ; · "It is a difficult/perhaps an 
impossible task to draw a dividing line from' age. ~0 

. age between two parties on the basis of. doctrine .. 
But the fact is that Englishmen in their public as· 
well as private life have no great regard for abstract 
generalizations. They are careless about measures 
and much more particular about men. :·: ~f\Uachmen~ 
to persons rather than fidelity ·to principles is the 
spirit of our party life·. '' 1 Speaking of ... the. period 

. from 1832 to 1885, Sir John Marriott saysthafthe 
differences between the two historic parties lessened 
almost to the vanishing point. J It has been .. said of 
the same two parties by Professor Hearnshaw, dt<~,t 
"They constantly chang~d their shapes, aitered their 
programmes, modi~ed their constitutions. transmuted 
their modes of operation and ·shifted their ground~ · 
. . . Widely as the two parties have differed from 
one another in attitude and policy. they have always 
had much in common and they have recognized . the.: 
validity of the same political axioms and p'ost1llat'es · · 
and have held congruous opinions on ~atters of vital. 
importance. . . . Their differences relate rather to 
way~ and means than to ends, rather to accidents 
than to essences." • · · 

~ 
·tw 

1 Tlze Governarl&t of· England by Sidney Low (revised edition), 
p. 127. 

• Marriott's Meclzanistn of tlze Modern Slate, vol, ii, p. 443. 
• Hearnshaw's Denwcraq at llze Crossways, p. 164. 
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, ,The hollowness and insincerity of party pro
grammes and promises, the ascendancy of party 
spirit to the prejudice of a national outlook, the 
suppression of private convicti~ns, the tyranny of 
party-' discipline and. I the debasement of moral 
standafds. · have been- the wcll-deserved theme of 
many a diatribe against the party system. Speaking 
of the' t~o great American parties, Lord Bryce says 
that _"They .. have been com-pared to empty bottles 
into w~ich any.liquor mjght be poured, so long as the 
labels were· retained. ''1 The party system prevents 
the mem~ers of the parties from judging·· of· the 
proposals of the other parties on their merits and 
induces ,then;t to I seek. every o~casion for opposing 
and ·defeating the party in power and to be on the 
alert for the discovery of differences of opinion rather 
tha!l points of agreement and methods of conciliation. 
M. Ostrogorski's remarks with regard to the present 
system of permanen~ parties burdened with omnibus 
programmes are interesting. He observes:
• 'Under the present system of permanent parties 
burdened with omnibus programmes, a candidate or 
a member is, in the very great rna jority of cases, 
necessarily a humbug. It is . to him that John 
Bright's sally in the debate on the 'minorities clause' 
applies; he· it is who produces like a conjurer, port, 
champagne, milk and water out of the same bottle~. 
Not only has he· to be in political matters a sort of 
doctor ·de omni 'fe scibili et quibusdam aliis to possess 
a ready-made solution for all possible problems, but 
he has to pledge himself to solve these problems, 

s Beyce's Modwn Demoaaci4s, vol. i, p. 141. 
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however varied and numerous they may be~ at the 
earliest date. He has to make promises right and 
left, and, as it is impossible· for him .to keep them, 
he becomes a professional liar, although at ·bottom 
he is not perhaps more dishonest than other men. 
'Necessity has no law' impels . him, in spite of 
himself, to. disregard truth, sincerity, .uprightness.1 

This will be always the case as long as the object. is 
to muster under a common standard and for all time 
the greatest number of electors, without taking into' 
consideration their divergences on ·many . questions ; 
under this system th~ candidate will always - be 
obliged to hedge continually, to discourage. 'nobody,. 
and to carry on a regular flirtation with every one, 
with whoever is likely to join the 'party'~"~ . 

Speaking of the evils incident~! to· the permanent 
organization of parties, Ostrogorski remarks :.,"This 
cannot be formed and kept up without the help of 
professionals. As the latter have to be rewarded in 
some mod~ or other, the party is induced to 'lay hands 
for this purpose on public offices, of w~ich it makes 
an electoral coin, and ·to traffic .in· the influence 
procured by power in yet .other ways, from the 
apparently harmless bestowal of honorary titles down 
to the concession of 'public works, 9f contracts, of 
'franchises' ; and extending even to· the stay of 
criminal proceedings, to the remission of fines .and 
penalties, to the passing of laws for the benefit ·of 
private interests. . To prevent the great 11;1ass of 
adherents on whom rests the power of the p~rty from 
escaping it, their minds and their wills ~must be 

1 Ostrogorski, Demoeracy and tlze OrganizatiotJ of Political Parlies, 
vol. ii, p. 668. 
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inyeigled by every kind of device. As the parties 
ar~ no longer cemented by principles and ideas, once 
the . question or questions which had divided them 
are . settled, they have recourse· to. mechanical 
cohesion ; they unite their contingents in a super· 
stitious respect for pure forms. in a fetish-like worship 

. of th,e, 'party', inculcate a loyalty to its riame and 
st}rle,· and thus establish· a moral mortmain over 
men's minds. The tight of private judgment and the 
ind~pendence of the ·conscience are a perpetual 
menace. to their ascendancy' just as under the regime 
of ~ despot, and the parties try to stifle them as a 

. despot woUld-they only adopt other· means. · They 
stereotype opinion in creeds which enforce· on it a 
rigid discipline, they conceal the divergences of 
vie~s that arise, by composite programmes in which 

·. the mast varied . problems are jumbled together, 
which promise . everything to everybody, which 
r~concile contradiction by rhetorical artifices, master· 
pi~es of shuffling and h~bug. Those electors who 
are in agreement with the party on a single point of 
its programme oruy' are obliged, in order to get that 

. point carried, to vote for all the rest in spite of their 
convictions. The national verdict is perverted, the 
. ann. of representative government is missed : but the 
party cannot capture its position or keep them 
otherwise. To the moral tyranny of political pre
judice, to subterfuge, to deception, it is also obliged 
too often, not to. say always, to add the weapons of 
corruption. Success is obtainable on no other terms. 
And as it is the supr~e end, it justifies everything 
even in the· eyes of honest people. In order not to 
jeopardize the party, they consent to throw over 
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received morality, agree to all kinds of discreditable 
transactions, and accept co-operators and associates 
of every description. " 1 · · 

I have so far dwelt upon the highly artificial· 
character and the defects and evils of the party system 
of politics in Britain and other western oountiles. for 
the purpose of showing that the systen,I is ,far fro~ 
being an unmix~d good. and that its many evils and ' 
defects have led some thinkers to doubt the wisdom 
of the syste~ as a permanent feature ·of the political . 
organization of society. ' ' :· ' ' : - :· 

But it must be conceded that artificial as it is and 
with all its faults, the party system is.· inevitable and 
that it is the only means of co-ordinating ,the·actiVities 
of the loose atoms of the electorate. and mobilising 
their energies for .any constructive purposes and that 
no means have yet been discovered of working' a ' 
system of responsible government except by recourse 
to party organization. According to the definition ()f 
Burke, party is a body of men united for promoting 
by their joint endeavours the national interest'· upon·· 
some particular principle in which they are all agi-eed. · 
The party system affords the only !Deans by. which 
order can be brought out of chaos by a ·'multitude of 
voters. The promotion of their principles .. of 
propaganda, the wi.rining of elections and the holding 
together of the members of the party in the legis- · 
lature are the main objects of every · party. 
organization. The see-saw of political parties which 
is essential to the WOrfing of a system of responsible .. 
government is hardly possible· without ~a strict 

'~ Ostrogorski's .Democracyandtlze Organization of Political Parlies. 
vol. ii. p. 656. 
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discipline over th~ members of the parties and their 
tactful management by whips and leaders. 

These various objects of a party cannot possibly 
be achieved without an efficient organizatioq. The 
greater the number of electors, th~ larger the size 
of the .electorate, the more costly is the work of 
organization and the larger its requirements in the 

. shape of workers. The political organizations have 
to collect funds for carrying on their work of different 
kinds; for propaganda, for running elections, for the 
payment of their agents, and other staff, for publicity 
and various other purposes. As observed by Lord 
Bryce; '~The smaller parties or groups which appear 

·in representative assemblies suffer from want of funds,· 
having few p.dherents over the country at large ; nor 
are they aided by contributions from· capitalists, 
though the latter readily support a strong body 
capable of serving their commercial or financial 
interests. ·Poverty shortens the life of many· groups 
or drives them in:t~ confusion, for 'publicity', i.e. t 
the advertising, in a direct or indirect form, now 
d~emed essential, to success is so costly that money 
tends to become the sinews of politics as well as of 
war.'' 1 Few people in ~his country or for the matter 
of that. few of our critics in this country have any 
idea. of the effort and expense involved in building 
up and maintaining a party organization. 

It is pointed out by Prof~sor Lees-Smith that the 
''creation of a party is an extraordinarily difficult 

·achievement. An effective party needs a central 
organization with funds running into hundreds of 

• Bryce's Modern Democracies. vol. i, p. 142 . .. 
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thousands or even millions of pounds. It requires a 
local organization in almost every constituency which, · 
as it must fight municipal as well as national elections, 
must extend to most of the wards of the constituency. , 
These local organizations raise funds which -alto- ·· 
gether amount to . a · sum · equivalent to · ·those 
controlled by headquarters. _ The party maintains an .· 
army of officials, ·speakers, headquarter officers and 
special women organizers who constitute a profession . 
sufficiently compact to have begun forming , trade 
unions of their own~ It subsidizes newspapers and 
publishes a series of special we~kly or monthly papers 
for circulation among . the· . members of the party 
including journals devoted exclusively to tecluiical 
questions of political organization. ·- It' must be 
prepared, when a general election comes~ to flood the 
country with millions of leaflets, pamphlets, poster~, . 
special newspaper articles and appeals. · But the · 
foundation upon which all this elaborate_ organization 
rests in each constituency is the group of volunt:arf 
~orkers. No expenditure of money or· work of prud 
agents can keep the party organization in heatth: 
unless life is breathed into it by a band of devoted · 
adherents who retain their zeal during listless 
intervals between elections, attend dr~ry committee 
meetings and do' the unobtrusiye . work of 
organization without an expectation of._ personal 
reward. . . . A· party machine therefore is a 
result of such prolonged labour and persistence that. 
it cannot be created under normal political conditions· 
in less than a generation. The latest machine-the 
only one that has been built up from wholly_ new 
foundations in modern British politics-is tfia.t of the 

35 
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Labour Party. The history of its creation stretches 
over fifty years and. shows the nature of the task that 
stich an attempt demands. " 1 This passage shows 

· the difficulties which attend, and the time it takes for, 
the. establishment of a regular party organi~ation. 
· To induce people to incur all the huge expenditure 
required for the organization of parties and to induce 
the cohesion of m~bers of parties, adequate motives 

· must be supplied. The chief motive at present for 
the formation of any party is the wresting of control 
<>f · the government·. from the bureaucracy and 
transferring it to the legislature. The fight of any 
popular party against a hureaucratic government in 
power armed with inexhaustible resources is a fight 

· against great odds ·and attended with so .. much 
' ~ncertainty. ~s to results that it does not furnish a 

sufficiently. strong motive for bringing into existence 
a_large political organization. It is the chance of 
securing power and office and the attractions of 
power and responsibility· that ·supply the needed 
motive power for organizing a party and for main
taining the cohesion a( the party by the exercise of 
discipline. 

The llistory of the development of parties in Eng
land shows that it was after the introduction 
of responsible government that the party system 
became well-established and its origin and growth 
were largely influenced by the system of patronage 
w-ith regard to offices. , As observed by Sir John 
Marriott, ''If the development _ of parliamentary 
government has carried with it the corollary of party 

'Lees-Smith's Second Chambers in Theory and Practice, pp. 14-16. 
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organization . in Parliament, the extension of the 
suffrage has necessitated similar organizations in the .. 
constituencies.'' 1 Until the passing of . the, . first 
Reform Act of 1832 ·there· was little · extra 'parlia-.··. 
mentary organization · in English politics. . Party· ·· 
organizations whether within the ·walls of the legis:. . 
hture or in the c~untry have generally. followed the . 
introduction of responsibility and .. not pr~ceded it. 
It is no wonder therefore thatthe system of party.' 
organization on truly politiCal lines has ;not yet grown 
up in this country. The conditions have been .. 
hitherto unfavourable to such a··· growth.. The one · 
question which overshadows everything . else in the ' 
legislature is how to obtain\ further:. constitutional 
reforms and secure the transfer of control from the 
hands of the bureaucracy to the people. If the object . 
of the opposition in all constitutional countries is ,, 
to turn out the existing ministry and · seCu.re the ~ 
places held by the ministers, the one: effort of all the · 
non-official parties in the existing legislatures. has 
been in conformity with this tendency_ and they have 
been endeavouring to secure greater powers. for the 
legislature and greater control over the' gov~m~ 
ment. The political parties within the legislattires. · 
have therefore had no inducement or occasion to 
form any division among themselves. . Such differ
ences as there have been among the different parties 
relate only to the method of attaining responsible 
government and not as to the desirability of the e~d · 
in itself. · Critics of the existing condition of 
party organization in the country forget the peculi~ 

. l 
1 Marriott's Alechanism of Ike lllotlern Stale, vol. ii, pp. 448, 449. 
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cmiditions under which politicians have had to work 
under the, existing constitution. They forget that 
in' the nature of .things it is impossible for any body 
'of persons· to rally round th~ existing regime .and say 
that they d~ not desire any further constitutional 
reforms, ·or the extension ot the principle of respon
sible government or that they _are prepared to 3;_wait 
indefinit~ly the sweet will and pleasure of the 
goverrul'lent, till t;>f its own grace and mere motion it 
chooses: : to enlarge . the · sphere of responsibility. 
The politicians who bP,Jong to the moderate school 
have _ often. been criticized for not ·formin,g a 

. sufficiently strong party in opposition to the extremist 
party .. ' But the criti,cs. do not realize the futility of 

, expecting any party claiming to be national to take 
up an attitude of satisfaction with the existing order 
of things and to ally itself with a policy of stagnation. 

' But even· under- existing conditions, it . must be 
admitted that th~ organization of the'Congress party 
has attained a considerable measure of efficiency. 

By way of objection to the iniroductic~m of 
responsibility in the 'centr.al government, it may be 
urged that, owing to the want of well-established 
party organizations and to the existence of communal 
and sectional differences, it would riot be possible to 
form a strong and stable ministry and that the 
conditions which are necessary to the success of the 
parliamentary system of government cannot be 
realized. It may be conceded that the system of 
parliamentary government as it is worked in England 
bas depended for its success upon -the existence of 
two parties and only two parties in the legislature. 
The fact that there is no well-established two-fold 
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organization of parties at the present moment does 
not necessarily warrant the inference that there will be 
no definite organization of parties hereafter, or that 
the two-party system cannot possibly be evolved on • 
Indian soil. The formation of parties must follow the. '. . .. 
introduction of responsibility and cannot precede it. 
It is only after. the transfer of power and res-·· 
ponsibility to the legislature that one can · expect . 
important cleayages · of ·principle ··t~ develop 
themselves and · a struggle for power. and office 
between two rival sets of members of the legislature. 
The enforcement · of the ; principle of joint res
ponsibility will promote the formation of th~ tWo
party system. If the members of the cabinet stand 
by each other and act upon the principle of collective .· 
responsibility and , a defeat of the government 
involves a . change of the entire ministry.· witli ·a ' 
possible dissolution of the house, it will be feasibl~ ·. 
to create a stronger sense of party fidelity in' the ,. 
followers of the government. To the extent· that 
the party in support of the government becomeS a ·· 
compact and well-disciplined body: the . party ··in , 
opposition will also be compelled to adopt a similar 
organization and discipline. While the formation of 
the cabinet system is favoured by th~ existence of .. 
the two-party system, the working of the cabinet. 
on the principle of joint responsibility is also bound 
to react upon the parties in the· legislature and · 
promote the evolution of the two-party system.' ... It· 
may be urged that this is a too sanguine view which 
is not warranted · either by the conditions now 
prevailing in this country, or by the expa-ience of 
the European countriest which have ~opied the 
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parliamentary system. from the English model. But 
. there are various answers to this. criticism. In the 
first place, the formation of a two-party system under 

· the conditions of Indian life and politics is not in
conceivable and is not an impo~sible aspiration. This 
does not carry us far and there is undoubtedly a gap 
between aspiration and achievement.' But we may 

· go further and point out that, while it is true that the 
condition of a two-party organization has not been 

, realized in most of the countries which have adopted 
the parliamentary system,. the fact that the govern

. ments of those countries h~ve continued to function 
' 
. shows that though the greatest measure of success of 

·. the parliamentary· system can. only be achieved with 
tWo parties, the working· of the cabinet system is not 
necessarily .doomed to be a failure. Prima facie, the 
division of the members into several groups is bound 

. to lead to the fQrmation of coalition ministries whioh 

. have been shown by experience as well as a priori 
reasoning to b~ weak and short-lived. The group 
system has led not only to the instability and short
ness of life of coalition go.vernments, but also to the 
other evils of bargaining, log-rolling and intrigue. 
· The . tendency to multiplicity of parties bas been 

noticed in countries like F ranee where the people 
have no· ·English blood in their veins, or inherited 
English political experience and traditions. It 
has been noticed also in the recently formed Irish 
. Free State the people of which have had the 
advantage of participation in the working of the 

. cabinet system in the United Kingdom. Here also 
it may be possible to attribute the failure of the 
parliamentary system to the defects of the Celtic 
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race. But the evils have been also observed in the 
case of the great self-governing dominions whidi 
have been mostly built up by members of the Anglo..: 
Saxon race, who are heirs to the political culture and 
traditions of England. In the . Comrrmnwealth of · 
Australia there were twelve ministries during the 
period from the formation of the Commonwealth in 
1901 to 1918. -Speaking of tfie cabinet system in 
the Dominions, Professor Keith observes/ ccFor the 
greater part, colonial ministries are not of prolonged . 
duration ; and indeed ·in some cases, the in~tability 
has been almost ludicrous. Ministry after ministry 
comes into office and disappears in the course of a 
few weeks or months. In Canada, things have been 
very different ~ this regard from the state of affairs 
in the Commonwealth of Australia. In . the 
provinces things have been ~ifferent, and mini~tries 
have been less clearly divided on political grounds and 
so less stable. But even there in recent years 

·matters have changed. In the case·of.the Common-. 
wealth. changes have been incessant. from 1901.'' 

"In the case of the States there has been 
the same lack of political continuity and the average 
life of a government has been extremely . short. • ' 1 

Professor Keith attributes these changes to' the lack 

1 Keith"s Res/)onsible Government in the Dominions (first edition), 
vol. I, p. 322; ibid. (second edition), vol. i, p. 250.· The change in the 
provinces of Canada is attributed by him to the adoption of Dominion 
p3rty lines as the basis of distinction. This was due to two reasons 
firstly the fact that provincial affairs do not gh·e rise to clear i~nes 
of principle on which to base party organization and secondly the 
obvious convenience of using the local organizations for federal pur
poses and for provincial purposes also. For a further explanation of 
the instability of ministries in the Dominions, see the remarks of Prof. 
Keith at p. 259, of his Responsible Governme11t in l!q Dominions 
(second edition). 
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of questions on which parties could divide on party 
lines. The remedy suggested by Professor Keith . . 

is to refrain . from changes in the administration 
except on substantial grounds and when changes are 
madet; to appoint new members to the vacated 

· posts rather than transfer existing members to them, 
· thereby upsetting the whole schem~ of the govern
·. ment~ .The number of parties in the Free State of 

Ireland is. six, and in the new Republic of Germany 
it is about ten. · I hav~ no intention of suggesting 
that. t~e absence of the . two-Pat-ty system and the 

· existence of a number of groups are not defects to be 
deprecated.. . They undoubtedly detract from the 
efficiency, strength and continuity of the executive. 
But the. presence of these features in a large number 
of modern governments of the parliamentary type 
. is suggestive of a ~tural or general tendency to the 
formation of groups or mor~ parties than two. None 
of the countries which have adopted this form 
of government have any· desire to change their con-

, stitutions .. or give up the cabinet system. Signs of 
the tendency to multiplicity of parties ·~~ observable 
even in England. The· working of the two-party 
system has been interfered witJh by the evolution and 
activities of the Irish party during a period of thirty 
years from 1885 to 1914 and later on by the evolu
tion of the Labour Party since the beginning of this 
century. I( t~e Liberal Party is extinguished by 
absorption in the other two parties, the norrrutl two
party system may be re-established. If, on the other 
hand, the Liberal Party has any vitality and succeeds 
in regaining its lost position, England will be faced 
with . the problem of three parties. Very strong 
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langilage has been used by Professor Hearnshaw · 
with reference to the group system. He consid~rs · 
it the "devil's own device" for the destruction of· 
democracy. '• It opens the flood gates for the entrance . 
of log-rolling, intrigue, bribery, self-seeking, debased 
bargaining, falsehood, treason; . it eiiminates re~ 
sponsibility. puts an end to all continuity or calcu~ •. 
lability of policy and persons and brings to the front ' 
in politics the crank, the charlatan and the knave: • 11 

· 

While the ·group system may be admitted to have.· 
certain patent evils and defects which interfere with· 
the full success of the cabinet system, the unmeasured 
denunciation of Professor Hearnshaw does not seem 
to be justified. - .. . . 

Let us now turn to the other side of the picture 
as presented by l'vl. · · Ostrogorski who has made a . 
special study of party organization and ·. who~e · 
opinions are entitled to great weight on account :of 
his detachment, fairness, wide ~tudy and ' shrewd · . 
observation. The writer I have· referred· to is '·of ' 
opinion that ''the more the regime of libe:.;-tf is firmly·· 
established in a country, the more the divergences· .. 
of opinion that arise spontaneo~sly and tlie more it •. ~ 
is necessary in order to give them a solution that the 
citizens should form combinations and groups and ... 
do battle with all the weapons which liberty places 
at their disposal. ''3 Speaking of the tendency to the 
multiplication of parties, he remarks : ''The old 
parties are breaking up with ; daily increasing 
rapidity. They can no longer contain the incongruous · . ' 

:a Hesrnshaw, Democracy ol th.t Crossways, p. 410. J _ · · 
• Ostrogorski's Democracy and lh.t Organization of r.titical Parties, 

p. 555. 
36 
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elements brought · together under · the common 
flag. It is all very well for them to go on bearing 
the ·old ·names, to wra~ themselves in the ancient 
traditions. These. name§_ and these traditions do not 
succeed ev~n in disguising the absence of common 
ideas and aspirations which is too obvious to admit 
of concealment. Compact and stable majorities are 
only a historical reminiscence ; the crumbling of 
parties is the. rule; intestine strife, schisms, artifices 
and .·manoeuvres intended to conceal them are the 
very essence. of their· existence. Some, like the 
parties that go by the ncJne of Liberal, live, not to 
say vegetate, on the cr~dit of. their past which is 
becoming visibly exhausted ; others carry on their · 
business by: appealing to the vulgar instincts. of the 

·multitude,· by• exploiting their ignorance and their 
. (:redulity, · · by flattering their ·passions and their 
prejudices; others, again, live from hand to mouth 
by means of expedients, or hagglings, of unprincipled 
coalitions which are formed for sharing power f as 
rogues combine to commit robbery. The gravity of 
this state of. affairs varies in different countries with 
. the political manners and· the mor~ or less deep roots 
of the parties ; but no country is free from the evil ; 
England itself is already attacked.'' 1 I have quoted 
this passage not because I am in agreement with 
the conclusions or the remedies of the author, but 
simply for the purpose of showing that, w~ile the 
emergenc~ of groups is. to be deprecated, it is not 
.such a serious calamity as it has been depicted by 

, some writers and is not so fatal to national welfare 

a Ostrogorski's Democracy and 1/u Orzanizalion of Political Parties, 
'YOl. ii, p. 687. 
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as to be accepted as a conclusive argument against 
constitutional advance. On the other side, the evils··· · 
inherent in the party system when it consists of two , 
parties alone ar~ well known and have. been equally ·. 
the subject of scathing criticism in many quarters~ ·. 
Though it must be admitted that the balance. of .· 
advantage lies with the ~wo-party ·system and that it 
furnishes the most favourable environment for ·the 
working of the cabinet system, it· is desirable ·not to · 
ignore its many defects and harmful features. 

The necessity for working the·· syste~ of cabinet 
government with the principle. of collective· r~s
ponsibility will tend to bring about a r~duction in the. 
number of parties and groups and a spirit of greater 
cohesion among the members of- the party. The .· 
chances of getting into office. and of remaining· in , : 
office will certainly be strengthened under a tWo-party .. 
system and one may therefore expect the growth of a. 
tendency to diminution in the . number··. of.' parties. .: .'· . 

Another objection which may. be brought forWard ' 
against demands for an .. ext~nsion ···of the reform~·. 
and of the powers of the legislattrre is' the back: 
wardness of the electorate. The successful working.' 
of parliamentary institUtions. presupposes 'an : electo..: · 
rate capable of taking an interest in the proceedings ·: 
of the legislature and exercising control. over . its · 
representatives. The extent to which the electorates · 
will be able to perform these functions ·. would 
depend upon the interest taken by them in public 
affairs· and upon their political training. - If· the 
electors are illiterate or uneducated, it is "the fault 
of the Government and the powers tha.t be, as it 

. .. " . 

is they who have been responsible for the good . 
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government of this· country. Whate~er plea might 
be set up in extenuation of this charge prior to the 
assumption of the management of India by the 
Crown, the British Government have been con
trolling the administration of the country for the last 
seventy years,- and even if we leave out the . first 
ten years of this· period as required for the consoli
dation of ,th~r 'rule after the mutiny, they have at 
least had a· period of sixty years for the education of 
the country.. Unfortunately the idea of the education 
of the masses as one of the primary concerns of the 

·.state .dawned 'upon the English mind .very late and 
it' was only the Education Act of 1870 that could be 
said to h~ve laid the foundations of universal primary·· 
education in England; The steps taken by the 
government in England in the direction of mass 
education·· were the, result of the impetus of the 
movement· for electoral reform. since 1832. Even 
so late as 1910 the Government of India opposed 

· the Compulsory · Elementary Education Bill of 
. Mr. Gokhale. The consequences of the govern-
ment's own remissness of duty cannot be urged with 
any good grace· as· an answer to the demand for 
ex~ension of reforms. ·The seven years during which 
educcition has been a transferred subject in the 
provinces have riot been financially favourable to 
. any large eff_ort by the ministers, and the legislatures 
cannot. be blamed, if they are unable to show any 
great 'improvement, upon the achievement of the 
bureaucracy duri~g a period of half a century and 

• more. 
:Apart from any question of allocation of blame, 

the. history of responsible government in the British 
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Commonwealth of Nations shows that backwardness 
of education has not acted as an impediment to the 
introduction of responsible government. On the 
other hand, it has been found by experience that the 
best means of remedying this backward condition is 
the extension of the privilege of self-government~ 
Responsible government in England be~n in the 
time of Walpole; It was during the second quarter·. 
of the nineteenth century that the first seeds· ·of . · 
5tate aid in education were sown. The attitude -
of Parliament towards elementary education· under
went a change after the Reform Act of· 1832. 
Bills introduced in the House of Commons for a 
national system of education passed in that House, 
but were rejected by the Lords who strongly opposed 
the measures from a vague fear--that the spread of 
education would in the long run end the ~ass 
monopoly in education. 1 In the repor_t ·of th~ 
Education ·committee of 1845, it was said.'that only· .: 
16 per cent of the school-going children were able to .·. 
read the Bible, while the rest could not ev~ spell ; 

1 The hostility of the upper classes to the education of the poor 
was reflected in the speeches of Windham and Giddy in the House of 
Commons. The latter said: " However specious in theory ·the pro
ject might be, of giving education to the labouring classes of the poor, 
it would in ~ffect be found · to be prejudicial to their morals and 
happiness; it would teach th~m to despise their lot in life, instead 
of making them good servant.~ in agriculture and otbE'r laborious 
employments to which their rank in society bad destined them; in
stead of teaching them subordination, it would render them factious 
and refractory, as was evident in the manufacturing counties; it 
would enable them to read seditious pamphlets, vicious books and 
publications against Christianity; it would render them insolent to 
thE-ir superiors ; and in a few years the result would be that the legis
lature would find·. it necessary to direct the strong arm of power 
towardo; them, and to furnish the executive magistrate with much 
more vigorous laws than were now in force." Hammond, The Town 
Labourer, p. 57. See also Trevelyan's Britisk H.istory in tlze 
Nineteenth Century, p. 162; Gilbert Slater's Tlze Makipg of Modern 
EnglafJd, Chap. XV. 
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their names. The· percentage that could be said to 
have acquired the art of writing was twenty, while 
only two per cent could be said to know something 
of arithmetic. Though the English Elementary 

· Ed~cation Act was passed only in 1870, the Reform 
Act of 1867 add~d one million voters, mostly urban 
'labourers~ to the electorates. 

· Let us see. ~hether educational backwardness has 
prevented the introduction of responsible government 

· in other! parts of . the ·British Empire. When 
Britain offered responsi~!e government to the Cape 
Colony, the chief officers of the government of 
th~t colony ·submitted a memorandum deprecating 
the introduction of responsible government and · 
they dw~lt. upon the backwardness of education even 
'among ·the ·Europeans.1 In the Durham Report, 

· referring 'to the state of education in Lower Canada, 
· it ' is said ! ''It is impossible to · exaggerate the 
· want of education among the .habitants (yeomanry 
of the country districts) ; no means of instruction 
have ever been provided for them and they are 

-almost universally desti~te of ~the qualifications even 
of reading and writing.' 12 

. 

Moreover, in most countries enjoying a democratic 
system of · government, the main functions of 
the voters are to choose the right men as their 

. representatives and to express their opinions on the 
main issues of policy placed before them . by the 
representatives of rival parties. For these limited 
functions, what is required is co~mon sense, 

· "Keith's Res/Jonsible Government in lite Dominions (second 
edition), p. 29. 

• Durham's Re/Jorl on Canada, p. 18. 
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a knowledge of men and a sense of civic duty. 
l\I ere elementary education by itself ·may not mean 
much with regard to the possession of these qualifi- ·· 
cations~ Speaking of the manner in which the 
elector exercises his privilege of voting at ·elections· 
in western countries, Lord ·. Bryce remarks, ., In 
elections the spirit ofparty or class and th~ combative 
ardour which such a spirit inspires, cloud the mincls ', 
of many voters, making them think of party triumph · 
rather than either of a candidate's merits or of his.· 
principles. A large percentage of the votes are given . 
with little reference to th~ main issues involved. It' · 
is the business of the managers to 'froth up' party 
feelings and make excitement do the work-·. of 
reason. " 1 . · · · · 

In their choice of representatives at the elections . 
to the councils, the electors have to ·exercise' their< 
judgment and select suitable candidates with reference · 
to their character J ability and opinions on imp()rtatlt .· 
questions of policy and must not be influenced . by ' 
improper motives, or be led away by appea.Is 'to .. · 
the passions. Even in countries where education is · 
widespread, it is found that the electors do not choose . 
the best persons and that they are too 'often · 
influenced by irrelevant considerations and. improper 
motives. Experience of elections in · this country 
shows that the state of things in India is .not much 
worse, if at all, than in western countries. It only 
shows that the sense of civic duty is a plant of slow-·· 
growth and does not keep pace with the general 
growth of education. The best mean~ of cultivating ' 

l 
1 Bryce's Jlfodern Democra&ies, vol. i, pp. 179, 180. 
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a sense of the duties of citizenship is to afford oppor
tunities for civic and political training under conditions 
which would ensure the right discharge of these 
duties. A fre~, vigorous and healthy press. a high 
standard in the cu~rent notions of public mbrality. 
strong public opinion and the light of publicity are the 
conditions 'under which the civic spirit can ~a~e root 
and flourish. That in spite of the wide diffusion of 
educatio~ th~re has not been a sufficient sense of civic 
duty to ;overcome the sinister influences of personal 
profit . or party inter~sts is unfortunately the 
experience of many democratically governed coun
tries. , It would, however~ be nowhere ac~epted as _a 
justification fo~ the . restriction or abolition of 
responsible government. For the purpose of 

. . l· 

determining · the fitness . of the electorate for the 
introduction of responsible government, it would be 
proper. to compare the j state of thing!? here with 
~hat in England at the time when responsible 
government came into existence · in the eighteenth 
century. We shall ·however take the period of the 
first English Reform Act and see what the standard 
of political morality was among the voters to 
Parliament and the members of Parliament at that 
time. Lord Bryce states; "In England bribery was 
rife in . Parliament under Walpole and in parlia
mentary constituencies till the middle of the last 
century. It was for the briber a matter of jest, not 
of social stigma, the habit being an old one.'' 1 

-c ~Gross corruption alike in the constituencies· and 
among the elected and nominated representatives 

~Bryce, Modern Democracies, vol. i, p. 157. 
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was the inevitable corollary of such a system 
(pre-reform system). To the sale or purchase of 
seats the term cannot in fairness be applied .. · The · 
seat is as much a marketable . commodity in the 
eighteenth century as an advowson in the nineteenth 
century and the legitimacy of the transaction was, as 
we have seen, recognized alike in Pitt's Refo~ Bill 
of 1785 and in the Act of Union of 1800. In.ea.ch 
case the value of a seat was estimated at ov~ £7,000. 
Nor was this excessive, for sums far. m excess of ' 
this amount were frequently spent on a parliamentary . 
contest. Thus in 1768 the Bentincks and Lowthers . 
spent 40,000 pounds apiece in contesting the counties 
of Cumberland and Westmoreland, while at York in 
1807 the , joint expenses of Lord. Milton and . 
~fr. Lascelles are said to have. amo:UOted to the 
astounding sum of £200,000." 1 

''The abuse of patronage for personal. or party': 
purposes flourished in England till · lat~ _in · the · 
nineteenth century. Though the spoils system did . 
not develop in England as in America,· such vacancies , 
as occurred in the natural course of events were ' 
freely used in former times to confer favoms. on ··.' 
political and personal friends or to reward PartY · 

• JJJ serv1ces. 

'Marriott, Tlze MechanismoillzeModensStale, vot. i, p. 478. 
• Lowell's Government of EnJ!Iand, vol. i, p. 151. . 
Sir Erskine May, speaking of the effects of parliamentary reform· 

upon the state of parties, observed that "' throughout these changes 
patronage has bP.en the mainsprin~ of the org-aniza~ion of parties." 
Erskine May's Constitutional Histo, of Enf!land, vol. ii, p. 99. · 

It was said of Sir Robert Peel tbat in makin~ public appointments 
be never took any circumstances into consideration except the profit 
of the party ; he scorned to make personal profit out of appointments. 
(Gilbert Slater's llfakinf! of llfod.ern EnJ!land, p. 175) • 

.. The use of civil service posts, great and small, ~a means of 
buying the support of the electors and establishing party influence in 

37 
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/ ''The reason that the spoils system, Le., the 
wholesale discharge of officials on a change of party, 
obtained no foot-hold in. England is not to be found 
in any peculiarly exalted sense inherent in the British 
·character that every public office is a sacred tnist. It 
is rather to be sought in quite a different sentiment, 
the sentim~nt that a man has a vested interest in the 
office that he holds. " 1 

As r~gards.the civil service in the dominions, it is 
stated by Prof~ssor Keith that Canada shows a some
what unhappy record in. the mat~er of the civil service 
system and that the appomtment of public officers was 
always a· matter in which political influence had a 
go<?d deal· to do in the first place. . . . · It appeared 
from a report·o£ a commission appointed in 1908 that 
DOminatiOnS I tO/ OffiC~ Were political jobS and that 
after appointment success depended upon political 
·influence. 1 According to Lord ·Bryce, there have 

·the constituencies continued unchecked, whichever party was in 
power." (Ramsay Muir's Peers and Bureaucrats, p. 34.) 

What is regularly termed jobbing was declared by a prominent 
politician in 1853 to be the ineradicable vice of constitutional govern

. ments. (Ramsay Muir's Peers and Bureaucrats, p. 35.) 
Ramsay Muir states that in the middle of the nineteenth century it 

was estimated that 16.000 public offices were used for political purposes 
and filled by men selected, not because they could do the work required, 
but because they were the relatives of electors. (Peers and Bureau
wats. p. 41.) 

•• As regards colonial patronage, it is stated that at one time a deaf 
and dumb peer governed Barbadoes and a public official !n England 
drew a sala."Y for being Secretary to the Connell of Jamaica in which 
island he bad never setfoot •••• " "Patronage ofthe colonial office," 
said Charles Boller," is the prey of every department of our govern
ment. To it the Horse Guards quarters its wom-out general officers 
as governors ; the Admiralty cribs its share, and jobs wbich even 
parliamentary rapacity would blush to ask from the Trf'asury are 
perpetrated with impunity in tbe silent realm of • Mr. Mother 
Country'." (C. R. Fay, Life and La!Jour in Ike Nineteenth Century, 
p. 20.) 

1 Lowell, Gopernment of England, vol. i, p. 153. 
• Keith's Res{Jonsible Government in tile Dominions (first edition), 

pp. 345-6. ' 
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been voters in Canada who allow their willingness to 
· vote to be stimulat~d by the receipt of pecuniary 
inducements at elections, glossing over this lapse. 
from civic virtue by the argument that they ought to · 
be compensated for the time lost in going · to the .. 
polling place. This habit not infrequent in Ontario, 
is quite as prevalent in the state of Ohio, on die 
other side of Lake Erie. 1 Personation and repeating 
are not unknown in elections and bribery.is not rare.: 
"The laws enacted on lines found effective in 
England failed to restrain these malpractices usually 
managed by underlings and apparently.. by . both . 
parties alike. Happening to hear· a . politician 
complain bitterly of the heavy expenditure by the 
opposite party which had caused the 'defeat. of .. his . · 
own, I enquired why objections had not been more 
largely presented by the losing side and was answered ' 
that things might. have come out which were better 
left in darkness. Each side had bribed, because it 
believed the other to be bribing, and the wealthier · 
party got the best of it ; for money. counts here as in · 
most countries and campaign funds are thought 
indispensable. "J Jobbery and log-rolling especially · 
in connection with, public expenditure are said . to• be 
prevalent and though no legislature sinks ~o low as 
th~ assemblies of New York or Pensylvania, the 
atmosphere· of two or three is said to be unwholesome 
and nowhere can' absolute soundness· be found~ 3 

The introduction of responsibility in · the 
government is bound to be followed ·.not merely 
by the extension of popular education, but also. by· 

1 Brvce, Modern Democracies, vol. i, p. 5~-
• Ibid., p. 533. • Ibid., p. 535. 
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politica~ training. ·In their attempts to capture the 
electorate, rival parties will find it to their interest 

. to carry the campaign into all localities and carry 
on. propaganda work in season and out of season. 
There are many influences now at work ror the 
political training of the electorate. The newspapers 
conducted in English by Indians are acquiring a large 
increase · in their circulation and influence ·and the 
abil~ty . and standard of journalistic etiquette of the 
best among them are not inferior to those of the 

. great English journals ·~hich, after publishing appre
ciative reviews of libels ~n India, refuse to publish 
protests against the libels.· The vernacular press, 
the platform and the increased facilities ·of travelling 
and ·.communication . have been instrumental in 

. awakening the ·people even in rural areas from 
their ·intellectual· torpor, in widening their outlook, 
in creating . an interest in the proceedings of the 

··legislature and in stimulating a demand for the spread 
·of educ;1tion .. These results have been already· 
observed in several provinces. . 
. As an indication of the. appreciation of the franchise 

and the ·. interest taken by the electorates in the 
· elections to the legislative councils, it may be useful 
to furnish a few figures regarding the electorates and 
the polling in the ·contested constituencies. Taking 
. the elections in India to the various legislative bodies . 
in 1926, we find that the strength of the electorate 
for the legislative councils for the whole of British 
India excluding Burma was 6,473,568 out of a 
population of 235 ·millions. This works out to a 
little over 2·77 per cent which is about the same 
percentage as that of the electorate of the United 
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Kingdom immediately after the introductio~ of the .. 
Reform Act of 1832. The percentage ·· of votes 
polled in the contested constituencies for the legis
lative councils in British India excluding Burma· is 
49·39. It may be pointed out in passing that though 
the percentage of the electorate to the population· 
may appear small at first sight, the · aggregate· 
strength of nearly six and a half millions is larger than· 
the whole populatio'n of the Australian Common-·· 
wealth which is about five and a half millions. ·The 
total electorate for the Indian Legislative Assembly· 
was 1,125, 000 and the percentage of vot~s polled in 
the contested constituencies was 48·8 .. Considering 
that the general election of 1926, tnough nommally. 
the third election under the reforms was really the .· 
second, owing to the influence of the non~co-opera-_ . 
tion movement at the time of the first election, the 
attendance at the polling must be held to· he~ satis) 
factory. The numerous political conferences which.; 
are held every year in different parts of the country, ' 
the elections to the various self-governing bodies, the 
visits of politicians to different places and ·their 
addresses-or talks to the people, the circulation of the , 
vernacular newspapers which are read or listen~d "to 
with great avidity have all combined to· enlarge· the ' · 
mental horizon of the man in the stre~t and his 
interest in the doings of the various representative ·. 
bodies and the prominent figures therein. In the 
year 1925-26, the number- of village panchayats, in 
the Madras Presidency was 933 and it is stated in 
the report of their working that several of them have_ 
submitted proposals for the introduction q! compul
sory elementary education, though only two of these 
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proposals have · been sanctioned and the rest are 
un~er the consideration of the government. It is 
stated that several villages are willing to_ tax 
themselves for this purpose. Nor is the interest of 

-the common run of people confined to affairs in India. 
··The wave of jnterest spread among the labouring 
classes of the towns in western countries by the 
execution of Sacco and V anzetti in America found a 
refleX among the_ labouring classes of the principal 
towns in: India who held meetings in d,emonstration 
of their ·sympathy with. the accused. 

The criticisms on t~e working of the reforms 
·contained in the reports of the Provincial Govern
ments submitted to the Government ·of India and 

· placed before the Reforms Enquiry Committee of 
·, 1924 refer to the. electorates being influenced by 
·,personalities rather than principles, to the absence of 
·any differential features in party manifestoes, the 
lack of ·party cohesion, the instability of political 

·combinations arid various· other .shortcomings. It 
· may be readily conceded that party organization is 
still in its infancy. in India. But as already pointed 
out, the development of party organization follows 
the grant of responsible government and does not 
precede it. The criticisms are open to the charge 
of putting the cart before the horse. They are 

· marked by_ that lack of breadth of outlook which is 
a trait of the bureaucratic mind. The · English 
bureaucrat in India who is imported into this 
country at a very early_ age suffers from the defects 
of his class. It is his merit that he aims at a high 
level of efficiency and . integrity in the services and 
labours hard to reach or maintain it. . But it is his 
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weak point that he forgets his knowledge of English 
political history and has no knowledg~ of the actual' 
working of political institutions in the west. Most · 
of these criticisms of the Provincial Governments -
have been met in the observations already made on 
the party system. Party programmes ·and shibbo
leths are no doubt essential to the development of 
the highly artificial organization of political parties. 
Personalities can never furnish a permanent rallying. 
point for parties. But there is a great deal to be said 
for the voter who puts his trust in th~ chaiacter and 
respectability of a candidate rather than in specious 
election promises which cannot b~. or . are not 
intended to be, fulfilled. . ·· .. 

The development of local self-governing institu- ' 
tions is one of the matters into which an enquiry 
is to be _made by the statutory commission. _ _ 'fhe ' 
period of seven years which ~ elap~ed since the · 
introduction of the constitutional reforms and · the · 
transfer of the subject of local s~-government to· 
popular ministers is too short. to pronounce any 
definite opinion upon the· results of the change in the 
administration. Experience of the change in ·a few 
of the provinces has been rather unhappy. -.. It -is 
believed that ministerial influence can be traced 
behind the appointment of' seve~al of the members 
and chairmen to these bodies, and that there 
has been a perceptible increase .. -of corruption 
in their administration. Here .agairi, we -.may 
compare the state of things here with the administra
tion of local self-governing bodies in: England at the 
time of the Reform Act and with the admifiistration 
even at the present time in other countries like the 
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U ni.ted States, Canada, etc., which have long 
enjoyed the system of responsible government. The 
English Municipal Corporations Act of 1835 was the 
result of an investigation by a Royal Commission on 
the administration of municipal institutions. , They 
reported that the revenues deriv~d from local taxation, 
which ought .to be applied to the public advantage, 
were ·sometimes wast~fully bestowed upon in-

. dividuals~ sometimes squandered for objects injurious 
. to the character and morals of the people. They 
' found : ''It is ·not even that much of the corporate 

property . is expended ·ott police or public improve
ments. • · . · • . The principle that the property of 
the corpor~tion. should be turned to the profit of the 

· individual members has been undisguisedly adopted 
in few corporations compared with the number of 
those in which it is indirectly acted upon. . . . The 
direct appropriation of the capital, instead ·of the 
income of the corporation, is generally regarded as a 

. fraud upon the public. • ' 1 Speaking of the municipal 
.. system that was ·abolished. in 1835, Mr. G. M. 

Trevelyan observes that its administrative aspect was 
. incompetence that refused to undertake the new duties 
. called for by new conditions of urban life. 2 "The 
office of municipal freeman was in many places 

· coveted solely for the bribe which could be extracted 
from· a candidate at parliamentary elections. The 
Royal Commission found an erroneous but strongly 
rooted opinion that the property of the corporations 
was held in trust for the corporate body only, and not 

, for the local community as a whole. This easily led 

.. Gilbert Slater's Makin~ of Motkrn England, p. 112. 
• Trevelyan's British History in /he Nineteenth Centu17, p. 244. 
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to the view that individual corporators may jti~tifiably 
derive a personal benefit from the property. During_ 
the election of 1826, the corporation of Leicester 
expended £10,000 to secure the success of a political 
partisan and mortgaged some of their property to 
discharge the li3.bilities incurred •. ~Few corporations 
admitted any positive obligation 'to expend sl.i!plus .' 
revenues upon public bodies. . Such expenditure was · 
regarded as a· spontaneous act of private generosity · 
rather than a weJI-considered . application of the · 
public revenue. • ' 1 

· ' · · .. 

It is necessary to add here that in referring to the 
corruption in national politics or in ·local sel£-gov~m
ment in England my object has not been to ~eferid or · 
palliate lapses from rectitude which must be objects. 
of severe condemnation in any country.· · My sole , 
purpose in making these comparisons has .. been t() 
point out that these shortcomings have. not· operate~ · 
as barriers to self-governp1ent in other cc;»untries~ 

The advantages of municipal administration· are' 
largely dependent upon the financial resources of the 
municipalities, though its efficiency depends uponthe· 
amount. of public spirit and integrit}r brought to bear 
upon the discharge of their duties by the municipal 
councillors. The resources of the' municipalities in 
India have been comparatively very slender, ·while 
those of the English municipalities had a tendency ·to 
expand owing to the great increase in wealth brought 
about by the industrial revolution. Jt is not therefore 
unfair to institute a comparison between municipal 
administration in India at the present time .. with the 

1 Redlich and Hirst's Local Government in Eni/and, vol. i, 
pp. 122, 123. 

38 
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administration in ·England in the first half of the 
ninete~th century . 
. : .The first Public .Health Act was passed in 1848 
as a result !lf the agitation set up by Chadwick. ·The 
remarks of Mr. G. M. Trevelyan with reference to 
the .. sanitary.~ movement may . be 'usefully quoted ; 
t'The absence of sanitary .control which had .been 
~haracte~istic of the nation's remoter past, ·had been 
continued . during the first seventy years of the 
industrial revolution, with' appalling results, which 
haye . been by no means altogether removed in our 
own day. .rhe jerry-bUild~ and the thrifty manu
facturer in a hurry had covered England with slums ; 
trout streams had become sewers ; rubbish-heaps 

·.· . festered unregarded ·till·. cholera or some milder 
. · ~epid~mic threatened the well-to-do. The cottages of 
. ·th~ rpral labour were no less disgraceful. " 1 "The 

report of the Royal Sanitary Commission of 1868-71 
showed how local authorities had remained inactive, 
· howev'er insanitary the ·conditions .which prevailed in 

· their districts~ and how the machinery of local govern
ment h3:d proved insuffici~nt to translate the scientific 
laws ·of public health into actual administration. Foul 
wa~er and unscientific systems of drainage, unhealthy 
houses and over-crowding produced and propagated 
all kinds of endemic and epidemic disease. " 2 "It 
was only' in 1888 that the establishment of county 
councils foilowing the enfranchisement ·of the rural 
labourer in 1884 did for the country what had been 
~one in 1835 for the town." 1 

1 Trevelvan's Britisk History-in Ike Nineteenth Century, p. 279. 
• Redlich and Hirst's Local Government in England, pp.I50,151. 
a Trevelyan's Britisk History in tke Nineteenth Century, p. 246. 
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It is a sign of the democratic tendency of the· times 
that the shop-keeper class has practically captured 
the municipal councils in this country and that there 
has been a distinct lowering in the status, ability and 
character of the councillors. The same phenomenon 
has been noticed eveJ;t in England. 1 

·· Another .. regre~-· 
table change is the intrusion of national politics into 
municipal elections. We have not· been slow. to 
develop even the undesirable features of . English i 
municipal life. The reasons for this development are 
of course the same everywhere. : . One is the 
convenience and economy of uniting' municipal With 
political organizations for the work both. of registra
tion and of elections. The other ·is 'th~ advantage. 
of keeping the party organization· in good_.. fettle. 
The municipal elections have been comp3!ed to the 
yearly manreuvres of an army. They exercise and 
improve the party organization and serve as·a. test of· 
the strength of the political parties. 1 · · · . ·' · " . · 

Another matter whlch would form~ the· subjece of 
enquiry by t.he statutory commission is . the ·· C()~ 
operation received from those on. 'whom. new 
opportunities for service were conferred by the_ 
Government of India Act and the extent to· which 
confidence can be reposed in their f sense . 'of : res:.. 
ponsibility. ·It is stated in the preamble to the 
Government of India Act that the. a~tion of 
Parliament in deciding upon further advance must be 
guided by the result of such enquiry. That , there 
has been a spirit of non-co-operation in some of the 

1 Lowell's Go1.ternmenl of England, vol. ii, p. 199. f . 
1 Redlich and Hirst's Local Government in EnglaAd, vol. i, pp. 

265-73. ' 
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provincial le¢slative c~>Uncils must be ' conceded. 
We· have to consider the object with which this 
requirement was insert~d in the preamble, the signi- · 
ficance of the\ non -co-operation movement and the 
inferences to be drawn from it. The object' of this 
req~rement evidently was to. ascertain the capacity 
and willingness of the people to co-operate with the 
govemm,ent in the working of the reforms and the 

· existence of a. sense of responsibility. on the part of 
the members of 'the legislature. From the very 
moment of the introduction' of the reforms, there has 
beeri a cleavage of politi~ opinion in the country, as 
to ·whether the refom1s ·should be worked or not, for 

, what they' w~re worth. · The Congress was at first 
opposed · ~o any entry into the councils, but the 

·moderates were in _favour of seeking election to the 
. cotincils. ·and. making ~he fullest ·possible use of 
them, for· the good of the people. At the first 
·elections, the councils were all filled by men who 
were determined· in the· face of great opposition and 
popular odium to serve the cowitry by making every 
possibl~ us~ of the opportunities provided by the 
reforms. ·, That both in the provinces and in the 
central government they acquitted themselves credit
ably cannot be denied. It was their demonstration of 
the possibilities for service afforded by the new 
councils that induced the members of die extremist 
party to change their. tactics and resolve to enter the 
councils with the profess'ed object of wrecking them 
from within. It was only in the province of Bengal 
and the Central Provinces that the new members of 
the legislative councils c~rried their obstructive 
tactics to the length of making it impossible for the 
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ministry to function and driving the government to ' 
resume the transferred subjects for a while. · In all. 
the other councils and in the cc;:ntral legislature, ·the· 
members of the Congress party afte~ a few futile · 
gestures for the purpose of saving ·· their· faces' 
practically co-operated with the other parties and the · 
government in working the. reforms. ··.What .is ·the·, 
inference to be drawn from the conduct of the non-co- . 
operating members of the legislatures ? · . Their refusal· 
to vote supplies . in certain ·cases ·was due to their · 
desire to give expression to· their dissatisfaction •with '.· 
the reforms in the only way, or perhaps the strongest ·.· 
way, they conceived it ·was possible. for. them to do 

'····· .. ; ·, J . ' 

so. A token cut from the demand ~or grant. would . 
have been sufficient and · would have · helped to· 
establish a convention of non-interference for restora-" ' 
tion by the Governor-General.. But they thought·, 
that the strength of ·their dissatisfaction , ·should . 
find expression in· a substa~tial . cut.. The· power ·of · 
restoration of the Governor-General, necessary as it 
may be in certain cases, is one of the circumstances 
which hinder the growth of a sense of responsibility .... 
The extremist wins cheap credit for his dc::feat 'o{ the . ·· 
government, but the administrati'on. does not' suffer. 
and the public does noi: realize the folly. It wohld 
not be right to infer from their conduct any inability or 
unwillingness to work the reforms or the· lack of any 
sense of responsibility, and it would be. still less right · 
to attribute such deficiencies to the, people at large ... 
Speaking recently before;: a meeting of the committee 
of the Empire Parliamentary Association in London, 
Sir Frederick Whyte, the distinguished (irst Presi.;. ~ 
dent of the Indian Legislative Assembly,\.remarked 
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· that . · the Assembly satisfied both the· tests of 
co-operation and responsibility during its first three 
years.· He said he certainly observed a progre~sive 
increase in. the sense of responsibility in which the 
Legislative Assembly approached questidns of 
public utility. On other issues, such as the executive 
action· of the government, he remarked that there 
-were no· doubt "very hot disputes regarding the 
··control of agitation which might eventually lead to 
crime, but that· must always be a bone of contention 
between a nationalist party and a government owing 
its source of responsiMiity to an alien spring.·· 
He testified .in favour of the Indian constitutional 

· parties , in 1 respect both to co-operation and· to 
responsibility. In support of the opinion expressed 
·by_ Sir ·Frederick' ,Whyte,· I may refer to the work 
of the legislatures ·and their general attitude towards 
questions affecting the welfare of the people. It may 
be safely affirmed that our legislatures have passed 

.. no measures of legislation for' the benefit of particular 
, classes, or against the interests of the country at 

large. On the other hand, they have been ready to 
pass measures for the amelioration of the conditions 
of labour and for the promotion of social welfare. 
No difficulty has been experienced in getting through 
the legislatures bills for the protection of trade unions 
and for· the r~gulation of the conditions of labour in 
mines and factories. The legislatures in India have 
been characterized by a breadth of outlook and 
~ympai:hy and a spirit of progressiveness which 
compare favourably with the mentality of the English 

· parliament in the nineteenth century and even at the 
present time. · \Vomen's suffrage was won in 
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England after an agitation prolonged over h~ . a · 
century and carried on· towards the end in a spirit. of ' 
fierce militancy. In the sel£-governin~ colonies of· 
the British Empire and in th~ United States it was 
granted only after the war. Even now the franchise . 
has not been extended to women in the South African 
Union, in France and in Belgium. On the other hand, 
in India the franchise has b~en conferred upon. women 
as the result of resolutions passed without any s~rious· · 
opposition by the legislative councils in six provinces. · 
The amendment of the Special_ :hrlarria.ge Act legal- . 
izing marriages between a Hindu of any caste. with a 
Hindu of any other caste or with a Buddhist, Sikh 
or Jain and the raising of the age of consent in .. the' 
criminal law are achievements to the ~redit of . the 
Legislative Assembly. . A, measure .. is now before 
the Legislative Assembly for . raising . the age 
of marriage in the case of Hindu. girls and boys.· 
Contrast with this the protracted struggle which had , 
to be encountered by the Deceased Wife's Sister's 
Marriage Bill in England. Trade. unions in Eng
land had to undergo severe persecution· at the. hands 
of the ruling classes in England in the beginning 
of the nineteenth cen_tury. Attempts were. made to . 
suppress them by penal laws. against combinations .. 
How they had to fight for freedom of-association is 
described at length in Mr. Sidney We~b's History 
of Trade Unionism. Legislation for ·the limitati~n 
of the hours of labour · of women. and youths in 
factories to ten hours a day was opposed by men 
like Bright and Cobden. Lord John Russell's 
proposals for compulsory rates· in aid of.,education 
were opposed. by Gladstone and Disra~li. Lord 
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Macaulay said that he appealed with confidence to 

a future age which, while enjoying all the blessings 
· of, a just · and effi~ent system of state education, 

would look back with astonishment to the opposition 
encountered. by the introduction of that sys~em and 

. would. be still. more astonished that such resistance 
was offered in the name of civil and religious 

· freedom. 1 
· A graphic description of the miseries 

. of the · labouring classes caused by the industrial 
revolution,· th,e ,·factory system' and the corn laws 
in England, of the attitude of the middle Classes 
to~ards 1, the · poor, of· 'the severity .pf the game 
laws enacted · in the interests of the squirearchy 
against' poaching and . the scandals of the admini-

' · stration of . the poor . laws will be found in 
the .· brilliant; :pages of Mr. G. M. Trevelyan. 1 

I' How; soon a. knowledge of parliamentary procedure 
lias· .been ·acquired by the .Indian legislatures is 
admitted even by hostile critics like Lord Meston. 
The Indian legislature conducts its proceedings 
with a sense of decorum and dignity not inferior to 
that of the m.otller of parliaments. It has even been 
remarked that the proceedings are decorous to the 
poU;tt of dulness and that lively scenes like those wit-

. ·nessed in the House of Commons are conspicuous by 
their absence. 

Our · knowledge of history and our experience · 
of human -nature tell us that gestures and tactics 
of the kind adopted by. the Indian non-co-operator 
.are often resorted to as a means, real or fancied, 

s Progress of Education in England, by J. C. G. De Montmorency, 
p. 40. 

• Brilisk History in Ike Nineteenlk c,ntury, pp. 142-65. 
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of driving the government to make concessions. 
I need only refer to the conduct of the · mem-: 
hers of the Canadian legislature as described in:· 
the rep()rt of .. Lo~d Durham, _which. is , g~ner~lly 
recognized as. ~, cla~si~ authority on, the _tre,atm«rnt " 
of colonies .. The, remedy recommended.by.h~ ~as 
the introduction of responsible gover~ent in place ()f 
the merely· repr~sentative council. which . had • been 
conferred upon the' colonies and the' adoption of the .. 
remedy has been attended with signal· success: . In 
the words of Mr. G. M. Trevelyan, "It ha's prov.ed 
the cement of the empire .. · In the days. of its first' 
adoption, it seemed to some statesmen; both Liberal· 
and Conservative, to be a step towa~ds an inevitable 
friendly parting of colonies and Il!other country. 
But this error in opinion as to the future did not. 
involve those who held it in mistaken action in 'the ' 

·present. The indifference that allowed 'col~nies .to 
go their own way, was much less fatcJ · to Imperial 
unity than any attempt to hold them to the connection 
by force. '' 1 It needs no excuse _to extract one. o~ two·· 
important passage's :fro~ "~li1s· report: . As' re~rds . 
the diagnosis of· the ~onduct of the Assembly, . the : 
following passage on page 57 of the report (third 
edition) is of abiding interest:-. · ·· · , 

' ·, ..... '' 

"The opposition of the Assembly to the Govenimerit was 
the unavoidable result of a system which stinted the popular · 
branch of the legislature of the necessary privileges.· of a . 
representative _body: ~n~ produced thereby. a long series of . . ... . . . 
attempts on. the part of ·that body to acquire control over 
the administration o_f the Province. I say all this without 
reference to the ultimate aim of . the Assembly, which I 

' .• 

J 
1 Trevelyan's British History in the Nineteenth Centt)ry, pp. 261-2. 
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. have _before described as being the maintenance of a 
' Canadian nationality against the progressive intrusion of 

the English race. Having no responsible ministe~s to deal 
. ·with, it entered upon that system of long enquiries by means 
of its committees, which brought the whole action of the 
executive immediately under its purview, and transgressed 
o~r· notions of the p~oper limits· of Parliamentary inter
ference •. Having no influence in the choice of any public 
functionary,' no power to procure the removal Qf such as 
were . ob~oxious to it merely on political grounds, and 
s~eing a.tniost every office in the Colony filled by persons in 
whom it had no confidence, it entered on that vicious course 
·.of . assailing · its prominent opponents individually, and 
disquatily~g them for the 'public service, by making them 
the. :subjects of inquiries and consequent impeachments, not 
always conducted with e~en the appearance of a due 
·regard . to· fustice ; and wh~n nothing else could attain its 
_end of altering the policy or the composition of the col<?nial 
·government, it . had .. recourse· to that ultima t'atio of 
representaiive power to which the more prudent forbearance 
of the' Crown had neve~. driven the House of Commons in 
England, and endeavoured to disable the whole machine of 
government by a general refusal of · the supplies. 

"It was an unhappy consequence of the system' which 
I have been describing~ that it relieved the popular leaders 
of all the responsibilities of opposition. A member of 
opposition in this country acts and speaks with the contin
gency' of becoming a minister constantly before his eyes, 
and he feels, therefore, the necessity of proposing no 
course, and of asserting no principles, on which he would 
not be prepared to conduct the government, if he were 

. immediately offered. it. But the colonial demagogue bids 
high for popularity without the feat of future exposure. 
Hopelessly excluded from power, he expresses the wildest 
opinions, and appeals to the most mischievous passions of 
the people, without any apprehension of having his sincerity 
or prudence hereafter tested, by being placed in a position 
to carry his views into effect; and thus the prominent places 
in the ranks of opposition are occupied for the most part 
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by men of strong passions, and merely declamatory po~ers, 
who think but little of reforming the abuses which 5erve 
them as topics for exciting discontent . 

.. The collision with the executive government necess3.ri.Iy 
brought on one with the Legislative Council. The compo- ·. 
sition of this body, which has been so much the_- subject of 
discussion both here and in the Colony, must certainly be 
admitted to have been such as could give it no weight with· 
the people, or with the representative body, on whom it . 
was meant to be a check. The majority was always 
composed of members of the party which conducted the 
executive government; the clerks of each Council were 
members of the other; and, in fact, the Legislative Council 
was practically hardly anything but a veto in the hands of. 
public functic;m.aries on all the acts of. that popUlar branch 
of the legislature in which they were always in a minority. 
This veto they used without much scruple •. · I am far .from 
concurring in the censure which the Assembly and- its 
advocates have attempted to cast on the . acts of · the .c 

Legislative Council. I have no hesitation in saying· that. 
many of the bills which it is most severely blamed · for' · 
rejecting, were bills which it could not have passed without 
a dereliction of its- duty to the constitution, the connection 
with Great Britain, and the whole English population of the : 
Colony. If there is any censure to be passed on its general 
conduct, it is for having confined ·itself to the merely 
negative and defensive duties of a l~gislative · body; for 
having too frequently contented itself with merely defeating' 
objectionable methods of obtaining desirable ends, ·Without 
completing its duty by proposing measur~, which would 
have achieved the good in view without the mixture of evil. 
The national animosities which pervaded the legislation 'of 
the Assembly, and its thorough want of legislative skill, or 
respect for constitutional principles, rendered almost· all 
its bills obnoxious to the objections made by the Legislative · 
Council; and the serious evil which their enactment would 
have occasioned, convinces me that the Colony ·has reason 
to congratulate itself on the existence of an insti\.ution which 
possessed and used the power of stopping a course of 
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legislation, that, if successful, would have sacrificed every 
British interest, and overthrown every guarantee of order 
an~ national liberty. It is not difficult for us to judge thus 
calmly of the respective- merits of these distant parties ; but 
it must have been a great and deep-rooted respect for the 
constitution and composition of the Legislative touncil, 
that could have . induced the representatives of a great 
majority to submit 'Yith ,patience to the impediment thus 
placed in their: wa~ by a few individuals. But the Legislativ~ 

, Council was neither theoretically unobjectionable, nor 
·personallY: esteemed by the Assembly; its opposition 
appeared 'to th~t. body but ,another form of official hostility, 
and it was inevitable that the Assembly should, sooner or 
later, make those assaults on the constitution of the . -

Legislatiye Council which, by the singular want of judgment 
· and te~per with which they were conducted, ended in the 
. destruction· of the Provincial Constitution. 

"From the commencement, therefore, to the end of the 
: disputes which . mark the whole Parliamentary history. of 
Lower Canada, I look on the conduct of the Assembly as 

. a constant warfare with the executive, for the purpose of 
obtaining the powers inherent in a representative body by 
the •. very nature of representative government. , It was to 
acco~plish this p)lrpose, .th~t it .used every means in its 

.. • ... ,. ~ ,f'i - • • , • . "$ 

pow~r; ·but it mu~t~ be. c;ensured for havir;tg,_ in pursuit of 
this object, perverted i~s powers of legislation, and disturbed 
the whole working of the' constitutiOn.. It made the 
busine~s of legislati~n~. _and _thi • P.~actfcal ht~provement of 
the country, sub~rdlt!~te,. to its .. str~g~~-t;, for powers; and, 

. being . denied its legi~,imate privi!eg~s, it _ endeavoured to 
extend its authority in modes totally incompatible with the .- - ..... .. . 

principles of_constitution~~ liberty.'' 

.,. .... , , , . 
The devices which were employed by the Canadian 

Assembly to snatch powers which did not belong to 
it and to bring the executive government under its 
control were far more ingenious and far more 
obstructive than those adopted oy . the non-co-
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operators in the Indian Legislat~res. The Assembly: 
claimed the force of law . for a resolution of.· it$ ·: 
own vacating the seats of. members .· on· .• the·; 
acceptance of office under the Cro~n ... They resorted . 
to the practice of passing Jaws in a temporary form;·· 
as a means of extorting concessions as .the price of ·' 
renewal, and also adopted the practice of tacking with 
such renewing· legislation bills for measures to which . 
the Assembly attached import~ce. ·. They . passecf.. 
regulations for a high quorum and used to break dp ·· · 
the quorum and disperse to their homes immediately, 
after sending up a number of bills to the: legislative . 
council, leaving no means of considering or adopting . , 
any amendments which that body might make ·and . 
leaving it no option but that of rejecting or confirming 
wholesale the. measures of the . Assembly.. .·The;. 
surplu~ revenue of the provinces was s~elled to . as . 
large an amount as possible by cutting down the pay-:-'' 
ment of public services to as low a scale as pos~ible,· . 
and the real duties of government were, sometimes 
insufficiently provided for I in order· that more ,might . 
be left to be divided among the constituent bodies, 
among whom there was ·a scramble. for 'g~tting as ·.· 
much of the public funds as possible .for". ,,their., 
respective localities. The funds proviaed f~r "public· : 
works were ' not entrusted to " the 'executive~ :'but . 
dispensed by commissioners named by the legislaturei 
the remuneration of the commissioners'l;>eing a means 
of political corruption, patronage and influence. They 
made grants for education in such a manner that•the 
superintendence and patronage were vested in the 
mem hers of the Assembly who repre~ented the 
country in the Assembly,. and wit)lout the 
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sen;tblance of sufficient accountability. . A great 
proportion· of the teachers could neither read nor 
wl,"ite .. · 
· .. Another evil feature of th~ system of government 
was the mystery iri. which the motives and actual 
purposes· of their rulers were· hid from the colonists 
themselveS. The· most .. important business of 

· Governm~nt was carried on; not in open discussions 
. or public acts,. but in a secret .correspondence with 
the .Sec~etary of State.· Whenever this mystery was. 

, dispelled~ it was'long after the worst efforts had been 
produced by doubt and•misapprehension. I~ there 
such a. difference in human nature or in the political 
condition~ pf this ·coUl1try that the remedy which was 

. adopted with. such beneficial results to the admini
, s~dtion · of .Canada should be held inca{iable of 
. applip1tion to India? 
·· 9ne:of the really serious obstacles to the peaceful 
evolution of India on constitutional lines and the 
att.aitWent of responsible government is the acU.te 
tension which has recently arisen betw~en the Hindu 
and the 1\'lahomedan communities · and which has 
·manifested itself in serious disturbances of the. peace 
. within . the ~st f~ years. There were occasional 

. differences between the two . communities in the past 
and breaches of the peace also occurred now and 
then .. _ But th~y· have never in my experience been 
so prolonged, or so acrimonious, or so wide-spread as 
recently. · The two · communities have generally 
~ved in much greater peace and harmony than the 
Catholics and Protestants in Ireland ; and even at the 
present time the relations subsisting between the two 
communities in the Indian states are characterized . . 
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by feelings of good-will and friendliness. Ther~· can 
be no doubt that the strained relations have-a' Ca.usal · 
connection with the political reforms which have been : 
recently introduced. Political ambitions and mutual.: 
distrust · have tended . to produce a ~ .. · ·feeling .· ot; 
estrangement between the educated clas~~:o£ thet~o: 
communities. Represent:ltion iri ·.the · actmirustrative: 
services and in the legislative councils as a·. source. of . 
power and influence are the bone~ · .. of contention 
between the educated members of the .. two. com
munities. The Mahom~dan is·di~trustfut;becau~e he .· 
feels that any democratic constitution tneans the ·rule 
of the majority and: that the numerical pr~ponderance 
of the Hindus combined with their . superiority- in . 
education and wealth might result in his getting less· •• 
than his proportional share of the advantages . to be 
expected from a system of popUlar goverrunent.' 
He feels also that, as a member of 'a' community ·\ 
which once ruled in several parts of Indiai. he is .. 
entitled to a privileged position . and . to a·. more 
favourable treatment than the ine~e ·.· rm~ericat 
strength of his community. would· justify. · ; ·an ihe::·. 
other hand, the Hindu believes that on account. o£ :r 
his bellicose disposition· and ability to give _trouble to·.•.· 
the· authorities, the Mahomedan has been specially 
favoured by the government, and that unless he can. 
stand up for his rights, the Mahomedan will cotltinu(! 
to be aggressive and will claim and ·receive more, 
than he is entitled to. Pan-lslamism ;makes a power-: 
ful appeal to large sections of the Mahomedan 
community and the political significance . ~of this · 
sentiment is viewed by the, Hindus with~ ··concern. 
While the Hindus in Northern India do" not put 
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fm·~·~rd any claim. to office on communal grounds and 
b~ieve that the application of the communal principle 
to. the composition of the legislature or the services is 
harmful to the best interests of the state,· the 
!"fahomeda.n feels strongly that the principle ,of open 

' competition will work to the prejudice of his com
, munity, and that ·preferment to office on communal 
grounds should be -allowed, until his community is 

· able. to>overtake the Hindu .in education. The 
, tension-among the masses ofthe two communities is 
due to fanaticism·~n the·one hand and superstition on 

· ·the other , and, to ·the . canviction in the minds ·of the 
Hindus that .impartiality is not· strictly observed by 

·. the·· gov~~nment in the ·enforcement. of the -law. 
{ . Though the causes of the tension are different in the 
, case' of tile ,educated classes and the masses of the 

people, it is believed, not altogether without founda
tion,~ that the outbreaks of violence which take place 

''only among the lower classes are, unfortunately' 
. engineered f?y some of the scheming members of the 

educated sections. ·.These breaches of the peace can 
be dealt with by the strong arm of law and justice 
and ~ve not. much ·bearing on. the. question of 
constitutional reforms. 

I have already discussed the questions at issue 
between the politically minded classes of the . two 

. commurutles. we have now to consider how the 
disputes between the lower classes of the two 
communities· can be best settled and prevented. The 
. two matters which have given rise to communal riots 
are the practice of cow-killing and the practice of 
playing music while carrying processions in front of 
mosques. The feeling of tension between the two 
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communities is fanned and fomented by the propa
ganda of class hatred which has been carried on in 
the vernacular press and on the platform by sectarian 
writers and speakers. This mischievous propaganda 
could have been easily stamped out, if the. govern
ment had only chosen to use the powers conferred 
upon it by the criminal law, under section 153 A of 
the Penal Code and section 108 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code. The governritent were. long 
unwilling to make use of their powers under these 
sections for fear perhaps of incurring ·unpopularity 
and the possible reproach of taking sides with one 
party or another. Extremist politicians have gone 
the length of attributing the co~unal outbr~ to 
the machinations of th~ goverlliD:ent. The accusa~on 1 
is unjust, for the communal differences were not l 
created by the government. But the element of I 
truth in the accusation is that the goverlunent may j 

be fairly charged with inaction in not having ,.cared I 
to use their powers under the law to deal with. 
poisonous communal propaganda. It is not unchari~ I 
table to suppose that so long as the propaganda is .· 
not directed against the government or Europeans, . 
the mischief caused thereby · has been a ·matter of · 
indifference to the government. As Lord Curzon 
remarked, th~ consolidation of the ruled does not 
make the task of government easier. To this day, 
the unparalleled campaign of virulent ·vilification 
systematically pursued by the anti-Brahmin press in 
Southern India nourishes unchecked. No objection . 
can be taken to the advocacy of communal claims. 
But the abuse of a community has only one object, 
and that is the promotion of enmity ihd hatred 

40 
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1, b~t_ween classes, Since the advent of Lord Irwin 
\ a · change -of ·spirit is noticeable in · the attitude of 
\~he ·authorities. :Since 'the recent case in the 
Punjab-~ known as~ the · Rangila ·Rasul case, ~which 

•gave·nse to much excitement in Northern J,ndia; the 
, governmeilt ·have : awakened ~ to a sense of their 
~esponsibility- and~ the Punjab' Goverr:unent have set 
~an • exam pie of prosecuting the. miscreants guilty of 
:the pffence of inciting class' hatred. A vigorous use 
1 of ·their · powers ' under_ the existing law is quite 
. sufficie~t ! to . check :these ''mischievous attempts to 
'excite' or create tlass· 'hatred. 

-. ··Let., tis ; no-W ·.tUrn -~to -_ consider · the methods of 
. oea1ingwith. the inddep.ts which ·g~nerally give rise to 
. · Hindu:M:~homedan · riots. As regards the -practice 
-of cow:..kilJing,. though there-are some' Hindus who 
'·go' the': Ien~h of-cidvocatirtg complete prohibition of 
·the· slaughter· of tows, the large majority of Hindus 
. are content 'to adopt ·a "rncire ' reasonable attitude. 

t What the Hindu objects to is really not the slaughter 
of cows in the slaughter-house/ but their slaughter in 
publiC' places or in places where_ the slaughter would 

-be :visible to the public and to th~ parading of cows 
_destined for slaughter through the public str~ets in a 
flaunting ma.nrier so·as· to wound the feelings of the 

·Hindus. ~That this· view is correct will appear from 
the fact that the riots· take· place only on: particular 
festival days !and not on ordinary days· during the 

·year._ Every ·one' knows that hundreds of cows are 
slaughtered on ordinary days in the great cities of 

' Calcutta, · Bombay and Madras ·without giving rise 
to any riots. All that is necessary is to prohibit the 
slaughter of ·animals whether .in public streets or 
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places in such a manner as. to be open tQ , th~ public · 
view, even though it may. be made insi~e a mosque,. 
so as to offend the feelings of. passers"7by or t~~. 
people in the neighbourhood. The, municipal ena~i:- .. 
ments in force in many cities provid~. · agru,nst · 
slaughter in. places not, licens~d. for. the. purP.oseA .· 
Exception is· generally made in cpnn~ion, with, 
religious festivals~ or plac~ o£ p1,1blic wor~l:llp. · ·· w;h~le .. · 
the general rules I mayl be • relaxed in fe~d to_. SUCh. 

places and occasions,. it. must be distinc.tly. provided~ 
in the licence '01; by specific. legis~ation 1 tha~., the · 
slaughter or the. flayirig should. ~ot1 be· exposed. tq 
the public view. N Q citizen with\ any.. fe~lings. of 
humanity or delicacy, could possibly object to . the. 
enactment of th~se measures~ The pr~ctic~ ofle~di~g .. 
in procession cows. intend~d~ for· slaught~r .. is, onlYi· 
indulged in for the pleasure of: h~g th~. ft:elipgs .' 
of the Hindus and will cease of. itself, when. th~~. 
Hindus cease 'to complain about .it and, show; thiJ.t; 
they do not. mind it. · · ' . 

The other practice which generally: leads: to: r~~' 
relates to the. playing of music. in front. o('lllq~ues'! ·.· 
The remedy in this case is to. ascertain and 'enforce 
the law strictly without fear. or favour and t~ mairita,iq' 
all just rights. If it is held in any province tl}atther~ .. 
is no specific rule of law t th~ cowts must • enforce 
the usage which obtains in the locality. In' India · 
more than in any other country, mamool Of usage is 
looked upon as a source of law, and unless it is . 
immoral or contrary to public policy, it should be 
given effect to by the courts. So far as S.outhern 
India is concerned, the law· was laid dQwn very 
clearly by the Madras High Court in "what • is. 
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knQwn ·as the Salem riotS case.1
· In the Madras 

· presidency, there has been no doubt as to the Ia w 
and it is only the failure · of the administration to 
·enforc~ the .Jaw that. lias given rise to complaints. 
·I~. ·these eas~s of processional· music, there is a 
conflict between the claim of an assembly lawfully 
e~gaged in the ·performance ·of religious worship or 
·ceremonies to protection from distUrbance and the 
claim of persons to use a common highway for a lawful 
purpose: by parading it with music, provided only that 
they. do 'not obstruct the use of it by other persons. 
It. was laid down by die l\1adras High Court that 

· there· was no . justification for a rule restricting the 
· ~ght .. ~f . procession in th~ neighbourhood . of a 
recognized ·place of· wc:>rship, except during the 
.appointed. hours'~£ congregational worship. The 
contention of many Mahomedans is that. while there 
·are c~in. primary hours of. worship in mosques, 
p~rsons who are unable to attend during the primary 
hours ·are permitted· ~d required to attend the 
mosqu~ and perform their prayers during all the 
. remaining. hours. of the day. This contention was 
negatived by the full ·bench of the Madras High 
Court 'in the Salem case and their decision was 
apptoved by the Privy Council in the Aligarh case 
·decided by them towards the end of 1924.2 Another 
contention which was also negatived in the Salem 
case was that, irrespective of the question. whether 
public worship was actually proceeding, the sanctity 
.of a mosque as a building d~dicated to public worship 
requir~d that persons passing the mosque should stop 

1 Sundaram Chetti vs. the Queen, l.L.R. 6 Madras 203. 
• Manzur Hasan vs. Muhammad Zaman, I.L.R. 47 Allahabad 151. 
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the playing of music. The Judicial Committee have 
upheld the right of persons of any sect to conduct 
religious processions through the public.. streets · 
subject to the condition that they ·do not inter~ ere.' 
with the ordinary use of stich streets by .the pu~lic,_ 
and subject to such directions as. the magistrates' may '· 
lawfully give. to prevent the obstruction ·of ·• tpe · 
thoroughfare or. breaches of the ·public peace .. · Any 
claim by the 1\fahomedan community to interdict the 
playing of music at times other than the periods· set 
apart for congregational worship can·onlybe justified .. 
on the ground of usage. How. far any particular ' 
usage should be recognized is a question which can ·. 
only be solved by considerations of general expedi-. 
ency by determining whether the restriction of right 
involved in the recognition of the usage is or is riot 
reasonable under the existing conditions· of ·society.·~ 
1 n some cases, there has been a clainl. by Maho.;. 
medans in particular localities , to . prohibit . the · 
performance of music even in private houses during " 
the Muharram season. The fact that the Maho-· 
niedans might have forced the Hindus to respect . 
their religion when they were in power, or that, even 
when their supremacy ceased, they might have by.a 
show or threat of force compelled a concession . to 
their · prejudices would not be a ground for recog
nizing such an unreasonable custom·.· · . But granting 
that a claim to the interdiction of music during all 
hours of the day would not be unr~sonable,. it wou~d · 
still have to be shown with reference to the particular 
mosque that such a· claim satisfies the other legal · 
requirements of a valid custom. J · 

The procedure recommended in So'uth India 
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to t~e . authorities is to. ascertain from the au tho· 
rities of; the mosque or the local Mahomedan. com
mu~ty the hours of congregational. worship. When 
they refuse to give the information,' the magistrates 
and the police· must· fix certain hours· for· congrega-

, tional.worship to the. best of 'their own lights. Once 
. the. custom ~ ·been. ascertained, it lies upon the 
executive to· protect the parties in the enjoyment of 
their respective rights. Unfortunately, magistrates 
in . this· ~ountry• are too· often- in the habit of 

·interdicting the exercise of legal rights on the ground 
of the. likelihood of a· breach, of the. peace, even in 
cases· where. the rights. have been established by 
decrees of the civil courts. While we must concede 
the_ powers. ~f the magistracy to prohibit the exercise 
even of: a legal. right, when there is danger of an 
infraction of the public peace, the. repetition of such 

·orders' is bound, as pointed out by the Chief Justice, 
Sir Charles Turner, to create an impression that the 
authorities are powerless to protect persons in the . 
enjoyment of their civil: rights and ·against the class 
from whom ·violence is apprehended. When . this 

. impression takes. hold of the minds of large ~ections 
. of the· population, graver dangers are to be appre
hended from refusing than from conceding protection 
to the legitimate enjoyment of civil rights. As a 
matter of fact, the danger apprehended. from the 
neglect of their duties by magistrates and from their 
adoption of the easy course of interdicting processions 
with· music has. created the very dangers pointed out 
by the learned Chief Justice. Both in Southern 
and in Northern India, cases have not infrequently 
occurred in which the· magistrates have refused to 
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. protect . civil rights, . even. when they ~ave . be~n 
established 1 before the civil · courts . after ; protract~d . 

',1, '\ 

litigation. . . . ... , .. . . . . 
The usage in ·Northern t India seems> to · be 

somewhat different from l that established in Madras~ · 
I have heard from competent authorities that tep- years 
ago no objection· was· ever·· taken ,or_: upheld· to the . 
·playing· of music in· front of -mosques ·even·in _cities---". 
like· Lucknow which are the strongholds of the Maho
medan population. lThe· reason.for the magi~trate's . 
refusal to l enforce civil_ rights i is , that ' it . is. 'much . 
easier to restrain the Hindus' from playing music than 
to overcome , the violent · opposition; of the · Maho~ 
medan community to the exercise of such civil rights.· 
It is the conviction in the · minds ·of . the ·Hindu . 
population that they cannot rely_upo'ii: t~e magist~ates ' . 
for· protection in the· enjoyment of. their- civil- rights' _· 
that has induced them during th~; last f.ew. .years to 
rely· upon.: the strength of the~-. owri 'a~~ instea~ ·of · 
the arm of the law. It is the same feeling.'which.is, 
largely responsible ·for the Sangat~an mo~~ment _in .· 
Northern India. ;The real remedy therefore c,onsists ._ 
in the enforcement of 'all- civil~ rights, save in,cases, 
where the forces ·available to the magi~t~ate$ te~de.~ ' 
it impossible for them ·to do so. But such .. cases' 
should be of rare· occurrence. A1 return of the cases 
in which the exercise of civil- rights hy. member~' ;of ' 
one sect or another has been interdic~ed by orders of 
the magistrates and especially of the cases in 
which the civil rights ·had- beeh ··established by · 
~ecrees of courts' will 'throw light upon the. question ' 
whether magistrates do not too. readily rield to the . 
temptation · of passing prohibitory orders. _ It is 
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. a . matter of common knowledge that riots between 
H ind~s · and Mahomedans are comparatively rare 
in the Indian states where order is much better 
mamtained than in British India where the subject 

· of law and ·order has to this ·day been a reserved 
subject administ~red by the bureaucracy. · 1 

The remedies I have discussed relate to existing 
mosques·, b~t in the case of new places of public ' 
worship ·which may hereafter come into e~istence, 
the ' r~medy to be adopted should be preventive. 
Every new place ~£ public worship for any religious 
sect should be regard~ as a potential source of 

· ·communal friction .and no building should be allowed 
to be erected for 'such purposes ~xcept with the 

I • . "• ' . 

previous' permission of. the government. Here is a 
case where ~e British Government may borrow 

.·· wisdom from the practice which obtains in some of 
the }ndian states. In the states of Mysore, 
Trayancore~ Cochin and· Ryderabad, the previous 
sanction of the government to th~ construction of 
new buildings for public worship has been required 
either by legislation or by administrative ord~r,. and 
the enforcement of this rule has been very ~ffi.cacious 

. in ·the ·prevention of communal riots. I may take 
the liberty of extracting here some detailed _sug
gestions for this kind of preventive action from an 
article which I contributed to the Hindustan Review 
of July 1926. 

1. Where any community intends to erect any new 
building for public worship, or to convert any existing 
huilding into one for public worship, or to alter any entrance 
thereof, or to extend or alter any existing temple, mosque 
or church beyond the limits of the existing site, the previous 
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permission of the Government should be obtained, after 
furnishing the prescri!»ed plans and information and after 
notice to the communities interested. 

2. Permission should be refused :-
(o) \Vbere the new building is within the ambit of 

the customary religious processl'on of the 
worshippers of any existing temple' or church; .·. · ' 

(b) \Vbere the street in which the neW building is 
proposed to be erected is wholly or , mainly· -
inhabited l::y the followers of a different creed 
or sect, and also where the position, is such as 
will inevitably create ill-feeling or danger to 
the public peace ; 

(c) \Vbere any proposed extension of an existing 
building for public worship would bring it into 
such close proximity to a rival place of ~rship 
as to be likely to give rise to ill-feeling; and 

(d) Where it is proposed to alter the main entrance · ' 
of a mosque, temple or church so as to make it 
newly face a high-road or thoroughfare. _ _ · · : · 

3. A mosque erected in future with the preVious: . 
sanction of the Government should be entitled to the same 
recognition in respect of prohibition of. music as an old 
mosque irrespective of the question of its age. 

i. To carry out this policy effectively, a register should 
be prepared by the district officers of the existing buildings 
for public worship actually in use on such suitable date 
anterior to the legislation as may be specified. 

Before leaving this part of the subject, it is 
necessary to make a few -observations upon the 
attitude of the government. It is a ·good thing to 
appeal to the two communiti~ for a change of heart 
and for an amicable adjustment of differences whether 
political or religious. But suppose the communities 
are unable to come to an agreement. Have the 
government no duty to the country in the matter? 
Is it confined merely to the suppression \1f breaches 

41 
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' of the peace, to th~ punishment of offenders and to 
the is$ue of prohibitory orders? What should an 
autocratic government like the Government of India 
anXious to promote the unification of its subjects and 
th~ permanent interests of the country have done? 
In_ the absence of any law or usage, it would have 
ena.cted l~ws clearly laying down the rights and 
duties of, the communities in political and ~eligious 
matters and such laws would have beeri based not 
upon the ;administrative . convenience of the day, but 
upon a jus~ and impartial consideration of the rights 
of the parties and the tl't\e interests of national pro
gress. · Having. framed its laws, it would have 
protected the rights created thereby and enforced the 
corresponding obligatio~s impartially. One may well 
ask ·what proof. of constructive statesmanship has 
been given by the government. , · 
. Yet another objection to politieal advance is that 

social .reform must precede political reform and that, 
until radical changes take place in our social organiza
tion, and substantial progress is made towards ideals 
of_ social equality arid fraternity, we can make no 
further progress in political .development. We are 
prepared to admit the necessity for reforms in our 
social system ; but it is a fallacy to suppose tliat social 
reforms are a condition precedent to any political 
changes. The aevelopment of political institutions 
and tne reform of social institutions have in no 
country marched fully hand in hand. Taking, for 
instance, the question of the equality of sexes even 
among memoers of the same social class, could it l::ie 
said that there was complete equality in die matter 
of status, property, education, political rights and 
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divorce laws between the sexes even in England 
during the periOd when her political institutions were 
developed and the system of responsible government 
was evolved? It was only within the last" few years 
that women were admitted to the franchise and the 
recent proposal to extend the franchise·· to women 
on the same terms· as to men has encountered 
considerable opposition in Parliament. · Women in· 
England suffered under serious · disabilities with· 
regard to their rights to hold property independently 
of their husbands and did not. enjoy the same 
facilities as men for education or for admission to 
professions till recently ; and to this day the law of 
divorce is an illustration of ~e characteristic inequality 
of man-made laws. Those who have watched 
the changes which have taken place in social 
institutions and customs in India during. the last half 
a century will be struck with the very substantial 
advance which has b~en made in various directions, 
though it may fall short of the ideals of the ardent 
Indian social reformer, or of the English Critic who 
would like to divert the energies now expended on 
agitation for political reform to the channel of social 
reform which does not affect his interests. The. 
objections to crossing the sea and to foreign travel 
have almost entirely disapp~ed even in South~m 
India which has been the stronghold of Hindu 
orthodoxy. The two matters in which social taboos 
used to operate most strongly wer!! inter-dining and 
inter-marriage. Inter-dining between diffe,rent castes 
has come into unostentatious practice in the larger 
Cittes. Inter-marriages between sub-sections of the 
same caste are also of very frequent ~currence. 
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Eighteen years a~, a propaganda was started in 
Madras· for the purpose of advocating post-puberty 
marriages among Brahmins. Th~ objections to 
such marriages are losing force and the number of 

. post-puberty marriages is yearly increasing, and the . . . . . 
fact of the ·attainment of puberty by a girl before the 
marriage is well understood, though not avowed, 
in all. such cases. Widow-marriages have. become 
much more common in the Punjab than in other parts 
of India and the fact that they are not more common 
'is to some . extent at 'least due to an . intelligible 
preference · of maids to • widows. What is even 
more significan~ of the spirit of change and revolt 
'is marriage' between not'_ merely persons of differing 
castes,: bui marriage of the kind known ,as p1'at£loma 
(literally• against. the grain), which means the 
marriag~ 'of ~ woman of higher caste to a man of 

. inferior. caste .. · Marriages of this type are still rare 
and looked upon with disfavour ; but the occurrence 
even of .a. few. cases. is a strong indication of 
the weakening hold of caste institUtions. \Vhether 
sucn marriages are eugenically desirable or conducive· 
to the ·happiness · of the individuals concerned is 

. regarded as open to question ; but all legal impedi
ments to such marriages have been removed by the 
legislation passed by the Assembly in 1923 at the 
instance . of Sir Hari Singh Gour. There is no 

· institution which is so bound up with the stability of 
social organization as the family and any · violent 

/

changes in the laws and customs of marriage, which 
are far in advance of public opinion in the society, are 
bound to cause a shock to the foundations of society. 
Outsiders who find fault with the slow pace of social 
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reforms in Hindu society will do well to remember 
the agitation prolonged over generations: for the 
legalization in England of marriage with a deceased · 
wife's sister ; but such marriage has . always 
been allowed in Hindu society. Some of .our critics . 
especially those drawn from the · class of· English 
officials would sooner see our social fabric shattered 
than the burea~cratic system of government altered · 
by a hair' s breadth. The Shuddhi movement 
which has been going on during the last five 
or six years for the conversion of apostates. and non
Hindus to Hinduism, the conversion of a thousand 
Christians at Goa a few weeks ago and ~e sensa- · 
tional conversion of ~fiss ~filler to Hinduism under 
the auspices of the Jagat-guru Sankaracharya, the . 
head of an important religious foundation in the 
Konkan, are all signs of the working of the- time-· 
spirit and of the change that is gradually but surely 
coming over Hindu society and bringing about it~ · 
adaptation to modern conditions. · . 

The sacred literature of the . Hindus and the 
ritual texts connected with the most ·· important . 
sacraments, which are embodied in Sanskrit and have · 
been inaccessible to the lower castes, have been 
translated into the vernaculars and are no longer the 
exclusive preserves of the Brahmins ... _The announce
ment in the papers a few: weeks ago of the intention 
of the Gaekwar of Baroda to introduce a law -
requiring the celebration of marriages by th~ use of 
vernacular translations or adaptations of the marriage 
texts is another indication of the spirit of reform- · 
ation which has begun to permeate Hindu society 
and can only be compared in significahce to the 
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Protestant movement in England and the translation 
·of the Bible into English by Wycliffe. 

The anti-nautch movement, which was initiated in 
Madras a gen~ratiori ago by Mr .. K. Natarajan, the 
editor. of the Indian Social Reformer, ha~ been 
crowned with success. The nautch has almost 
entirely disapp~ed in South· India wher~ it used to 

. be an accompaniment of marriages among the richer 
classes, 

1
and the .institution survives·, strangely 

enough, ,only: in ·some of th~ temples. A movement 
is already on foot for legi.slation for the abolition of 
. this institution~ · • · 
J • The ~ducation of girls is coming to be recognized 

. as. a duty and women's. coll~ges have been started 
in some ·of the important centres of India and several 
.caste womeq ·. have taken . to the professions of 

.· teaching and medicine and there have been a few 
cases ·9f attempts to follow the legal profession . 

. The ·position of the untouchable classes has also 
undergone considerable -amelioration ~ South India . 

. The exigencies of railway travelling have brought 
about a relaxation of observances in the dealings of 
the educated classes and the town populations .. with 

. the untouchable classes. Movement~ for the uplift 
of the depressed class~ fiave been on foot for a 

· genern.tion and the pioneers of these movements 
have come from the Brahmin caste. 

Even among the untouchables of the rural areas, 
there has been a widening of outlook and a· greater 
sense of self-respect due partly to the influence of 
missionaries and partly to the habit of periodical 
emigratio~ to British possessions, where the spirit of 
caste is displayed only by the ruling race. No civil 
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disabilities have at any time been imposed upon the 
untouchable classes. The members of the untouch
able classes who have received the benefits of : · 
education or have acquired wealth have . risen in • 
status and had no difficulty in obtaining appointments · 
in the services' or nomination to · the ·· legislative: · 
councils. . , · ·· · . 

The disadva~tages of the depressed classes are . , 
more largely the result of economic conditions tRan, 
of social disabilities. The social organization o£Jndia 
which was in a static condition.·. fifty' years ago ~s · 
rapidly changing under the impact . o_f western ideas 
and modern conditions of life. . The settled order · 
of society and the harmony between different classe~ 
have been rudely disturbed by the new forces and · . 
have given place to an era of change and movement, 
of restlessness and disharmony. Labour has become.··· 
much more mobile than it ever was. · · ·Democratic ., 
ideas are gaining ground. The process. of: change:. 
which is now observabfe is not very different from . 
that observed in England. as the result of the social.·· 
and economic revolution in rural parts brought about' 
by the enclosure of the commons and the revolution in 
the towns due to the rapid growth of large industries.· · 
It was said of the political spirit of the eighteenth· 
century in England that it was based not onequality, 
but on the harmony of classes/ The same rern.ark 
would hold good of the political ·spirit .of the 
nineteenth century in India.. Speaking of the town · 

. !abourer in the beginning of the nineteenth century, 
it .is stated by the Hammonds that "none of the 

\ . ' ' ' 

I Trevelyan's British History in the Nineteenth Cent/try, p. 191. 
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pre~~~t rights attached to Englishmen possessed any 
reality· for the working classes.'' 1 The _governing 
classes had a strong objection to the education of the 
workmen. An employer who wished to ~ngage a 
porter said : ''I do not want one of your intell~tuals ; 
I want a man that will work and take his glass of ale. 
I will think for him. • '. . . The upper classes would 
ha~e said of this proletariat what Ireton speaking in 
the council of the parliamentary army in 1647 had 
said . of ·· tenants,. labourers, . tradesmen, and the 
.IJ?.einbers of trading corporations, 'that 'they had no 
interest .·in · the c:ounL--y except the interest of 
breathing.' ''2 ''For the mass of working men and 
working wo.men,. there was· only one way of keeping 
body and. soul together. The children were sent 
to the mill or, the mine, the combination laws put the 
children· as well as- their parents at the disposal of 
the employers; in the view of the ruling class, a 
child of the weaver or the miner had no claims on 
society ; there was no reason to educate him except 
with some rudiments. of knowledge ·which might make 
him more useful to his employer and there was every 
reason to keep such education . as might awaken 
discontent out of his reach. He was born into a serf 
class. " 3 Burke said : "In: all things whatever, the 

. mind is the most valuable and the most important ; 
and in this scale the whole of agriculture is in a 
natural and just order ; the beast is as an informing 
principl~ to the plough and cart ; the labourer is as 
reason to the beast ; and the farmer is as. a thinking 

1 The Towt~ Labourer by J. L. and B. Hammond, p. 72. 
II Ibid., p. 59. It Ibid., p. 142'. 
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and presiding principle to the labourer. Any attempt 
to break this chain of subordination in any part 
is equally absurd.'' 1 Pte old order hath changed. 
We are fast developing another symptom . of· 
democracy in the rapidly growing notion ~t eveey . 
man is fit for any position of power or. responsibility 
irrespective of· his capacity. I have gone . into this. 
question at some length for the purpose Qf informing · 
outsiders who are unfamiliar. with the currents of' 
thought and life in Indian society that there are forces 
at work for the amelioration of. the hardships caused 
by the Hindu social organization and that these 
various movements have been in ·existence from a 
time long anterior to the publication of the venomous 
libel upon this land by the ladf from the land of 
lynching. 

. . 

~\.Quoted in Hammond's T01lltl i..oou~~ p. 199 •. 
· • Miss Florence Mayo, the author of Mother 'l•dia~ . - .. 

~ ' ' ' \ . . ' .. . 
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CHAPTER XVI 

EPILOGUE 
I hav~ ·dealt ·with many of the salient problems 

which wc:>uld arise.in.framing any schem~ of respon
sible·· government for. India. I have done so on the 
assumption. that sooner or later the promise. of 
responsible government contained in the historical 
declaration of Parliament in 1917 will be fulfilled. 
I · have pointed out that in any event a discussion of 
these problems is both· necessary .and timely for the 
reason that: any intermediate steps for the revision 
of the constiru,tion must be ·taken with an eye to the 
Ultimate ·goal and · must not take us off the right 
track. ··. The defects of the · pres~nt constitution have 
not .so far been adverted to, as it has been all along 
recognized that th~ constitutional reforms of ·1919 
are only transitional arrangements. · But it would not 
be . amiss . to give a very brief description of. the 
defects inherent in· the present constitution. 

The 'system of dyarchy introduced in the provinces 
is based upon t4e principle of dividing the field of 
activities of the government into two distinct areas 

. and · dividing th~ responsibility of administration 
between the members of the executive council in 
charge of the reserved subjects and the ministers in 
charge of th~ transferred subjects. But the subjects 
administered by th~ government are closely inter
dependent and it is far. more. difficult to make a 
clear-cut division between the reserved and the trans-
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ferred subjects, than it is to make a demarcation 
between the jurisdiction of the central government . 
and that of the provincial · government. · The . 
e_xpectation that it would . be possible to make the 
electorate realize clearly the separation m res
ponsibility between the members ·of . the ·executive 
council and the ministers has not b~en fulfilled.· ·The· 
ministers occupy a very embarrassing position in the-
government. If they suppon the. action of the 
government in the reserved half, they are 'id~ntified 
with the measures of the members in charge of tliat · 
half and have to share whatever unpopularity attaches 
to them. If, on the other hand, they do not vote 
with the members in. charge of the reserved half and··. 
are not able to indue~ their followers to support ··· -.,_ ' . •' 
them, they prevent the government from presentmg 
a united front to the public, weaken ·its prestige and 
may even defeat its policy in the reserved half. .. The:, 
electorate and the members of the legislative council_ . 
are naturally disposed to be more favourable to the · 
ministers whom they can control than to the members 
of the executive council whom they cannot. Pro
posals for expenditure in the reserved ·· half. are 
naturally viewed with a ·more critical eye . than 
proposals emanating fro~ the ministry. . The 
members of the legislature are also influenced by the 
very · intelligible desire to extend th~ir · sphere.· of 
control over the government and secure· the transfer 
of the subjects now .. reserved. J do not refer to 
the difficulties caused by the obstructive tactics of 
the non-co-operators, as tliey are in a sense less 
closely connected with th~ inherent defects of the 
political structure. The situation crea~ed by the 
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present constitution is full of possibilities_ of friction 
·and 'obstruction .. If, nevertheless, the governments 
of the provinc~s have been able to carry on their 
fun~tions smoothly, it is ·a tribute to the moderation 
and sens~ of responsibility of the legislatures fUld to 
the· tactfulness and _ conciliatory disposition of the 
memb~s of the government in charge of the reserved 
subjects. · · It is true that the Act -of 1919 has been 
carefully framed so as to provide safeguards against 
deadlocks. But the fact that the occasions for the 

' · u5e of the safeguards have been so few may be 
legitimately claimed as · ~vidence _ of the sense of 
responsibility which has been displayed by the legis
latures. Reference may_ in this connection be made 
to . Chapter : V of the report of the minority in the 
Reforms. Enquiry _Committee of 1924 on the work 
of the legislatures. · To have exp~cted more from the 
legislatures would have m~nt a far greater demand 
upon politiCal hunian nature than _could be justified 
not merely in India, but in any western country; As 
observed by the Governor in Couricil of the- United 
Provinces, ,dyarchy · is obviously a cumbrous, 
complex, confused system, having [).O logical basis, 

. _rooted · in compromise and defensible only as a 
transitional- expedient. He observed that there was 
no half-way house between the present constitution 
and full provincial autonomy. 
_ Turning to the Central Legislature, the position 

created by the Act of 1919 is open to all the scathing 
criticism which was levelled in the Montagu
Chelmsford Report against _the Congress-League 

'scheme. The Indian Legislative Assembly is a body 
with a predominant elective majority confronted by 
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an irremovable executive.. The Assembly is 
intended only to influence the government and not' to 
exercise control. The scheme is open to the charge 
that it is calculated . to engender the habit of irres7 
ponsible criticism which is declared to· have been the 
bane of the Minto-Morley legislative: council~. 1 

The position of the executive -vis a -vis ih~ Iegislat~!! 
is far from co~fortable · or. enviable. . · But .for the.·· 
safeguards . provided in the powers. of certifiCa.tion» · 
affirmative and negative, in. regard . 'to legislative: 
measures and the power of restoration ,in regard. to. 
grants of supplies, it would be open to ,the Assembly 
to bring the government to. a· standstill , at any 
moment. Safeguards are meant to be. used char~ly 
and only on rare occasions of real· p.ecessity. · The 
too frequent use of these remedies ~oul<i; · prod\lce 
a standing irritation in the mind of the legislattire;:··· 
embitter the relations between the . legislature, and 
the government and sap the moral authorit}' of. both.~:. 
The government are therefore obliged to'resort .. to:~ 
all possible arts of conciliation; or exploitation of the 
differences between the different parties and sections~ .. 
Opposition has to be overcome by coaxing and 
cajolery, or bought off by favours or concessions~ · 
From the point of view of the opposition, it n;tay 
perhaps be considered desirable that the government 
should be kept in a dependent condition and a · 
pliant mood. But there are limits to pliancy and the 
statute prevents the opposition fr~m obtaiillng •. the ,. 
mastery of the situation .. From the point of view. of 
the administration, it is a source of weakn~ss to the· 

~ 
1 iJ.fatzlagu-Chelmslord Report, para 217."-'. 
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executive that they should be liable to be defeated 
at· "ariy• moment by an irresponsible legislature. 
Uncertainty as to the decision of . th~ legislature and ' 
th~· want of an assured rna jority therein must affect 
that sense of confidence which is essential to fitmness 
of administration and continuity of policy. 

The shelter of the statutory safeguards cannot be_ 
an adequate substitute for the moral strength derived 
by a responsible government from an assured 
elective . majority of supporters. The relations 
between the legislature and the executive that have 
been brought about by ·the present constitution are 
pregnant with .immense possibilities of friction to a 
much greater extent t~n in· the case. of the pro
vincial legislatures. Apart from this risk, there is 
the lamentab!e waste of time and energy involved 
in the frequent intrusion of the constitutional issue 

·into the proceedings of the legislature. The 
members of the legislature are constantly kicking 
agamst the pricks of the constitutional limitations on 
their powers and seeking ways and means of getting 
rid of them and paratyzing the government. That 
the results which·· are bound to follow and have 

. usually. followed a constitution of this l-ind in other 
countries have on the whole not been produced is 
due not merely to the safeguards contained in the 
constitution, but to the general spirit of co-operation 

. and sense of responsibility of the members of the 
Indian legislature, to their reluctance to sacrifice the 
public good at the altar of non-co-operation and to 
the good sense and the conciliatory spirit of the 

' executive and their tactfulness and tactics. It would 
however be too great a strain on the patience and 
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the sp1nt of compromise and conciliation of the 
legislature to prolong .the period of experiment. It 

· is a matter for gratification that the machinery has 
worked with so little hitch during these seven years 
and more, but it would not justify- the retention of. 
the machinery without the alterations and adj~st~ · 
ments called for by public opinion in the interests 
of constitutio~l development. Whatever · might~ .. 
have been said in favour of the scheme of dyarchy· 
at the time of its introduction, no one has a good 'word 
to say of it now. Its sole justification was that it 
afforded a training and preparation- for responsible 
.government. 

What is the next step to be taken? Three 
courses may be suggested; to go back, to stand. 
still, or ~o go forward. The first course is ·hardly · 
likely to be suggested by any Indian politicians~ ··. 
But it has been recommended as an escape from 
the present position in some, schemes of a· reaction.;. .. 
ary and fantastic character put forward by retired ..• · 
bureaucrats. It is hardly necessary to' d~ with·. 
these proposals at length, for though the provisions 
of the ~ct empower the Statutory Commission to 
report whether it is desirable to restrict the 'degree 
of responsible government now existing, ·it is 
difficult to imagine that Parliament will stultify itself 
by going back upon the policy of the de~laration ·of,' 
1917 and the Act of 1919. The common feature 
of these schemes is the assumption ~hat British India 
will never be fit for responsible government and that 
the interests of India require that she should be under 
the perp~tual tutelage of Britain or, at aqy rate,· for 
as long a period as their imagination"" can con-
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templ~te. The advocates of these schemes belong 
to the 'school which holds that the policy of giving 
we~tern education to an oriental people, which was 

. embarked ·upon in pursuance of Lord Macaulay's 
minute, was a grievous . blunder; inasmuch, as it 

' tended to fill the· heads of the educated classes with 
dangerous asp4'ations · to political freedom and 
constitutional government wholly unsui~d to Indian 
conditions. . They believe that the victory of Japan 

· over. Ru5sia · was· a caJa.mitous event in its reactions 
· upon the' mentality and morale of Eastern races and 
· their· future relations to the white races. The 
·employment of Indian troops in the Great War 
. was··equally.·unfortunate·in that it induced the Indian. 
soldier 'to .. co~pare _himself with the white soldier, 

· raised his · sense of self~respect and confidence and 
. . . ' 1 ' ' 

diminished the prestige of the European soldier. 
· ·~hey· consider that the declaration of 1917 by the 

Parliament was a solemn mistake ·of thoughtless 
generosity and that parliament should now retrace its 
steps. According· to them, India·. was never more 
than a mere geographical expression.. It was never a 

. united country and Ca.n never hope to be one. Its only 
. destiny in the 'scheme of a benevolent Providence is 
to be a perpetual dependency of th~ British Empire. 
They· ignore the fundamental cultural and religious 
unity which has prevailed among the Hindus as well 
as the M ussalmans and they are prone to exagg~rate 
the . local and sectional diversities and differences 
among the people of India. . They ignore the many 
itifluences which, since the establishment of British 

' rule and as the outcome of the impact of modern 
ideas, have been working for the unification of India 
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and the growth of a sense of nationality. They forget 
that the sentiment of nationalism is even in Europe 
a product of the nineteenth century. .While they may 
perhaps admit that the sense of political subjection 
to a foreign nation cannot ordinarily be a. source of 
satisfaction to the human mind, they hold that India 
must learn to acquiesce cheerfully in. the- inevitable 
domination of the British. Raj. It is because the-
1 ndian nationalist refu~ to accept this reading _of 
the book of Fate, that he is ch.arged with want of. 
touch with the realities of the situation. One funda- · 
mental assumption made by these ~tics of Indian 
reforms is that India must choose ~ between a 
bureaucracy responsible to th~ .. British government 
and diluted, if need be, with an Indian_ element and· 
unrestricted democracy with univer~ suffrage. ·' A · 
system of responsible government in _British.· India_ 
with anything short of universal suffrage is unthink- · 
able to them and would result in an. oligarchy. liable 
to fall under the sway of · scheming .. lawyers , ot -
Brahmins bent upon· advancing. their o~ special · 
interests to the pr~judice of the country .at: large .. 
This assumption involves a number of. ~obvious _ 
fallacies and betrays . an ignorance of the' stages 
through which popular government has passed_ in 
England. The electorates for the n~w l~gislatures 
in India amount to over six millions, and it is ri~cul:;.' 
ous to apply the term oligarchy to the memb~s of 
councils representing such a large number. of voters of 
various classes and callings and responsible to theni for 
the manner in which they discharge their functions. 
Relatively to the whole population of British India 
the electorate is no doubt a small percenf1ge, but the 
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numbers ·are so l~ge and the interests represented 
are ~so · varied, that there is no possibility of the 
legislatures using their powers to the detriment of 
the country. Nor does the experience of the past 
few years furnish any justification for the assertion 
'that the _legislatures are likely· to misuse their powers. 
·The proportion of the population which had the right 
to vote in· England immediately after the in~oduction 
of the. Reform Act of 1832 was no higher than the 
proportidn borne by the electorate in India. It ·is only 
.a~ter a period, of nearly ninety years and by several 
'SUCcessive stciges that the franchise in England has 
been practically. extended to all adults. The propo-

. sition that .· responsible: government can only . be 
justified: under a ' system of complete democracy is 
altogether :unsupported by the teaching. of history. 
We may alsJ refer·our critics to the dictum of Lord 
~Bryce that an assembly elected on a comparatively 
{narrow J~anchise but with wide powers does more to 
[make a government popular than one elected on a 
hvider ftanchise with narrower powers. 1 

One argument which is ·frequently advance~ by 
the advocates of a reactionary P<?licy is that the 
members of the British bureaucracy understand the 
people and their wants far better than the educated 
. classes of the people themselves and that they are 
likely to'· be .more sympathetic towards' the masses 

· and b~tter fitted to be the guardians of their interests. 
The argument is so ridiculous that it can only pass 
muster with the ·members of the bureaucracy and 
perhaps with some of the stay-at-home Englishmen. 

1 Bryce, Modern Democracies, vol. i, p. 44. 
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In no country is there an abs~nce of conflict between 
the interests of different classe~. If the argument 
were valid, it might be used to justify the assumption 
of control over England by a German bureaucracy. 
In this connection th~ remarks of J. S. Mill will ~ear 
quotation. · , · ' · 

"Foreigners do not feel With the peo'ple. - They 
cannot judge ~y the light in which a thing appears 
to their own minds or the manner in ,which it affects 
their feelings, how it will affect the. minds. of the 
subject population. What a native. ~£ the country 
of average practical ability knows, as it· were· by 
instinct, they have to learn slowly and, -after _all, 
imperfectly,- by study and experience. . The -laws, 
the customs, the &ocial relations· for _which they 
have to legislate instead of being fruniliar to them 
from childhood are all strange. to them. . For most 
of their detailed knowledge they_ must depend upon 
the information of natives and it is difficult· for them 
to know whom to trust. _.They are fear_ed, suspected, 
probably disliked by the population, seldom sought 
by them except for interested purposes and. they are 
prone to think that the servilely ~ubmissive are the 
trustworthy. '' . , · _ 

Referring to this same argument, it is observed 
by Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, "The point was not 
without its force, had it been used reasonably, had it 
not been employed as an excuse, for Government 
maintaining its fortified citadels against the move
ments of Indian public opinion. There is not much 
• • J, 1 . . m tt now. 

. ~ 
2 Ramsay MacDonatd•s Covn-nm~nt of lndic.. p. 20. 
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A disinterested ~tranger is no doubt in a better 
position to settle a dispute than the parties, but it is 

· essential that the judge or arbitrator should have no 
·interest of his own in·the subject-matter, and it is not 
possible to pretend that Britain has no interest ,of her 
own involved in the policy to be adopted for the 

. government of India. · Making full allowance for his 
· tendency to exaggerate for the sake of impressive
ness,. the ·remarks of Bernard Shaw about the just 
E~glishman contain an essential core of truth. 

·''English! Unionists, when asked what they ~ave to 
say in defence of their rule of subject peoples, often 
reply that th~ Englishman is just, leaving us divided 
between our derision of so monstrously inhuman a .. 
pretension,· and our impatience with so gross a 
confusion of the ,mutually exclusive functions of 
judge and Iegi~lator. ~ For there is only one condition 
on which a man can do justice between two litigants, 
and that· is that he shall have no interest in common 
with either of them, whereas it is only by· having 
every interest.in common with both.of them, that lie 
can govern · them tolerably. The indispensable 
preliminary to democracy is the representation of 
·~very interest ; the indispensable preliminary to 
justice is the elimination of every interest. When 
we want an arbitrator or an umpire, we turn to a 

. stranger ; . when we want a government, a stranger is 
the one person we will not endure. The ~nglishman 
in India for example stands, a very statue of justice, 
between two native~. He says in effect, 'I am im
partial in your religious disputes, because I believe in 
'neither of your religions. I am impartial in your con
flicts of custom and sentiment, because your customs 
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and sentiments are different from, and ·abysmally 
inferior to, my own. Finally, I am impartial as to 
your interests, because they are both equally opposed 
to mine, which is to keep you both equally powerless 
against me in order that I . may extract money from' 
you to pay salaries and pensions to myself and my'. 
fellow Englislimen as judges and· rulers' over· y~u .. · 
In return for vyhich you get the, inestimable benefi~ · • 
of a government that does absolute·. justice as . 
between Indian and Indian, being wholly ·• pre_, .. 
occupied with the maintenance, of absolute ·injustice · 
as bet~een India and England.' " 1

. · · · • 

As observed by Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, "In the 
government of subject peoples by sover~gn states,·· 
economic considerations · influence·· both sides and ·· 
create political movements. amongst the· subject as·· .. 
well as amongst the ruling peoples.·. Moreover a·. 
subject people that is being educated and ··~hat is.·. 
breathing the air of liberty will be purchased by no .·. 
economic price and will sacrifice advantage :in·. ,'?raer. 
to enjoy self-government. Thus neither.· the ' 
sovereign, nor the subject nations can' avoid ,,the 
troubles and the problems of political liberty,· which . · 
must always be the judge and the goal of all policy. •.·~ 

The contempt which is expressed towards · the 
intelligentsia who are the direct product . of British . 
rule and western influence is a characteristic · of · 
despotic governments generally a,nd · has led · to .· 
disastrous consequences, as for in~tance, in Russia .· 
under the Czarist regime. The ~ore the opinions . . 

1 Bernard Shaw's Jolzn Bull' s Otlzer Island, preface~ pp. xxvi and 
xxvii. · J 

• Ramsay MacDonald's Government of /11dia p. 34. ,._ 
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of tht: intelligentsia. are flouted as expressive only of 
the opinions of a comparatively small section of the 
population, the stronger is the incentive to drive 

· agitation down to the masses and bring them round 
· to the views of the educated classes. An a~itation 
. which · has taken hold. of the masses is far more 
· powerful a~d irresistible and more dangerous to the 
peace , ·of ·the country than one confined. to the 
educated ·classes. No repressive laws or measures 
can ever prevent the political education of the masses 
by agitators drawn from· the educated classes. Our 
reactionary criticS do not realiztr the danger of driving 
a.gitation deep among the masses or the wisdom of 
satisfying·. natural ' and l~gitimate aspirations. The .. 
idea of ·energizing the. masses and awakening their 
political consdousness is one which has been· carried 
out'on a Ja:rg~ scale by Mr. Gandhi far more success
fully than by any other lndlan political l~der in the 
past. And it is perhaps {lis greatest achievement. 

A favourite argument of the opponents of 
·constitutional advance is that atiy withdrawal or 
relaxation of British. control will result in plunging 

·. India· into internecine strife and sanguinary chaos 
. and that. there is no way of preventing the followers 
of hostile creeds from flyirig at each other's throats 
or .. the more martial races from dominating the 

. weaker .. · It may be readily admitted that India has 
been saved- from the ravages of warfare between 
rival powers and that we owe to the pax Brittanica 
the inestimable blessings of peace, order and security. 
But the Government have · not done anything to 
invigorate and train the weaker races to defend 
themselves against the stronger. It would however 
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be doing injustice to the achievements of ~ritish rule 
to believe that India occupies to-day precisely the 
same position that she did in- the eighteenth cenhiry 
and that the results of British administration. and of 
the consolidation of India . are·. of so· superficial ·a.nd 
fugacious a character that the transferof power'to a 
constitutional government is bound to reproduc~ 'the 
conditions whit:h prevailed more than a century ago~··: 
No Indian state is in a position to rise against .the .. · 
central government in British India. And,· thanks· 
to the wise policy of the British Government, there 
is no danger of any rising even by. a combination. of 
the Indian states. The people·. of India have 
sufficiently advanced to be ·able to , appreciate· ··the , 
value of external safety and internal 'order and the . 
need for the maintenance of a strong army adequate , 
to the discharge of these functions. ·.The wish is 
often fa.ther to the thought. It looks as if those. who 
use this argument would like their vaticinations ~a be·· 
fulfilled rather than falsified. · . :_ · . · 

Communal disturbances there have· bee~· in the.· 
past. and there may be in the future.· ·.But th~ police. 
forces at the disposal of the provincial governments 
and the military forces at the disposal of the central 
government should be sufficient . to deal with ·:any 
outbreaks of this character.. Though the British · 
Government have succeeded in putting an end once 
for all to the possibility of any rival' state or,. govern:..· 

· ment rearing its head against the government of 
British India, their record in the matter· of die 
settlement bf communal differences cannot be claimed 
to have been a great success. ~s fainted out 
in an earlier chapter, it would be unjust'and absurd 
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to ascribe the origin of these differences to any 
machiD.ations of the officials of the government ; but 
. it is· quite a different proposition to suggest that the 
Government are not very keenly interested in 
composing theu · diff~rences, so long as they do not 
lead to any outbursts of violenc~ endangeri~g the 

. general peace or the stability of the gov~rnment. 
It may be thought that such a statement is unfair 
and uncharitable. But there is undoubtedly a wide-

. spread belief that the policy of the government has 
been to divide and rule. Any government, eastern 
or western, placed in the same position as the British 
Government in India and having to maintain its rule 

. ·aver a distant country and a vast. population 
separated from it by differences of language, creed, 

. habits and customs, would have followed exactly the 
same policy. 

1 
The exploitation of differences within 

modest limits is an easy expedient for the main
tenance · o'f the power of a ruler and especially a 
foreign ruler. The methods adopted for -such 
exploitation are too well-known to ·need description. 
Sometimes one community is patted on tlie back. and 
sometimes another. Differences are dilated upon ; 

. the suggestion is made that the interests of one 
community are in conflict with those of another ; and 
under the pretext of describing- the facts, ideas of 
discord are insidiously sown or cultivated in credulous 
minds. The Sikhs and Pathans are told that they 
will never allow themselves to be ruled by the 
Bengali or 'the 1\fadrasi ; the Mahomedans are told 
that they will never entrust themselves to the rule of 

·the Hindu ma_jority; and everybody is told that they 
feel their interests are safer in the keeping of the 
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British than in the hands of their own countrymen •. 
Though th~ Government of India is based upon the 
assent and acquiescence of its subjects, it does not 
possess the moral authority of _a responsible govern
ment and they have reason to fear the consequences 
of an inconvenient combination among discordant 
sects which may force their hands to follow a policy 
not in consona~ce with that dictated by .. the lmpena.I ~ 
Government. · 

Another argument which has found a prominent ' 
place in the recent utterances of English statesmen · .. 
is that the fifty millions of the ·.depressed cl~ses 
cannot be handed over to the tender mercies o£ their· 
own countrymen· in 'India under ·any. · system of 
Swaraj, that the responsibility· for i their welfare ,, 
and uplift which the British Government. have· 
assumed cannot possibly be abandoned or delegated 
to Indians and that the control and authority of the·. 
British Parliament over the Government· of India 
must continue to be maintained. · It cannot be denied . 
that the treatment of the backWard classes 'has' been . 
in the past a slur upon the social system. of India. 
Nor can it be denied that the British Governn1ent 
have professed a concern for the amelioration of.their 
conditions. It is equally incapable of denial that 
there has been an awakening of the conscien~ of the 
upper classes of society with regard to their duties 
towards the depressed classes. Many ofthe 'move
ments which have been started in recent· years for · 
the improvement of the p<?sition' of the depressed 
.classes have been Jed. by the members of the 
educated community and notably by the Brahmins. 
It is realized more and more clearly tnat \ne progress 
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of the nation as a ~hole is bound to be handicapped 
by die. existence of such a large number of backward 
sections. among the people. If the progress so far 
. achieved by the efforts of volantary organizations 
appears tardy, the same remark must be made of the 

. efforts made by the Government. Want of edu~ation 
is at th~ bottom of most of the evils which affect 
society; and it cannot be. claimed for the Gov~rnment 

. that their efforts in the field of education· have been 
directed bY. any whole-hearted and strenuous deter-

, mination to conquer the wilderness of ignorance on 
any . scale commensurate ·"f'ith the irresistible po~ers 
enjoyed by th~m. There is little reason to 
apprehend that,~. exposed as they are to the cultural .. 
influences of the modem. world, to the .pressure of 
i~ternational c

1
ompetition and to the growing spirit 

. of d~mocracy the seeds of which have been already 
sown, the intelligentsia of the country will neglect 
their obligations to their fellow countrymen, or that 
there will be any set-back in the pace of social and 
educational progress. The suggestion that the 
political emancipation of the country must . be 

· delayed, until the fifty .millions of the depressed 
·classes are brought up to a level of equality with the 
rest of their countrymen, is unreasonable and reflects 
little· credit on the political or common sense of those 
responsible for it. Moreover, it may be asked 
whether there is any country in the world which has 
not had its own backward classes, or the problems 
created by their existence. The problems are 
generally more acute, where the backward classes are 
'racially distinct from the other classes in the country. 
The treatment of the coloured races by their fellow-
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subjects of European or American extraction is a far·, 
more heinous blot on the civilization of the ·latter and 
the gov~mments of the countries where such treat
ment is tolerated. How solicitous the· white races 
are at heart for the welfare and uplift of coloured 
races can be judged from the . manner in which. the, 
negroes are treated in the southern states· of America 
and the negr~es and the Asiatic • races are· treated 
throughout Africa and elsewhere. · 'The world 
knows how, after going to war witli the Boers ·on tlie 
pretext inter alia of the ill-tr~tment · of Indian 
settlers in South Africa, the. British. Government' 
coolly handed over the destinies of its Indian subjects 
to the keeping of the white . settlers and how the. 
Imperial Government proposes to C()nfer responsible 
government on a handful of·. white settlers in East 
Africa in disregard of the interests of the rriuch larger 
numbers of Indian settlers. · No one in ·India can' 
believe in this effusive solicitude of the British · 
Government for th~ depressed . classes. as a sincere · 
answer.to the political demands of the country.· ·It is 
believed, not without justice, that the v~ious reasons 
put forward as arguments against any large relaxation · 
of Imperial control are not the real reasons which. 
weigh with. the Imperial Government. '.The. true. 
reason is that, though the British Government admits 
that they hold the country as trustees for the people, 
they are not wholly disinterested trustees.·: On the 
other hand, they are deeply interested in . the 
maintenance of the status quo and in their. o~n 
domination of India. · 

In making the statement that England. has not 
been a disinterested trustee, I must gbrd against 
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being understood t~ mean that the relationship which 
has · heen providentially brought about bet~een 
England , and India has_ not been productive of 
immense benefit to this_ country. I have no intention 
of underrating . the . advantages which this <'9untry 
has_ derived from British rule. The country has 
'enjoyed the blessings of peace and security, of law 
an~ ·order, of western education and culture. The 
British · qovernment has steaday endeavoured to 
promote ihe material prosperity of the country by 
the_ consti'uction of great works of irrigation.· by the 

· improve1llent. of the m~ns ·~f communication and 
transport, by the opening of the markets of the world 
to ; the , · produce of In~, by the extension of 
facilities • for trade . and · commerce and by the 
r,neasures tak~n . for the protection of the country 
against the ravages-of famine, for die improvement 

.' ·of its' sanitation and for the administration of 
.·medical· relief. The increased facilities for inter
course between different_ parts of the country and all 
its various peoples which are due to the application 
of modern scientific Inventions. have had the result 
of promoting the growth of a spirit' of union and 

-_ nationality and 'developing a new political conscious
ness among the people at large. If India has 
derived all these great adva-!Jtages .from British rule, 
England has equally benefited by its rule over India. 
The enormous advantages, material, military,- moral 
and political which England has derived by het: 
control of India are fully set forth by Lord Curzon in 
his address on ''The_place of India in the Empire''. 

' They have" also bee~ referred to recently by Lord 
Birkenhead in reply to a question whether India was 
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worth keeping. The resources of India in raw 
materials are of the greatest advantage· for the 
manufactures of England and· the enormous · popula.:. . 
tion of India furnishes England with an unlimited 
market for her manufactqred· commodities. · The 
ports of India are impo~tant stations· on the sea' 
route to the east and afford. strategic IJases f~r naval 
and military operations. The warlike races of· India 
add enormously to the man-power .of the· Britisli.' 
Army. A sub-continent so large and so undev~loped 
has offered excellent openings for the profitable · 
investment of the surplus capital of England. '(he 
civil and military administration ' of· India provides 
careers for English . youth of talent .. ·and. is ari 
unrivalled nursery of great administrators and great, 
generals. The possession of an enipire so large and 
so thickly populated and so rich in natural resourc~s 
confers upon England the status and. prestige of the. 
greatest power in the world. · A few ·years·' ago 
Mr. Blatchford wrote an article under· the h~ading 
• 'Is India worth keeping''. It drew forth: a v'igorous 
reply from Lord Birkenhead who was· then. · .• Lord· 
Chancellor, In the course of his ·reply he .. said~ 
"The winter campaign of 1914-15 would· have 
witnessed the loss of the Channel ports but for the 
stubborn valour of the Indian Corps ..... ··without 
India, the war would haye been immensely pro:
longed, if indeed without her help, it .could have been· 
brought to a victorious conclusion. . . ·. · India is . : . . 
an incalculable asset to. the mother country. . . . · . 
The loss of the Indian market would be a staggering 
and a completely fatal blow to the prosperiW of Lanca
shire. . . . Almost all the manufacturidg centres in 
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Great Britain share in the trade and find in India an 
outlet for their. manufactures. . . . In the fabric of 
our . Great- Empire India is a vital part. Unless 
indeed we are content to abandon the great heritage 
of the past ·and so sink into political and com-\Dercial 
insignificance, the surrender of India would be an act 
not only of great folly, but of degenerate poltroonery. 
_ To make such a surrender is to remove the keystone 
-of the arch. The loss of India ·would . be the first 
step in the disintegration of the Empire, for strate
gically our eastern Emprre pivots on India and 
surrender or withdrawal- would involve others of our 
possessions in ruin ()r in isolation. '' 

It is ea.Sy to understa~d how the fear of the con
sequences ~of the political emancipation of India as 
regards the interests of· Great Britain from the 
commerCial, ~ilitary and political points of view must 

· operate as a predominant motive in the attitude of 
the British Government towards Indian political 
aspirations and demands. 

The speech made by Lord Lytton, the then 
Governor of Bengal in a recent. St.· Andrew's dinner 
at Calcutta is one of the most outspoken utterances 
of me~ in high authority. His Lordship remarked 
that' there was too little faith on the part of Indians 
in the sincerity of British intentions and too little 
faith on. the part of ihe British public in Indian 
friendship. ---He said that concessions to Indian 
demands would never be acceptable to -Britis~ 
opinion, until they were shown to be compatible with 
the national interests of Great Britain. It is dear 
that the reason for requiring proof of co-operation is 
that England is doubtful as to die treatment that 
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British interests would receive from a self-goverrung 
India. The same point of view is also referred to. by 
Sir Valentine Chirol in his latest book. . He remarks · 
that the grant of dominion self-government to an 
India instinct with hostility to western civilization has 
no analogy with the grant of self-government to the·· 
great overseas colonies, for they were .created by\ 
people of their own stock-with the same creedand' 
with the same . traditions and the sarne . language~ .. 

. The significance of non-co-operation in India has not 
been correctly apprehended even by a writer of such. 
great discernment as Sir· Valentine .. Chirol. 1

. ·The· 
inference drawn by him from this movement and from 
the utterances of Mr. Gandhi arid his followers is 
that a wave of anti-western reaction has set in over. 
the whole of India and produced a'feeling of anti .. 
pathy not merely to western domination, but also to ." 
western culture and western· ideals and to the whole . 
spirit of western civilization. · The inference. i~ •. not . 
correct and is based ·on a misappreciation of ·tll~ · 
facts. It becomes necessary to· giye a true and .. ··~·~ 
partial picture of the situation in India at the present; 
moment. There has been- a rapid growth· oL 
national consciousness · among the people of this:'. 
country and a desire on the part of the educated' 
classes that India should acquire the same politiCal.~ 
status as the self-governing dominion~ and. that she 
should be allowed to rise to the full .stature o(lier 
nationhood. It is felt that the British administra- ·· 
tion can afford opportunities for the development 
o£ the faculties of Indians ·only up to a certain point . 

• 

1 India by Valentine Chirol, p. 332. · 
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. The necessity for preserving British ascendancy and 
control• as it is now conceived by Imperialist 
politicians, compels them in their own interests to 
adopt a policy. of ,maintaining the British steel fr~e~ 

··· work for a ·period to which they are unwilling to 
.·assign ·any limits and ·to retain in British ~ds all 

~. the important positions of power and control. It 
, is this policy which prevents the Government from 
.·admitting Indians in any large proportions to the 

: · conuillssioned ranks of the army and keeps India 
" in a . po~ition of helplessness in the matter of self-
·defence~ , .·· If; the highet; administrative offices and 

·,military' ranks are ·a . valuable nursery of British 
.: administrators land generals, it is at the expense. of 
;. depriving-Indians of the same opportunities for the 
.· development ··.of, their administrative and ·military 

·.· capacity .anJ stunting their growth. The denial of 
· any such · capacitY among Indians is naturally 
resented as a libel upon the whole nation invented 
for the purpose of justifying the exclusion of Indians 

· .. from the higher ranks of the senrices in their own 
country. . It is fel~ that India has not made as _great 

.· an advance towards national development as she 
' could 'have made, if she had been. governed solely 
in the interests of the people of India. Making all 
aliQwances for th'e homogeneous character of the 
Japanese and the national history of Japan, it is 

. believed that, compared witli the progress achieved 
by Japan within the last sixty years, the progress of 
India has been remarkably slow and will not be 
allowed ·to proceed beyond a certain point. If the 
Government of India with the autocratic authority 
which it has enjoyed had ~een inspired solely by the 
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interests of the Indian nation, India could have made 
far greater progress educationally, industrially and 
politically and could have counted for a great deal 
more in the Parliament of Nations. Though . 
India has been admitted to membership of the 
League of Nations, it is felt that she only 
occupies the position of a figure-head arid a hanger~ 
on who mer~ly adds to the glorification of the ·· 
Imperial Government. India speaks not in her 
own voice, but in the voice of Britain. The desire 
of Indians to be masters of· their own household 
cannot be branded as seditious or disloyal, or con
strued as an indication of a spirit of antipathy to the 
British connection or the British race, any more than 
the desire for responsible government in the case of ·' .. 
the great overseas colonies. The Indian is often 
asked whether he does not wish to drive the British 
bag and baggage out of the country. · No sane 
Indian has ever expressed any desire to do so. But, 
to the extent to which the Indian wishes to have the 
highest administrative" posts civil or military thrown 
open to him, it may imply a corresponding displace-:
ment of British agency. The Englishman has only 
to put the question to himself how any proposal to 
man the highest offices with persons · other · than 
colonials would be received in Canada or i\ustralia. 
There is no desire on the part of India to injure the 
Jegitimate vested interests of Europeans who have 
settled in the country or ·who reside in it for purposes 

• of industry, commerce, planting or any other calling . 
. There is, and would be,· no indisposition on the part 
of India to avail itself of the superior knowledge·, 
scientific or technical,'of Europeans, or o/"'the services 

45 
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' 
of experts in any particular line of administration or 
business. In a word, India aspires to the same 

. political freedom as that enjoyed by any self
respecting nation~ While she· is grateful to the 
British Government for all that it has Clone for India 
in the past, the country feels . that it would be in-

.. compatible · with British interests· as conccived by 
lmperialist stat~smen to allow India ever to move 

... free from ~British, leading strings.' \:Vhat Imperialism 
desires . is·. India as a dependant and not India as a 

'I' 

. partner .. :~The Imperialist is amazed that, instead of 
being eternally· grateful .fpr favours received, India 

· s~ould kick· against the traces and aspire to freedom 
fro~ control with all the perils it implies. This is an. 
attitude. of 1 mind which. betrays an ignorance of 

·. ordinary human ·psychology. A son may· have 
. · ~eceived .. the ·most· affectionate treatment from his 
father; put he would not like. to be always guarded 
arid kept under par~ntal control. The mentality of 
the British Imperialist in dealing with India can be 

· best descnoed by a quotation from the remarks of 
·the People's Friend and Father Sir Joseph Bowley, 
a typical creation of Charles Dick~ns : ''What man 

, can do,~ I do: I do my duty as the poor man's friend 
and father ; and I endeavour to educate his mind by 

· inculcating on all oCcasions the one great lesson 
'which that class requires. That is, entire depend
ence on myself. ·They have no business whatever · 
with-with themselves. If wicked and designing 
persons tell them otlierwise and·. ·they become t 
impatient and discontented and are guilty of 

'insubordinate conduct and black-hearted ingratitude, 
·which is undoubtedly the case; I am their friend and 
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father. It is so ordained. It is in the nature of 
things.'' Two or three sentences might have· been 
added by Sir Joseph Bowley. He could very well __ · 
have said, "I spare them the trouble of defending_· 
themselves or even of training to defend _thetriselv.es 
against their en~mies. If they are attacked by_, 
others, I allow them to rush tome for.help and I am'_· 
ever ready to ~elp them on condition of their paying:
me for the protection. What juster ~urangement or . 
better distribution of functions in·· accordance with · 
our respective natural gifts can _be devised.'' That . 
along with the political manifestation of the growing 
spirit of nationalism there has been. ·a general · 
renaissance which has displayed_ ···its~lf in -other. 
spheres of life and thought is ·.t.indoubted. In 
B ~ngal and Maharashtra especially and in other partS 
of India in varying degrees, there has been a national :· 
revival in th~ sphere of religion,· literature and art·. 
Far from being a matter for wailing;. it. should be_:·: 
a matter of pride to the British nation'· .that it ha~ 
helped to create such a spirit among the. peoples' 
subject to its rule. The sentiment of nationalism 
must be rooted in the past history of a nation and a, 
nation which feels no pride· in its past history, in its 
c.ulture, and in its destiny is hardly likelyto endu_re. 
~Ir. Ramsay MacDonald has shown a much greater. 
insight into human nature in the interpretation ·of. th~ . 
phenomena now observed in India-:-• 'A Nationalist 

, movement however can never find full expression 
• in a political party, because its liberty relates. to the. 
mind and not merely to . the law. It must return to 
historical traditions ; it must. give out ·its soul in 
happiness and devotion ; it must speak ~s its nation 
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has spoken, and d~ce as its kindred have danced. 
. . . ·- -Indian nationalism proves its claim to . be 
a national renaissance and gives a plain warning that 
it . is -much .. more_ than the agitation of political 
coteries. It is a revival of an historical tradition, the 
liberation of the soul of a people. ••a The national 

· renaissance now observed in India implies no 
hostility to British or western influences. The 
bitterness .of feeling against the govern!Ilent which 
prevails in various quarters is largely due to political 
disappointment and a _ feeling of distrust jn the 

. sincerity of the intentiol!~ of the government with 
regard to political ·reforms. Whether the feeling of 
estrangement from the government will, · if long 

_ allowed to· 'continu~. be developed intq · hostility 
towards the British is another matter. No such 
development has yet taken place. The antipathy 
to Brahmins in South India has by an illogical 
association of ideas · been ext~nded to ·Sanskrit 

· literature also.. A similar development may take 
place equally illogically in the attitude of the people 
towards Englishmen~ The revival ·of eastern 
culture is favoured not merely on pa~riotic grounds, 
hut in ·the belief that it is necessary to supplement 
and correct the mat~rialistic tendencies of western 
civilization; . This is no matter for surprise, as these 
tendencies have been admitted and deplored even by 
several western thinkers. But India does not delude 
itself into the belief that it is possible to keep aloof 
from western civilization or dispense wjth the many 
agencies which have been brought into existence by 
' 

~Ramsay MacDonald's GtJt~ernment of India, pp·. 23 and 27. 
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western science and knowledge for the improvement · 
of the material conditions of human existence or -
with the political institutions which have been 
developed in the West. India _is not isolated from· 
the rest of the world intellectually, economically or 
politically. India could not keep aloof from contact: 
with western knowledge, institutions arid·' influences, · 
and she would ~ot, if she could. In the struggl~ for · 
existence among the nations of the world~ it is 

· impossible for any nation to survive, if it does not -· 
avail itself to the fullest extent of all the resources 
of modern knowledge and civilization. , It· was this 
conviction which forced Japan in the seventies of the 
last century to assimilate western knowledge- and · 
adopt western institutions. The one eastern country 
which has evoked the greatest admir~tion · from the ·. ·
people of India is Japan ; and the complaint of the 
Indian nationalist against the British Government is 
that India has not been developed on similar lines 
and at the same pace. The desire of educated 
Indians is to preserve whatever is best in their own. 
culture, while adapting themselves to - modern 
conditions of life and assimilating everything that is 
good in the culture and civilization of the _West. 
The impression among Europeans that India is 
hostile to western culture arid civilization has been · 
mostly gathered from the teaching of Mr. Gandhi 
and the crudities- of some of his followers. Few of 
the leaders, even among · those associated . with . 
Af r. Gandhi, really share his peculiar beliefs. The 
political repertoire of Mr.- Gandhi is singularly void · 
of any constructive ideas. How his comniandment 
"thou shall spin, spin and spin for ever'~, b.n lead to 
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political salvation _is not clear to the exoteric mind. 
But on account of the phenomenal ascendancy which 
his personality has acquired over the masses, the 
politicians find his name useful to conjure with and 
. to. exploit · for , their own ~nds. His ascetjc life. 
satntly character and devotion to the country have 
no doubt won for him the admiration of all classes. 
But sainthood is no guarantee of sound judgment in 
worldly· matters and the influence of the· Gandhi cult 
has Iargdy . waned among th~ politicians including 
the Swarajists and N a-changers. The one idea that 
Mr. Gandhi has succeeqed in driving home among 
the people is that, except by agitation of the masses 
and by recours~ to' passive resistance on a large scale, . 
there is rio hope· of .w~inging any concessions or 
reforms from ·the/ Government. The apprehension 

. . . 
that a self..:governing India will cut itself :adrift from 
Britain or will . be inimical to British interests is 
altogether ill-founded .. The resolution-of the Madras 
Congress in favour of independence is a superficial 
gesture of annoyance more than anything else. 
India knows the value 'of membership in the British 
Commonwealth. 'of , Nations and fully realizes that 
5ne cannot otherwise enjoy the security and freedom 
for development which she would have under the 
British flag. She is only anxious that her status in 
the British Empir~ should be that of a real and equal 
partner and not that of a dependant. The sentiment 
of gratitude is one of the most deep-rooted in the 
Indian mind and England may safely place her trust 
in the motives of gratitude and enlightened self
interest for the loyal maintenance, by India, of her 
partnership in the Empire. 
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I have been at pains to point out that the Gandhi 
cult has largely waned and that few of his followers 
believe in the articles of his creed. His prescriptions .. 
for the boycott of school$, colleges, courts, councils,· 
mill-made cloths ·and . foreign ·yam ·have proved . 
futile. His injunctions for the use of .Khadder are . 
not obeyed by all even among those who' profess to··. 
follow him. B1:1t though few believe m the s~cific · 
articles of his faith, the Gandhi spirit or the.mentality 
wliich he created has permeated brge sections. ~f the ·. 
masses. The young have lost their respect for' their · 
parents and elders ; students have lost their respect· .. ·• 
for their teachers, resent discipline and claim ~e right· 
to strike work ; respect for the laws of , tlie -land 
has sensibly diminished ; and the people have beCc;>me · 
familiarized with the idea that it is right and even · 
laudable to br~ laws which do not commend ' 
themselves to sectional public opinion.· .. ·· Imprison-, 
ment has lost its terrors and the people are prepared 
to go to jail by breaking such laws as they disapprove 
of, if they think that they can attract public sympathy 
and obtain credit for patriotism and courage .. 
Political offenders are greeted as patriots and heroes 
like Wilkes and on release from . internment or 
incarceration are invited to ·preside over political 
conferences. The question · under ~hat conditions 
passive resistance can be resorted to is one of the most 
difficult ~ politics which does not admit ·of an·_eaSy 
answer. Like many other questions of casuistry in 
the field of ethics, it"is an advantage. to the public and 
to the state, if the occasions for raising this issue are . 
avoided. To hold that passive resistance is 
justifiable under no circumstances is toh broad a 
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proposition. It .will strike at the right of the 
individual citizen to protest against gross tyranny in 
the only manner in which it is at all legally possible 
for him to do so .. On the other hand, to allow passive 
resistance in every case in which an individual citizen 
may consider a law to be bad or an order duly passed 

\by the executive authorities to~ bad, and to set up 
his own private judgment in opposition to t}lat of the 
community at large J would encourage the growth of 
a habit of law-breaking and render it impossible for 
any government to function. Tho~ who encourage 
. passive resistance to th<r present government. forget 
1 that the same spirit would continue to flourish even 
under S~ara j and woul~ strike at the root o_f order. 
The determination of the point at which it is morally 
permissible. for. a. citizen to. disobey the law depends 
upon the qu~stion whether the disapproval of the law 
is shared by a large section of the community, 
whether those who disapprove .of it are so convinced 
~f ·the · righteousness -of their contention that they 
feel they are bound to win in the end and whether 
the struggle is likely to draw public attention to 
the grievance in question in a prominent manner so 
as to attract the sympathy of .the majority of 
reasonable men. in the country and convert them to . 
the views of the passive resisters. . We cannot forget 
. the victories won for popular freedom by the passive 
resistance of Hampden; on the other hand, the 
exuberant growth of village Hampdens is a menace 
as well as a nuisance to society. The difficulty in 
drawing the line at which passive resistance becomes 
justifiable· is due to the uncertainty which hangs 
about all questions of degree. The interests of law 
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and order and of social stability require· the 'dis-. 
couragement, as a general rul~, of the resort to 
passive resistance whicli should be strictly confined ·to 

exceptional and extreme cases~ The multiplication 
of cases of this sort indicates 3. widening gulf between . 
law and public opinion which must be bridged at the 
earliest possible opportunity, if it is desired to avoid 
the risk of sapping the moral foundations o£ govern• ·· 
ment. Difficult and delicate as the problem. is,·it 
becomes doubly so in the case of ' a foreign 
government. Dangerous as it. is to invoke.: the 
principle of passive resistance in cases where , the 
object of the individual is to get rid of a · specific ·. 
law, it would become far more serious, if it-were. . . , . . 

frequently invoked as :a political w~apon.' with 'the ; 
object of training the masses in civil disobedience · 
and subverting the government.· Mass civil. dis
obedience is only next door to revolution and is the 
desperate resource 'of ·a weak nation against · the 
government. Those who encourage it are·· really 
playing with fire and do not realize that the spirit of 
lawlessness and disorder once roused'· and made 
popular cannot be easily controlled. ·Mr. Gandhi and 
his followers apparently consider that it is. sufficient 
unto tile day, if the present satanic government' is 
destroyed. This deplorable tendency to sympathy . 
for th~ passive resister is · not confined to this 
country. It is observed by. Dicey,. "This novel 
plienomenon which perplexes moralists arid states-• . . . . 

men is that large classes of. otherwise respectable 
persons now liold the belie£ and act on· the conviction 
that it .is not only allowabl~ but even highly 
praiseworthy to break die law of the b.nd, if .the 

46 
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law-breaker is pur:5uing some end which to him or 
to her seems to be just and desirable.'' The no-tax 
campaigns which have been started in Bardoli and 
other places under the influence of Mr. Gandhi's 
teaching bod~ no good to the maintenance ,of the 
moral authority of the existing system of government 
or to the interests of social order. They are looked 

· upon as pr~inary rehearsals of the final trial of 
strength be~een the Go~ernment and' the people. 
The spi~it of discontent which is largely due to 
economic cau~s easily lends itself t~ diversion into 
political channels.. Th(f bona fides and the im
partiality of the government are frequently suspected 
and the~r mptives questioned. The moral prestige ·of 
the gov;r~ent Jlas. ·.perceptibly declined. In 

· support ·of these . observations, I may refer to the 
fact that,. wh~never casualties occur in the course of 
a disturbance,_ there is no disposition to accept the 
findings· of. committees appointed by the government 
and committees are often appointed by the public for 
th~ purpose of holding an independent investigation 
and.arriving at the truth. · 

.·. I may . also refer to the utterances of sober public 
.·. men like Sir Ibrahim Rahmatulla of Bombay, a. 

gentleman who has he.ld highly responsible offices 
under the Government and who, in his presidential 

. speech at the Industrial Conference in Madras during 
·· the Christmas Week ·of 1927, confessed his inability 
to ~cc~pt the view that the mission of the· Britisli 
Government in India was purely philanthropic and 
naively wanted the Government. to declare how 

I e 

· much they hoped to gain by the exploitation of India. 
What is the lesson to be drawn by a wise 
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government from the facts of the situation ? . Not· to 
attribute them merely to the influence. of the;; agitator 
abroad ; not to resort to repressive measures ; ·hot 
to suppress the ~xpression or formation of public 
opinion ; not to · dose their eyes to . the awakening 
life of th~ nation ; not to despise the. intelligentsia 
and flout their opinions ; but earnestly to setabout 
the task of closing the differences which divide the 
people from the government and .. bringing . the 
government into accord with .. public. ·.··opinion . ahd 
sentiment. 

1 
One of the first things th,at Englisli 

statesmen nave to learn is to ·clear their minds of 
cant and not to pretend that they are the dis~ntere~ted 
guardians of the millions of people of Ind~~: · They 
have to recognize that their policy has often been 
the result of a conflict of their duties as guardians 
with the national interests of Britain and has been 
often swayed by the preponderance ~of )mp~rial 
interests. It is not necessary~ and it may.not be just; 
to impute to our guardians a conscious dereliction of . 
duty. Interest often warps . men's judgment ' and .· · 
English statesmen are no exceptions to this propo
sition. Even the most paternal guardian· finds it:' 
difficult to believe that his ward has attained sufficient 
discretion 'to be left to his own controL In the .. . \ / ,. ; 

language of Mr. Bonar Law, "The most difficult' 
time in the relations between father and son was ' ' 
when the son. was beginning to reach the stage of 
Jllanhood and when. the father mu~t realize . that he 
was no longer in a position to give orders. " 1

· It 
will involve a difficult 'process of education for the 

1 Studies in tlze Constitution of the J.risk Free State, ~y J, G. Swift 
MacNeill, p. 19. 
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lmp~rialist statesmen to view the situation from any, 
·:other angle of vision than the one to which they have 
been accustomed. The late Field-Marshal Wilson 
ga~ped in indignant ·astorushment when he thought 
of the possibility of the IQdian _Co~cil with~ lot of 

. natives on it refusing to allow native troops to be 

. sen( on· expeditions outside India. It is also not the 
habit of the •. English Government to make timely 
concesSions ·to popular demands with any show of 
grace.. ..We· have only to refer to the Inanner in 
which E~gland dealt with the question of parlia
mentary reforms, the Corn Law Repeal movement, 
the· Irish ; question and the suffragette movement. 
English Roliticians are _ constitutionally unable · to 
understand a peaceful .agitation or to take time by 
the' f()relock. ,J I u ruess ari ' agitation becomes very 

. widespread and intensive, they are not disposed to 
believe in the reality or justice of it, and they think 
it may he ignor~d or repressed. · The intrinsic merits 
of·· the case seldom i~uence their judgment. 
According to Dr. Gilbert -Slater, political effect 
depends not on actual violence, but rather upon the 

. evidences of intense emotion among those who are 
. capable of effective violent action combined with 
restraint. He refers to the elections of Waterford 
and Clare as typical of the most effective popular 
demonstration, where bodies of men, representative 
of a ·vast population, showed by their action that 
they were prepared to risk extremities for a· cause, • 
but made their demonstration in an absolutely irre-

, p~oacliable manner. 1 The policy of procrastination 

:a Gilbert Slater's Tlze Making of Modern England, p. 97. 
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has great disadvantages. . It leads . , to ·. growing 
estrangement between the government:-· and the 
people. It increases bitterness of f~elftg and •--~ve~
if concessions are eventually made, they ar~ mad~ 
in such a manner that they . fail .• to ' ev9~e > ,th~ 
sentiment of gratitude which would _attend 'ppon, a 
generous and prompt response.. In the .m~while. · 
the sober and. moderate politiCians . in' ~he . country· 
who pin their faith to consiitutioDal agitati~n lose 
their hold upon their . countrymen : and· the . people 
begin to listen to men of· extreme .·views~ . Thet 
younger generation of politicians largely belong; to. 
the extremist school and ha~ no faith_ in the efficacy 
of constitutional agitation~ · __ · .They; sar,. it has no 
sanction behind it and they hearke!!}O tb'e voice. of, 
the prophets who promise · '·Swaraj -within . tllree 
months or ·a year. It is ·. beCCl;use they· thin~ that 
Mr. Gandhi's gospel of Satyagraha, offers thy 
prospect of such a sanction, that th,ey_ have come ~Q 
believe in it and make experiments; in_t~e Practice. 
of it. . '~_ · \ .· - . 

<;: ' ' ~ ' l 

··Is it possible then to go back upon the:ref~rm~ 
introduced in 1921? To do so would he. diS<lstroo.s• 
to the prestige of Britain and• the·· intere~t:S'/_of. the 
British connection. It would permanently_ alienate_ 
India from Britain and would strengthen the .hands· 
of the few agitators who wish to persuade the peopl~ · 
that the political salvation of India must be· sought 
outside the British Empire. None of·. the· fantastic . 
schemes which have been put forW-ard by reaction
ary bu~eaucrats offers any solution of tile probl~m of 
unrest. It is out of the question to sit still' and mark -
time and extend the p~riod of probation~ A policy 
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of merely tinkering. the .. present constitution will be 
equally futile. The only course consistent with the 
best interests of Britain and India alike is to advance 
without wavering in the hop~ful spirit of. the 
Montagu-Chelmsford Report, a document whiFh for 
political insight and wise statesmanship must take 
rank with. the Durham Report. The Government 
must proceed along the road indicated in that report 
and take . a bold step forward in the direction of 
· autonomy.

1 
in the provinces and introduction of res

ponsibilitY in the internal civil administration in the 
sphere of the central government and take the other 
steps indicated in the earlier. chapters, so that the 
declining' . faith of the p~ople · in the intentions of 
government,. may. be revived. I do not wish . to 
ignore or ~it¥mize the .immensity of the problem 
which. confronts the British Government. · If 
·England is the disin.terested guardian she claims to 
be, and· has a genuine solicitUde for the abiding 
w~lfare of the country, she wou~d have to steer the 
Government of India between ·the Scylla of 
Imperialism and the. Charybdis of communalism . 
. She would have to resist the temptations of con-
. founding he:r: own interests with her duties as a 
guardian and seeking temporary ease and popularity 

. by truckling to the forces of communalism. I have 
not lost my faith in the British nation's love of 
justice or in the capacity of B.ritish statesmanship to 
rise to the situation. The· time has come for 
England to stand by and allow her ward to manage 
his. own estate, reserving to herself during the 

· transition period a power of re-entry in case of any 
dangerous departure from sound policy. 
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The Empire is now at the cross-roads ; the· 
stability of the British connection and the peaceful 
progress of India on· constitutional lines towards full 
responsible govet:nrnent depend alike upon the choice 
of the right road by the Imperial Government. The
present policy of England is essentially based upon
distrust of the loyalty of the people.' But can such a 
policy be ever .expected to produce trust and loyalty 
in the minds of the people? 1\f utual distrust between· 
the government and the people· must weaken' the 
strength of the government· alld lower its moral 
prestige. Imperialist politicians in England believe 
that it will not be' po~ible for the peoples of this vast 
country ever to become a united nation and that it 

• 
will always be possible to pJay off one community· 
or class against another and maintain the present 
regime for all time. The British Empire in 
India is undoubtedly a wonderful plienoinenon in th~ 
history of modem times. The only empire with which 
it challenges comparison is that of Rome in ancient 
history ; but even the Empire of Rome went to pieces 
in course of time. Is the British Empir~ \\jth its 
vast possessions and heterogeneous · populations 
likely to escape a similar fate? History records no 
instance of a country as large· as Europe minus 
Russia and containing a population_ of over three 
hundred millions being held in permanent subjection 
by another nation. for how long would it be 
possible to hold such a country by force · nr by the 

• policy of divide et- imp era? · Th~ title of Britain 
to hold India has been repeatedly admitted . by · 
her statesmen to rest upon moral grounds, · upon 
the conviction of · die people that t'he British 
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colll!ection is compatible with their attainment of the 
highest ·national id~ls. Will England allow it to be 

. sai<;l that though she has championed the cause of 
freedom in the world and helped t~e subject nation
alities of other powers to recover their indepenpence, 
she'· cannot sympathize with the aspirations of her 
own subjects of a different race and colour? The only 

·,way by .which the British connection with India can 
escape the fate of the Roman empire is to allow the 

' British . Crown ' to be identified with the national 
) 

. interests and aspirations of the people ; and the only 
· way in which · such identification can be effected is 
bythe grant of responsible government and by die 
·assumption by. the British sovereign of· the position 

' • I ' 

of a constitutional r:uler. Such a policy would give 
· India the fullest scope for · self-development as in 
·the case ·of the dominions. On no other footing 
would i~ be poss~ble to maintain the Empire in all 
i~ strength · and glory. The policy of jingoism 
resulted in tlie loss of the American colonies and in . . 

· the alienation of Catholic Ireland~ The lesson of 
America was not lost upon the British ·Government 
in their dealings with the dominions .; out the British 
Imperialists cherish . the belief that the lesson of 
America lias no application to India, inhabited as i~ 
is by non-European races. If India is to be a lost 
dominion· of tlie Empire, it will be lost by die 

· adoption of die policy advocated by tlie Imperialist 
jingoes of sitting tight upon natio~ aspirations, and .. 
not by a policy of graceful concession to national 
sentiment. India is the last and the most important 
citadel of Imperialist jingoism; we can therefore 
understand how painful it must be to the representa-
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tives of this class to renounce their domination ; but · 
that is the only way of saving the Empire. It was 
a most agreeable surprise to England and tlie rest of 
the world when lmfu. threw herself with enthusiasm 
into the great weir on the side of the allies. · England . 
will find that an emancipated India will be even more 
loyal to the empire and add to its strength ~ven more 
than the grea~ self-governing colonies. The fact 
tliat the people of India are not of the same race or 
colour would make no difference. The cultural hold 
that England has and will maintain . over India anCI 
the tie of gratitude will prove a far better cement of _ 
empire than the control which is maintained by force 
of arms. Political India is not so blind as- to be 
unable to appreciate the solid advantages' of a l~ting 
partnership in the British commonwealth of nations~ 
The elevation of the status of India from that 
of a dependency to that of an equal partner like the 
self-governing dominions will be . the proudest 
achievement of England in the pages of histo9",; { 

47 
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